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Length Pieces Casting 
Weight

Ideal Head 
Weight/Length RRP

ORACLE SPEY

12ft 4 7/8# 40g/48ft £114.99

13ft 4 8/9# 44g/53ft £119.99

14ft 4 9/10# 48g/56ft £124.99

15ft 4 10/11# 52g/60ft £129.99

ORACLE SCANDI

12ft 9in 4 8# 32g/39ft £129.99

13ft 9in 4 9# 36g/40ft £139.99

14ft 9in 4 10# 40g/42ft £149.99

ORACLE 
EXPEDITION 

FLY

12ft 9in 6 8# 44g/52ft £139.99

13ft 9in 6 9# 48g/56ft £149.99

14ft 9in 6 10# 52g/60ft £159.99

ORACLE SKAGIT 12ft 9in 4 9# 36g/23ft £129.99

ORACLE 
EXPEDITION  

SWITCH

11ft 6 7/8# 25g/33ft £89.99

11ft 6 8/9# 27g/33ft £89.99

ORACLE 
SWITCH

11ft 4 7/8# 25g/33ft £89.99

11ft 4 8/9# 27g/33ft £89.99
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Editor’s letter
Andrew Flitcroft with news of the end of an era on Trout & Salmon

L
AST MONTH, in our 60th 
Anniversary issue, I wrote 
about how T&S had 
influenced my lifetime of
fishing. But behind the
name and the glossy cover,

it’s the editorial staff and contributors,
who have shared their knowledge and
passion for our sport that I would like to
thank for decades of enlightenment. One
man has influenced me more than any
other. Not only because I have known and
worked with him for more than 20 years,
but also because he has an unrivalled
passion for our sport.

Game-fishing is Sandy Leventon’s
number-one choice in life – it oozes from
his pores. It has not been easy to uphold
the dizzy standards he set during his 19
years as editor of T&S, but he has always
been there by my side, supporting and inspiring me,
and sharing so many laughs, bottles of Grouse, boats
and beats that my time as editor has flown by. Sandy is 
a font of game-fishing knowledge and someone who has 
great pride in delivering a magazine that speaks to you, 
the reader, as a friend and companion. Mention a river 
or an old fly and he’ll know it. He’s also a master of the 
written word and a sub-editor par excellence. Sadly, dear 
reader, this is his last issue as a full-time member of the 
T&S team. Sandy is taking semi-retirement. However,
we’ve persuaded him to keep his hand
in for a few days a month. For the rest
of the time he’ll be fishing, working his
allotment and, with a little luck, 
gracing the pages of T&S if and when
he feels like putting pen to paper. T&S
is in Sandy’s blood and he will always
be a part of it. I think I can speak for
everyone in wishing him the tightest
of lines and a deserved break from the day-to-day rigour
of making this magazine. He will be sorely missed.

WE ARE hearing marvellous news on the salmon front 
with many rivers reported to be full of fish. Two months 
ago we had news of encouraging catches of spring fish 
on the River Eden. Since then, things have got better 
and better. It has been confirmed that this spring was 
the Eden’s best in 50 years! James Norris, of John Norris 
of Penrith, told me, “Anglers fishing on the Eden are 
doing so with expectation rather than hope, and some 
fishers have had three or four springers in a day.” 
Equalling the Eden’s success is the River Wye in Wales, 
where more than 400 springers have been caught since 
it opened on March 3. That’s the best spring since 1996. 

May on the Wye saw catches double that 
of the five-year average for that month 
while one beat reported catching ten 
salmon in a day. June started well, too, 
with a further 24 salmon reported 
on the first day alone. 

“Anglers have been fishing with a 
spring in their step. We’ve seen the best 
catch of spring-run salmon for two 
decades and they just seem to keep 
coming,” said regular Wye angler Tom 
Rigby. Tom has only managed a few 
hours’ fishing, but he’s had three on the 
fly for an average weight of just over 
20 lb. Fish up to 35 lb have been caught.

Dr Stephen Marsh-Smith, executive 
director of the Wye & Usk Foundation 
said, “There have been encouraging 
signs that the stocks were recovering 
over the last five years but 2015 has been 

the best to date. This is promising to be the best year 
since the stocks collapsed over 25 years ago.”

Other rivers, including the Hampshire Avon, Naver 
and Ribble, have also had big catches, while many beats 
on the Tay doubled their five-year-averages for May. 

TROUT AND SALMON’S Save Our Salmon campaign is 
in full swing. As I write, votes are pouring in and the 
running is very close – only two votes separate the two 
leading pitches. By the time you read this, voting will be 

over and we’ll have our winning pitch. 
We’ll publish the results in the 
September issue, but I’d like to thank 
all of you who have made the effort to 
vote and hope you will follow it up by 
making a donation that will make 
the SOS campaign a success. 
Details on how to donate will be 
published next month.

LAST, BUT not least, I would urge anyone who has an 
interest in the future of fishing in Scotland to respond 
to the latest consultation paper published by Scottish 
Government in response to the independent Wild 
Fisheries Review. You may already have given your 
views on the proposed kill licence, but this latest paper 
seeks your views on a number of broader policy options 
including the balance of functions between local and 
national levels, funding, science and skills, regulation 
and compliance and promoting access and 
opportunity and careers in fishing.

The consultation paper and further information on 
wild fisheries reform can be found at www.gov.scot/
Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/fishreform

“Marvellous news on the 
salmon front with many 

rivers reported to be 
full of fish”





        

Wish you were here?
Polly pool, Beat 1, River Avon, 

Ballindalloch Estate, Banffshire

The River Avon (pronounced “Arn”) is the major tributary of the River Spey and flows for 

some 40 miles through spectacular mountain scenery before entering the Spey at 

Ballindalloch. It is reputed to be the clearest river in Scotland, except after heavy rain, which 

can make it peat-stained. Its water tends to be colder than the Spey, hence the fish tend to 

run a little later in season – from early May onwards. 

Once they enter the river the fish can run fast and hard and can be scattered throughout the 

system right up to Glenavon, high in the hills. The Avon also has a great reputation for its run 

of sea-trout, and sport can be tremendous from late May onwards throughout the system. It 

is also a river that yields some hefty brown trout: fish to 6 lb have been caught.  

The Ballindalloch Fishery is on the lower Avon and offers some four miles of fishing divided 

into six beats for up to 12 rods rotating daily. There are more than 30 named pools and 

most beats have a small fishing hut. There is also a full-time gillie on the fishery who is on 

hand to help guests new to the beats. 

Contact and booking details:  Ballindalloch Estate Office. Tel: 01807 500 205  

or through www.fishpal.com Season: closes on Sept 30.
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LUNE BEAUTY
This plump brownie
couldn’t resist the
writer’s size 16 All
Purpose Terrestrial.
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The 
guessing 

game
Go trouting on the  

Cumbrian Lune and you never 
know what will take your fly. 
Paul Procter reveals how to 

master this unsung river’s pots 
and glides in high summer

T HE LUNE, in its wide lower reaches,
is a traditional salmon and sea-trout
river. Locals know only too well of the
silver treasure that awaits following a
lift in the water. But leave the Red
Rose county and head north into

Cumbria’s rolling fells and you will discover a very
different water.

Here centuries of floods have polished bedrock and
created steep-sided gorges and slippery ledges. Every
so often the river pauses to draw breath and where it
does, long, inviting gravel beds are formed. These are
a magnet for nymphs, larvae… and brown trout.

From its tiny beginnings a stone’s throw from
Ravenstonedale the Lune’s main arm is surprisingly
clear compared to the peaty surrounding rivers. It
lacks weed and at a glance a visitor might be forgiven
for thinking the river is a sterile environment. Fly life
is certainly not on a par with a fertile chalkstream,
but enough bugs exist to not only sustain wild trout,
but produce thumping great specimens.

Near Sedbergh there is water to match all style of 
fishing (nymphing, dry-fly, Spiders, tenkara...). The 
Sedbergh Anglers club controls much of the main 
river as well as a couple of tributaries. Many beats are 
available on a day-ticket. Its chairman Dr David 
Wright explained that the club once stocked brown 
trout each season but has now stopped in order to 
promote natural regeneration – wild trout.

My late-summer visit coincided with low and 
alarmingly clear water. David informed me that 
plenty of sea-trout were in residence but that the odds 
of finding active brownies seemed remote, especially 
given the bright skies. Few, if any, local rods had 

P H O T O G R A P H Y:  
J O N AT H A N  T O M L I N S O N



One on an  
Elk Hair Caddis 
from frothing 
water.

Crouch and use  
a long leader  

to minimise 
disturbance.

SHADY BUSINESS
If few fish are rising,
concentrate your
efforts beneath
the trees.
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bothered to fish recently so – a crumb of hope – I
would have the undisturbed water to myself.

I thought there was also mileage in making for the
furthest point from any parking spot. I kept well back,
trying not to break the skyline, and eventually
breached a stand of beech, close to the club’s lower
boundary. A wide pool greeted me with lovely pea
gravel at my feet. This gradually yielded to a deep
channel under the far bank.

Five minutes of scrutiny revealed a handful of fish
that were sipping the surface of a weary, if not wholly
idle, foam lane. From where I stood, little fly life was
apparent though the fish must have spent the
summer gorging on one sort of terrestrial or another.
A small foam beetle would
surely be their undoing.

A longer leader might 
help, if only to prevent fish
sensing any fly-line 
disturbance caused by a 
stray cast. I edged forward
as close as I dared and my first cast dropped two
yards short. Nothing wrong with that: simply let the 
fly, or rather the line drift out of harm’s way before 
lifting to present it again. What I didn’t bargain for 
was one of the fish moving several feet to inhale the 
fly. I had dropped my guard and the unexpected rise 
came and went without intervention. 

I gave myself a ticking off for such a schoolboy 
error, then eased closer to the second dimple. Three 
casts later this fish decided it had seen enough. 

The climbing sun was making the shadows shorter 
so this wasn’t a day to squander such chances. I 
carefully stepped into position to tackle the next fish, 
before pausing to make sure everything was in order.

To my eyes it seemed a perfect drift, right over the 
trout’s head and yet nothing stirred. However, this 

time, rather than make repeated casts, I waited.
Minutes later came the satisfying sip of a feeding fish
and I sighed with relief that at least this quarry hadn’t
detected my presence. After two more rises from the
same fish I lengthened my line again.

Just then, shafts of sunlight pierced the canopy,
revealing minuscule flecks, wafting about on a faint
breeze like wedding-day confetti. Greenfly (aphids)
filled the air. In the early-morning shadows they’d
gone unnoticed, yet the late-summer sun illuminated
their almost transparent bodies. I aborted the cast
and brought the leader to hand – it was time to show
this fish something smaller.

A size 20 imitation might not seem like much of a
meal to us, but when fish
crave puny flies they
often have eyes for little
else. With no sign of a
trout’s neb breaking the
surface the actual take
was surreal. My fly just

disappeared and a prompt lift had me attached to
what can only be described as a miniature rocket. 
Silver flanks flickered during every leap indicating 
that it was a sea-trout and, sure enough, a finnock 
came to hand. Not quite the quarry I was after, but no 
complaints, either.

I felt relieved to have finally caught something and 
began to make my way upstream.

The river became wider and although the limbs of 
the trees didn’t link arms I thought they provided 
enough shade for the fish to feel comfortable. Delicate 
rise forms to greenfly can easily be missed so it’s best 
to approach a pool like a tortoise rather than a hare. 

Every so often, dimpling rings or the faintest sips 
betrayed a feeding fish, but in the dappled light I had 
no way of knowing whether a sea-trout or brown trout 

“Shafts of sunlight pierced the 
canopy, revealing minuscule 

flecks... greenfly”

T H I S T I M E . . . 
Having missed 
the first two 
rises, Paul 
changes to a 
smaller fly and 
this time there’s 
no mistake.
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had caused the disturbance. I think that casting at the 
unknown is about as exciting as it gets. Each time a 
fish accepted my fly, trepidation followed, as I really 
didn’t know whether a bar of silver might clear the 
surface in a flurry of spray or a stubborn brownie 
would bore deep, trying to reach sunken roots.

Further upstream a series of plunge pools looked 
like a salmon-fisher’s paradise. Even though I have 
trouting eyes, I could imagine sea-faring beasts 
taking a breather in each pot before they tackled their 
next hurdle. In normal conditions, I would expect a 
rod to be perched at the head of each run, ready to 
methodically swing a fly through the turbid water. 
But on that day the pathetic flows had “trout” written 
all over them.

Those who lean towards nymphing will find this 
water an instant draw. Spiders are worth a swim, too, 
but I opted for a large bushy Elk Hair Caddis. For good 
measure, a wee Pheasant-tail nymph (PTN) trailed 
some 3 ft behind, courtesy of the New-Zealand 
dropper arrangement. I don’t know why, but the trout 
favoured the buoyant fluffy creation, often hitting it 
with such gusto that they caused me to jump. Several 
fish obliged – the best topping 1 lb – although judging 
by the water displaced, a more substantial creature 
moved to my fly. In the churning whirlpool, it was 
difficult to make out whether this was a decent brown 
trout, a sea-trout or even a stale salmon.

Spurred on by this incident, much of my afternoon 
was frittered away searching the faster pockets or 
where water bubbled below cascades. As expected, 
few trout were seen rising, but they were there alright 
and rose to meet my Elk Hair as it danced in the 
confusion of currents. In fact, such was their 
enthusiasm, I eventually dispensed with the PTN that 
had been riding shotgun. 

I moved on to the smooth flats once more and 
replaced the Elk Hair with a little black number, 
sporting a CDC wing. It was not an archetypal 
greenfly dressing, but when presented with care,  
it was taken by both brown trout and sea-trout. 

The clear water also allowed me to more easily  

spot fish from a high bank where I located several 
solid-looking shapes, no doubt sea-trout lying doggo 
on the riverbed. As sure as eggs are eggs, come 
sundown these fish would be more active and  
more likely to take a fly.

With so many sea-trout in residence, the Lune had 
in part lived up to its reputation for silver treasure. 
The finnock might not have been my intended quarry, 
but they were great sport, especially on a four-weight 
outfit. As for the brownies, you’d be hard pressed  
to find a more handsome population. I’d seen  
enough to tempt me back one day. 

“Few trout were seen rising, but they were 
there alright and rose to meet my Elk Hair 

Caddis as it danced in the currents”

PERMITS
SEDBERGH & District Angling Association tickets
are £20 per day, £50 per week. From Premier
Express, 73 Main Street, Sedbergh LA10 5AB.  
Or book online at www.fishpal.com

ACCESS AND WADING
FOOTPATHS TEND to shadow the river’s course 
with well-maintained gates and stiles. A good
club map is available that clearly marks access
and parking. There are steep banks on the lower
stretch, which can be tricky in wet conditions.
The lower Lune is a powerful river with plenty of 
deep channels, so take a wading staff.

WHERE TO STAY
• DALESLEA B&B, Station Road, Sedbergh
LA10 5DL. Tel: 01539 621 789. Mob: 07856 313
541. Web: www.daleslea.co.uk
• ASH Hining Farm B&B, Howgill, Sedbergh
LA10 5HU. Tel: 01539 620 957.
Mob: 07774 281 767.
Web: www.ashhiningfarm.co.uk
• THE Sun Inn at Dent, Main Street,
Dent, Cumbria LA10 5QL.
Tel: 01539 625 208.  
Web: www.suninndent.co.uk 

 Fish and sleep

S I LV E R S U R PR I S E
A lively finnock taken on
the All Purpose Terrestrial.

Despite the Lune’s 
fast flow, there are 

plenty of blue-
winged olives.



TH E R I V ER
There are many types of water on the upper 
Lune. I fished near Sedbergh where the polished 
limestone bedrock is largely devoid of fly life, but 
there are plenty of rushing pools and glides in 
between, where boulders push the currents 
every which way. Some of these pools stretch for 
100 yards or more and, if the trout are looking up, 
they can occupy you for the best part of an 
absorbing day.

HOW BIG A R E TH E FISH ?
Brown trout average 6 oz-8 oz, but “pounders” 
are common and there’s the possibility of running 
into larger specimens of more than 3 lb.

TROU T SE A SON 
March 15 to September 30.

W H AT F LY L I F E? 
Upwinged flies of the stoneclinger family thrive in 
the Lune’s turbulent waters and constantly 
shifting riverbed. In spring there are good 
numbers of olive uprights, large brook duns and, 
to a lesser extent, March browns. Later in the 
year, large summer duns (a close relation of the 
large brook dun) can be found. 

There are various stonefly species, dominated 
in spring by the early brown, which towards the 
back-end is replaced by the elegant needle and 
willow flies. You’ll find blue-winged olives 
throughout the summer, although don’t expect 
dense clouds of them.

Plenty of terrestrials blow in from the 
surrounding pastures with black gnats and 
hawthorn flies most prevalent. Riparian trees are 
home to countless greenflies, to which the trout 
switch from September.

FAVOU R ITE F L I E S 
When little fly-life is showing, try the streamy 
parts of the river using large dry-flies, such as the 
Klinkhamer, Elk Hair Caddis, or foam Beetle. Wet-
flies are always popular: Snipe-and-Purple, Poult 
Bloa and Black Magic are the pick of the bunch. 
However, a Royal Coachman and Black-and-
Peacock are effective, too. Beadhead nymphs 
work, though tyings with black or copper beads 
are more useful as the “bling” of a bright gold 
bead can sometimes alarm trout, especially 
during clear water conditions. Where slow, 
smooth water occurs, dainty dry-flies are best, 
particularly patterns with CDC such as a Hare’s 
Ear or black F Fly.

BE ST TIM E S 
While spring sees decent fly hatches and every 
opportunity of finding rising trout, the Lune is a 
typical spate river and will fish right through the 
season, especially following a lift in water. Even in 
high summer, if the water is tinged, the trout may 
feel secure and be found feeding. However, the 
Lune generally runs gin-clear in a drought when 
fishing is best delayed until last or first light.

R ECOM M EN DED TACK L E 
The Lune’s middle reaches are tree-lined in many 
parts but wide enough to swing longer rods.  
A ten-footer is an advantage when nymphing but 
a 9 ft rod is fine for the dry-fly. However, refrain 
from anything shorter as whether you’re a dry-fly 
or wet-fly enthusiast, line mending is mandatory 
here. Whichever rod length you choose, opt for  
a 5-weight line, which will be delicate enough  
to protect fine tippets and yet have the guts  
to deal with larger trout.   

 Habitat, flies and tackle 

CLEAR WATER
From a higher

bank, Paul spots
sea-trout lying

low until
darkness.
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March browns 
and magnolias

Jon Beer searches for trout – and more – on an 
entrancing beat of the River Usk

P H O T O G R A P H Y:  J O N  B E E R

Philip admires 
the magnificent 
magnolia at
Swanmeadow 
Lodge on the 
banks of the Usk.
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T
HE SECOND most expensive spice in 
the culinary world is derived from an 
exotic orchid native to Central 
America. The flavour it imparts is so
sumptuous yet delicate that, despite
its expense, it’s used in a vast range of

cooking and perfumery. In fact it is so widely used
that the flavour, once so strange and exotic,  
has come to signify the commonplace, the bland, the
ordinary – vanilla.

In the 1950s the building trade came up with a
warm, pale paint to lighten our living rooms. It was a
subtle shade of palest cream suffused with the merest
hint of pink, emulating another exotic flower. And
didn’t we just love this colour? Through the second
half of the 20th Century it became the shade of choice
for the nation’s living spaces and so ubiquitous that,
like vanilla, it, too, became a byword for the 
commonplace, the bland and the ordinary. But there
was nothing ordinary or dull about this magnolia.

We could see it from three fields away, billowing
above the riverbank like a vast pink meringue. It grew
in magnificence as we rumbled across the fields,
until we could see beneath the billows, almost  
hidden in its folds, a neat white cottage. 

It sits in splendid isolation on a sweeping bend of
the River Usk between Abergavenny and Usk. The 
nearest road is half a mile away across the sheep 
pastures. I’d found it first in early March when a 
sunny day had me in a fever to be on a trout stream 
somewhere, anywhere, after a long grey winter. I’d 
been chatting to Jean Williams at her tackle-shop in 
Usk and she’d sent me along to Pant-y-Goitre Farm,
where Colin Evans had pointed the
way across the fields. There’d been
no pink billows in March, just a
white cottage in a neat winter
garden of evergreen shrubs  
circled by bare trees.  
And beside it, the River Usk. 

What is it that draws me inexorably to the beautiful
Usk every year in early spring? I blame the weather.
Also the Welsh fishing regulations. Every year, it
seems to me, there are a few dangerous days at the 
beginning of March when the sun shines and the air 
warms enough to bring out the blossoms on my plum 
tree. It’s also enough to get a weak and foolish man, 
who’s been stuck indoors all winter, having thoughts 
of rising trout. Both are in need of protection. There’s 
not a lot to be done about the plum tree: in a week’s 
time a sharp frost and the usual March weather will 
do for the flowers and the plums for another year. But 
there are laws to protect the weak and foolish man 
from himself. In most places he can’t fish for another 
fortnight. In many places he’s safe till the beginning 
of April. But in Wales there is no such safety net. He 
can fish from March 3. And on a warm and sunny day 
in the first week of March he does just that – and the 
Usk is my nearest bit of Welsh water. So there comes a 
day each year when I set off in bright sunshine and 
unwarranted optimism only to return with mild 
sunburn, dashed dreams and confidence in tatters. 

It was no different this March. From the white 
clapboard cottage beneath the bare trees the river 
swung around an elegant swan-neck bend which 
gives the meadow – and hence the lodge – its name. 

The beat stretched for a mile downstream through an 
entrancing series of pools. There were sparkling 
riffles between deep runs and slow glides. We fished 
them all and fished them hard but nothing moved on 
that warm bright day in the first week of March. 
You’d think I would learn. I never do. But I did learn 
something – two things, in fact.

We were eating sandwiches on a seat beside the 
cottage when a car rumbled across the meadow. It 
was another fisherman. But Martin had not travelled 
a hundred miles in blind optimism. He’s a local. He 
was just popping down to see what was happening on 
the river. We told him. We agreed it was a bit too soon, 
the water a bit too cold. And then we talked of the 
March brown and rumours of its reappearance on 
the waters of the Usk where once it had been a famous 
hatch. I remembered days when father and I had 
fished the Usk town water and March browns had 
brought fish to the surface on the bleakest of days. 
And days at Talybont when the surface erupted with 
hatching flies like pimples on an adolescent. And 
then the hatches declined and seemingly 
disappeared. Years ago there had even been talk of 
reintroduction, of restocking with March browns 
from the Tweed in the way that Mayfly had been 
reseeded on some Derbyshire streams (T&S April 
2010). And then, last year, I heard that the March 
brown had been seen again on the Usk – not in the 
fabled numbers of yesteryear but definitely among 
those present. This I had to see for myself. 

Tracy Evans arrived at the lodge beside the river. It 
was still closed up for the winter but, she said, the 
first fishermen would be staying at the lodge over 

Easter – when there was every 
chance the magnolias would be in 
bloom. Magnolias? She pointed to 
the bare trees surrounding the 
cottage. There were four trees to 
the east and one giant specimen 
towering to the west. I would 

dearly like to see that in all its pomp. And so it was 
arranged: I would return when the magnolia was in 
bloom. It all sounded delightfully Pop Larkin.

The week after Easter our local magnolias 
appeared al dente. I phoned Pant-y-Goitre Farm: so 
were theirs. So I collected Philip and we set off into 
the west. As we approached across the fields the 
magnolias blazed and billowed above the neat white 
fishing lodge as described.  
But what of the March browns?

The first good description of the fly appears in 
Richard Bowlker’s The Art of Angling in 1747. 

In March, if the weather be open and mild, and the 
water clear, angle with the worm, or troll with the 
minnow or kill-devil, in the morning; and towards 
twelve o’clock the Blue Dun and March Brown flies 
make their appearance; when, of course, you will 
discontinue the former baits, and commence fly-fishing, 
which will generally prove successful until about three 
o’clock, when the flies begin to disappear from the river.

Which is just about spot on – so why was I looking 
for them in April? Three years after Bowlker’s book 
appeared, parliament passed the Calendar (New 
Style) Act, changing the first day of the year from 
March 25 to January 1 and switching from the Julian 
to the Gregorian calendar – with the loss of 11 days. 

Jon Beer is the  
president of the 

Wild Trout 
Trust. He fishes 

all over the 
world and is 

author of three 
books, Gone 
Fishing, The 
Trout and I, 

and  
Not All 

Beer and 
Bezencenet.

“It’s enough to get a weak and 
foolish man having thoughts 

of rising trout”
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A B OV E A March brown. Note the vein-clear patch on the 
forewings, and the brown dash on the upper legs.

L E F T Swanmeadow Lodge is let with the fishing.

Philip fishes his 
Easy Rider Dun 
on Weaver’s 
pool, part of the 
Swanmeadow 
fishery.
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The financial year, incidentally, remained the same
as before, beginning on March 25 – which became
April 5 after losing those 11 days. And lo! A fly which
once hatched around the same time in March now
hatched at the beginning of April. 

The March brown is quite a chunky number –
meaty enough to tempt a large trout to the surface on
a sunny day. So the trout in Philip’s net might have
been expecting something of the sort when he took a 
largish Special Klinkhamer – although green tinsel 
ribbing and a hot-orange thorax is not an obvious 
imitation of the natural fly. At 16½ inches – 
something over 1½ lb – that trout was big enough to 
know better. These trout of the Usk below Brecon have 
a characteristic livery. There are none of the high-
contrast spots with a white halo, no bold splashes of 
scarlet. The Usk trout is restrained. It is speckled 
rather than spotted, a heather mixture of greys and 
browns: less Mary Quant, more Harris tweed.

Grannom had been tumbling from the surface 
throughout the morning. Now, in the early afternoon 
we began to see large upwing flies climbing over the 
river. Catching one was another thing. March browns 
tend to hatch below the rougher water, usually getting 
into the air before the slower glides where we might 
pick one off the surface. It is one thing to see a largish 
upwinged fly with brownish mottled wings drift by 
and announce “March brown” in a knowledgeable 
sort of way. Who’s going to argue? Not Philip, at any 
rate. But it’s quite another to be certain. That needs 
hind wings and wing veins and so forth, and a book if 
you don’t carry that sort of stuff in your head. It needs
a photograph. And so the pair of us spent some time
crawling through the margins and cussing as our 
subjects crawled out of sight or took to the air before
we could get their portrait.

Of course, it doesn’t really matter to the fisherman.
If the occasional trout is taking a largish mottled fly
from the surface he has only to cast a largish mottled
fly to much the same spot and there’s every chance a

fish will grab it, whether it has upright hindwings 
with a costal projection or not. An Easy-rider Dun – 
with its mixed grizzle and red hackle and hare’s ear 
body – did the job nicely and more Usk trout in 
tastefully understated tailoring came to the net. As 
Richard Bowlker had noted a couple of centuries ago, 
a man fishing the March brown hatch is going to 
miss lunch. He wouldn’t want to miss tea – not the one 
that Tracy had ready for us back at the fishing lodge. 
Over a meal of home-made sausage rolls of lamb and 
wild garlic, with cream scones and jam to follow, 
Colin and Tracy told us the history of this magical 
spot amid the magnolias on the banks of the Usk.

The lodge was built in the 1920s by Howard Fowler, 
an auctioneer in Cardiff. He was a salmon fisherman 
and it was its reputation as a salmon beat that drew 
him to Swanmeadow, where he built the white 
clapboard cottage on the riverbank. Howard’s wife, 
Ivy, created the neat garden set in the sheep pastures 
and circled the garden with trees, the magnolias on 
either side. They entwined their names as “Ivyhow” 
on a wooden sign by the door. The Ordnance Survey, 
having not much else to put in these fields where the 
Usk swings round to the south, took note of this little 
nameplate and slapped it on the map.

But for the fishermen who come year after year to 
this little floral haven on the banks of the Usk it is 
Swanmeadow Lodge. 

SWANMEADOW Lodge is one of three holiday cottages run by Tracy  

and Colin Evans on their farm at Pant-y-Goitre. Creel Cottage and 

Fisherman’s Rest are barn conversions at the farm, half a mile from the 

Swanmeadow beat of the Usk. Swanmeadow Lodge sits on the 

riverbank beside the beat. Fishing on the Swanmeadow beat (one 

mile) is available only to residents of the cottages. For details visit 

www.swanmeadow.co.uk and phone Tracy Evans on 01873 840 207.

 Fishing and staying 

US K BE AU T Y  
Philip’s best 
trout of the day, 
which weighed 
about 1½ lb.



 A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E A T U R E  

A HOME ON THE 
BANKS OF THE IRFON

S
ET IN SEVEN beautiful
acres at the foot of the
Eppynt mountain range in
mid Wales, this beautifully
maintained and family-
owned leisure park offers

luxurious static caravan holiday homes
for sale to private owners at affordable
prices on the banks of the River Irfon.
The homes are perfect for discerning
holidaymakers seeking peace and
tranquillity away from the hustle and
bustle of everyday life.

Irfon River Leisure Park offers private
fishing, which is exclusively available to
holiday-home owners and touring
guests at the park. This is a 1¼-mile
beat of the River Irfon, which runs right
by the park itself. The Irfon is a main
tributary of the Wye and is well known
for its salmon, trout and grayling
fishing. Also, there are very many other
great fishing locations nearby and the
Wye & Usk Foundation will be pleased

to point you in the right direction if you
wish to try waters anew.

The park’s location is perfect for all
sorts of outdoor pursuits, including
walking and cycling, and its location is
great for family days out by car. There is
a lovely children’s playground and a
laundry facility on site.

For further information about Irfon
River Premier Leisure Park please visit
www.irfonriver.co.uk.

If you would like to visit the park, new
park manager Kevin Pike and his wife
Julie will be delighted to show you
around, with no obligation.

Spot rises in the comfort of your own home.

The park is situated in beautiful countryside.

A T R OU T 
BE F OR E 
BR E A K FA ST ? 
The park is right 
on the banks 
of the Irfon. 

Have you ever considered owning your own holiday 
home by a river, with great game-fishing on your 

doorstep? Well, at Irfon River Premier Leisure Park, 
that dream can be a reality

CON TACT TH E PA R K ON 
Kevin Pike: 07786 654 029. 

Office: 01792 391 203, (press option 2). 

Irfon River Premier Leisure Park, 

Garth, Llangammarch Wells LD4 4BH.

E-mail: info@irfonriver.co.uk

www.irfonriver.co.uk



he leviathans  
of Lochaber 

To catch a 10 lb wild brown trout is the stuff of dreams. But Colin Riach
and party experienced so much more during an extraordinary

week’s fishing on lochs Arkaig, Lochy and Shiel

B
ACK IN 2014, I got a shout from Colin
McCrory. Most years, he and seven
fellow Loch Lomond anglers head over
to Lough Corrib for a week in May. 
They’d had a chat about the future. 
Everyone would be a long time looking 

at the lid and they hadn’t explored a fraction of what 
was on their own doorstep in Scotland. Corrib was to 
be put on the backburner indefinitely, while the grand 
tour of Scotland was embarked on over the coming 

years. The first pick out of the bran tub was to try
for a large wild brownie on the fly, on  
lochs Arkaig, Lochy and Shiel. 

Stan Headley has written about the fishing on these
lochs on several occasions for Trout & Salmon and it
had piqued the lads’ curiosity. They arranged the
fishing through Mark Hirst, the loch warden, and 
hired Mark’s services, and his boat, for the week.  
The Lomond boys have their own boats, and they 
arranged launching access, so everyone could boat- 

P H O T O G R A P H Y:  C O L I N  R I A C H



Colin Riach has 
been fishing 

the lochs of his 
native Scotland 
for more than 
40 years. A fan 

of the visual 
aspect of 

fishing dry-flies 
and emergers, 
he has over the 
past few years 
been adding 
the dap to his 

favoured 
tactics.

H E A DI NG HOM E  
Stunning evening light 
across the rolling 
waves on Loch Arkaig.
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I say “brown”. I’m not sure which of the fish we
caught I should call brown trout and which ferox. I
hear what the ferox experts are saying about ferox
having a separate genetic identity from regular Salmo
trutta. These large trout are piscivorous, with char
their main prey in Arkaig and Lochy. The situation in
Loch Shiel is less clear. One thing is definite – they are
very large wild trout. While many people believe they
are rarely caught on traditional loch-style tactics, this
turns out to be untrue. They spend a lot of time in gin-
clear water, 10 ft -20 ft deep, and can be tempted to
come up and take a trout fly. They seem to like to take
in the first couple of pulls of the retrieve; few of us did
much over the week “on-the-lift” or “on-the-hang”.

Brian and I carried on fishing without troubling
any more big trout. Colin M’s crew have a daily £1
sweep for the biggest fish and on Saturday the money
came my way, with nothing else above 1 lb 4 oz
caught. Before we fished, Colin had said that if just
one of us landed a big trout on fly, the trip would be a
success, and in his view it already was. His lamb
rogan josh went down a treat, as did the variety of
whiskies on offer. The Taiwanese malt fooled everyone.

Sunday saw us all back on Arkaig. Mark, Angus
MacRitchie and I drove to the top end of Arkaig,
where we launched the boat and fished down in
variable winds and very dreich conditions. The
scenery is stunning and we had the company of
divers, ospreys and sea eagles, which all nest on the
lochside. There are wild boar, too, digging up the

“Whilemanypeoplebelievetheyare
rarelycaughtonloch-styletactics, this

turnsouttobeuntrue”

fish. They booked the self-catering chalets in the 
converted Steading at Achnacarry and then realised 
the four chalets accommodated ten. Enter Andy 
Gilchrist and me, to make up the numbers.

The countdown e-mails started around the  
“21 sleeps to go” stage. Colin M is a master of 
planning. In the months leading up to the trip, no 
stone was left unturned. Travelling partners were 
arranged and a draft spreadsheet of boat-partners for 
the week was drawn up by Dave McDowell. Ten sleeps 
to go… nine sleeps, eight, seven… Lists of what to take 
were sent out. Spare petrol motors, spare electric 
motors, spare batteries, spare chargers… We made 
sure we had a balanced range of malt whiskies – no
point in getting them out on the first night only to
discover we had ten bottles of Islay. Four sleeps to go,
three, two… Colin cooked a giant lamb rogan josh to
feed the ten of us on the first night. The last e-mail
was entitled “19 hours to go”.

And so to Saturday, May 9. Truth be told, I’d have
been happy to take it easy – we had a whole week
ahead of us, we didn’t get access to the chalets until
2 pm and we had a “big shop” to do in Fort William. I’d
have been happy to start fishing on Sunday. The rest
were mad-keen to fit in an extra day’s fishing, and the
plan was to meet in Morrisons’ car park in Fort
William at 0800 hours. In hindsight, for me this was a
good plan. I got myself up and out at 0500 hours and
on the road. We had breakfast in Morrisons’ café
and did our shopping.

We met Mark at the Steading. He recommended we
start on Arkaig, which runs perpendicular to Lochy,
making it very handy when the wind is unfavourable
to one – you simply fish the other. I was in Mark’s boat
with Brian Wright for the first shift. Mark took us up
the water for three or four miles – or was it six or
seven miles? Arkaig is 13 miles long and Mark’s boat
has a 15 hp engine, so it’s difficult to be sure. We
began fishing. I chose an intermediate line and
dependable 6 lb Maxima Ultragreen with a size 10
Kate McLaren Muddler on the bob. My first offer of the
week connected me with a lump. Fishing today was a
good plan, after all. In typical brownie fashion, after a
few sharp runs, it settled down to a “dig-dig” fight
under and around the boat. After landing the fish,
Mark took it ashore to measure, tag and scale-sample
it for the Lochaber Fisheries Trust. It weighed 7 lb 9 oz
– my new personal best wild brown trout.
And it wasn’t even lunchtime yet.

BELOW
The author’s
7 lb 9 oz Arkaig
fish goes back,
following
Mark’s tagging.
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hillside. Perhaps they will one day unearth Bonnie 
Prince Charlie’s Spanish gold, the Treasure of Loch 
Arkaig, which is rumoured to be buried there.

Angus and I had sport with the pounders, but 
nothing larger. When we came in, we discovered the
star of the day was Denis McLaughlin, who had landed
a fish of 6 lb 4 oz. A best-ever brown for Denis, double
success for the trip, and a great start to the week!

Monday was a day and a half. It was wet and wild. 
Although the wind direction suited drifts on Lochy, 
we decided it would be safer to take shelter on Arkaig. 
Mark took Colin M and Dave over to Loch Shiel. I 
fished with Andy and we found trout of standard 
stamp around the mouth of the Mallie River. We 

spotted Angus and Denis pulled in to a beach for
lunch and joined them. “Caught any?” we asked. “A
couple,” came the reply. We were supposed to enquire,
“Any size?” but assumed they were similar to our
fish. After a while, Denis could take no more waiting
and produced his camera to show us the larger of the
two. It was 11 lb 6 oz, caught on a green-tailed Kate
McLaren Muddler. A personal best one day, almost
doubled the next. After a while, Jim Bonellie and
Brian saw us and came in. Jim was bubbling with
joy… having caught a fish of 8 lb 8 oz – his best-ever
brown trout by more than 4 lb. We had a good laugh at
the realisation that, on any other day it would be the
headline act, but today it had been put in
its place by Denis’s 11-pounder.

When we got back to the Steading, we heard that
Colin M, Mark and Dave had been blown off Loch
Shiel after two or three hours, but not before they had
caught six fish, including two on the same cast for
Dave – both around 1 lb 12 oz. What they kept to
themselves until the handing over of the after-dinner
pound coins was that Colin had caught his biggest-
ever brownie of 6 lb 3 oz, taken on a Silver Invicta
double on the point, and that Dave had smashed
everything with a fish of 12 lb 1 oz, taken on a pearly
Clan Chief. Poor Jim: he caught the trout of a lifetime,
eight and a half pounds, and he wasn’t even runner-
up in the sweep. Four more personal bests in one day.

Tuesday was a wee bit wild. Most of us waited until
the afternoon, when it was due to calm down, and
then went out on Arkaig. I was with Denis. Denis
wasn’t just hooking more big fish than the rest of us;
he also caught trout in the 2 lb-3 lb class when no one
else had any. What was Denis doing that was so
special? Nothing, so far as I could make out – just
casting and retrieving at a slow, steady pace – the
same as the rest of us. I say “the same as the rest of
us”: Mark spent half his time telling his charges to
slow down. He was out on Lochy with Jim and Angus.
Mark thought Jim was giving it the “fiddler’s elbow”.
“Slur doon, man!” he kept telling Jim, in his gentle
Geordie way. “It’s norra competishun tu see who can
git thur flies back tu thu boat furst, like.” After several
fishless hours, Angus offered his rod to Mark, 
challenging him to show them how it’s done. Six casts 
later, Mark hooked and landed a fish of 1 lb. Angus 
and Jim’s gas was duly put at a peep.

Back on Arkaig, sport was slow for Denis and me, 
landing just three fish of 1 lb. As we drifted, 
something smaller splashed in front of us. Denis 

A B OV E 
Dave McDowell 
brings in a 
Lochy brownie.

A tense moment at the Achnacarry Estate apartments...

Terry Doyle and 
Brian Wright 
head out from 
Bunarkaig Bay 
on Loch Lochy.
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drew his flies past it and his rod went over.  
“I’ve got him!” he said. But he hadn’t. What he 
had hooked was Aggie, the Loch Arkaig 
monster. The next second, a huge fish veered
across in front of the boat. We got a great view
of it through the crystal-clear water. The 
monster trout sheared the line through the
water like a cheese wire through cheddar and
its momentum broke the cast. I’ll have its
image etched on to the back of my eyeballs till
my dying day. We both put it in the 20 lb class.
That was the only big one hooked on the day,
and the sweep was a roll-over.

On Wednesday the weather was all change
again. No wind and bright sun. Four went to Loch
Morar for only one or two smallish fish. Four,
including me, went out on Arkaig for not much more.
Denis went with Mark and Terry Doyle to Loch Shiel
where, in the calm and bright sun, Goldenballs Denis
caught a fish of 10 lb 12 oz on a size 8 Clan Chief.
Denis’s week: one at 6 lb 4 oz, one at 10 lb 12 oz, one at
11 lb 6 oz… and lost a big one!

Thursday brought a cloudless sky and we could see
we were in for another frying. Colin M, Angus, Brian
and I took the day off and went for a run in the car.
Colin used the opportunity to recce possible future
waters by going up Glen Cannich and Glen Affric.
Stunning scenery. In the evening, I went for a walk 
down the Arkaig River with Mark and we did a wee bit 
of downstream-and-across wet-fly, catching a 12 oz 
fish each. It’s a cracking river, but after all the rain it 
was running a little big for my four-weight. No one on 
the lochs had had a big fish – another sweep roll-over.

Friday, and the wind turned to the south-west –
perfect for Lochy. We took the boats off Arkaig and 
moved them over. After a couple of hours we were just 
getting going with some sport when the wind died 
and the rain came over. We saw the boats pulled up on 
a beach and went over. John Buggy would tell you he’s 
the least-experienced angler of the group. However, 
he has a habit of pulling out the big one. Angus was 
relating this fact to Mark, about the same time as
Mark was being unimpressed by John’s selection of 
flies: “Guld-heed hayas eah – foh evan’s sake!” John 
suggested that Mark might care to pick something out
for him, and he duly selected a size 10 Goat’s Toe. A 
few casts later, John’s rod buckled over.

Mark takes up the story: “John’s fish was an 
epic battle, almost Hemingway. It was obviously 
a large fish and John started with his hand 
clamping the line to the handle. Both Angus 
and I were shouting at him to let it run. I was 
rowing hard against the wind to keep the boat 
above the fish, while Angus and I were 
shouting at John: ‘Keep the rod up. Keep the rod 
down. Give it some slack! Not that much! It’s 
going under the boat! Watch the outboard! 
Watch the keel! We’ll fiddle, you dance!’ I don’t 
care who was holding the rod – all three of us 
were playing that fish.”

Between the three of them, the fish was 
landed, Goat’s Toe in mouth, and weighed 16 lb 12 oz. 

Although everyone on that beach was stunned,  
not least Big John, there was an almost surreal 
acceptance that, given all the events of the week, this 
is exactly what we should have expected to happen.  
I now hesitate to call it the fish of a lifetime,  
as who knows…

We kicked our heels for the next two hours, waiting 
for a breeze. When one did come up from the west, we 
had an hour’s sport with smaller fish, before the wind 
threatened to get dangerous, so we headed in.

An astonishing week. The eight biggest trout 
weighed a total of 79 lb 7 oz. All were caught by 
traditional wet-fly techniques on intermediate and 
slow-sinking lines. Mark’s input cannot be overstated. 
His dry humour fitted right in with our own and 
added to our enjoyment of the week. Five of the eight 
big fish came to his boat. The fact that three others 
were caught shows it can be done the hard way, too.

The next problem was what to do about next year.  
The plan was to move to pastures new. Looks like 
they’ll all be going back to Achnacarry next May…

● Guided fishing: Contact Mark Hirst. Tel: 01397 712 116. Mob: 0787 

943 7471. E-mail: mark.achnacarry@gmail.com A day for two with 

Mark (and his boat) costs £130.

● There are two two-bedroom and two three-bedroom self-catering 

apartments on the Achnacarry Estate. For prices and availability, visit 

www.achnacarry.com or telephone 01397 712 313.

 Guides and chalets 

A B OV E 
A standard 
stamp Lochy 
fish succumbs 
to a silver  
Clan Chief.

BE L OW  
A flat calm on 
Arkaig heralds 
lunchtime.
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SEVEN MORE
REMARKABLE

TROUT
1.Colin McCrory, 6 lb 3 oz, Shiel.

2.Denis McLaughlin,

10 lb 12 oz, Shiel.

3.Denis McLaughlin,

11 lb 6 oz, Arkaig.

4.Mark Hirst, holding Dave

McDowell’s 12 lb 1 oz Shiel fish.

5.Jim Bonellie, 8 lb 8 oz, Arkaig.

6.Denis McLaughlin,

6 lb 4 oz, Arkaig.

7.John Buggy,

16 lb 12 oz, Lochy.

1 2 3

4 5
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A fine week 
in the Highlands

After last year’s poor salmon runs, many rivers have had a 
good spring, especially in the far north. Nigel Passmore 

shares his diary of a May trip to the Oykel

I
N MY list of favourite rivers I’d have
to include the Oykel.” So penned
Trout & Salmon’s famous Highlands 
correspondent Bill “Rogie” Brown 
35 years ago – and I’d agree with him. 

The Oykel falls from the slopes of 
Ben More Assynt, through Loch Ailsh, 
downstream to Oykel Falls. The Falls is at the 
head of Beat 1. For three-quarters of a mile the 
beat retains the classic characteristics of a 
Highland stream: boulder-strewn pools such 
as George and the iconic Washer Woman are 
interspersed with surprisingly productive 
pots such as Flag. Immediately downstream 
of Washer Woman the River Einig joins 
at the Junction Pool.  

The source of the Einig is to the west, north 
of Ullapool. The Einig also has a substantial 
falls a mile from the junction with the Oykel. 

The fishing from the falls down to the 
Junction is part of Beat 1 and provides an 
intimate and secluded cast in contrast to the 
lower half of Beat 1. From the Junction 
downstream the river changes. Given any 
water level above 2 ft on the Junction gauge 
and it is a substantial river. If the level is 3 in 
or more you could easily imagine you 
were on the middle Spey.

Water is the key to the Oykel. As Rogie 
observed, it is a spate-river. A good spate will 
provide enough water for up to three days’ 
fishing. Thereafter, the river will be low. That 
is not to say you can’t catch fish if there is a 
wind to ruffle the surface of the bigger 
holding pools such as Junction, Langwell or 
Brae. However, it is fair to say the best of the 
fishing has been when there has 
been a good flow.

There are four gillies on the Lower Oykel, 
led by river manager Steven Mackenzie. He is 
supported by Atty, Peter and Sandy, while Joey 
the Upper Oykel gillie helps out if necessary. 
Each gillie is allocated a beat for the week 
on rotation. So as you move down one 
beat you will fish with someone new until 
the cycle repeats itself.   

If the water is above 1 ft 6 in, I fish with two 
15 ft rods: one with a full floating line, a long 
fluorocarbon leader and two wet-flies; the 
other with a F/H/I Triple D shooting head and 
a Collie variant. When the water falls below 
1 ft 6 in I prefer an 11 ft 8-weight switch rod. 
Once the water drops below this height, the 
need to move the fly increases, which is easier 
with a switch rod and a floating line. As to 
flies, Cascade, Black, Blue & Silver, Highland 
Munro or a long-winged CMS have served me 
well. I occasionally reach for a Muddler or a 
Czech nymph. In spring you must fish 
with single hooks. 

“The Oykel 
has its own 
micro climate. 
You can predict 
the type of 
weather coming 
but trying 
to forecast 
accurately is
a forlorn 
hope captured in 
the sentiment of 
the Oykel Stone.”

Nigel Passmore 
has been fishing 
for salmon since 

1980. He has 
fished for them 
extensively in 

Scotland, 
regularly in 
Norway and 

also in Russia 
and England.

P H O T O G R A P H Y:  N I G E L  PA S S M O R E

“



I’m on Beat 4, the water is 3 ft 6 in on the gauge and
Atty is our gillie. We have hazy sunshine, it’s mild, the
bluebells and primroses are in full bloom and the air
is alive with birdsong. 

Very quickly I have three pulls to my flies in the 
Tutim Bridge pool in the “V” by the croy. Such takes
are typical of running fish in the lower beats in late
spring. I move down to the Lower George pool and it
looks perfect. A few casts in and I have a solid take to
the Cascade. After a dogged fight a long-tailed sea-
liced eight-pounder is in the net. Always good to have
a fish so early in a spring week. At the hut I hear 
Gordon Bell has taken a 5 lb salmon from the Upper
Farm. Atty is pleased with the catch and so are we.

After lunch the weather changes. The barometer
falls and it starts to rain. I fish through Blue pool,
then Upper Farm, the tail of Duck Pond and 
Inveroykel. Nothing further for any of us. At 6 o’clock
the rods change and you go down a beat.

Beat 1 has two waterfalls and tends to hold fish. The
height looked good for the Island pool and I ford my
way on to it in the 4x4. Nothing in the Upper, then at
the croy that marks the start of Island Flats I have a
solid take. After another stubborn fight I net a seven-
pounder. Silver, but no lice. In my younger days I
would have fished on. But with two fish I was more
than content to call it an evening.

The height is 1 ft 6 in and our gillie is Peter. We left
Cameron and Gordon with Peter to see if Cameron
could open his spring salmon account. I had a look at
Campbell’s pool at the very bottom of Beat 1. I fished
through it, but it was a little thin. So I decided to
go up the gorge.

From the track above I looked down into the tail of
George pool. The light was good enough to reveal a
flotilla of grey shapes. I watched carefully for ten
minutes. The odd flash of silver betrayed the fact that
these were salmon. Oykel folklore states that fish in

MONDAY

TUESDAY

“The bluebells are in bloom and the air is alive with birdsong” 

“At the croy that marks the start of Island Flats I have a solid take”

George are normally catchable. “Normally” being the 
key word. So far as I am aware I had not so much as a 
sniff of interest. Crestfallen, I went up to have a look at 
the Falls and also a small run called Crag. I fished 
these and returned to George to repeat my
earlier performance.

Watching salmon in clear pools is mesmerising. 
I hadn’t noticed that time had flown and it was 12.30.  
I went back down the track and met Peter. No luck for 
Cameron or Gordon. However, Jim had caught three 
and lost one in Junction. All were licers in the 6 lb-8 lb 
range. Such is the magic on which the Oykel’s 
reputation rests.

After lunch I fished Junction from the Einig side. 
I was fishing with the switch rod and a Muddler. 
The Muddler waked enticingly through the wave. 
Just below the Einig mouth I had a solid take. A 6 lb 
licer came to the net. There followed a period of 
frenetic activity. Almost every cast, a fish would swirl, 
pull, tweak or even be hooked for a short time – 
but nothing reached the net.

While I was mastering frustration, Jim was landing 
a further three fish from the Island pool and ended 
the day with six. Spring sport rarely reaches greater 
summits. To add to the day Gordon had added 
a ten-pounder form Flag. Dinner was good.

Top: an 8 lb sea-licer from Lower George pool. 
Above: the old Oykel Bridge on Beat 1.

Jim Gargaro plays and 
lands a fresh fish in the 

Junction pool on Beat 1.



Beat 2 with Sandy and 2 ft on the marker. It is the
shortest beat and fishes in the smallest range of
heights. You need between 2 ft-3 ft 6 in on the gauge.
In that range, it is my favourite cast.

I started in Rock pool. It felt fishy, but nothing came.
Next, the Black Eye. From here you wade in and fish
down through the Narrows to the Stone pool; several
hundred yards of continuous fishing. I was opposite
the small hut on the Stone pool contemplating
winding in when I had a savage take. Another good
fight and an 8 lb long-tailed licer taken on a small
Highland Munro.

Lunchtime brought news that Cameron had made
contact with three fish during the morning but none
had stayed on; salmon fishing can be cruel at times.

Next, the Long pool. I crossed the swaying
suspension bridge to fish the head from the right
bank. I had fished for about 30 yards when I noticed a
salmon head-and-tailing just downstream. This was
the first show I had seen all day. Next cast I had a pull.

I counted to 60 and cast again. The rod was nearly
wrenched from my hands. Another trademark tussle
and a nine-pounder graced the McLean net. The
Highland Munro had worked its charms once more.
Pleased with developments, I started again. Two casts
later, a repeat performance. Same fly, slightly
heavier fish, 10 lb.

Hoping I might intercept the pod upstream, I went
up to fish the Sgolbachs and Peregrine pools. Alas, it
proved to be a cunning plan better in concept
than execution.

At 6 o’clock I went down to Beat 3 to fish Langwell.
This used to be the best pool on the river. While no
longer the force it was, it is still productive. Well, for
everyone but me. In five seasons I have had one brief
contact. Nothing changed on Wednesday; the pool
remains Blankwell for me.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

“I might intercept the pod upstream”

“I noticed a salmon head-and-tailing”

Beat 3 with Steven. Heavy rain overnight and the
river rose rapidly until about 1.30, but it was
running clear. So fishing started almost
immediately the rise stopped. I began in Brae
pool and then Brae Burn pool with high hopes.
Pierre focused on the Brae and John (crew
change) went off to Langwell. At 4 pm I decided
to go up to Langwell. John had just landed
a seven-pounder and I then watched him catch
a similar fish below the Suspension Bridge
before the river started rising again.

The head of the Long Pool on Beat 2.

John Wastle fishes 
below the bridge at Langwell.



FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Back on Beat 4 with Atty. It’s high and windy; very
windy, gusting to 45 mph. Standing up in the George
was a challenge, let alone casting in it. So I decided to
seek the shelter of Blue pool. After only a few casts I
had an explosive take on a Monkey. This fish was big
and did not want to give up. I was glad Atty arrived
to net a sea-liced 14-pounder. Nothing else on 4 but
the wind was forecast to ease and we were
on Beat 1 after 6 pm.

Whether it was the wind or the bright sun, the fish
on Beat 1 were in a funny mood. Plenty of offers, nips
and pulls but no solid offers. Pierre lost a fish in
Washer Woman and that was it. Even Beat 1 can
be quiet at times.

Final day and Beat 1 with Peter. John gets off to a flier
with three by mid morning from the Island. By
lunchtime Pierre and I have nothing. I put that down
to the large dog otter that raised his smiling head in
the middle of Washer Woman. But you just can’t
begrudge an otter.

I had to leave by 3 pm. So I went down to the now
rested Island. I quickly had two fish of 7 lb and 8 lb.
Not liced, but great sport on the switch rod. I decided
to call it a day there. I was in two minds whether to

head down the road as the fish were starting to turn 
in the Junction. And so it proved as John landed 
another and it was with great delight that I received 
a text from Pierre to say he had broken his duck in the 
Island with a seven-pounder.

So my party of three rods ended the week with 
23 fish up to 14 lb. However, the Oykel is more an 
experience of history and ambience than catch 
returns. It’s why so many regulars have been 
returning for years, decades, even lifetimes.  

“It’sverywindy,gustingt
o45mph”

“IhadanexplosivetakeonaMonkey”

Above: fishing the Einig down to where it joins the Oykel 
at the Junction pool. Right: a 7 lb fish on a switch rod.

Right: a 14 lb fish 
from Blue pool. 

Below: casting into 
a gale at Island 

pool, Beat 4.



P H O T O G R A P H Y: R O S S A I T K E N

wnies
of the Cai

Stan Headley is pleasantly surprised by the quality of
fish stocked in a little-known Angus loch

H UG T H E B A N K 
The angler drifting 
closest to the bank 
tends to catch
more fish at Den  
of Ogil because the 
trout lie over
marginal drop-offs.
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T
HERE IS NOTHING in fly-fishing 
that exceeds the joy of seeing a 
fish taking a fly in or on the 
surface film. But lacking that, 
there is a primordial thrill from 
the sudden shock of an invisible 
take. Spring fishing for brown 
trout in upland waters almost 
always involves the use of sinking 
lines and mini-lures or dark wet-
flies. It is simply another aspect of 

seasonal wild trout fishing in the hill lochs. 
Trees will be in full leaf in southern England. In the 

foothills of the Cairngorms, the buds are bursting. 
Spring comes late in the Highlands. And it isn’t all 
about latitude. Height above sea level is just as 
important, so heading north to fish Den of Ogil 
reservoir was the equivalent of fishing time-travel.

While on a guiding trip with him to Carron Valley 
reservoir in Stirlingshire, my client, Andy McMullen, 
told me of Den of Ogil and the quality of its, largely 
stocked, brown trout. Being within a reasonable drive 
to get there and back in a day, it was too good an 
opportunity to waste if all he said about  
the place was true.

Now I’m not a great fan of stocked grown-on 
brownies, and especially not when they are mixed 
with rainbows. You’ll never come across a more 
deranged fish, behaviourally a million miles from its 
wild cousin, than a tank-reared brown trout. Every 
natural, instinctive activity gene has been stripped 
from them, and they wander around in a dazed 
manner, often in tight groups, like junkies  
looking for another hit.

But, and it is a big but, natural, productive waters 
that lack an indigenous trout population can quickly 
assimilate stocked brown trout and turn them into 
semblances of the real thing, especially if the 
stocking programme is not too intense. I have seen 
both sides of this ecological conundrum in Orkney. 

Highly productive, high pH lochs with minimal or 
no spawning facilities, lacking indigenous stock – 
Skaill, Clumly and the Sanday lochs, for example – can 
produce fabulous fishing (if they can be protected 
from a maverick minority of so-called fishermen with 
nothing on their minds but environmental rape and 
mayhem). On the other hand, a wrongly perceived 
natural stock problem in the Swannay Loch was 
addressed using hatchery fish, and the decline in the 
fishing was almost instantaneous and dramatic. I’ve 
said it before but it bears repeating – stocking without 
science is equivalent to aquatic vandalism of the 
highest order. Stocking hatchery trout into self-
sustaining wild-fish habitat to improve stock levels 
should be attempted only when all other possible 
solutions have been explored.

Anyway, this neck of the woods – the foothills of the 
Cairngorms – was brand-new fishing territory for  
me, and I was keeping an open mind. The Den,  
a water run by Canmore AC, has three boats,  
and anglers pick up the relevant key from Neil 
Anderson’s shop, Angus Angling, in Forfar, which for 
a large number of visitors won’t involve much of a 
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detour, and will also provide a chance to see around
a very well-stocked tackle-shop.

After picking up the key, I headed north-west into
the hills and eventually pulled into the car-park at
the Den to find Andy and Ross Aitken, the
photographer, waiting for me. The weather was cold,
grey and drizzly, so I rigged up with a DI-3 Sweep line.
The Sweep range of Airflo lines is perfect for browns
in that they present a distinct curve into the retrieved
line profile, which accentuates the ‘“lift and hang”
capability, a retrieve profile that browns feeding
below the surface find most acceptable. Fly selection
wasn’t much of a problem – I started with a Terrapin
on the top dropper, a claret Snatcher in the middle
and a Viva double on the point, on a 15 ft
8 lb breaking-strain leader. Heavier monos present
flies better on sinking lines, I find, and there is no
great need for fine tippets in this game. (Conversely,
the next day on Menteith I used 6 lb bs for much
heavier, stronger fish while fishing small Buzzers
on a floating line.)

The Den of Ogil is steep-sided and deep, and, as with
most brown trout habitats, the best areas to hunt are
the drop-offs. Here the drop-offs were within a few
feet of the margins, so we hugged the edge and cast
parallel to the bank. One of the reasons that sunk-line
fishing for browns with a limited number of sink-
rated lines is effective is that browns almost
invariably feed above their holding position and, to a
greater or lesser extent, are more than happy to rise
up in the water column to intercept a fly. That doesn’t
mean that a floating line will always be the line of
choice, but it does mean that close enough is generally
good enough. What is more important is finding the
underwater contour lines where the maximum
number of fish are holding. In a water like Den with
its steep sloping margins the inside rod will always do
better in the early months of the season, and so it
proved. Although Andy and I were only a few feet
apart, my success as inside rod was markedly
greater than his. I had to encourage him to
angle his cast shorewards before he started
to enjoy some sport.

The first exploratory drift down the south shore
produced a few browns to about 2 lb – not hectic, but
encouraging. But the bird-life was amazing. An
osprey, continually accosted by a bunch of hoodlum

crows, came looking for breakfast; dippers shot low
over the surface; a sparrowhawk patrolled the wooded
shoreline; woodpeckers hammered away in the
surrounding woods; and a cheeky wee dabchick had
me convinced it was a Slavonian grebe until it
wandered within a couple of dozen feet of the boat. It
only proved, if proof were needed, that this was
wilderness fishing, far from the madding crowd.

As we drifted towards the far western end Andy
assured me that we were entering shallower water
and the number of takes increased, some bearing
fruit, many not. All good fun, though.

I’ve shared a boat with some pretty interesting
fishermen over the course of my angling career, but
none to compare with Dr Andy McMullen. I have
more than a passing interest in prehistory – the
Stone, Bronze and Iron Age people of these isles.
Fishing the lochs of Scotland frequently

“It only proved, if proof were needed, that this was wilderness 
fishing, far from the madding crowd”

Terrapin [Thorfi nn Muir] (variant)
Hook Size 10-12 standard wet-fly  Thread Black  Tail Black marabou  

Body Chartreuse pseudo hackle  Wing Black marabou, with two strands of 

pearl crystalflash over  Throat Small pinch of hot-orange hen hackle fibres  

Cheeks Jungle-cock splits  Wing-flash Strands of Turrall gold firefly  

Head Black deer hair, spun and trimmed

A B OV E L E F T 
Andy’s box with 
its smattering 
of wet-flies 
and plenty 
of Sparklers.

A B OV E R IG H T 
Den of Ogil’s 
brown trout are 
high-quality 
stockies.

Viva (variant)
Hook Size 12-14 double  Thread Black  Tail GloBrite fluoro floss, no 12  

Body Two layers of tying thread  Rib Fine flat silver in narrow turns  

Wing Black marabou  Cheeks Jungle-cock splits
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This pretty fish took a Viva double on the point. The water has only three boats, so seclusion is almost guaranteed.

I N DU E S E A S ON 
The bare boughs 
are evidence that 
spring and hence 
summer arrive late 
at Den of Ogil
reservoir, which lies 
at more than 150m 
above sea level.
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brings me into contact with prehistoric
remains – stone circles, crannogs, and so on.

Andy was a fund of knowledge to anyone with such
a bent, being a doctor of botany, specialising in the
paleoecology of bogs. He studies the effects on the
plant life of ancient peoples. For example, Ötzi the
Iceman, the mummified neolithic chap discovered in
a melting glacier in the Alps, carried moss in his
bum-bag. Andy was selected to decipher his origins
based on this vegetable material. I quizzed him
mercilessly on some of the more obscure  
facets of this shared interest of ours as we  
drifted down the reservoir, catching and  
releasing trout. It greatly added to a fine,  
fun fishing day for an anorak like me.

As the afternoon developed, the wind fell away to 
leave us becalmed under a grey, wet sky, and fish 
began to rise over the deepest water. I thought it was a 
chance to try another tactic, so I stripped off the mini-
lures and sinking line and replaced them with a short 
midge-tip line and – a favourite set-up for such 
situations on an unknown water – a Shuttlecock on 
the point and a small, dark Buzzer on the dropper. 
Frequently when buzzers start to hatch, fish will 
target specific aspects of the hatch, and most often 
select the pupae. The dry-fly serves two purposes. 
First, it may imitate the emerging chironomid and be
taken, and secondly, it serves to keep the Buzzer high
in the water, right in the feeding zone. Although we 
were seeing some rises, the ratio of individual fish to
surface area was small and this short-term 
experiment failed. Back to the lures.

We ended up with ten fish to the boat, the heaviest
about 2½ lb –a fine, fat, fit fish with splashes of gold 
along its belly. I couldn’t help but wonder how well we
would have done if the weather had been a bit kinder.

A pal of mine contacted me later to say that he had 
fished the same water the previous day – a kinder day 
– and had 14 fish to the boat, the best a three-pounder, 
on a midge-tip line and Snatchers. Marginal changes 
in the weather can make all the difference in upland 
waters, especially in the spring.

Canmore AC’s stocking policy is angler friendly. 
They stock twice a year and we never encountered a 
raw stocky or a fish under 1 lb. There are obviously 
plenty of good fish and the word is that there are some 
seriously big ‘uns in there. Summer evenings can 
produce lively sport to dry-flies, and I must  
return to enjoy that.

Den of Ogil is a little-known fishery, and with only 
three boats is very lightly fished. As stillwaters of this 
kind are not overly common along the east coast, most 
being stocked with rainbows, it is a pure joy.

I can’t guarantee a boat partner as fascinating as  
Dr McMullen, but I can assure you that you won’t 
regret a trip to Den of Ogil, no matter what your 
favoured style of fishing.

PER M ITS
Neil Anderson of Angus Angling,

117 East High Street, Forfar,

Angus DD8 2EQ.

Tel: 01307 466 366.  

Web: www.angusangling.com

GU I DE 
Stan Headley. Tel: 01382 541 588.  

E-mail: s.headley51@ 

btinternet.com  

M A P
Visit Google Maps

online and

search for

“Den of Ogil 

Reservoir”.  

The reservoir is 

about 12 miles 

(30 minutes’ 

drive) from 

Forfar. 

 Book your fishing 

“A pal of mine contacted me to say he’d had 14 fish, the  
best a three-pounder, on a midge-tip line and Snatchers” 

A B OV E 
A lively fish  
to Andy’s rod. 
Dry-fly sport 
can be good 
later in the 
summer.



Unit F, Bee Mill,
Ribchester,

Lancs, PR3 3XJ

SPINTEC ATEX “GENIE” F YING C

This   or
Copper and a two tone Latex Flying C’ “Genie” lure body with a very high quality Black Chrome Treble
(Single hooks also available). The Spintec Latex Flying C’ is available in 5g, 10g, 15g, 20g, 28g and 34g

weights with a wide range of latex lure body colours to suit all waters.
Spintec Flying C’s are assembled in the UK to the very highest standards. Spintec manufacture Latex Flying

C’ non-rip lure bodies which also provides a superb life like tail action which Silicone tube can’t match.
Guaranteed to out fish all others! Money back guarantee if not completely happy. Also available
as components for self-assembly. We believe it’s the most successful Salmon Lure in the UK!

info@spintec.co.uk      O1254 820200

ANGLING AUCTIONS
Auction of Fishing Tackle & Related Items

on Saturday 3rd October 2015
SALE INCLUDES

Approx. 650 lots of vintage and modern tackle,
FDVHG ÀVK� WURSKLHV� DUW DQG ERRNV�

7R EH KHOG DW�
7KH *UDQG +DOO� &KLVZLFN 7RZQ +DOOV� +HDWKÀHOG 7HUUDFH� /RQGRQ�:�
)RU IXUWKHU LQIRUPDWLRQ FRQWDFW� Neil Freeman, Angling Auctions,

�� %DVHSRLQW� 3UHPLHU:D\� 5RPVH\� +DQWV� 62�� �$4
7HO� ����� �������0RELOH� ����� ������

ZZZ�DQJOLQJ�DXFWLRQV�FRP
(PDLO� QHLO#DQJOLQJDXFWLRQV�GHPRQ�FR�XN

&DWDORJXHV� ������������� E\ SRVW
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W  HATEVER THE GREAT British summer 
throws at us this year, and wherever 
you’ve planned your stillwater summer 
offensive, the flies and advice 
over the next few pages will cover 
you for most eventualities. 

Alex Ferguson shares his latest flies and techniques to help 
you tempt those famous, grown-on Midlands beauties – and 
not a Blob or Booby in sight! If you’re heading west for Wales, 

George Barron proffers a selection that has served him well, 
both up in the hills and down in the valleys. Wullie Munn 
takes care of business in the central belt of Scotland, while 
Colin Riach heads further north and out to the isles with a 
selection to tempt summer stillwater trout, sea-trout and 
salmon. All that remains for me to do then is to offer 
you a general summer selection that travel well 
and have tempted fish from north to south. 
Oh, and to wish you all happy holidays, and tight lines! 

ROB DENSON
Rob Denson 

has fly-fished for trout for 
25 years, visiting all four 

corners of Britain and Ireland, 
combining his love of fly-tying, 

photography and 
a rolling wave.  Website: 
www.robdenson.co.uk

Cheeky Bugger
This is a relatively recent addition to the 

“Bugger’s Muddle” series, tied specifically 
with summer trout fodder in mind – 

terrestrials and sedges to be precise, many of 
which possess the tones represented here. 

The golden-pheasant body feather provides 
kicking “legs”, and another splash of warm 

summer tones. Don’t just think of this as a top 
dropper – it’s another great pattern for the 
tail, keeping the other flies high in the water.

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175  
Rib Oval gold  Body Seal’s fur mix: fiery 

brown, russet, “ant black” and “fiery ginger”  
Body hackle Red/brown hen  

Shoulder hackle Golden-pheasant feather 
dyed orange  Cheeks Jungle-cock splits  

Head Natural deer hair  
Thread UTC 140 denier, black

Fiery Deer Hair 
emerger

If I were to limit myself to one 
stillwater dry/emerger pattern, then 
for me, the Fiery DHE would be it. It 
seems to matter not one jot whether 

the fish are targeting emergers, 
hapless, floundering terrestrials or 

freshly hatched buzzers or 
ephemerids, the Fiery DHE proves 
irresistible time and time again. As 
with the Cheeky Bugger, the warm 
summer livery is in keeping with the 
seasonal fauna. Rake the seal’s fur 
well up into the wing. The fly floats 

all day, no problem. 

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B100  
Body Seal’s fur mix: 50:50 fiery 

brown/“fiery ginger”  Thorax As 
body  Wing Natural deer hair  
Thread Red UTC 70 denier

Ginger Grizzle Ordie
A big, warm wind, thick, thick cloud, and an 11 ft rod in 
my hand is my idea of the perfect summer day afloat. 

It’s what summer and loch-style were invented for. 
Big winds call for flies with presence, and there’s none 
better than the Loch Ordie. This variant is tied with a 
rich, warm summer ginger, suggesting all manner of 
tumbling, drowning food. The dyed grizzle, with its 

lovely stripes and contrasts, gives the illusion of 
movement, amplifying the genuine movement of the 

soft hen. It’s an out-and-out top dropper pattern.

Hook Size 8-12 Kamasan B175 or 170  
Hackle Grizzle hen dyed ginger; tie in by the tip, short 

of the bend  Thread Black

Black Pearl Dabbler
This has elements of all my favourite Dabblers. The 

Default, Pearly, Dalehead, Redneck and Claret Dabblers 
are brought together in the Black Pearl. It’s effective in 
any position on the leader, though it’s more often than 
not deployed on the middle or tail, digging in, below a 

bushy bob-fly – perfect company for the Ginger Grizzle 
Ordie. Eminently suited to dark, peat-stained waters 

whatever the light, and clear waters on dark days. 

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B175 or B170  Tail Ginger 
cock  Rib Mirage  Body Seal’s fur mix: 50:50 black 

claret/“ant black”  Body hackle Furnace hen  Shoulder 
hackle Grizzle hen dyed red  Cloak Bronze mallard
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COL IN R I ACH
Colin Riach has been fishing 

the lochs of his native 
Scotland for more than 40 
years. A fan of the visual 

aspect of fishing dry-flies and 
emergers, he has over the past 

few years been adding the 
dap to his favoured tactics.

Roag Dabbler 
The idea for this fly came when I collected all the most 

successful flies from the 17 anglers who fished the South 
Uist lochs with me for salmon and sea-trout in 2010. The 
collection was for the purpose of a group photograph, to 

go into the album of the trip. I noticed that a high 
proportion of the flies featured blue somewhere in the 
dressing. Several were also Dabblers. I decided to tie a 
blue Dabbler. The pattern has since gone on to enjoy 
considerable success, not least on its very first outing, 

when it landed a salmon on Loch Roag – hence 
its given name.

Hook Size 10 Kamasan B175  Tail Cock pheasant centre 
tail or bronze mallard  Body Bright-blue seal’s fur   

Hackle Palmered bright-blue cock  Rib Fine oval gold  
Wing/throat Cloaked bronze mallard  

Cheeks Two strands of orange krinkle mirrorflash 

At certain angles the orange mirrorflash transmits the 
underlying blue colour, giving interesting colour 

changes, which looks good to our eyes, at least. Fish it on 
the middle dropper behind a Muddler, Hog, 

or bushy bob-fly.  

Mill Dabbler 
On most of our sea-trout fishing 

trips to South Uist we have 
struggled to produce a tail fly with 

any kind of regular appeal – it’s 
usually all bob and middle fly action. 

Last year I made some progress 
with the tail position, finding a 

couple of Dabblers tied on size 12 
doubles that would catch more than 

an occasional fish. One was the 
black-and-gold micro straggle 

Dabbler – the UV version – that Rob 
Denson featured in T&S’s Fly of the 
month (February 2014). I made one 
change – using Glo-brite No. 5 floss 

for the tail, rather than bronze 
mallard. That fly took a grilse on 
Loch Bharp last year. The other 
started its life on Mill Loch, with 
a 2 lb sea-trout, and that name 

seemed as good as any. 

Hook Size 12 Kamasan B270  
Tail Bronze mallard  Body 

Holographic gold tinsel  Hackle 
Palmered badger cock, dyed scarlet  

Rib Fine oval gold tinsel  Wing/
throat Cloaked bronze mallard  
Head hackle Grizzle hen, dyed 

kingfisher blue   

Fred Astaire 
Over the past few years I have been 

fishing the dap regularly on many lochs 
for both brown trout and sea-trout. While 
flies imitating daddies in both shape and 
colour are highly effective dapping flies, I 
have no doubt that a lot of the time it is 

the shape and movement that attract the 
fish, rather than the colour. Colour may be 

secondary because the fly is largely in 
silhouette, added to which sea-trout are 
not primarily feeding in the lochs, but are 

often up for a chase. I approached the 
unquestionable allure of black-and-red 
flies to loch trout, and their improved 

visibility (to the angler) under many light 
conditions. I kept with the leggy profile of 
the daddy. There is no doubt in my mind 

that the way a daddy dabbles and dances 
like thistledown is a major draw… and 

Fred Astaire was born. 

Kate Muddler 
variant 

Kate McLaren Muddlers are nothing 
new and there are many 

variations. However, they are just 
about the single most effective 
catchers of loch sea-trout and 

brown trout. This particular variation 
has been my favourite bob-fly for 
the past couple of seasons on the 
sea-trout lochs, and I expect it will 

be again this season. 

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175  
Tag Flat silver lurex  Tail Golden 

pheasant crest over Glo-brite floss 
no. 5  Body Black seal’s fur  

Hackle Palmered black cock  
Rib Oval silver tinsel  

Head Pale deer hair, dyed 
“West of Ireland” golden-olive  

Stack the deer hair before tying, and 
keep the tips short so they can be 
left untrimmed to make a collar.  

Hook Size 10-12 Partridge YK12ST sedge/caddis 
x long  Body Black foam cylinder, 1/8 in diameter  

Legs 6-8 knotted cock pheasant tail fibres, 
dyed black  Wings Two black cock hackles  

First hackle Dyed scarlet cock, tied full  
Second hackle Black cock, tied full 

Treat Fred with a non-greasy floatant, such as 
Tiemco Dry Magic, and watch him dance! 
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I have two bread-and-butter dry-flies for when the trout come on top. The
Shuttlecock will be the answer on the hardest of days – fished on its own to
cover fish rising in a flat calm (usually in a small size 14) or on the tail and in
conjunction with a CDC Heather fly. I like them 10 ft apart. Degrease the

leader well. There’s no need to mess about with floatant as the
CDC keeps them afloat.

GEORGE BA R RON
Fulling Mill consultant, past 

Welsh Salmon & Trout 
Association chairman, IFFA 
president and Llanilar AA 

stalwart, George relocated to 
Wales in the mid ‘70s from 

Aberfeldy on the banks of the 
Tay. George has fished for 50 
years, his passion being wild 
brown trout, and tying flies to 
catch them, from Corrib to the 
mountain lakes of Snowdonia 

and beyond. George loves a 
competition, too, and has 
represented Wales in 15 

internationals, including spells 
as coach and captain.

Coch-yn-Las
I think this fly was originally 

conceived as a river pattern around 
mid and south Wales, quite possibly 

as a more slimmed-down version 
than the bulkier, more beetle-
looking wet-fly I tie for the wild 

Welsh mountain lakes today. It has a 
bit of everything in the dressing – to 
imitate, excite and ultimately catch 

some wild brownies off guard. 
Basically it is a wet Coch-a-Bonddu/

beetle variant. I often fish a size 12 
top dropper and a size 14 in the 

middle of a three-fly cast.

Hook Size 10-14 Fulling Mill 
competition heavyweight  

Butt Gold tinsel  Rib Fine gold wire
Body Two strands peacock herl tied 
as a rope  Wing Woodpigeon slips  
Hackles First, two turns magenta 

hen; second, two turns well-marked 
light furnace hen

Bibio (variant)
This is perhaps the most popular traditional wet-fly used by anglers on the 

Welsh hill lakes. There is no real need to mess around with the original 
dressing but I like to add wee bits to tweak things up and give more lifelike 
movement and extra colour; the jungle cock cheeks are optional. This one 

fishes anywhere on the cast – from either boat or bank – and is very effective 
as a tail fly if the wind is up.  

Hook Size 12-14 Fulling Mill competition heavyweight  Butt Silver tinsel  
Tail Golden-pheasant topping  Rib Silver wire  Body Black, red and black 

seal’s fur  Body hackle Palmered short black hen  Cheeks (optional) Jungle-
cock splits  Hackle Three or four turns longish natural hen

Shuttlecock
Hook Size 12-16 Fulling Mill grub  

Rib Brown Maxima nylon – tightly 
wound  Body Black tying thread  

Thorax Mix of black and red 
seal’s fur  Wing Six tips 

of natural CDC

Heather Fly
Hook Size 10-14 Fulling 

Mill short shank  
Rib UTC medium 

opal tinsel  Rear body 
black seal’s fur  Middle 

body Red seal’s fur  
Legs Dyed-red knotted 
pheasant tail, three each 

side  Wing Tips of six 
natural CDC feathers  
Head Black seal’s fur, 

brushed out
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A L E X F ERGUS ON
A Scot abroad, honorary 

Leicesterman Alex Ferguson 
has been fly-fishing for 35 
years, gaining an intimate 
knowledge of the Midlands 

reservoirs on his doorstep. You 
can take the man out of 

Scotland, but you can’t take 
wild brown trout fishing out of 

the man, and Alex regularly 
travels further afield to Corrib, 

Caithness and Orkney in 
pursuit of his first love. Alex 

has a rare talent for combining 
pragmatism with flair and 

beauty in his tying. 

Skinny Damsel
On some Midlands reservoirs the 
damsel hatches can be huge, and 
after a prolonged period the fish can 
become exceptionally choosy. My first 

choice is the Skinny Damsel. However, the 
tying recipe I give here is a general one as I 

vary the colours. I’ll use various shades of olive, 
and hooks as light as the Hayabusa 373 to the 
anchor-like Partridge WHS and I sometimes tie an 
oval gold rib. When fish are getting fussy, depth, profile 

and colour are equally important and can mean the 
difference between a day of plucks and the odd fish and 

a day to remember. I’ll chop and change the hook 
weight, leader material and line density in order to try to 

find the perfect taking zone. 

Hook Size 10 Hayabusa 373, 761 or Partridge Wet Heavy 
Supreme (depending on weight required)  

Thread Uni-Thread 8/0, olive dun  Tail Olive marabou  
Body Olive seal’s fur  Rib Chartreuse UTC wire, 
“brassy” size  Hackle Cock partridge dyed olive

Olive Sedgehog
The Olive Hog is my favourite 

pattern when fish are taking damsel 
nymphs just under the surface. The 
wing provides buoyancy and traps 
air, giving a silvery glint and creates 

a “micro-bulge” in the film – 
something other buoyancy 
solutions can lack. Used in 

conjunction with the Skinny Damsel 
on a two-fly cast, and fished on a 
midge-tip, slow intermediate or 

floating line and either a 
fluorocarbon or standard mono 

leader, you can adjust its depth of 
presentation until the correct 

combination for the day is found. 
Again, the dressing I give is general, 
as I keep a few different shades in 
my box, with or without a hackle. 
Usually the retrieve should be a 

figure-of-eight, just quick enough to 
make the fly duck under the surface. 

Hook Size 10-12 Hayabusa 373  
Thread Uni-thread 8/0, “olive dun” 
or light olive  Tail Olive cock hackle 

fibres  Body Olive seal’s fur  
Wing Lightish roe deer hair  

Hackle (optional) Olive cock or 
cock partridge dyed olive

Mirage Snatcher
If you’re ever sitting in a boat during 

early summer in a mixed buzzer 
hatch and can’t work out whether 
the fish are rising to the medium-

sized dark brown buzzer or the tiny 
green one, the chances are they’re 
on the tiny green one. Perfect for a 
washing-line set-up, the Snatcher 

sits a few inches under the film and, 
due to the sparse hen hackle, 

gently pulses with life.
I prefer a nylon rib but on a size 14 
the bulk becomes a problem and 
light nylons offer little durability.

Hook Size 12-14 Hayabusa 387  
Thread Uni-thread 8/0, black  

Body UTC opal mirage, medium  
Body hackle Copper olive hen, 

stripped down one side  
Rib 4 lb fluorocarbon, or fine silver 

wire  Cheeks Jungle cock  

Black-and-red Sedgehog
Getting a bit bored with the standard Midlands reservoir 

washing-line fare of Cruncher, Diawl Bach, FAB or 
Booby? Try a Sedgehog as your suspender of choice. 

This black-and-red version has been one of my top 
performers over the past few summers, whether fished 
static as a dry-fly, retrieved just under the surface as an 
emerger or popped, it works a treat on calmer days in 

the warmer months when fish are in the upper layers and 
picking off spent adult buzzers, emergers or 

terrestrials. Its versatility is that it suggests quite 
a few things well enough to quickly grab and 

hold an opportunist browser’s attention.

Hook Size 10-12 Hayabusa 373  Thread Black Uni-thread 
8/0  Body Seal’s fur, “ant black”/black claret mix with a 

little red ice dub towards head end  Wing Dark roe 
deer hair  Hackle Black hen dyed scarlet
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W U L L I E M U N N
Ayrshire-based Wullie Munn 
has fished for trout with his 
own flies for 35 years. His 
stock-in-trade is wet-flies 

and dry-flies on the waters 
of the central belt, from 

Harelaw to Menteith, Carron 
and Leven, with regular 

trips to Scotland’s far-flung 
corners. Get up early if you 
want to find a better fly-tyer 
than Wullie. I’ve long been a 

fan of Wullie’s beautiful, 
well-thought-out creations. 
They’re tied for one thing, 

though – to catch fish, which 
I know they do.

Red Ant
This is my favourite pattern when 
adult red ants take to the wing to 

mate. The males die after mating – 
they are not good fliers, anyway – and 

the water surface can rapidly become littered 
with corpses, sending the trout into a feeding 
frenzy. Most of my local fisheries have nests of 
them, bringing tremendous sport most seasons. 
Don’t fish fine, as some of the takes are vicious.

Hook Size 12-16 dry-fly  Thread Rust brown 
uni, 6/0  Body Hareline micro fine dry fly dub – 
“red quill”  Wing White polypropylene 
yarn  Hackle Red game cock hackle, 
trimmed underneath

Claret Muddler
This one has outfished all other flies I’ve tried over the past three seasons on 

my local brown trout water. Even on the brightest days, which usually isn’t the 
best time to deploy claret, it still seems to draw them up. Rainbows are quite 

partial to it, as well, and I’ve even had perch with their dorsals out of the water 
chasing it on Harelaw reservoir. Great fun.

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B160  Thread Claret uni 8/0  Tail Globrite floss 
no. 7  Body Black claret seal’s fur  Rib Copper wire  Body hackle Claret hen 

stripped down one side  Head hackle Brown speckled hen neck  
Head Claret roe deer hair, and one strip of fine pearl mylar or 

mirage down each side, tied in before the head hackle 

Muddled Pearly Wickham’s 
This pattern has stood the test of time and is excellent when sedges are 
on the move. It is one of my favourites to use for sneaking up on trout 
feasting away close in. Pitched tight in to the reedbeds, it’s fantastic to 
see the water erupt just at the end of your retrieve. It works well out in 

the open water, too. Also works well with a green tail.

Hook Size 12-14 Kamasan B170  Thread Rust brown Uni 8/0  
Tail Globrite floss no. 7  Body Medium pearl mylar or mirage  
Rib Pearly thread (Madeira)  Body hackle Red game cock 

saddle  Wing Golden-pheasant secondary slips  
Head hackle Woodcock wing hackle  Head Natural roe deer

Gold Dabbler
This one was given to me by an old club member many moons ago and I’ve 

had excellent sport with it over the years. It is another cracker when 
sedges are on the move and it takes fish on the brightest days. 

The sunburst jungle-cock cheeks are my little twist.

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175  Thread Red UTC 140  Tail Globrite 12  
Body Gold tinsel  Rib Oval gold  Body hackle Red game saddle hackle  

Head hackle Woodcock  Cloak Bronze mallard  
Cheeks Sunburst jungle-cock splits
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£64.50 -£79.50

Snowbee
Onyx

Fly Reels 7
Models

RRP £49.99
£92.99

NOW

£49.99-£79.99

Snowbee
Classic 2
Fly Reels
4 Models

NOW

£27.99-£39.99

Snowbee
Geo

Fly Reels
3 Models

RRP £195 £239

NOW

£159-£219

Snowbee
Geo

Cassette
Fly Reels

and Bundle

RRP £185 £229

NOW

£235-£279

SNOWBEE GEO NANO FLY RODS - 4PCE
The ubiquitous larger stillwater & reservoir rods plus 3 Salmon rods
Geo Nano RRP Price
8'6” #4 £349 £315
9' #5 #6 #8 #9 #10 £349-£399 £315-£349
9'6" #7 £389 £339
10' #3 #4 #6 #7 £389-£399 £349
13' #8 #9 £479 £429
14' #9 #10 6 Piece Travel Rod £539 £479
14' #9/10 £499 £449
Geo Nano Switch - 4PCE RRP Price
10’9” #7 £429 £379
11’6” #8 £449 £399

SNOWBEE PRESTIGE FLY RODS - 4PCE
Superb quality coupled with outstanding value.

Prestige RRP Price
6'6" #3 £199 £89
8’ #4 £219 £189
9' #2 £229 £115
9’ #4 #5 #6 £239 £199
9’6” #3 #7 £259-£269 £219
10' #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 £259-£279 £219-£229
10’ #8 £259 £149
10'6”#3 New Style Handle £299 £269
11’ #3 New Style Handle £299 £269

SNOWBEE PRESTIGE SWITCH FLY RODS - 4PCE
Lightweight and effortless power producing distance and accuracy.

RRP Price

10'8" #6 ONLY £289-£299 £169

SNOWBEE DIAMOND 2 FLY RODS - 4PCE
Incorporating the very latest thinking in fly rod design & material technology.

Diamond 2 RRP Price

7' #4 £139 £116

8' #4 £145 £119

9' #4 #5 #6 £155-£159 £129

9'6" #7 #8 £165 £135

10' #3 #4 #6 #7 £165-£179 £139-£149

9' #4 #5 #6 £159 £99

9'6” #7 #8 £149 £89

10' #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 £169 £99

SNOWBEE DIAMOND 2 SPEY & SWITCH FLY

RODS - 4PCE
Superb performance and affordable value.

Diamond 2 Spey RRP Price

12'6"#7 #8 £249 £215

13' #8 #9 £269 £229

14' #9 #10 £289 £249

15' #10 #11 £309 £269

Diamond 2 Switch RRP Price

10'6"#7 £209 £179

10'6"#8 £209 £179

SNOWBEE CLASSIC FLY RODS - 4PCE
The Classic Fly Rods with all-new 4-piece blanks, providing crisp,
responsive action. Ideal for those just starting fly fishing.

Classic RRP Price
6' #2/3 £55.99 £45
7' #3/4 #5/6 £59.99 £47
8'6" #4/5 £65.99 £54
9' #4/5 #5/6 £69.99 £59
9'6" #6/7 £78.99 £63
10' #4/5 #7/8 £85.99 £69-£72

SNOWBEE CLASSIC FLY ROD COMBOS - 4PCE
Designed for the most technical and demanding of light line anglers
and available in specialized sizes.

Classic Combo Kits RRP Price
8'6" #4/5 £99.99 £79.99
9' #5/6 #7/8 #8/9 £104.99-£117.99 £79.99
9'6" #6/7 £115.99 £89.99

ORVIS HELIOS 2 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
20% stronger than the original Helios, 20% lighter in hand, 100%
increase in tip-impact strength, fine-tuned tapers for unrivaled
tracking, accuracy, and lifting power

ORVIS SUPERFINE GLASS FULL
FLEX RODS
Get ready to change the way you feel. Orvis have applied modern
Orvis taper design principles to a classic rod-building material to
produce a 3-weight fibreglass fly rod that's smooth and slow, yet
crisp and strong.

Superfine Glass Full Flex Rods RRP Price

7' #3 NEW £349 £289

7'6" #4 NEW £349 £289

8' #5 NEW £349 £315

ORVIS CLEARWATER FLY RODS - 4 PCE
The all new Clearwater® Series reaps the rewards of our award-
winning Helios™ technology. Lighter and more responsive than
ever, the Clearwater Series offers 20 models

Clearwater RRP Price

6' #2 £179 £159
7' #4 £179 £159
7'6" #3 #5 £179 £159
8'6" #4 #5 £179 £159

ORVIS FREQUENT FLYER FLY RODS - 7 PCE
Travelling with your fly rod has never been easier than with the 7-
piece travel fly rods Frequent Flyer fly rods.

Frequent Flyer RRP Price

8'6" #5 £215 £179

9' #5 #6 #8 £235 £189

ORVIS ENCOUNTER FLYER RODS - 4PCE
Encounter fly rods are quality discount fly rods that allow novice
anglers to easily enter the fly fishing world. Offering the most
popular sizes and line weights, these Encounter fly rod outfits elimate
all the guesswork on your part.

Encounter RRP Price

8'6" #5 £149 £135
9' #5 #8 £149 £135
9’ 6” #6 £149 £135

Helios 2 RRP Price

6' #2 £735 £675

7' #4 £735 £675

7'6" #3 £735 £675

7'9 #5 £735 £675

8'4" #2 #3 £735 £675

8'6" #4 #5 £765 £689

9' #4 #5 #6 £765 £689

Helios 2 Saltwater RRP Price

8'6" #2 #3 £765 £689

9' #6 #7 #8 #9
#10 #11 #12 £765 £689

9'6" #6 £765 £689

10' #6 #7 #8 £765 £689

11' #6 #7 #8 #9 £825 £749

Clearwater RRP Price

9' #4 #5 #6 #7
#8 #9 #10 #12 £179 £159

9'6" #6 #7 £199 £179

10' #4 #5 #6 #8 £179-£199 £159-£179

ORVIS ENCOUNTER SPIN/FLY COMBO ROD
It's a spinning rod. No, it's a fly rod. Actually, it's both.

Encounter Spin/Fly Combo Rod RRP Price

7' #5 (fly) 1/16 - 3/16oz (spin) £225 £199

20%OFF
Purchase a Snowbee fly rod, fly
reel & fly line & get 20% off

the complete outfit!

SNOWBEE 790 CASSETTE REELS & BUNDLES

A Cassette Spool version of the Popular 790 model. Built to the
same exacting standards as the other reels, but fitted with a
precision moulded, reinforced polycarbonate Cassette Spool.
Giving the same line capacity as the standard model, this offers
the advantage of quick-change, inexpensive cassette spools, so
favoured by competition fishermen. Also available as a ‘retro-fit’
spool head to convert your existing 790 Geo into a Cassette reel.

Cassette Fly Reels RRP Price

Onyx #5/7 Cassette Fly Reel £62.99 £54.99

Onyx #5/7 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Spare Cassette Spools in Reel Case £84.99 £74.99

Onyx #7/9 Cassette Fly Reel £69.99 £62.99

Onyx #7/9 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Spare Cassette Spools in Reel Case £92.99 £79.99

Geo 560 Cassette Fly Reel £209 £169

Geo 560 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Cassette Spools and Reel Case £259 £199

Geo 790 Cassette Fly Reel £235 £179

Geo 790 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Cassette Spools and Reel Case £279 £210

NEW FOR 2015

QUEST - 6 PCE
Designed for fishing any time, anywhere.

Rod Length Line RRP Price

Quest 8’6” #4 £99.99 £84.99

Quest 9’ #5 #6 £99.99 £84.99

Quest 9’6” #7 £109.99 £94.99

Quest 10’ #5 #7 £109.99 £104.99

TRUEFLY SLA - 4 PCE
Super lightweight rod with English bronze finish
Rod LengthLine RRP Price

Truefly SLA 7’ #3 £79.99 £69.99

Truefly SLA 8’ #4 £79.99 £69.99

Truefly SLA 8’6” #4 £79.99 £69.99

Truefly SLA 9’ #5 #6 £79.99 £59

Truefly SLA 9’6” #6 #7 £89.99 £69 

Truefly SLA 10’ #5 #7 #8 £89.99 £72.99

SPEEDSTER
Super-high retrieve rate reel
with a narrower spool, inboard
mounted handle and an large
outer diameter

Speedster 1.5 Fly Reel £249

Speedster 2 Fly Reel £269

Speedster 3 Fly Reel £299

Spare Spool from £120

AGILITY FLY - 4PCE
The action of the blanks are medium / fast and
combine excellent casting potential with a
smooth fish playing action.

10’ #3 #4 #5 RRP £54.99 PRICE £42.50

ORACLE EXP SWITCH ROD - 6PCE
useful when smaller flies and lighter lines are
required to improve presentation.

11’ #7/8 #8/9 RRP £89.99 PRICE £74.99
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GREYS XF2 STREAMFLEX FLY RODS - 4 PCE
Designed for the most technical and demanding of light line anglers and available in specialized sizes.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW 

XF2 6'6" #2 £189.99 £169.99

XF2 7' #3 £194.99 £175.99

XF2 7'6" #4 £204.99 £184.99

XF2 8' #4 £204.99 £184.99

XF2 8'6" #5 #6 £209.99 £188.99

XF2 9' #5 #6 £219.99 £197.99

Greys XF2 Streamflex 9'6"/10' #3 #4 #5

Two exceptional rods in one. Unique 9ft 6in 
extension system allows the precise dry fly rod to
be transformed into a 10ft nymph rod in seconds
- without re-threading the rings

Available in #3, #4, #5 £269.99

GREYS XF2  FLY RODS - 4 PCE
An adaptable all-rounder, XF2 is a quality rod that excels in a range of fishing situations.

Rod LengthLine RRP NOW

XF2 9' #5 #6 £209.99 £188.99

XF2 9'6" #6 #7 #8 £219.99 £197.99

GREYS GR30 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
With a slightly more forgiving action than the GR50, the GR30 allows high line speeds with the
minimum of effort. The GR30 looks every bit as good as it casts.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW

GR30 7'6" #3 £99.99 £89.99

GR30 8' #4 £99.99 £89.99

GR30 8'6" #5 £99.99 £89.99

Rod Length Line RRP NOW

GR30 9' #5 #6 #8 £109.99 £98.99

GR30 9'6" #5 #6 #8 £119.99 £107.99

GR30 10' #7 #8 £119.99 £107.99

GREYS GR50 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
Manufactured from high grade carbon fibre in an advanced taper design, the GR50 is a physically light
fly rod. The fast recovering, high performance action is the replacement for Greys all-time best selling
GRXI+ range is truly class leading.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW

GR50 6' #3 £129.99 £116.99

GR50 6'6" #4 £129.99 £116.99

GR50 7' #3 #5 £129.99 £116.99

GR50 8' #4 #6 £139.99 £125.99

GR50 8'6" #5 £139.99 £125.99

GR50 9' #5 #6 #8 £139.99 £125.99

Rod Length Line RRP

GR50 9'6" #6 #7 #8 £149.99 £134.99

GR50 10' #6 #7 #8 £149.99 £134.99

GR50 13' #8/9 £249.99 £224.99

GR50 14' #9/10 £249.99 £224.99

GR50 15' #10/11 £249.99 £224.99

REDUCED

1/2 PRICE

OFFER

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

3 SPECIAL OFFERS

LITESPEED
An iconic ultra-large arbor reel

Litespeed 2 Fly Reel £309

Litespeed 2 Fly Reel £329

Spare Spool from £120 

KONIC II
Smart design & high performance

RRP NOW
Konic 1.5 Fly Reel £129 £110
Konic 2 Fly Reel £139 £119
Konic 3.5 Fly Reel £149 £129
Spare Spool from £55

OFFER

ALL REDUCED

Rod Length Line RRP RRP

XF2 10' #6 #7 #8£229.99 £206.99

XF2 Carnivore 9' #8 #9 £229.99 £206.99

GTS/GX REELS
Large Arbor GTS cassette reels featuring
the Greys unique line ID system.

RRP NOW

GTS500 #5 #6 #7 £49.99
GTS500 #7 #8 #9 £49.99
GTS700 #5 #6 #7 £99.99
GTS700 #7 #8 #9 £99.99
GX900 #2 #3 #4 £119.99
GX900 #4 #5 #6 £124.99
GX900 #6 #7 #8 £129.99
GX900 #8 #9 #10 £139.99
GX900 #10 #11 #12 £149.99

GX300 / 500 / 700 from £29.99

SEE

WEB

FOR

PRICES

SCOTT A4 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
Smooth casting high line speed rods with low physical weights.

A4 Fly Rods Price

7'6” #4 £349

8' #3 #4 £349

8'6" #4 #5 £349

A4 Fly Rods Price

9' #4-#10 #12 £349

10’ #4 - #8 £349

SCOTT G2 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
For stalking trout with tiny flies, long leaders, & light tippet. 

A4 Fly Rods Price

7'7” #2 #3 #4 £599

8'4” #2 #3 #4 #5 £599

A4 Fly Rods Price

8'8” #3 #4 #5 #6 £599

9’ #4 # 5 #6 £599

SCOTT RADIAN FLY RODS - 4 PCE
A great combination of speed and power

Radian Fly Rods Price

8'6” #4 #5 £649

9' #4 - #7 £649

Radian Fly Rods Price

9'6” #6 #7 #8 £649

10’ #4 - #8 £649

ORVIS SUPERFINE CARBON FLY RODS 
Classic precision dominates the unsanded graphite blank with
matching graphite wraps of the Superfine Carbon. 

Superfine Carbon Fly Rods RRP Price

6’ - 9’ 7 Models in the range from £335

ORVIS RECON FLY RODS
Recon teams a high-performance, fast action feel with light swing
weight.

Recon Fly Rods RRP Price

7’ 11” - 10’ 7 Models in the range from £315NEW

NEW 

REDUCED
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GREENLAND TO NET 
FEWER SALMON

But at a major international meeting, governments 
fail to agree a catch quota, despite scientists’ 

dire warning about stocks

GOVERNMENTS FROM Greenland, the 
United States, Canada and the European 
Union have failed to agree to reduce the 
catch of salmon in the mixed-stock 
fishery off west Greenland.

In the absence of a consensus at the 
recent annual meeting of the North
Atlantic Salmon Conservation 
Organisation (NASCO) in Canada, 
Greenland has unilaterally established 
an annual catch limit of 45 tonnes for 
the next three years. This is lower than 
its declared catch of 58 tonnes in 2014.

All bar Greenland had argued for the 
catch to be cut substantially, consistent 
with a subsistence-only fishery. 
Scientists at the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) had 
given NASCO uncompromising advice 
that, given the state of stocks in North 
America and southern Europe (and the 
UK), there should be no Greenland 
salmon fishery for the foreseeable future.

In contrast the Greenland authorities 
had produced a letter from fishermen in 
west Greenland demanding an annual 
quota of 1,500 tonnes. 

Paul Knight, CEO of the Salmon &
Trout Association (S&TA) and co-chair of 
the 37 non-governmental organisations 
represented at NASCO, said: “It is very 
disappointing that the issue of 
indiscriminate netting [of a mixed-stock 
fishery, where the destination of the
salmon cannot be determined and 
therefore different rivers’ stocks 
managed] in west Greenland’s coastal 
waters is still unresolved, particularly at 
a time when wild salmon numbers 
across the North Atlantic are so low.
The Greenlanders have at least 
come up, albeit unilaterally, with a 
maximum catch of 45 tonnes which, if 
adhered to, represents an 

“ICES 
advised 

no netting at
all... Greenland

fishermen 
demanded a

quota of 1,500
tonnes"

authorities (Scottish Government) to 
regulate the industry more diligently.”

This news arrived at a time when the 
latest Scottish fish-farm industry figures 
on sea-lice numbers on ten farms 
operated by the Scottish Salmon Farm 
Company in Loch Fyne rose to nearly 23 
times the industry’s own thresholds, 
while farms in Loch Torridon were 21 
times above the limit, at the worst 
possible time for migrating wild salmon 
and sea-trout smolts.

The S&TA(Scotland) believes these 
new numbers mean Scottish 
Government should have ordered a
complete cull of all the farmed salmon 
in these farms months ago. The Scottish 
Government has powers under section 6 
of the Aquaculture Act 2007 to issue 
“cull orders” but has never used them.

improvement on last’s declared catch.”
There was a significant undeclared 

catch in the region last year, of between 
32 and 38 tonnes. However, a more 
robust system of monitoring catches in 
west Greenland was agreed by all parties 
at the meeting.

Mr Knight added: “We believe 
continued commercial netting of 
salmon in mixed-stock fisheries in 
England, Scotland and Norway gives 
Greenlanders little encouragement to 
cut their catch – a point that S&TA made 
forcibly at the meeting.”

On the salmon-farming front, the very 
poor record of sea-lice control in many 
areas of the west Highlands and Islands 
was highlighted at the meeting by the 
S&TA and this was conceded by the 
Scottish Government.

Andrew Graham-Stewart, director of 
S&TA (Scotland), said: “The pressure we 
exerted, with other NGOs, was 
instrumental in persuading NASCO to 
devote a full day’s special session at the 
next annual meeting to the problems 
caused by aquaculture. This will 
represent a valuable opportunity to 
apply real peer pressure on the 

 
Netting of 
salmon off 
the west 
coast of 
Greenland 
will be 
reduced 
for three 
years.

G R E E N L A N D
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Fish of the month
The winners of our Sharpe’s

fish of the month competition for

May are: salmon – David Green,

Hull (22 lb on a Toby from the

River Trent, Lincolnshire);  

sea-trout – Andrew Young, 

Llanelli (11 lb 4 oz from the River

Towy at Abercothi); brown trout

– Brendan Williams, East Kilbride

(7 lb 8 oz on a Merkister Maid

from Loch Leven).

GongforBob
Bob Church has

been made an

MBE for Services

to Angling in the

Queen’s Birthday

Honours list. Bob

is regarded by many as the father

of modern reservoir fishing,

responsible for introducing

thousands of anglers to the sport.

He was a leading competition

fisherman and founded of a

successful tackle company. He is

also a prolific author – popular

titles include Reservoir Trout

Fishing and Bob Church’s

Guide to Trout Flies.

Ten-poundersescape
Some 16,000 farmed salmon,

each weighing 10 lb, escaped

from a Marine Harvest sea cage in

Kilbrannan Sound betwen Annan

and the Mull of Kintyre in June. It

is feared these fish will breed with

wild salmon, weakening the wild

stock’s genetic integrity and

ability to survive.

Willbeaversbeculled?
Scottish Natural Heritage has

published a report for the Scottish

Government that sets out four

scenarios for the future of beavers

in Scotland. Ministers may opt for

the removal of beavers, restrict

their range, recolonise widely or

“accelerate widespread

recolonisation”. SNH

acknowledges that “contentious”

culling of the animals may be

necessary but that “it is not

possible to predict with certainty

whether the overall net impact of

beaver presence will be positive,

negative or negligible on salmonid

fish” and admits there are

“significant gaps in our

knowledge of beaver-salmonid

interactions within Scotland”.

Findafishery
The Angling Trust has launched a 

one-stop angling information

website for England and Wales

called fishinginfo.co.uk

The site is designed for use on

mobile phones. Type in the name 

of a destination and it will provide 

details of the nearest fisheries. It 

also lists the nearest tackle-shops, 

instructors and clubs. The site also 

provides river heights, a news

feed and a link to the Post Office 

rod licence web page.

I N  B R I E F

1,000 SOLWAY
SALMON SPARED

The Annan salmon stake-net fishery has been

closed following legal pressure from the

Salmon & Trout Association.

The stake nets have in recent years declared an

annual catch of up to 1,000 salmon.

The S&TA and Fish Legal in Scotland threatened

Dumfries and Galloway Council with a judicial

review if it leased the nets, arguing that the council

would be in breach of the EU’s Habitats Directive,

having failed to conduct an appropriate new

assessment of the impact of the nets on

the River Eden Special Area of Conservation.

Esks and Dee salmon saved
The Esk and Dee District Salmon Fishery 
Boards, supported by the North Atlantic 
Salmon Fund, have bought a one-year lease for 
the coastal salmon netting rights at Lauriston 
on the Angus coast between the north end of 
Montrose Bay and Johnshaven. 

The nets, owned by Murray McBay, will not be 
fished in the interests of conservation. 

In 2014 the Lauriston nets declared a catch of 
315 salmon and 126 sea-trout – fish destined for 
the rivers North Esk, South Esk, Dee and Spey.

Theperfect specimen?
Congratulations to T&S contributor Paul Procter, who on a recent trip to Iceland realised  

his life-long ambition to catch a double-figure wild brown trout. Paul landed three over  

the magical 10 lb mark, the best of which is this immense 15 lb 14 oz fish.
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BillCurrie
Bill Currie, the greatly admired 

author of many books on  
game-fishing, including  

The River Within, Days and 
Nights of Game Fishing and  

A Game Fisher’s Year,  
has died aged 84.

A frequent contributor to  
Trout & Salmon, Bill had been 
unwell for some time. A full 
appreciation of his life will 

appear in next month’s issue. 
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W hiskered killers
Seals consume five to six per cent of their body weight in fish each day, 

says Richard Donkin – so what hope is there for our salmon?

I
HAD TO laugh – one of those 
caustic laughs that sticks at the 
back of your throat. Forget your 
fish and chips – seals are 
killing our cod, said the 
newspaper article.

Apart from reminding me that 
newspapers do have their uses – if only for 
wrapping up fish suppers – it stirred a few 
memories of bleak winter nights spent 
legering on Spurn Point in Yorkshire, 
when snow would be whipping in from the 
east and all you could see from your Tilley 
lamp was the tip of your rod.

I didn’t catch much in those days, and 
the chances would be bleaker now. Cod are 
bottom-feeding fish but they come in on 
the tides to the shallower waters near estuaries, just 
as salmon do. Not that there was any mention in the
newspaper of salmon or sea-trout.

The article was focused solely on research 
undertaken by Strathclyde University and published
in The Journal of Applied Ecology, warning that cod
stocks are unlikely to recover because of predation by
seals, whose population is booming.

Those academics, it seems, don’t talk to salmon-
fishers and gillies up and down our rivers who could
tell them a few facts about seals. Once you’ve worked
out that a seal consumes five to six per cent of its body
weight in fish each day (equivalent to a decent-sized
springer, or two if it’s a hungry grey), and once you’ve
totted up the number of seals living around our 
shores today, it leads to the inescapable conclusion
that predation is a strong factor in the
declining numbers of salmon.

It might not be the only issue, but it
is serious. Those Strathclyde 
codologists have worked out that seals
eat three times as much cod as we do,
polishing off about 6,748 tonnes a
year in west of Scotland fisheries
compared to reported trawler catches of 2,245 tonnes.
If that’s happening to the cod, imagine what’s
happening to the salmon. 

In the Monach Isles, part of the Outer Hebrides, the 
grey seal population swells to more than 35,000 in 
the autumn. Off England’s north-east coast, the Farne 
Islands have a thriving population of 6,000 grey seals 
and populations around all the Scottish firths are 
increasing, so much so that seal-spotting 
in Aberdeen is a growing tourist attraction.

In one of the huts I used during spring visits to the 
Tay, Dee and Tweed, there was a seal identification 
poster, describing the differences between the grey 
seal and common or harbour seal. “Common” seal is 

something of a misnomer since it has 
a much smaller population after big 
reductions in 1988 and 2002 due to 
phocine distemper virus. 

Seals are protected, but licences can be 
issued for the shooting of grey seals that 
stray up the rivers outside their breeding 
season. This is not discussed openly beyond 
the riverbanks because everyone who fishes 
knows it is controversial.

For hundreds of years seal populations 
were kept down by annual culls. I remember 
well the Sunday newspaper campaigns in 
my youth that led to a ban in 1970 on such 
culls. Only the stoniest of hearts could 
ignore those vulnerable fur balls with their 
big oval eyes, contrasted with pictures of 

bloodied carcasses as men with clubs went 
about their grizzly business.

A seal that pokes its head above water in a river will 
sink as soon as it has been despatched by a high-
velocity rifle. The death is swift, clean, and leaves no 
trace. No pictures, no outcry, no fuss. For the seal, the 
result is the same. Is it wrong to shoot them?

There’s no doubt that you can forget hopes of a fish 
if a seal appears in your pool. But what makes a seal 
different from an otter in that respect? We wouldn’t 
shoot an otter, would we? 

The grand scheme tends to tackle population 
spikes in its own way, periodically, with disease or 
famine. It’s difficult to think of uglier, more miserable 
deaths. But famine at sea is unseen and less 
troubling to the conscience. 

What is it that makes seals so 
endearing to the average Joe (and 
Joanne)? People don’t complain so 
much about deer culls that happen 
all the time. Perhaps it has 
something to do with the sight of 
seals basking lazily on sandbanks. 
It’s hard to imagine them as 

merciless hunting machines.
I doubt that the association between thriving seal 

populations and a scarcity of cod will do much to 
sway opinion among a public that has itself migrated 
from good old fish and chips to the Big Mac. Today we 
occupy a world where the prevailing orthodoxy is to 
let nature take its course. Seals and salmon are all 
part of the food chain. The trouble is, we have 
disrupted that food chain in our industrial-scale 
plundering of the oceans. Should seals be in the dock, 
or should it be us? As you ponder that question, 
ponder this: if the scientists are right in their belief 
that west of Scotland cod stocks can’t recover, what 
hope is there for the salmon? 

Richard 
Donkin is a 
journalist 

and has fished 
in Norway 

and Iceland. 
His favourite 
river is the 

Aberdeenshire 
Dee

“For hundreds of years 
seals were kept down 

by annual culls”
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Hatch Finatic Fly
Reels

Shimano Baitrunner
X-Aero RA
The Shimano Baitrunn
X-Aero RA is a reel tha
is super-smooth,reliab
and built to last.

We stock the
largest UK

selection of
Caledonia

Fly Company
Flies.

Caledonia Fly Company

Hardy Jet Fly Rod
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330 blank for improved strength and durability.
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a joy to cast.

Sizes 7 to 10ft Prices from £349 - £399

Shakespeare
A ilit Boat Net

Sage One SH Rod

9

From £689
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“all-around” rod category, where
precision casting accuracy is needed
over a wide range of conditions.

Maxima Fluorocarbon
180m
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has been produced with the
Carbon Technology of the 21st
Century and offers the ultimate
in invisibility, cast ability and
durability. 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 & 15lb.

FROM £12.99

Greys
GR30
Fly Rod
7ft6    #3 £99.99
8ft #4 £99.99
8ft6 #5 £99.99
9ft #5 £109.99
9ft #6 £109.99

9ft #8 £119.99
9ft6 #6 £119.99
9ft6 #7 £119.99
9ft6 #8 £119.99
10ft #7 £119.99
10ft #8 £119.99

Worth £69.99

Daiwa
Lightweight
Breathable
Waders + Free
Versagrip
boots

Parmaris
Automatic

Life
Jacket

£64.99

Rio InTouch Midge Tip Long
The most incredibly
advanced subsurface
lines ever made by Rio

.

Daiwa 
Fly Rod

9ft #6 RRP £39.99 OFFER £29.99
9ft6 #7 RRP £39.99 OFFER £29.99
10ft #7 RRP £39.99 OFFER £29.99

Roll To
30L
Back
Pack
RRP
£89.99
Our
Price
£59.99

Greys GTS500
5/6/7 or 6/7/8

Only £49.99 
with 2 spare
spools

Product video 
available on
our website
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Rot
The luxuri
Rotary bo
360 rotati
comfort a
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or on the
engine.

Our price £199.99
with carry bag

Daiwa Electric Motor
Available in 36lb, 46lb and
54lb thrusts each motor
features 5 forward speeds
and 3 reverse speeds.

36lb £209.99 46lb £230.00
54lb £250.00

Buy one get one �, £17.99

#KTƃQ
Sightfree
G3
Fluorocarbon
100m spools

Carryall M RRP £89.99
Our Price £59.99

Cargo 150L
RRP £169.99

Our Price £119.99

Gear/Reel Bag 
RRP £69.99

Our Price £49.99

#KTƃ�Q�(N[�&TK�.WIICIG WHOLE RANGE IN STOCK NOW!

Scierra 
Kenai Pro 

Fishing
rousers
REGULAR

PRICE
£79.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£71.99

#KTƃ�Q�5WRGT�&TK�
Intermediate Sink Tip
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and exceptional casting
performance 
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Shock Fly Line
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£39.99 or 2 for £69.99
RRP £54.99
SPECIAL PRICE £29.99

Snowbee XS Buzzer 
Fly Li
£45.00

Snowbee XS Extreme 
ance

Fly
Line

49.00

Scierra 
Kenai Pro 

Fishing 
Jacket
REGULAR 

PRICE
£99.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£89.99

Scierra 
Kenai Pro 
Wading 
Jacket
REGULAR

PRICE
£99.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£89.99

Simms Luggage
Dry Creek 
Boat
Bag
Our Price 
Medium
£179
Large
£199

Headwater
Sling Pack

£79.99

Headwaters
Large Sling Pack

£99.99

Headwaters 
Guide Hip Pack

£99.99

£5.50

Super sharp and narrow
iÞiÃ�v�À�ÌÕLi�y��iÃ°
Sizes: 6, 8 and
£ä½Ã�>Û>��>L�i

Owner STD36BC 
Salmon Tube
Narrow
Eye Hook

Sizes:
7 Plus - £499.99
9 Plus - £599.99
11 Plus - £699.99

20% off - NOW
6000 - £189.99
8000 - £194.99
10000 - £199.99



If you love Trout & Salmon 
why not try one of our other 

great angling magazines?

FOR THE BEST DEAL GO TO:
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Anniversarymemories
MANY CONGRATULATIONS on your
excellent anniversary issue, which
brought back memories – particularly the
article about sea-trout flies, in which I
was delighted to see an old friend of
mine, Les Hough, recommend the
Mallard and Claret as a killing fly
on the Lune.

This had always been my favourite fly
for lake trout since I was a teenager, and
it seemed right for night-fishing for
sea-trout, which I took up seriously
in the 1960s.

The Mallard and Claret was an
immediate success on the Lune, and
according to my diary for 1966 it caught
more than 75 per cent of the 40 fish I
took off the Lune that year, and an even
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higher percentage of 26 fish from the 
Torridge, Annan and Border Esk. It has 
been the downfall of many thousands 
since, and also quite a few salmon, 
particularly on the dropper and in 
slightly coloured water. I was so keen on 
the Mallard and Claret – always fished on 
the dropper – that I used to tie it straight 
on to an eyeless low-water salmon iron as 
it held fish even better.  

Another awakened memory was of a 
night on the Border Esk in 1968. The 
river was very crowded, so Mike 
Kirkpatrick and I went upstream of 
Canonbie Bridge to try the top of the beat. 
Behind the riverkeeper’s (Wylie’s) cottage, 
and well before dark, we found fish rising 
in the pool called Gray Stane – which was 
impossible to fish down-and-across after 

dark due to a ridge of rock running down 
the pool. The fish, I seem to remember, 
were taking spent blue-winged olives and 
Mike thought they were chub! I proved 
otherwise, however, taking a couple of 
fresh sea-trout on a dry Tup’s 
Indispensable, which had been very 
successful on the Lune and Annan for 
fresh-run fish in daylight. Amazingly in 
your July issue the Tup’s is recommended 
by Ronnie Glass as the fly to use in 
these circumstances!

Interestingly, we caught six more sea-
trout that night – in a thick mist that 
drove the locals off the river, saying it 
would be useless in such conditions! And 
of course my diary records that most 
were taken on the Mallard and Claret.
Alan Round, via e-mail 
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Batteries for motors
 IN HIS Trout Surgery (July) Ronnie Glass
does not mention thrust in relation to the
size of electric motors, and only writes
“Get the best battery you can afford.”

He should have added that the battery-
type preference is a deep-cycle 
“leisure type”.

Readers who do not know this might
merely buy a standard heavy-duty car or
lorry battery, and while this would work
it would soon “break down” due to 
constant charging and discharging.
Alan Goodwin, Erskine, Renfrewshire

Birth of the Beaulite
I ENJOYED the article by Sandy Leventon
in your anniversary issue – especially the
penultimate paragraph, which echoes 
my own outlook on our sport.

I smiled at his sentence “Line 
screamed off the old Beaulite reel”, since 
I designed the Beaulite, together with the 
Super Condex and Fish-hawk geared 
recovery fly-reel in the 1960s. 
I still have the prototype Beaulite, which 
was hand-made in the toolroom!

Happy days!
Ted Robinson, Evesham, Worcs

 

The beauty of silk
AS A third-generation silk-line user for 
more years than I deserve, perhaps my 
acquired knowledge, modest as it is, may 
be of interest to anyone curious about the 
use of these wonderful lines. 

There is so much forgotten about silk 
lines and their care, and so many myths 
prevail, that many are diverted from 
experiencing the pleasure of their use. 

In his “A cast back in time” (July) 
Eoin Fairgrieve writes: “The line made a 
noticeable rasping sound as it shot 
through the rod rings.” This is indicative 
of a line whose original dressing has 
deteriorated. A well-dressed line is glass 
smooth and silent in its passage through 
the rings. I have some with their original 
well-maintained dressing, and some I 
have stripped and dressed with 
tung oil under pressure. 

It is important to note that silk lines 
have a much smaller diameter than 
plastic for a given line weight. 
For example, an 11-weight plastic line 
may be as wide as 0.085 in in the belly 
whereas a silk 11-weight (G3AG) 
measures a modest 0.070 in. 
This often gives rise to users 
overweighting their rods by as much 
as two line sizes with the associated 
casting problems noted in the 
article. The advantages of 

the smaller diameter are most noticeable
on windy days. 

A myth that also exists is that a silk 
line should be “tacky” to the touch. 
This, I am afraid, is a sign that the 
dressing is deteriorating. Lines 
should feel dry/waxy in the hand. 
If it is tacky the line will absorb water 
and not float well, even when 
dressed with Mucilin. 

There is so much more, but my advice 
to the curious is to  try a balanced 
5-weight outfit with a well-maintained 
silk line and enjoy your journey 
of discovery.
Robert Reid, Insch, Aberdeenshire

Butter saves the day
 RECENTLY, HAVING climbed up to a 
local Welsh mountain lake with rod, line 
and box of dry-flies, I found I had left my 
floatant at home. I started fishing and as 
expected in no time my fly began to sink. 

To the rescue came my lunchbox. A 
little Kerrygold (other brands of butter 
would be just as good) rubbed between 
thumb and finger made a very good 
substitute floatant. Even after taking a 
couple of fish, a dry-off in amadou and 
off it floated again. 
Brian Jones, via-email

One man missing 
I READ Chris McCully’s excellent letter in 
your 60th anniversary issue. I also 
congratulate you on the quality of all 
your contributors, especially those who 
take such excellent photographs.

But there is one name missing from 
his list – Chris’s own. His writing evokes 
a real depth of feeling and I can only 
liken him to Bill Currie.

Keep up your excellent work, Chris.
Tom Irvine, 
Strathaven, Lanarkshire

Why does a salmon take?
 I WAS very interested to read David
Thompson’s letter (July) in which he
stated there must be 101 things that 
influence a salmon taking a fly. 

How right he is! I have been fishing 
for salmon for 60 years with 
varying degrees of success and 
have been involved in 
catching and losing salmon in 
bizarre circumstances.

I recollect fishing the Bladnoch for 
five days without a touch when I decided 
that nature called. I leant my rod 
against a piece of old corrugated iron 
with the greased Kingfisher line 
touching the top edge; a gust of wind 
blew my fly off a rod-ring into the river, a 
salmon took it with a great flurry and 
my line (not cast) was severed by 
the corrugated iron.

On another occasion I was fishing the 
Findhorn and decided to change my fly. 
As I was tying the knot, I dropped the fly, 
which fell into the water – to be taken 
immediately by a salmon. I recollect the 
head gillie at Arndilly on the Spey telling 
me that a salmon, if in the mood, 
will grab any old carrot! 

I firmly believe that fishing has 
become far too technical and this does, 
to a certain extent, reduce our 
enjoyment as so many anglers are 
worrying about depth, speed, 
colour etc of their fly instead of enjoying 
the day. Provided you have a 
pleasant day, does it really matter if you 
catch a fish? No – it does not. 
Modern technology is beneficial 
to the tackle trade, but the poor old 
salmon is on a hiding to nothing 
if you consider ever-improving 
tackle, nets at sea, radar on fishing 
vessels, vast numbers of hungry 
seals and so on.
Nigell D’Oyly, 
Bishop’s Stortford, Herts
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WHY IS it that hooks with a prop
old-fashioned Limerick bend ca
bought these days?

When I started fly-fishing so
ago, virtually all hooks were m
style – and I found them excell

Surely one has only to look a
Limerick bend to realise that,
less likely to lose its purchase
modern hook with a more rou

So, please manufacturers, b
Bill S tewart, via e-mail

Bring back

Old 
Partridge 
hooks with 
a Limerick 
bend.



HOW TO ORDER
When ordering please quote “T&S Scierra rod offer” and the code “0048TS”.

Please state the size of rod you require: 9 ft, 5 wt; 9 ft, 6 wt; 9 ft 3 in, 7 wt; 10 ft, 4 wt; 10 ft, 7 wt.

Postage and packing is £6.99. Tel: 0141 212 8880. Fax: 0141 331 6340. E-mail: sales@fishingmegastore.com

Web: http://readeroffers.fishingmegastore.com/0048TS

Post: Glasgow Angling Centre, 29 Saracen Street, Glasgow G22 5HT.

R E A D E R O F F E R

HALF-PRICE 
SCIERRA 
TROUT RODS
Don’t miss out on this choice of five 
high-quality HMX single-handed 
rods for rivers and stillwaters–  
offer price is only £75. £ 1 4 9 . 9 9 R R P

O F F E R 
P R I C E

£ 7 5

THE SCIERRA HMX is a user-friendly  

rod – it’s medium-fast action offers plenty 

of feedback. Made in four pieces with  

a dark-olive/black blank, it has a classic 

reverse half-wells handle and a slender 

carbon-fibre/aluminum reel seat.  

The blank is fitted with lightweight  

Pacific Bay snake guides and saltwater-

resistant stripping guides.

CHOOSE A ROD
■ 10 ft, 4 wt: ideal for river nymphing  

    or Spider-fishing

■ 9 ft, 5 wt: suitable for trouting on      

    medium/large rivers or light stillwater  

    dry-fly fishing

■ 9 ft, 6 wt: great for big  

    chalkstream trout

■ 9 ft 3 in, 7 wt: try this for close-in     

    stillwater bank-fishing or sea-trout  

    on rivers

■ 10 ft, 7 wt: a classic all-purpose  

    stillwater boat-fishing rod (sinking  

    and floating lines)
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Rutland Water Mayfly?
I WONDER why there is no hatch of 
Mayfly on Rutland Water, my local 
reservoir and my favourite water. There 
is a fabulous hatch each year in the River 
Guash and in the nearby Welland,  
yet not in the reservoir itself.

Do any readers know why this might 
be? And whether, perchance, anyone has 
ever considered stocking a few thousand 
Mayfly nymphs at, say, the top  
of the North Arm? 

Imagine how exciting it would be if 
there were a Mayfly hatch on Rutland 
and the sport you could have with big 
over-wintered fish each year!
Roger Jones, Uppingham, Rutland

Single-handed on the Spey
CONGRATULATIONS ON your 60th 
anniversary. I have been reading your 
excellent publication since 1958. I do 
wish I had kept those early issues!

Every May my wife and I make our 

annual pilgrimage to Scotland. I fish on 
the Thursday, Friday and Saturday  
on the Spey. 

On the Friday I was fishing the tail of 
one of the most prolific pools on our beat 
when I felt that most thrilling experience 
of a strong pull. Twelve minutes later a 
beautiful 17 lb springer was netted by 
my wonderful gillie. I am delighted to 
report that it was returned successfully.

Saturday arrived and the gillie 
suggested I fish the pool at the bottom of 
our beat. He said he would join me in ten 
minutes after settling in a new guest. 
The danger here is that if a fish is hooked 
it’s almost impossible to land without 
assistance due to the sheer drop  
from the bank to the water.

I noticed some canoeists had been 
camping on the far bank and were 
preparing their craft. They were very 
friendly, as indeed I was. After about 40 
minutes I had a classic take and hooked 
the fish. Still no sign of my gillie!

I played the fish for about 25 minutes 
with the canoeists encouraging me. 

When at last I saw it I was astounded by 
its size. So how to land it? I walked the 
fish downstream, where there was a 
slight gap in the bank. I managed to 
steer the fish into this and knew the only 
way I could release it would be to throw 
my rod up on the bank while still 
attached to the fish. 

Lying on my stomach I managed to get 
hold of the fish’s wrist and, as I started to 
take the fly out, the fish fell back into the 
water and the hooks embedded 
themselves in my finger. My gillie 
arrived two hours late, through no fault 
of his own, as the guest had been late.

My fish was certainly bigger than the 
17-pounder and I was hoping for  
20 lb-plus. I cannot claim it as such due 
to the lack of a reliable witness, but my 
gillie knew all about it as the canoeists 
had told him. We agreed to a 19 lb fish!

What a day! Not a confirmed 
20-pounder, but who cares after such  
a wonderful experience?

I shall return.
Hywel Evans, via e-mail

Controlling crayfish
I FEAR that Mike Collins (Letters, July) is barking up the 
wrong tree trying to control signal crayfish once they 
have established themselves. 

For the past decade or so of my working life I was the
main consenting officer in one of the EA area offices. It
was my task to process all applications for fish 
introductions and fish removals, including trapping 
consents for signal crayfish. I had the busiest area in the
entire country and regularly processed between 700 
and 800 consents every year, and something in the 
order of 70 per cent of those would be for the  
trapping of signal crayfish.

Many consents would be for someone wanting to trap
a few from their local river to put on the BBQ of a 
summer’s evening; some were from local riverkeepers,
who would trap upwards of 40,000 from their stretch of
chalkstream; and some from commercial operators
whose catches we never ascertained, but which
undoubtedly ran into the million-plus per annum.

Signals are one of the most successful of our aquatic
creatures. Their list of predators is legion: chub, barbel,
perch, pike, eels, trout and carp, dabchicks, herons,
mink and otters all eat them. They are ferocious
cannibals and think nothing of eating their sons and
daughters. Despite all this, they thrive and expand
at an exponential rate.

Trapping is not an effective method of reducing
numbers because it is size specific. The traps catch only
the larger adult specimens, leaving the juveniles, many
of which would have been eaten by their now-absent
parents, to grow on undisturbed. No juvenile will enter a
trap already containing adult crays, and if they get there
first they simply become bait. To be effective there
needs to be a range of traps so that only juveniles can

enter some traps and adults others. Then the trapping 
needs to be continuous. It is no good trapping until only 
three or four are caught and then thinking that
the job is done. It isn’t. Three years down the line  
and you are back to square one.

On a river system everybody has to trap. It is no good 
leaving gaps where they can grow and breed
unmolested. Everybody must trap 365 days a year.

The solution, I’m sure, will eventually be found, and it 
is most likely to be biological. The problem with that is 
that you can’t be sure what else you will hit at the same 
time. In the meantime I would urge those who stock 
their, as yet uninfested, rivers, to make sure they
purchase their fish only from those sources in non-
signal territory. The EA will help you there.
Robert Preston, via e-mail

Despite having many predators, signal crayfish are thriving.
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IMPROVEYOUR
DROGUE

We show you how to adapt a standard shop-bought drogue to include
the “running-loop” system used by today's stillwater experts

HO

You will need...

• Drogue, £24 – from t

• 6 mm braided polyp

cord (15m), £9.99;

Two G-clamps (4 in), £

Two D-shackles, £2;

Carabina £3;

Two quick repair links

£2 – all from DIY stor

• Two rope cleats, £8

from a chandlers (ma

to rope thickness).

Why you need a straight drift

Novice anglers believe the purpose of a
drogue is to slow a drifting boat. In fact, its

main purpose is to make the boat drift
downwind in a broadside position and in
a straight line. Your fly-line must remain in
a straight line to detect takes while buzzer

or nymph fishing, rather than in a bow
caused by the boat drifting to

one side or the other.

Why the running-loop system?

A boat always drifts towards the end of the
boat with the heaviest weight, as those
who fish with a bigger boat partner will

know. Anglers who use the standard fixed-
rope system can spend valuable fishing

hours trying to eliminate sideways drift by
moving the fixed point(s) on the gunwale.
The running-loop system makes it quicker

to adjust the drogue to suit this weight
distribution. Boats with more ballast tend

to drift truer than lighter boats, so it is
important to have a drogue system that is
easy to adjust. If you fish alone, the running

loop is a godsend, allowing you to
make quick, minor tweaks.

Rope

When you buy a drogue, dis

the rope supplied – it will

short for the running-loop sys

which requires two lengths of abo

15-16 ft. Some like a brightly coloured rope

as fluorescent orange, so they can easily judge

the clarity of water, while others like something

more subtle – the choice is yours.
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Drogues

Most modern drogues are of the same design and 

the running-loop system will work with all of them. 

The cloth itself is usually coated, which can inhibit 

its sinking properties. However, given time this 

coating will break down, allowing water to be 

absorbed and the drogue to sink quicker.

How to use it

Make a loop at the loose end of each rope and 
pass them through the D-shackles fixed to the 

G-clamps. Then, join the ropes in the middle on the 
gunwale with a carabina (right) to form the running 

loop. Once the drogue is put overboard and has 
set, the rope can then be pulled in either 

direction to adjust the drift.

Customised G-clamp

To use this system you need to attach two things to 

each G-clamp. First, drill a hole at the head of each 

clamp to attach a D-shackle. This will allow the rope to 

run freely. Secondly, drill two holes through the upright 

to attach a rope cleat. This is an excellent addition as it 

will allow you to fix the rope once the correct drogue 

position has been achieved. Before you rivet them 

on to the G-clamp make sure you put your cleats 

on the right way – they will only trap the 

rope in one direction.

Rope connection

Your drogue will be fitted with 

plastic or metal rings to which 

its original rope is attached, but 

rather than attach the new rope 

directly, use carabinas or quick-

repair links for the connections. 

They’ll add weight, making the 

drogue sink and deploy quicker.   



NB
OTHERNAME
FrankBellrevealsafly thatsalvagedapoor2014

seasonwithaflurryofautumnsalmon

Frank Bell

has fished for

trout, sea-

trout and

salmon for

more than

50 years.

He’s retired

early to fish

at will on

local spate

rivers and the

River Wear

T
HE 2014 SEASON
was poor on most
UK salmon and
sea-trout rivers,
but on the River
Wear I had a

decent back-end, managing to
grass five salmon from 4 lb to
12 lb and four sea-trout of 3 lb to
6 lb on falling freshets in the last
eight days of the season. These
fish were all caught on a shrimp
fly that I’d tied for my autumn
forays. I am so convinced by the
Deadly Red’s success that I
thought I’d share it with you.

I’ve always been a fan of flies
tied with pig bristles, but I thought
I’d take the usual styles a bit
further. While many tyers use
bristles for tails, I thought: why
not use them as a hackle? And as
red is renowned for taking
autumn fish, it would be the
dominant colour.

I picked bristles with a darker
split-end to accentuate the strong
silhouette I wanted. These split-
ends are a different colour from
the main stems, adding variation
to the shorter collar hackle.

The pattern has few other
ingredients. There is no hair or
bucktail, just one large scarlet
hackle feather, tinsel for the body
and a pair of black shrimp eyes.
You can add red Lureflash twinkle

to the hackle fibres if you want,
but I’ve found the holographic
tinsel bodies alone to be great
attractors, while also resembling
the shell of a prawn.

The original Deadly Red was
tied on a Partridge Nordic Tube
double, which has a straight eye,
very thick wire and wide gape. It
is a great hooker and stronger and
heavier than a standard double
salmon hook – I didn’t have any
losses, pulls or tweaks. I didn’t
lose a single fish on them.

Since the Red’s success, I spent
last winter tying additional sizes
and colour variations. I now have
orange, blue, silver/blue, green,
yellow and black versions, tied on
size 4-10 tube doubles and larger
size 2-8 Salar doubles for higher
water. On the Wear I fish the
smaller patterns on a full floating
WF8 line and an 8 ft leader of
12 lb Daiwa Sensor for levels of
3 in-6 in, adding a 5 ft fast-sink
polyleader for water down to 9 in
and a 10 ft fast-sinking poly leader
with a 15 lb-18 lb leader and
bigger flies for high water. I
always use a slow figure-of-eight
retrieve, as this adds more
life to the fly.

DEADLY RED
Hook Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic Tube double (pictured left,

bottom) or size 2-10 standard double Thread Red

Feelers Three red boar bristles Rear hackle Large scarlet

red hackle flank feather with four strands of red Lureflash

(optional) Body Red holographic tinsel Rib Fine silver wire

Eyes Veniard black fly eyes (small) Hackle Fine/small red

boar bristles Head Red varnish

DEADLY BLACK
Hook Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic

Tube double or 2-10 standard

double Thread Black

Feelers Three orange boar bristles

Rear hackle Black hackle fibres

mixed with four strands of black

Lureflash Body Black holographic

tinsel Rib Fine silver wire Eyes

Veniard black fly eyes (small)

Legs Fine orange

boar bristles

Hackle Black cock hackle ti

over legs Head Black varnish

“While many tyers

use bristles for tails,

I thought: why not

use them as a hackle?”
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DEADLY BLUE
Hook Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic 

Tube double or 2-10 standard 

double  Thread Black   

Feelers Three yellow boar bristles  

Rear hackle Large orange hackle 

flank feather with four strands of 

copper Lureflash mixed  

Body Black holographic tinsel  

Rib Fine silver wire  

Eyes Veniard black fly eyes (small)  

Hackle Teal blue under 

black cock hackle feathers  

Hea  lack varnish

EADLY ORANGE
Hook Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic Tube double 

or 2-10 standard double  

Thread Yellow or orange  Feelers Three 

orange boar bristles  Rear hackle Large 

yellow and orange hackle flank feather with 

four strands of copper Lureflash mixed  

Body Orange holographic tinsel  Rib Fine 

silver wire  Eyes Veniard black fly eyes (small)  

Hackle Fine/small orange boar bristles  

Head Red varnish                                                                                                   

How to tie the Deadly Red – see overleaf

DEADLY YELLOW
Hook Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic 

Tube double or 2-10 standard double  

Thread Yellow  Feelers Three yellow boar 

bristles  Head/tail Yellow and orange cock 

hackle, 4 gold Lureflash fibres all mixed  

Body Chartreuse holographic tinsel  Rib Fine 

silver wire  Eyes Veniard black fly eyes (small)  

Hackle Yellow boar bristles  Head Red varnish

DEADLY GREEN
Hooks Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic Tube double or 

2-10 standard double  Thread Yellow  Feelers Three yellow 

boar bristles  Rear hackle Yellow cock hackle, green squirrel 

tail and chartreuse Krystal fibres mixed  Body Olive 

holographic tinsel  Rib Fine silver wire  Eyes Veniard black fly 

eyes (small)  Hackle Yellow boar bristles  Head Red varnish

DEADLY SILVER BLUE
Hooks Size 4-10 Partridge Nordic Tube double or 2-10 standard 

double  Thread Yellow  Feelers Three yellow boar bristles  

Rear hackle Teal blue hackle flank feather, four strands of blue 

Lureflash mixed and yellow tied on top  Body Silver holographic 

tinsel  Rib Fine silver wire  Eyes Veniard black fly eyes (small)

Hackle Teal blue hackle tied in under fine small yellow boar 

bristles  Head Black varnish                                                            
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Secure the bristles in position with tight thread-turns then trim off 
the waste ends using sharp fine-bladed scissors.

Tie in red pig bristles so the tips project just past the bend. Ease 
the bristles evenly around the body – top, bottom and sides.

Build up the head with tying thread before casting off with a secure 
whip finish. Finally, add a coat of red varnish to the head.

Wind two close turns of the wire underneath the bristles and the 
hackle fibres then continue over the body in evenly spaced turns.

Secure the loose end of the wire with a few thread turns then
remove the waste end along with the excess holographic tinsel.

Select two black plastic eyes and trim the ends of the clear stems 
to an angle of 45 degrees. Secure them on either side of the hook.

Park the thread close to the eye then cover the thread-base with
turns of holographic tinsel. Secure the loose end.

Strip the fibres from a large scarlet cock hackle. Catch them in on 
top of the bristles then add four strands of red flash.

Take a length of wide red holographic tinsel and catch it in on the
underside of the hook. Catch in a length of medium-width silver wire.

Add layers of thread to form a taper from the rear of the hook to the
eye. Catch in three bristles at the bend (their tips should be level).

HOW TO TIE THE DEADLY RED

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10



THE TROUT OF 
MUCK AND TALT

Wild sport in Co Mayo

HOW TO CATCH THE SEDGE-FEEDERS
Tackle, tactics and fl ies for high-summer rivers

SALMON ON THE FREE-SWINGING HOOK
Why you should try it

DRY-FLIES FOR NORTHERN STREAMS
Four go-to patterns for riffl  es and glides

WHICH TAPERED LEADER?
The best ones for diff erent fl ies
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T&S SAVE OUR SALMON
We reveal the winner of our campaign to help bring salmon back to abundance
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PUZZLED BY TECHNIQUE? FRUSTRATED BY FISH?

CRAWFORD LITTLE OFFERS SOME NO-NONSENSE SOLUTIONS

Salmon     Surgery

Crawford

Little

has fished for

salmon at

home and

abroad for

50 years.

Having

worked in

rural estate

management,

he now runs a

consultancy

advising

on the

management

of salmon

fisheries

and other

sporting

property.

Q
I WAS recently 
watching a video in 
which the presenter 
mentioned he was 
fishing with a 40 lb 

breaking-strain fluorocarbon 
leader. Surely such a heavy 
leader is not necessary? I doubt 
it would be possible to break  
20 lb, let alone 40 lb stuff, 
simply by pulling at it with  
rod and line. Your thoughts 
would be appreciated.
Alan Morris, via e-mail. 

The strength of leaders

A
I’M NOT sure what video 
you have been watching, 
but I suspect it was 
filmed on a fast and 

boulder-strewn river with a 
reputation for big fish in one of 
those far-away places with 
strange-sounding names. Where 
the purpose of the heavier leader 
is to resist the abrasion it might 
suffer by being dragged under 
extreme tension over rocks and 
boulders by a big and angry fish. 
The breaking-strain of an abraded 

leader might be much less than 
half of what it was when it came 
off the spool. So many feel it is 
good to have an inbuilt safety 
factor when conditions demand it. 

Salmon seldom seem leader-
shy, and so the heavy fluoro (or 
mono) isn’t much of a problem in 
that regard. The worst thing, of 
course, is if you catch the bottom 
of the river and can’t dislodge the 
hook, as even good-quality  
fly-lines have a breaking-strain  
of only about 30 lb. 

H E A RT I N MOU T H ... 

If the leader rubs 
against a rock you’ll be 
glad you chose
50 lb breaking strain.
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A 1970s tube-fly, 
when wings didn’t 
extend much 
beyond the hook.

A modern
tube-fly with a
much longer wing
and a small
conehead.
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Write to: Crawford Little, c/o Trout and Salmon, Media House, Lynchwood,
Peterborough PE2 6EA. Or e-mail: crawfordlittle.salmon@fsmail.net

Floating skills

QTHE CLASSIC floating-line
technique, as practised by the late
great Arthur Wood at Cairnton on
the Aberdeenshire Dee, worked
so well in the past that I’m keen

to give it a try. Where can I learn more
about the technique?
Jacques Dulaine, via e-mail.

ATHE TECHNIQUE used by Arthur
Wood and his followers – including
the use of upstream and
downstream mends to control the

swim of the fly – was very popular throughout
the first three-quarters of the 20th Century,
but fell out of favour some decades ago. To
study the technique in greater detail – or
rather, what I consider to be a more reasoned
version of it than you’ll find in Greased Line
Fishing by Jock Scott – get your hands on a
copy of The Floating Line for Salmon and Sea
Trout by Anthony Crossley, published in 1939.

I would suggest you recognise from the start
that while there are times when mending the
line in the old style can improve the
presentation of the fly, there are at least as 
many times when the opposite is true. As 
always in salmon fishing, you should think 
hard about what you are doing, and the effect it 
will have on how your fly swims across the 
pool. In the past, many were almost addicted 
to throwing an upstream mend after each and 
every cast with a floating line, even when it 
would be better to put in a downstream mend, 
or leave well alone and control the swing of the 
line by altering the angle of your cast.

As one final piece of advice, and while I 
wouldn’t choose to put you off trying 
something different, I would perhaps 
describe the traditional floating-line 
technique as a useful ace to carry up your 
sleeve – and better still if you leave it there… 

KNOW HOW

LONGWINGS – 
THEN AND NOW

QLONGWING PATTERNS 
have been around for 
quite a long time. Do 
you still use the 
original patterns, or 

has the design of long-winged 
flies moved on? And if so, 
in what ways?
Miles Horton, via e-mail.

AFOR COMPARISON 
between the old and 
new, I’ve dug out a 
copper-bodied fly that I 

dressed on an aluminium tube in 
the late 1970s (the bucktail has 
faded over the years) and another 
copper-bodied, black and orange 
fly that I tied last year.

The old pattern isn’t 
particularly long in the wing. At 
least not to modern eyes. But 
when it was dressed, any wing 
that extended beyond the hook 
was a radical departure from the 
norm and could provoke a rant 
from most of the old-style gillies.

The modern fly is tied instead 
on plastic outer and inner tubes, 
which I weight with a few turns 
of lead wire under the “ball” of 
dubbing that you might be able 
to see beneath the hackles. 
Concentrating the weight forward 
helps to swim the fly on 
an even keel.

At the time the old fly was 
dressed, it was a case of bucktail, 
squirrel, or brave the teeth of a 
farmyard collie. Now we have a 

huge range of hairs to choose 
from. The newer pattern has an 
underwing of orange nyat, with 
softer orange and black goat on 
top to flicker in the stream. Also, 
the new fly includes some of the 
more modern “flash” materials 
in its wing. 

In the old pattern, the hackle 
is bucktail, tied as a beard. 
Nowadays I tend to prefer a rather 
more bulbous (but translucent) 
shape in front of a fairly skinny 
wing. A fairly long soft hackle over 
a Chinese cock hackle helps to 
create the desired shape, and 
combines kick with movement. 

I finished the new fly with a 
small conehead. Small, because 
the lead wire was already 
weighting the front of the fly, 
allowing me to opt for a small 
but bright “target” to focus the 
attention of the fish to the 
front of the fly. 

So there you have it. An 
example of the sort of long-winged 
fly you’ll find in my box today, 
alongside one enjoying a well-
earned retirement. Perhaps the 
only thing they have in common 
are the copper tinsel bodies. 

Last but hardly least: are the 
new flies more tempting to 
salmon than their forebears? 
I like to think so, but make no 
mistake – those fairly simple, 
early longwings can still be 
deadly at the right time, in 
the right place…

Gain precise control of a fly fished on a floating-
line with frequent and subtle small mends.
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Rain can stir up “sulky” resident salmon – so don’t stop fishing.
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“In the salmon we have a fish changing his habits from day to day, and even during the same day. He is 

unstable and never settled. If you want to catch him at all times you must learn to know him in all his

moods, and know just what to do to meet them. Don’t ever feel discouraged; if there are salmon there it is 

up to you to know your business and use your brains and skill to make him take a fly, and I can assure you 

it can be done if you are good enough at it … It is this which gives salmon fishing a charm all its own. 

It is a sport with an interest not equalled by any other.”

Secrets of the Salmon, Edward Ringwood Hewitt, 1922.  

Rain, lightning and the golden hour

Q
I’VE FISHED for 
salmon for many 
years, but am 
still not sure how 
rain affects our 

chances of catching a 
fish. I must admit that I 
do not enjoy being out in 
the wet stuff, so perhaps 
I’m too ready to retire to 
the fishing hut when a 
more determined type 
would continue. Perhaps 
you could offer some 
words of advice?
Tom Bracknell, via e-mail.

A
THE FIRST point 
that springs to 
mind is that just 
as the Inuit have 

100 words for snow – 
including tlapa for powder 
snow, tlamo for snow that 
falls in large wet flakes, and 
the ertla used by teenagers 
for “exquisite erotic rituals” 
– we have a broad range of 
words describing various 
types of rain. But let’s 
concentrate on just two 
from opposite ends of the 
soggy spectrum, and let’s 
describe them as hard  
and soft. Hard being a 
downpour, and the soft 
stuff a drizzle.

In regard to prolonged 
hard rain, we need to think 

about its effect on water 
conditions in the river, and 
how that affects the 
salmon’s behaviour. Quite 
often, we might be fishing 
on a “dry” middle or lower 
river, while it’s raining 
hard in the hills. If that 
rain continues for any 
appreciable time, the river 
will start to rise and the 
fish will be stirred into 
activity. Wise fishers will be 
sticking twigs into the sand 
at the river’s edge, or noting 
the height of the water on a 
prominent rock because 

they know the very start of 
the rise will provide a good 
chance of transforming 
one or two sulky boys into 
taking fish. Think of it as a 
“golden hour” for you to 
exploit to the full. One that 
will pass all too quickly 
before the river starts to 
colour, and flotsam and 
jetsam starts to appear. 
That’s the time to think 
about that comfortable 
chair in the fishing hut, 
because the fishing will be 
something between 
difficult and impossible 

until the full height of the 
spate has passed, allowing 
the water to steadily fall 
and clear. 

Soft rain is different. It 
has far less effect on the 
river’s height and 
condition, and is far less 
likely to be associated with 
the barometer racing 
between fair and stormy.  
It usually means soft, grey 
skies, which can be ideal  
for salmon fishing. 

Another benefit of soft 
rain, preferably with a 
gentle breeze, is that it  
will break the mirror-like 
surface of those glides  
and pool tails that so often 
harbour a fish worth 
catching. And certainly 
worth the effort of pulling 
on your cap, turning up 
your collar, and  
keeping hard at it.

Finally, there is one sort 
of rain that you very 
definitely do not want  
to be fishing in. When it’s 
accompanied by thunder-
and-lightning. Carbon-fibre 
rods make excellent 
lightning conductors, so 
unless you want to be on the 
wrong end of a bolt from the 
blue, reel in, lay your rod 
flat on the ground and 
retire to a safe distance.
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T
HE MEGAN is a Helmsdale pattern
named after the great Megan Boyd. It
has been popular on the Helmsdale
for decades where it has accounted for
probably more fish than any other fly.
We are now into that period of the

season where low, warm water may persist, so wispy,
minuscule plastic tubes can be deadly for salmon,
grilse and sea-trout. These wee tubes flutter and dart
in the necks and runs and can be much more
enticing to salmon than even the smallest double or
treble. These tiny morsels are not just for low water,
though, and will be very effective in a range of
conditions throughout the late spring and summer.

To find out a little more about it, I gave Ron
Sutherland at Helmsdale Tackle a call. Ron was
taught to tie flies by Megan Boyd, so he has a natural
enthusiasm for this pattern.

“So far as I know it was a tube that a gentleman
called Mr Gilroy wanted tied for the Helmsdale in the
‘50s. He was having great success with a Sweep
(basically a Stoat’s Tail-type double with blue cheeks)
so he took it to Megan Boyd at Kintradwell and
wanted it tied as a tube for use in pool tails while
fishing with a dropper.

“Since then it has been the first-choice fly for most
anglers who fish with a dropper and it has caught an
unbelievable number of fish. I remember fishing
with it as a boy and at that time all the gillies on the
Helmsdale were using it – sometimes they would
even rig up two together to get the right length
of fly because one of the tubes would be so
hammered by the fish!

“The Alistair tube came along and knocked it off its
perch a few years ago but I tied some for sale in the
shop recently and slipped them on to the fly board to

Ross Macdonald
is a well-known
fly-designer and

tyer who has
a lifelong

passion for
salmon flies and

the stories
behind them.
He is based in

Aberdeen.
Visit:macdonald

salmonflies.
co.uk

THE MEGAN
Ross Macdonald in praise of a tiny tube-fly that excels when the 

grilse and summer salmon arrive 

see if anyone would notice/remember them – and 
they did! They are now catching fish on it again.

“It is deadly for summer fish and has definitely 
caught more fish on the Helmsdale than any other 
fly to date. Give one a wee try next time the 
grilse are around.”

I recall a reference I came across some years ago to 
a fly that made me think of the Megan. While it isn’t 
named, Neil Graesser refers to a fly in his book The 
Finer Points of Fly Fishing for Salmon (p42) which to my 
mind has a good chance of being a Megan.

Mr Graesser had a day on the Helmsdale in late 
May when the river was high. He had a size 6 Stoat on 
the point and his usual Hairy Mary on the dropper. 
The gillie deemed the Stoat “far too big” and, as 
Graesser watched “astounded”, proceeded to swap it 
for a “minuscule” blue-and-black tube “barely ¼ of an 
inch in length”.

Graesser recounts that he quickly raised then 
hooked and landed a slightly stale 10 lb fish.

“That was only the beginning. To cut a long story 
short, we had seven fish between us… six of those fell 
to the blue and black tube and one to the Hairy Mary, 
which looked twice the size of the very lightly dressed 
and slim-lined tube. Quite frankly, anybody would 
have been quite warranted in fishing as large a fly as 
a No.1 on that particular day according to the water 
flow, and peat stain in the river, as well as it being a 
dull day with a strong west wind.”

I suppose the lesson is that a wee plastic tube is not 
just for fishing in low water. It’s one certainly worth 
thinking about this summer. Perhaps, as some of the 
gillies I know tell me, we fish too big a fly, even in 
good water. I can understand that. For all the time it 
will take to tie, a Megan or two could prove handy 
when the grilse come out to play this summer. 

Tube ¾ in bare plastic  

Wing Dyed-black squirrel tail, tied 

all round  Hackle Two turns blue 

cock about half length of wing



Catching the most sought after game-fi sh in the world will test your thinking, 

skill and patience but bring the John Norris P3 Series into the game and 

things will be a whole lot easier.

Visit our shop: 21 Victoria Road, Penrith, Cumbria, CA11 8HP.

John Norris P3 Fly Lines
The John Norris P3 fl y lines are without doubt one of the best value and performance fl y lines available
today. Its unique combination of ultra-low friction coating, superbly balanced profi le and outstanding
shootability, makes this a fl y line which enhances the performance of the world’s best fl y rods.
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Floating 
Colour: Sky Blue
Code: P3-01
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Stealth Floating 
Colour: Light Olive
Code: P3-2
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Twin Colour Floating 
Colour: White Running Line/
Sky Blue Head
Code: P3-3
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Twin Colour Stealth 
Floating 
Colour: White Running Line/
Light Olive Head
Code: P3-4
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Twin Colour 
Saltwater Floating
Colour: White Running Line/
Peach Head
Code: P3-5
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Midge Tip 3ft 
Intermediate Tip
Colour: White/Green
Code: P3-6
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Midge Tip Long 10ft 
Intermediate tip
Colour: White/Caramel
Code: P3-7
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Sink Tip 10ft Type 2 
(Fast Sinking) Tip
Colour: White/Brown
Code: P3-8
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Slow Intermediate 
Colour: Caramel
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Fast Intermediate  
Colour: Clear Blue
Code: P3-10
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Sink 3  
Colour: Dark Green
Code: P3-11
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Sink 6  
Colour: Black
Code: P3-12
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Twin Colour Floating
Colour: White Running Line/
Mist Head
Code: P3-13
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Twin Colour 
Intermediate
Colour: Floating White Running 
Line/Intermediate Clear Green 
Head
Code: P3-14
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Twin Colour Sink 3
Colour: Floating White Running 
Line/Sink 3 Dark Green Head
Code: P3-15
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Postage - UK Mainland  
Rods £6.95 Lines £3.95

Highlands, Islands and Northern Ireland £9.95

     



Order online: www.johnnorris.co.uk or call 01768 864211

Fast Sinking
Colour: Grey
Code: PTF16
Sizes: WF 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

John Norris Pro2 Fly Lines
John Norris Pro2 Floating fl y lines have a soft supple fi nish, zero memory and an excellent turnover and presentation.
U Versatile tapers excel with most fl ies and conditions
U The Great castability and durability
U Excels in all weather conditions due to its super supple coating
U Mid length head
U Overall length 90ft

MRP £24.99  
Special Offer £5.99

Floating
Colour: Tan
Code: PTF14
Sizes: WF 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 - DT 4, 5, 6, 7

Floating
Colour: Ivory
Code: PTF15
Sizes: WF 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 - DT 4, 5, 6, 7

Intermediate 
Colour: Dusty Blue
Code: PTF17
Sizes: WF 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Code Length Line Rating Weight oz Sections MRP Offer Price
1366103 7’0” 3 2.80 4 £139.99 £69.99
1366104 9’0” 5 3.60 4 £159.99 £79.99
1366105 9’6” 7 3.80 4 £169.99 £84.99
1366106 10’0” 7 4.20 4 £179.99 £89.99

Redefining Performance and  Value! 
 Total ly redesigned with pin point casting accuracy over a wide range of conditions

Features:
U    Matt carbon non fl ash blank
U    Double coated snake rings for extra durability
U    Matt aluminium reel seat
UÊ     Full ‘AAA’ grade cork handle
U Cigar shaped handle on 7’ and 9’
U Full wells handle with fi ghting butt on 9’6” and 10’
U Crisp middle to tip action
U Fast tip recovery
U Hardloy stripper guides
U Designed in conjunction with the P3 fl y line range
U Supplied in a hard cloth covered rod tube

John Norris P3 Single Handed Fly Rods
Light, easy to master fl y rods built on High Modulas blanks with improved strength 
and durability. Refi ned middle-to-tip actions make these rods a joy to cast. Designed 
and developed in the Lake District by the John Norris Pro Team, the P3 series are 
lightweight and well balanced making them a pleasure to fi sh on long days, yet 
powerful enough to subdue large fi sh and cast big distances.

FREE
John Norris P3 Fly Line with
any John Norris P3 Rod
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QUICK FIXES
10 hints and tips for better and safer sea-trout sport this month

Carry your net 
Hang a net on your back, rather 
than leave it on the bank. You don’t 
want to be fumbling for it in the 
dark when you’re playing a fish.

Avoid tangles 
Using a medium-fast, rather than a 
fast-actioned rod, will encourage open 
loops, which are less likely to tangle a 
leader. Using an extreme weight-forward 
line or “overloading” the rod with a line 
size heavier than the rod’s rating will help 
you to feel the rod flex in the darkness and 
help turn over bigger flies.

Explore the depths 
While many sea-trout can be 
caught in water that barely covers 
their backs, don’t ignore the deep 
bellies of pools. Use sinking-line 
reservoir tactics and bigger flies, 
changing the depth at which your 
flies swim by using different 
lines, casting angles, mends 
and retrieves.

Increase the size 
of your flies 
Start with a small fly or flies and change to 
bigger patterns as the night goes on, 
returning to a small fly again at 
sunrise. Don’t forget to try 
a surface lure in the 
dead of night – it 
has a reputation 
for stirring up 
bigger fish 
and often 
prevents 
a blank.

Recce and rehearse
The more time you spend studying a pool 
in daytime, the better your instincts will be 
at night-time. So, imagine where you will 
cast; which flies to use and where; where 
to wade; where to land a fish; and where 
there may be dangerous drop-offs or 
rocks. Time your trip to coincide with a 
high tide, which will often bring fresh fish 
into a river, even one with very low water. 
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Stay safe 
Always wear a lifejacket. Tumbling in a 
river at night, alone, is a scary prospect. 
Ideally, don’t fish alone.

Stay warm and alert – 
and persevere
Take several layers of clothing – a 
riverbank can become very cold at night, 
even after a hot day. Tiredness creeps in as 
the night deepens and if you haven’t 
caught a fish it’s easy to become 
demoralised. Pause to drink coffee (or Red 
Bull) and think about your tactics. 

See like an owl
Use a headtorch with fresh batteries (and 
take a pencil torch as a back-up). Attach 
luminescent strips (available from sea-
fishing tackle-shops) to your fly-box, bag 
and rod-tip to help you locate them in 
darkness. If you don’t usually wear 
spectacles, protect your eyes with clear 
glasses (buy them from a pharmacist). 

Plan to fish three pools 
When you arrive at your preferred pool, 
several other rods may have got there 
first, so you should plan to fish two or 
three pools – just in case. If night-fishing, 
don’t start until the colour has faded 
from the trees. Sea-trout will not 
tolerate disturbance.

Put up two rods in daylight
If you plan to fish wet-flies or a tube and, later, a large surface lure, rather than change line 
and leader (to better turn over the bulky lure) in darkness, put up two rods in daylight.

Take advantage of a coloured river 
A river carrying a little colour after a flood will often produce good daytime 
sea-trout fishing. Coloured water at night is not productive.
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GOT A TROUT-FISHING PROBLEM? RONNIE GLASS  OFFERS 

SOLUTIONS FOR BETTER SPORT ON RIVERS AND STILLWATERS

Trout Surgery

Ronnie Glass 

is a Tweed

commissioner 

and 

chairman 

of Kelso, 

Coldstream 

and the 

Borders

Anglers’ 

Association. 

He has been 

a national 

champion on 

rivers and 

stillwaters, 

and is fishing 

manager 

of the Orvis 

shop, Kelso.

Start as you mean to go on

Q
WHAT’S THE best 
piece of advice that 
you’ve been given by 
a boat partner?
Simon Oliver, 

via e-mail.

A
MANY YEARS ago the 
angler who got me into 
competition fishing told 
me: “Always have a 

reason for choosing the team 
of flies you start with. Remember 
past experiences, take a look at the 
fishery’s record book and have a 

chat with the fishery manager – 
all of these things will help with 
the decision. Unless there is an 
obvious reason to change, such 
as a hatch of insects or a fall of 
terrestrials, any change will be 
to a fly in which you had less 
confidence when tying your 
leader set-up. 

“Fish holding at a different 
depth will necessitate a change 
of fly-line and this is more 
likely to bring success.” 

Compare this to novices and 
“occasional” anglers, who so 

often reel in, open their fly-box 
and then spend ages deciding on 
which fly to try next – often just 
on a whim, which seldom, if 
ever, works.

I’ve fished from boats for more 
than 40 years, and while it seems 
a long time since I was given any 
explicit advice, I have learned, 
and still learn, from watching my 
boat partners. In competitions 
I have fished with some of the 
very best fly-fishers and I hope 
that some of their skill has 
rubbed off on me.

W H AT ’ S H I S S E C R ET ? 
You can pick up some 
valuable tips by watching 
your boat partner.
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Write to: Ronnie Glass c/o Trout and Salmon, Media House, Lynchwood,

Peterborough PE2 6EA. Or e-mail:l caster@glass20351.plus.com KNOW HOW

THE MYSTERIOUS SAM SLICK

Q
DO YOU know of a fly 
called a Sam Slick? It 
was a favourite of my 
father and grandfather, 
yet I can’t find it in any 

shops, and most places have 
never even heard of it.
Jonathan Smith, via e-mail.

 

A
WHEN MY children 
were small, I tied flies 
for a little extra “pocket 
money”. A number of old 

Tweed rods asked me to tie Sam 
Slicks as they had become 
unavailable since the 1950s. 

Unfortunately, none of them 
had an actual fly for me to copy. 
From descriptions, I visualised 
March Browns with a yellow (or 
greenish-yellow) rear to the body, 
all the way to a Mallard and Claret 
with that same rear section. After 
a few prototypes, we settled on the 
following dressing:

Hook Size 12  Tail Golden-pheasant 
tippets  Body Hare fur and fiery 

brown seal’s fur, mixed 50:50 with 
yellow (or greenish-yellow) 
floss showing near the tail  

Wing Speckled partridge tail feather 
rolled to produce a slim wing  

Hackle Most anglers wanted natural 
red or ginger hen but one insisted 

on brown partridge

 As it obviously represents a 
sedge pupa, or hatching sedge, I 
used my own variant at that time. 
I omitted the tail and replaced 
the floss with “dirty” yellow seal’s 
fur. I also tied some on the new 

grub hooks and also on standard 
hooks with a palmered hackle 
to increase the “buzz” or 
impression of the confusion 
of the hatching sedge.

I found references to the fly in 
Edinburgh journals as far back as 
the mid 1850s – but no dressings, 
or reason for the name. There is a 
Sam Slick – a Yankie character in 
the writings of Canadian Thomas 
Chandler Haliburton. This is 
quite a “Border” name and as 
Haliburton was based in Nova 
Scotia, it may have come from the 
same original unknown Scottish 
source of Sam Slick. 

The changed face of fly-fi shing

Q
HAVING BEEN a 
keen “loch-style” 
angler in my 20s 
I took up golf and 
seldom fished. 

Now retired, I have 
returned to fly-fishing 
and noticed changes. Not 
only do stocked fish seem 
bigger but anglers are 
catching them in larger 
numbers. What else has 
changed over the years?
Keith Bluett, via e-mail 

A
LOTS! FIRST, 
more knowledge 
is acquired easily 
and faster via 

magazines and social 
media. Successful tactics 
are used by a larger 
percentage of anglers. Fly 
patterns have changed 
completely. Boobies, 
Hoppers, sparse nymphs 
and Buzzers have been 
developed to be more 
attractive to rainbow trout. 
Probably the biggest 
change is the fly-tying 
material called “Fritz”, 
which can often appear to 
have magical properties on 
stocked fish (and some wild 
fish, too). I recently gave a 

Blob to an old chap to try 
(much to his disgust) 
but he had a different 
attitude when he 
returned to my shop 

having caught 21 
rainbows. (The small 

fishery had just received 
a stocking).

Of course, these large 
catches depend on the 
stocking policies of the 
fisheries. The size of 
stocked fish was increased 
to make them “cormorant 
proof”, helped by an 
improvement in hatchery 
techniques and food pellets. 
You will no longer find the 
tailless 1 lb stockies of the 
past, with tiny dorsals and 
stumps for pectorals. 
Stocking numbers have 
increased greatly. This is 
fine, within reason, so long 
as it is economically viable 
for the fishery. I sometimes 
worry that if heavy stocking 
is a last-gasp effort to 
increase angler numbers, it 
will probably work in the 
short term, but the danger 
is that, having become 
accustomed to catching 
large numbers of trout, the 

“anglers” will quickly 
desert the fishery when 
catches fall. 

This brings me to 
another worry. As anglers 
have the knowledge, tackle 
and flies to catch large 
numbers of trout, the 
tolerance level of some 
modern anglers when 
catches fall makes them 
believe the fishery is not 
up to standard. When I 
started, the fishery 
manager believed that 
three fish was an average 
catch. “Experts” caught 
six, the average angler 
two or three, and 
beginners, or the unlucky, 
nothing. I have recently 
heard “anglers” calling 
a catch of below ten 
“rubbish”. I wonder where 
we go from here, as we need 
both happy anglers and 
viable fisheries for our 
sport to continue. 

Sam Slick 
emerger 
variants with 
a palmered 
body (left) and 
seal’s fur tag.

 
Ronnie’s 
original Sam 
Slick with a tail.
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A year of matching hatches

Q
WHAT IS your 
favourite hatch 
of the river 
season?
Andy Grey, 

via e-mail.

A
WE ARE fortunate 
here on the Tweed 
to have regained 
all our fly hatches. 

In the 1980s, after the large 
dark olives in spring we 
only had the blue-winged 
olives (b-wo) in summer 
and the fast-increasing 
numbers of yellow May 
duns to bring up the fish. 
I have to say, however, 
that the b-wo hatches 
were amazing.

Today, we start with the 
large dark olives, which 
bring the trout to the 
surface straight away. Next 
are the March browns – 
this hatch can either give 
some of the most 
memorable sport of the 
year or nothing at all. If you 
get on the river for only one 
day a week you can miss it 
completely and even if you 
do catch a hatch, it can be 
all over in 20 minutes. 

The iron blues have 
made an incredible 
recovery and certainly this 
year they seem to have 
been hatching for weeks – 
helped, no doubt, by this 
horrible cold windy 

“spring” as they seem to 
enjoy bad weather. 

Olive uprights and 
medium olives continue 
our sport and by June we 
have the yellow May, b-wo 
and early sedge hatches. In 
the same way that the 
yellow Mays populated the 
river in an upstream 
direction at about one mile 
each year we suddenly 
have grannom in vast 
numbers, populating the 
river downstream at an 
even faster rate – at least 
five miles per year now.

As for my 
favourite, I 
think it has 
to be the 

blue-winged olive. The
hatches are not as prolific
as in the 1980s but there is
something very satisfying,
almost relaxing, about
being so ”in tune” with the
environment in front of you
that you know the trout you
have just covered will come
up and take your fly.

 

TROUT ON A SUMMER EVENING

Q
NOW THAT the nights are 
drawing out I have time for 
an hour or so of fishing 
before dark. On which 
part of a pool should I 

concentrate at this time, and why?
David Banks, via e-mail.

 

A
MY MEMORIES of the 1970s 
and early ‘80s on the Tweed 
are of fishing wet-flies in the 
main streams to fish that were 

heard rather than seen, often well into 
the dark of a summer’s night. In the mid 

‘80s the trout seemed to leave the faster 
stretches of the river and move into the 
slow middle part of the pool. This led to 
demanding (often too demanding for 
some anglers – especially wet-fly-only 
fishermen) but satisfying dry-fly sport. 
It was at this time I developed the skills 
that have given me years of enjoyable 
dry-fly sport. I had a high success rate – 
seeing fewer, but bigger, trout than in 
previous years and catching perhaps 
seven out of only nine seen feeding. 

Over the past few years the trout seem 
to prefer the tail, or glide, of the pool. 

This is where the river speeds up and 
usually becomes quite shallow before 
flowing into the stream below. In the 
past these were “nursery” areas for trout 
parr and small grayling, but they can 
now hold some of the biggest trout in the 
river. Here, our concentration has to be 
even greater as drag is more difficult to 
avoid and sometimes so much slack line 
has to be created in the air before 
presenting the fly that the taking fish 
can be missed. It is very exciting – and 
still “visual” as the trout seldom feed 
into the dark any more.

DUS K DR A M A 
Fish into the 
glides and tails 
as the light
fades, but you 
must avoid drag.
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Ronnie’s 
favourite 

hatch: the 
blue-winged 

olive (dun).
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A
LMOST AS old as fly-fishing itself,
Palmers are among the most ancient
and ubiquitous – not to mention
effective – weapons in the stillwater
trout angler’s fly-box. Palmers and
their counterparts, Bumbles, almost

certainly evolved on river and stream, where they
held sway for centuries, fished wet, dry, and in
between. Subsequent developments in river flies and
techniques gradually focused on those specific zones
– wet, dry and in between (emergers) – and introduced
“deep” (nymphs) into the equation, too. This
revolution in river flies and techniques all but
sounded the death-knell for Palmers and Bumbles on
river and stream. Take a look into any river man’s
fly-box today – but be prepared for a long haul and
blank looks aplenty in your quest for a humble
Bumble – it’s all tungsten beads on jig hooks,
space-age synthetics and genetic hackles.
Not so, the modern stillwater man’s box.

Sure, stillwater flies and techniques underwent a
similar revolution, yet Palmers and Bumbles not only
survived but flourished. Boobies, Crunchers and
foam-arsed wot-nots have their place, but for a
significant proportion of today’s stillwater fly-fishers
Palmers and Bumbles are as relevant and killing
today as they’ve always been. Why? By and large,
stillwater men, when possible, like to take their fish
top-of-the-water – the realm of the Palmer. On most
waters, given the right conditions – anything from
a corduroy ripple to a force 6 – nothing can quite
match them for their trout-pulling powers
and sheer fishing pleasure.

However, somewhere along the revolutionary road
something was lost: the essence of the Palmer in its
simplest form. Pretty though they may be, many of
today’s incarnations suffocate, festooned with
swathes of garnish and superfluous embellishment.
That’s not to say that all are overdressed – a few
simple, well-thought-out twists can and often do
transform a pattern’s fortunes.

What it does say, in my opinion, is that the modern

Palmer/Bumble can be stripped back to its bare
bones to reveal a hitherto overlooked and very much
underexploited simplicity.

This season, as high summer sets in, I would urge
you to “undress” your Palmers. Discard those tags
and tails, arms, legs, cloaks and cheeks until all that’s
left are the rudimentaries that make fish take our
flies: a haze of colour, a little movement and a
suggestion of life. It’s something I’ve been doing with
my Palmers for several years now, and they have met
with a great deal of success. Simple flies fished in a
simple fashion: floating line, short casts, an
unhurried retrieve, then hold.

A SIMPLE
PALMER
Most Palmers and Bumbles are 

dressed to the point of suffocation, 
claims Rob Denson, who urges a 

more restrained approach

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B170 or B175  

Rib Oval gold or silver  

Body Seal’s fur mix: red/ginger/fiery brown  

Hackle Red game cock  

Thread Red UTC 70

 

 

 

T R O U T F L Y O F T H E M O N T H

Rob Denson  

has fly-fished 

for trout for 

25 years, 

visiting all 

four corners 

of Britain and 

Ireland, 

combining 

his love of 

fly-tying, 

photography 

and a rolling 

wave 

Website: 

www.

robdenson.

co.uk

KNOW HOW
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INSET: Thread the braid through the eye of a needle. MAIN PICTURE:

Insert the needle into the side of the braid and push it down the
hollow centre. Push the needle out through the side of the braid.

Draw the loose end of the braid through its hollow core, carefully 
working it out through the exit point.

Once the end of the braid has been pulled completely through,
adjust the size of the loop, making it larger or smaller as required.

Form a length of 15 lb Maxima into a loop. Hold the needle in line 
with the braid and wind close turns of the Maxima over both.

Insert the end of the Maxima into the needle’s eye and draw it 
under the turns of Maxima to form a nail knot.
INSET: Using forceps, pull the knot tight.

Create a second nail knot with the Maxima. Position the knot a 
short distance further down the loop, tighten then trim off the 
loose ends.

1 2

3 4

5 6

LOOPS FOR FAT HEADS
Try this neat solution to the problem of addi      

OST SHOOTING 
heads and skagit 
lines are factory-
fitted with welded 
loops, but not all. 
And some exacting 

fishers like to reduce the length of their 
heads to precisely match their rod and 
casting style. In both scenarios, you need 
to fit a loop to the head to attach to backing 
or a leader. But standard pre-formed 
braided loops often don’t fit and you will
need to make your own.

The DIY approach has its advantages,
the most obvious of which is that the size
of the loop and the overall length of the rig
can be altered to suit individual needs.

The rudimentary loop descr
made using 50 lb hollow braid
30 lb nylon isn’t wide enough.
nail-knots are used: two to pre
ring of the loop from slipping
fix the other end securely to th

It’s a surprisingly easy proc
requiring only a length of brai
a darning or tapestry needle w
large enough to take the braid
15 lb Maxima to form the nail
A sharp pair of scissors is also
along with artery forceps to he
pull the knots tight.

Shrink tube is an optional extra and
is used to cover the nail-knots and
help lock the braid to the fly-line.

YOU W I L L N E E D :
A needle and artery forceps. 
50 lb braided nylon is available from 
Tweedside Tackle (tel: 01573 225306). 
Buy shrink tubing from tackle-shops 
or electrical shops.

HOW TO FOR M A LOOP
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Take the prepared loop and carefully insert the end of the line into
the braid. Fraying the ends of the braid will help the process.

Push the line into the braid until it reaches the doubled section 
formed by the loop. A “push and pinch” motion will help the 
line go into the braid.

When the line has been inserted as far as it will go, form another nail
knot, using a loop of Maxima, to lock the braid on to the line.

Insert the end of the Maxima into the eye of the needle and use 
it to draw the loose end under the turns. Pull the knot as
tight as possible.

A short distance (1 cm-2 cm) nearer the end of the line, create a
second nail knot. Again, wind turns of Maxima over the needle.

When five turns of Maxima have been made, thread the loose end 
through the needle’s eye and draw it out of the
other side of the turns.

Draw the knot tight so that it grips the braid and line. Moistening
the knot can help the process. Trim off the waste ends.

Trim away the frayed ends of braid behind the rear knot then slide a 
short length of heat-shrink tu

Push the shrink tube along the braid until it sits directly over the two
knots. Using steam from a kettle, shrink the tube until it
fixes tightly over the knots and line.

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15
EXPERIMENT!
As your confidence in the rig grows, 
you might reduce the length of braid, 
and bring the needle knots closer 
together. Using a rig with a larger loop 
may be appreciated when changing 
the head in poor light.

If putting a braided loop on the 
front of a shooting head, 30 lb braid 
will be sufficient because the front of 
the head is thinner than the rear. 

FI X ING THE LOOP TO THE LIN E
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T A C K L E
A LOOK AT THE LATEST KIT FOR THE DISCERNING GAME-FISHER

A TEAM FOR SEA-TROUT
For the height of the sea-trout 

season, this tempting selection of 
patterns tied for Fulling Mill by 
Ronnie Sutherland are based on 
classic combinations, including 

the Cascade style.
Contact: For stockists,

01293 778 600; fullingmill.co.uk

Rod can be 
tethered by 
a velcro tab 
and elastic 

loop

Transparent 
pocket for 
licence or 

leader spool

Smooth 
mesh lining 

won't absorb
perspiration

Load is spread 
across padded 
shoulders with 

soft collar

Velcro patch 
for fl ies and 

loops for 
retractors

Looks great, doesn’t it? Vision’s Tank Black Edition salmon reel is built to take a few
direct hits. It has traditional styling: a solid back plate and minimal perforations on

the front. It’s made from anodised aluminium and has a full cage – to stop thin
running line potentially escaping from the spool.

Available in three sizes – 3 (7-9), 4 (10-12) and 5 (12) – the 10-12 weighs 11.3 oz,
which is on the heavy side but is by no means a brick. Lightness is not critical for

a salmon reel: the reel should balance the rod and provide a fulcrum for the casting
action. The drag has plenty of adjustment, from free spool to almost solid.

It has ample capacity. Also available in silver.
Price: £179.99. Contact: Jim Williams, 07703 609 513; visionflyfishing.co.uk

THE PERFECT WAISTCOAT?
EVERY possible bottle, tub, spool, packet 
and widget seems to find a snug and 
accessible home in Columbia’s PFG 
Henry’s Fork V Vest. It has clearly been 
thoughtfully designed by trout 
fishermen and, we think, is the only 
waistcoat you will ever need.

It has 12 pockets, some zipped, 
some velcro; big and small; in the 
right places. On its back are a large 

game pocket and a D-ring for a net.
It is notably comfortable. The weight 

of tackle is dispersed across padded 
shoulders. The soft collar feels good. The 
full mesh lining is made from quality 
materials. Its only potential drawback is 
its length if you have a long torso – the 
vest sits a little high on the chest.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL. Price: £90. Contact: 
0808 234 0229; columbiasportswear.co.uk

Low Water Crathie (size 12, 14), £2.99

Sea-trout Cascade blue 
(size 10, 12), £3.45

Low Water 
Silver Stoat 
(size 12, 14), 

£3.45

Sea-trout 
CDC Sunset 

(size 10, 12, 14), 
£2.25 
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WHAT'S IN 
A NAME?

Plenty of rods will 
cast a skagit line. 

Shakespeare's Skagit 
rod is matched to a 
specifi c 36g head.

SHELTER IN A STORM
Harkila's Vector, left, 

and Jucun jackets are 
beautifully made with 
Gore-Tex. Designed for 

shooting, they will serve 
you well when fi shing. 

WHEN TO USE
THE SKAGIT ROD

AND LINE
● When you need to use
heavy flies to reach fish in

deep and fast water.
● In confined spaces

where you need to form a
small D-loop, which is best

created with a short-
headed line and short rod.
● When you want to strip a

fly across a pool. Having
been stripped, the short

head can be quickly
lengthened ready for the
cast, unlike a long head.
● A skagit line can help

when teaching beginners
as a novice can easily feel
its weight flexing a rod.

FOR HEAVY LIFTING
SHORT, heavy skagit fly-lines often intrigue fishers 
accustomed to long-headed spey lines. They come in many 
different weights, often measured in arcane grains, which can 
make matching the line to a rod confusing. It is possible to put 
a heavy skagit line on a rod that can’t cope with the weight and 
the result is a broken top section.

Shakespeare’s solution to this uncertainty is the 
affordable Shakespeare Oracle Skagit 12 ft 9 in rod (£130) 
and matching 23 ft fly-line (rated 36g, 550 grains or 9 wt). 
We were able to cast an early sample line (not pictured) and it 
worked well. The rod will also cast a short shooting head 
(38 ft, 34g-38g) or short spey line.

The action of the rod is a little stiffer than its sister, the 
12 ft 9 in, 8 wt Oracle Scandi rod. This stronger spine helps 
when casting bigger flies and heavier fast-sinking (tungsten) 
tips. The light-blue line has welded loops on either end. You’ll 
need to add running line and tips/coated leaders (eg tungsten).
Price: £130 rod; £34.99 fly-line. 
Contact: 01665 602 389; shakespeare-fishing.co.uk

Many fishers are also shooters so it makes sense to buy clothing suitable for both sports.
This brace of shooting jackets from Harkila are made from fine materials – prices are eye-
watering – but they will suit active fishermen. Both have waterproof, breathable Gore-Tex
membranes – the Jucun is a three-layer design and the Vector has two layers. They are

light and very quiet with none of the rustle that emanates from most fishing jackets. Their
two-way front zips are useful when you are sitting down or having a pee. Cuffs tighten with
neat velcro tabs, armpit zips offer ventilation and hoods give ample protection. The Jucun
has a cloth loop on its back, but the Vector doesn't – though hanging a slimy net off these

jackets is not a good idea, anyway. Side pockets will swallow fly-boxes.
Price: Jucun, £449.99; Vector, £379.99. Contact: se@seeland.com; harkila.com



F L Y - T Y I N G
OUR PICK OF THE BEST MATERIALS

SEMPERFLI BODY MATERIALS

Salmon Low 
Water doubles 
(above left) 
and the shorter-
shanked Salmon 
Doubles.

Trout hooks: 
£5.50 for 50.

Semperfli offers 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm
ribbing wires in a big range of
classic and unusual colours.
The Ultrafine Dry Fly wire is
suitable for all small patterns,
including Spiders and delicate
dry-flies and nymphs. The
heavier Lure/Streamer wire
is best for standard or larger
Buzzers and nymphs (size 12
or bigger) and lure patterns.
Both sizes are available in chartreuse,

copper, baby pink, black, bright damsel
green, bright gold, bright silver, brown, dark
purple, hot green, hot pink, ice blue, light
gold, March brown, red, sea green
and vivid green.

Semperfli also has a new range of
medium holographic tinsels. These are
strong, bright and come in an equally
inspiring range of colours. Choose from
pink, bronze, green, rose (pink), silver,
copper, purple, aqua (turquoise) and gold

Price: Wires £1.99; holographic tinsel £1.75
CONTACT: Semperfli Fly Tying Materials;
www.semperfli.net; 01757 333 001

SPRITE 
HOOKS
Since buying Sprite Hooks in 2013 Partridge 
of Redditch has re-branded and updated the 
range. The hooks – trout and salmon models – 
are of standard quality and therefore cheaper 
than premium brands. 

The trout hooks are £5.50 for 50 hooks and 
come in eight models: All Purpose Dry 
(sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18); All Purpose 
Wet (2-16 including 9,11, 13 and 15); 
All Purpose Nymph (6-16); All Purpose Grub 
(8-16); Streamer (4-16); Living Nymph 
(10-18); Heavy Match Wet (8-16); and 
Heavy Match Grub (8-16). Each has 
a bronze fi nish and a largish barb.

Salmon Double and Low Water Double 
hooks are also available. The latter are – as 
you’d expect – made from a lighter wire. They 
have a long shank and a narrow, upturned 
loop eye. We prefer the heavier-wired Salmon 
Doubles. These are far stronger with a smaller 
eye with a more pronounced wrist and 
although they are shorter in the shank, they 
still have nice proportions. The Low Water and 
the Salmon Doubles have a black fi nish. The 
Low Water hooks are available in sizes 4-14 
and the Salmon Doubles in sizes 4-10. 

Price: Trout £5.50; Salmon Low Water, £6 
(10 per pack); Salmon Double, £7.
CONTACT: Fishing Matters; 
fi shingmatters.biz; 01963 31623

Living Nymph

All Purpose Wet

Heavy Match Wet

Heavy Match Grub

All Purpose Dry

A loop-
winged
emerging
olive.

The boxed selection
has six useful
colours.

Zelon’s open
texture is great
for trapping air.

Fine and heavy wire for small 
dry-flies or big lures.

Holographic tinsels 
in nine colours.

This synthetic fi bre from the USA is a 
fantastic winging material and it can be used 
for fl y bodies, too. Its unique characteristic 
is that it holds its shape very well – tie in a 
loop for a wing and it will stay in place. The 
individual fi bres don’t mat when it’s wet and 
its crinkly texture give a soft, natural outline 
while adding to the fl y’s buoyancy. 
This material is not new, and its versatility 
as a material for winged Mayfl ies and 

smaller dun and emerger patterns is widely 
recognised. Also use it as a shuck material, 
or wind loosely to form a translucent body or 
tightly for segmented bodies. 

This boxed selection contains six colours: 
medium dun, caddis tan (a light olive), 
caddis gold, olive, Mayfl y brown and white. 
There is enough to tie hundreds of fl ies.

Price: £16.95 CONTACT: Flytying Boutique; 
www.fl ytyingboutique.com; 01535 630 113

ZELON ALL-PURPOSE FIBRE



Prime Salmon beat in the 
heart of Perthshire. 2¼ miles 
predominately double bank.

To book or for further information contact 

Rona; phone: 01250 883485
07763 712003

email: info@kercock.com
website: www.kercock.com

The home of the 

largest salmon 

caught on the Tay 

for over 20 years!

www.lapland-lodge.co.uk   01889 586225

FOR SALE £62,950 OVNO
Lapland Lodge

2-3 B/Room. Outbuildings, etc, in 23 acres of woodland.

s3ALMON��4ROUT��AND�0REDATOR�PARADISE��s2IVER�AND�LAKE�FRONTAGE�WITH�BOAT
AND�l�SHING�RIGHTS�s2IVER�)NARITWENTY�3ALMON�POOLS���MINUTE�DRIVE

s4HE�FAMOUS�4ENO3ALMON�TO���KG��HOURS��DRIVE�s6ERY�LOW�COST�l�SHING  ��
HOURS�OF�DAYLIGHT�IN�SUMMER��OR�WINTER�ICEl�SHING�s!�SUMMER�HOLIDAY�HOME� A
l�SHING�SYNDICATE��A�MAGICAL�YEAR�ROUND�RESIDENCE��OR�A�NEW�BUSINESS�OPPORTUNITY�

The Upper Teign Fishery

s� �%XTENDING�TO�APPROXIMATELY�
�����MILES��ABOUT������M	

s� �3OME�OF�THE�VERY�BEST�
BROWN�AND�SEA�TROUT�
lSHING�IN�$EVON��

s� �4HREE�DISTINCT�BEATS�
AVAILABLE�AS�A�WHOLE�
OR�IN�THREE�LOTS�

 Guide Price £300,000

#ONTACT��-ARTIN�&REEMAN
������������
MJF FENNWRIGHT�CO�UK�
lSHERIES�SALE�COM

For 
SaleFishing Rights in Devon

SOMERS FISHING TACKLE 

13/15 Bon-accord Terrace. Aberdeen AB1 6DP

Tel. 01224 210008 Fax. 01224 586607 Email. sales@somers-fishing.com

www.somersfishingtackle.co.uk We now accept 

PayPal

Extensive range  |  Established 1951  |  Expert advice from experienced fishermen

Z- ES FROM £4.49

Violet Sparkle Chartreuse/Silver Bleeding Banana Gold Flake

HALF PRICE
Hardy Zenith and ProAxis fly rods

NOW 50% OFF 
Hardy Ultralite DD Fly reels

50% OFF While stocks last. 



ARARESHARE
OFTHETEST

Invest in two days a week on a prime chalkstream beat

Devout inDevon?
The Monastery at 
Woodleigh, four miles 
from Kingsbridge
and ten from Totnes
in Devon, was built
by Trappist Monks
in the early 1900s. It
has been developed to
provide eight houses,
the owners of which
benefit from the tennis court, swimming
pool, a mile of salmon and trout fishing on 
the Avon and other amenities that the 80-acre 
Wood Barton estate provides.

One of them, The Chantry, is for sale. The 
three-storey house has a hall with study area, 
sitting room and dining area, two bedrooms 
with ensuite bathrooms, two other bedrooms 
and bathroom. The agents, Marchand Petit’s 
Kingsbridge office (01548 857 588) have set 
a guide price of £800,000 for a 99-year lease-
hold with a share of the freehold.

Potential... a big Greatbridge brownie.

Greatbridge has named salmon lies among its deep pools and shallow gravels.

Rights to a mile of fishing.
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DEREK BINGHAM REPORTS ON HOUSES WITH FISHING FOR SALE

P R O P E R T Y
Do you have a property with fishing for sale? E-mail: troutandsalmon@bauermedia.co.uk

The Greatbridge Fishery on the Test, 
with its centre at the Duke’s Head inn 
between Timsbury and Romsey in 
Hampshire, is currently owned in 
three equal shares of which one, 
in the ownership of the same 
family for more than 
60 years, is for sale.

Extending to 1,039 yards of single 
and 146 yards of double bank, it was a 
prolific salmon beat in the early 
1960s and ’70s. For the past 20 years 
it has been managed for family and 
friends primarily as a catch-and-
release fishery, mainly for trout. 
Salmon are caught but are rarely 
fished for by the present owners.

Each share fishes two days on 
and four off to ensure equal prime 
time. There are no rod limitations 
but the beat accommodates three 
or four rods. Strutt & Parker’s 
Winchester office (01962 869 999) 
are asking for more than £250,000.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 £800,000

£250,000+



Beautiful former farmhouse with salmon and sea-trout fishing

On the battlefield of Culloden Moor,
six miles from Inverness, is Leanach
House. This former farmhouse with
more than 42 acres and fishing on
the Nairn is now for sale as a whole or
in three lots. The house has been
extended and modernised and has
two reception rooms, study, garden
and breakfast rooms, three
bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms,
two other bedrooms and bathroom.

Grounds include gardens, arable,
grassland and woodland, and 492
yards of the north bank of the Nairn,
with four pools. The river, which rises
in the Monadliath hills, flows for
more than 30 miles before entering
the Moray Firth at Nairn, and has
runs of salmon and sea-trout.

CKD Galbraith’s Inverness office
(01463 224 343) ask £935,000.

The house has fishing on the River Nairn.

Aird Bheag’s extraordinary location on the Isle of Lewis, including hill and sea lochs.

Spacious rooms have been modernised.

The croft needs updating – with electricity.

Attractive Leanach House is set in 42 acres on the site of the Battle of Culloden.
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Apatrioticplace

2,754acres for
£375,000!

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Aird Bheag, in a spectacular position in 
the south-west corner of the Isle of Lewis 
in the Outer Hebrides, consists of two 
headlands and borders Harris on its 
southern shoreline. It is approached by 
sea from Hushinish, passing the isle of 
Scarp and the two headlands before 
travelling up Loch Tamanavay to the 
sheltered bay and stone pier below 
Aird Bheag House.

The stone dwelling, which could be 
improved, has three bedrooms, 
reception room and shower room. A 
wood burner provides heating – peat can 
be cut near the house and wood collected 
from the shoreline. There is no mains 
electricity; in the past the house has 
been powered by solar panels and a 
small wind turbine. Wiring still exists.

The estate extends to about 2,754 

acres of hills, glens, burns, hill lochs 
and spectacular shoreline. A healthy 
population of red deer could provide
about 11 stags and 20 hinds a season.
There are many lochs but the main ones
of Grunavat and Snehaval provide the
best opportunities for brown trout. 
There are fish in the sea – and lobsters, 
crabs, scallops and oysters.

Knight Frank (0131 222 9600) 
are asking £375,000.

£935,000

£375,000



Terms and Conditions The winners will receive the prizes as stated above. If for any reason beyond the promoter’s control it is not possible to provide the stated prize, the promoter reserves the right to award
an alternative prize of no lesser value. The promoter’s choice of prize is final. There is no cash alternative available. No entries can be returned and the promoter will enter into no correspondence. Prize draw
takes place on August 4, and the winners will be notified within 14 days of the draw. The winners will be chosen at random from the correct entries received. We reserve the right to use the winners in any
publicity. No employees of Craghoppers or other companies involved in this promotion are eligible to enter. The Editor’s decision is final. The promoter excludes responsibility for applications that are lost/
delayed/incomplete. A list of winners is available from Trout and Salmon, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA, upon receipt of an SAE. For full competition terms and conditions please go to:
www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-terms.html For our Privacy Policy visit www.bauerdatapromise.co.uk. Bauer Media Group consists of Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Bauer Radio Ltd and H. Bauer Publishing Ltd.
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JUNE CROSSWORD ANSWERS AND WINNERS

ANSWERS ACROSS: 1 Goddard. 5 Creel. 9 Ego. 10 Boulder. 11 Car. 

12 Wax. 13 Ill. 14 Enemy. 15 Bala. 16 Char. 17 Trout. 19 Exe. 20 Dinar. 21 Red. 

22 Sedge. 24 Veers. 26 Plug. 28 Usk. 29 Rarely. 30 Muddler. 

33 Emu. 34 Dosed. 35 Deposit.

ANSWERS DOWN: 1 Goblin. 2 Double-handed rod. 3 Aid. 4 Derwent. 

5 Cochybonddu. 6 Earn. 7 Low-water doubles. 9 Exhale. 14 Error. 18 Test. 

20 Dever. 21 Ripe. 23 Elk. 25 Soles. 27 Gnu. 30 Mud. 31 Dap. 32 Rut. 33 Ed.

THE WINNERS OF OUR JUNE COMPETITION, who receive Lenz sunglasses 

are: James Skilling, Castle Douglas; Alan Horniman, Co. Durham; 

Laurence Fry, Newport; Mark Motley, Stafford 

and Mr M. J.  Wycherley, Northallerton.

ACROSS

1. Large colourful aquatic

insects (11)

8. Large predatory

 marine fish (10,5)

10. Fish eggs (3)

11. Measure for land area (4)

12. Type of pelagic seabird (6)

13. Captain’s diary (3)

15. Not on (3)

16. Heron-like wading birds (6)

18. Shark, often called “rock 

 salmon” by fishmongers (4)

19. Male salmon’s jaw extension (4)

21. Wounds with dagger (5)

23. For example [init., Latin] (1.1.)

25. Pull behind a vehicle (3)

27. Baby fish (3)

28. Long-nosed marine fish (3)

29. Also (3)

30. We breathe it (3)

31. By way of (3)

32. Popular marine food fish (3)

33. Feline method of drinking (3)

34. Couple (3)

35. Writing fluid (3)

36. Common orfe (3)

37. A good sort

spool to have (5)

38.Donegal lough (4)

DOWN

1. Popular fly for small

 stillwaters (9,5)

2. Median (7)

3. Alternative (5)

4. Froth (4)

5. Editions (6)

6. Migratory salmonid 

 game-fish (3-5)

7. Caithness salmon river (6)

9. Salmon that have spawned (5)

14. Hairwing material for 

 popular salmon fly (5,4)

17. Man-made lake (9)

20. Ovum (3)

22. Angler’s term for trout  

 recently introduced to a 

 reservoir (7)

24. Cheddar’s tourist 

 attraction (5)

26. Walking in water (6)

27. Rasp (4)

34. End of rod (3)

Cut out and post this coupon to: 

AUGUST CROSSWORD, 

Trout & Salmon, Media House, 

Lynchwood, Peterborough 

PE2 6EA. Entries to arrive no 

later than August 4. Photocopied 

entries are not acceptable.

*Please complete the form so 

that Bauer Media Group 

(publisher of Trout & Salmon) 

can keep you up-to-date by email 

and free mobile messaging with 

fantastic offers and promotions. 

We promise that you can 

unsubscribe at any time if you 

don’t find them interesting and 

you’ll only get messages about 

things that we’ve chosen 

especially for you from ourselves 

and our network of great 

partners whose products and 

services we think you’ll enjoy.

ENTRY FORM

Name .................................................... ...........................

Address  ..........................................................................

...............................................................................................

...............................................................................................

...............................................................................................

Postcode ........................................................................

E-mail* ..............................................................................

Tel ........................................................................................

WIN 

clothing
Solve our puzzle for a chance to win

these superb Nosilife shirt and trouse

EIGHT winners of this month’s competition 
will receive Craghoppers’ Nosilife angling 
shirt and cargo trousers. Lightweight and 
breathable, they are treated with Nosilife 
insect repellent and UV protection.

The shirt (£60) is packed with though
features: a highly protective roll-up c
six pockets, zinger and drying loops,
a vented back. The trousers (£55) hav
pockets, an elastic waist and phone b



Including
WATERS TO FISH AND FLIES TO TRY THIS MONTH

The only monthly record of catches and news from 
the major fisheries of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland

A L L T H E L A T E S T N E W S F R O M O U R L O C A L E X P E R T S



SCOTLAND

S C O T L A N D

45 Alness
46 Annan
47 Ayr
48 Beauly
49 Borgie
50 Brora
51 Carron
52 Cassley
53 Clyde
54 Conon
55 Cree & Bladnoch
56 Aberdeenshire Dee
57 Deveron
58 Aberdeenshire Don
59 Doon
60 Earn
61 North & South Esks
62 Findhorn
63 Girvan
64 Halladale
65 Helmsdale
66 Irvine
67 Kirkaig & Inver

1 Llyn Alaw
2 Artro
3 Bewl
4 Llyn Brenig
5 Bristol waters
6 Conwy
7 Coquet
8 Cornwall
9 Dee & Clwyd
10 Derbyshire waters
11 Cumbrian Derwent
12 Devon
13 Dovey
14 Dwyfor
15 Eden
16 Border Esk
17 Esthwaite Water
18 Eyebrook
19 Glaslyn
20 Grafham
21 Hanningfield
22 Llandegfedd
23 Lune

24 Isle of Man
25 Mawddach & Wnion
26 Pitsford
27 Ravensthorpe
28 Ribble & Hodder
29 Rutland Water
30 Seiont, Gwyrfai 

& Llyfni
31 Severn
32 South-west Wales
33 Talyllyn
34 Tees
35 Till
36 Towy
37 Tyne
38 Usk
39 Lake Vyrnwy
40 Wear
41 Wessex waters
42 Wye
43 Yorkshire Esk
44 Yorkshire waters
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82 Tay
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87 Lough Arrow
88 Bandon
89 Beltra
90 Blackwater (Cork)
91 Upper Caragh
92 Lough Carra
93 Carrowmore Lake
94 Cong
95 Conn & Cullin
96 Lough Corrib
97 Costello & Fermoyle
98 Lough Currane
99 Delphi

100 Drowes & L. Melvin
101 Erriff
102 Feale
103 Finn
104 Galway Weir
105 Inagh
106 Kylemore Abbey
107 Laune
108 Lennon
109 Lough Mask
110 Moher Lough
111 Moy
112 Screebe

113 Lough Sheelin
114 Slaney
115 Suir

 N O R T H E R N    

 I R E L A N D
 
116 Ballinderry
117 Bush
118 Bann 
119 Mourne
120 Sixmilewater

F I SH I NG  R E P ORT SF I SH I NG  R E P ORT S England and Wales
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England
& Wales
BORDER ESK

IN LATE May the river was
between 6 in and 1 ft above
summer level, but on June 1 it
rose to 7 ft, though by the next
day it had fallen to around 18 in.

Buccleuch Estates bailiff
Peter Kinstrey told me that
there were salmon in the river
and they were well spread.
Sea-trout numbers were also
beginning to build up. 

Out on the Willow pool on
May 29 Geoff Harvey caught a
3 lb sea-trout. On June 1 Alan
Dixon landed a 7 lb salmon and
a 2 lb 8 oz sea-trout on spinner.
Godfrey Holden had a 5 lb
salmon from the Willow pool,
and Dave Laidler a 3 lb sea-
trout. In late May Iain Blackett
landed a 9 lb salmon, and John
Croasdell one of 7 lb, also from
the Willow pool.

Fishing the Tower beat
John Murray caught a 1 lb 8 oz
sea-trout and followed it up
with an excellent four-pounder.

On May 7 Lower Irvine
House produced a 19 lb salmon
for John Murray on a Flying C in
Pete’s Hole, and on May 11 a
10 lb salmon in the Fossil Beds.

On May 7 Terry Murphy had
a 10 lb salmon in the House
Stream on spinner from the Mid
beat. Chris Fryer landed a 15 lb
salmon in the Boat pool on the
Mid beat to spinner, and the
following day had a seven-
pounder. Rod Potts caught
a 14 lb fish on spinner.

The Border Esk and Liddel
Angling Club members had
some sport on the Canonbie
beat. Rex Dale had a 9 lb
salmon, Iain Blackett one of 8 lb,
and Barry Irving and Peter
Longstaff two sea-trout. On the
lower Liddel George Potts
caught two sea-trout and Peter
Longstaff Jnr one. Some big
sea-trout have been seen.

On the Lyne, Tyneside
Anglers’ Syndicate rods have
had trout to over 1 lb.  –
BORDER ROD.

BRISTOL 
WATERS

AS THE cold winds persisted at
Blagdon, the fishing has
remained testing, though
occasionally good. There have
been plenty of buzzers hatching,
so those who like subsurface
fishing have generally fared

well. The fish have also spread 
out much more than when I 
wrote my last report.  

In the past week I have had 
to go to Blagdon a couple of 
times with clients as Chew has 
been closed due to high winds. 
On those trips, fish have been 
caught in Butcombe Bay, along 
North Shore, at Owl Box, in 
Orchard Bay, at Ash Trees, at 
Pegs Point and Rugmoor Point. 
Many parts of Top End have 
produced fish, and Wood Bay 
has been good. There are fish in 
Holt Bay – though I have yet to 
try there, and as usual there are 
fish in Home Bay. Out in front of 
the lodge there are plenty of 
fish holding in the shallow 
water as there are big buzzers 
there most days; if it is bright 
they drop just over the shelf. 
Polish Water and Cheddar 
Water are also very good.  
So, from all of this you can see 
that the fish are almost 
all round the lake.

The evening league was 
fished at Blagdon on May 27. 
(This season Tony Donnelly has 
decided to do two Wednesdays 

each month; on the second
Wednesday of the month on
Chew and the fourth 
Wednesday on Blagdon). The 
results were rather good, 
although we still had a couple of 
blanks. John Humphry had five 
fish, but one of them was just 
over 6 lb and so his top place 
weight for five fish was over 
19 lb. Tony Coxhead managed to 
boat two fish, but one weighed 
5 lb 4 oz, and ranger Paul 
“Barney” Barnfield had a fish of 
5 lb 3 oz in his limit of six fish. 
Several fish over 4 lb were 
brought to the scales. Many of 
the anglers told me they were 
seeing lots of fish rising, though 
only Tony George bothered with 
dry-flies! His last three fish 
were all taken on this method.  

In the past month I have 
driven home most days with the 
car thermometer reading 
10 deg C or lower. The water is 
up to 15.5 deg C, so it is not hard 
to see why the trout are 
reluctant to stick their 
snouts out! 
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Catch to date: 6,708 fish to
1,702 rods; a rod average of
3.94 at an average weight
of 2 lb 13 oz.

May was really tough on
Chew as the wind just would
not relent. The recent stocking 
(5,000 trout around May 21) 
gave a welcome boost to the 
fishing, but as soon as those 
fish spread out and found the 
small green midge things went 
back to pre-stocking tough 
conditions.   

On several days boats were 
not allowed out and I had to 
transfer to Blagdon. With the 
westerly winds we were also 
unable to get to fish anywhere 
along the east side of the lake – 
where for much of the season a 
lot of fish have been holding.  
Hopefully we can get there 
soon. Interestingly, there has 
been a very rapid growth in the 
weed on Chew and it will not be 
long before the top of Heron’s 
Green and parts of Stratford are 
unfishable. Quite why this year 
the weed has sprung up so 
rapidly is odd. Last year it 
wasn’t such a problem.

The North Shore has been 
good when it has been possible 
to fish it. Both bank and boat 
anglers have done well here. 
Walley Bank has been good for 
bank anglers as it has generally
been sheltered. Woodford, too,
is worth an hour or two, and a
drift 50-100 yards out is 
producing well. The area 
between the cages has held fish
in numbers and the spit off 
Nunnery is good currently, 
although the weed is also 
beginning to show here. Villice
seems to have lost its magic,
though there must be fish still
there. Heron’s Green has fished
well for a few days now and I

will probably be looking there
over the next few trips. Moreton
has been on and off – I guess as
much because of the persistent
winds. Stratford, too, has been
difficult to fish. False Island has
been too exposed!

Next month have a look
around the lake – especially in
spots which have not been
fished much lately due to the
wind, as they are sure to be
holding better fish. Having said
that it may be a good plan to
look for better fish, it was
noticeable that any of the fish
that were from the recent
stocking seem to fight like
demons. Apparently there has
been a move to feeding the fish
with a higher protein feed prior
to their release. It certainly
makes for a difficult time if
anyone fishes with light
leaders! I am a great advocate
of light-line fishing, but I don’t
fish light leaders! Years ago we
realised that fishing dry-flies
even as small as size 14
necessitated the use of a strong

copolymer. The use of light ones
(anything much under 8 lb
breaking strain) only resulted in
great difficulty in getting the 
leader under the surface, which 
as most readers will know is 
essential when fishing dry-flies. 
Even a heavy leader needs 
plenty of treatment with mud in 
flat-calm conditions in order to 
get it to sink.  So we decided 
that sticking with heavy is best.

Catch to date: 8,402 fish to 
1,594 rods, a rod average of 
5.27 at an average weight of 
2 lb 10 oz. – MARTIN COTTIS.

CONWY

THROUGHOUT MAY and into 
early June belts of heavy rain 
periodically raised the river, 
with good water levels being 
maintained between the 
spates. These conditions 
stimulated a really encouraging 
run of spring salmon into the 
system – the fish ran quickly 
into the upper part of the main 
river with Tyn y Cae acting as a 

Weed likely 
to become a 
problem 
at Chew

Rib Fine red holographic tinsel Hackle Black hen
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England and Wales

A BEAT TO TRY THIS MONTH

Abernethy Angling Association, River Spey
The Abernethy water consists of 15 named pools on more than six miles of double-bank fishing on the 
upper Spey for salmon, sea-trout and brown trout. There is water to suit all types of fishing – from 
the fast waters of the Miller’s pool and Nethy pool (ideal for the fly), to the slower fish-holding pools 
such as Frankie’s Corner and the Lower Railway pool. The association has had one of its best starts 
this year, with spring catches above the five-year average. 

Special platforms are provided for wheelchair users, with a car-park for their exclusive  
use only 50 yards away.

Tickets: Day-tickets for salmon cost £40, (buy six days and receive a 37 per cent discount).  
Under-16 tickets are available at £5 per day.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/Scotland/Spey/
AbernethyAnglingAssociation

Encouraging
run of
springers
in Conwy

sort of transit lounge from 
where they decide whether  
to ascend the Lledr or the  
upper Conwy.

Good catches – and releases 
– of these early salmon were 
made throughout May, 
particularly from those pools 
above Betws y Coed. On the 
night of June 1, following 
torrential rain that day, there 
was a high, but short-lived, 
4 m flood, which should send a 
clear signal to other fish waiting 
in the estuary that now is  
the time to come in. 

The tidal beats along the 
lower river have not fared well 
during this time and, going 
upstream, the first reported fish 
came from the Roaches at the 
bottom of the Llanrwst beat. 
This was an 8 lb sea-liced fish 
caught by John Adams on a 
Flying C on May 19. Also in May, 
Jack Williams lost a good 
salmon from the Gwar – in 
effect the tail of Jones’s Deeps.

Up on the Betws and 
Gwydyr water, Will Parks has 
had a fantastic start to the 
season with at least ten salmon 
in May, mostly to black-and-red 
Flying Cs. At the start of the 
month, on upper Gwydyr water, 
Will had four salmon, all around 
10 lb, from Crooked pool – that 
long, deep, dog-legged shaped 
pool above Betws, where it is 
possible to fish, even with a 
spinner, only at the head and 
tail. Later in May, Will caught a 
good 14 lb salmon and a smaller 
6 lb fish from the same pool. 
Further up on Tyn y Cae in May, 
Steve Last caught an 8 lb 
salmon, Nick Parkes had an 8 lb 
fish from the Blue pool, at the 
bottom of the Lledr just up from 
Tyn y Cae, and Will Parks caught 
a fine 14 lb fish also from this 
pool. In early June, Steve had a 
very good 12 lb-plus fish from 
the Blue on a Toby.

During May, on Betws water 
up the Llugwy, Will Parks had 
salmon of 6 lb and 7 lb from by 
the Slanted Rock just below 
Pont y Pair pool but then lost a 
huge fish, estimated at over  
20 lb and which wouldn’t easily 
fit in his net, from about the 
same spot. Later in the month 
Will caught a 12 lb 8 oz fish from 
the Flats on the lower of the 
Gwydyr beats.

Towards the end of the 
month, Stuart Davies caught an 
8 lb salmon from Tyn y Cae, 
having lost a fish from the 
Stepping Stones (below the tail 
of the Church pool) that had 
been on for about 25 minutes. 
Stuart Williams, also fishing in 

Tyn y Cae, lost another very big 
fish estimated at over 20 lb, but 
did net a fish of about 8 lb as 
compensation.

A few trout made an 
appearance among the salmon. 
Will Parks had brownies on 
spinner from the Wall pool and 
the Golf Course bend and, 
further up, an early 3 lb sea-
trout from the Beaver and a 2 lb 
brownie from Tyn y Cae.

As previously mentioned, the 
fishing on these upper and 
lower Gwydyr beats, as well as 
the Gwydyr beat up the Lledr, 
is now controlled by Betws y 
Coed Anglers ( www.betws-y-
coed-anglers.org ). This is in 
addition to their existing club 
water on the Conwy and 
Llugwy. Anyone can fish these 
famous pools by purchasing day 
(or night) tickets from the 
Gwydyr Hotel in Betws (further 
details: www.gwydyrfishery.
co.uk ) or contact the secretary 
Sian Godbert on tsgodbert@
aol.com . Salmon don’t yet seem 
to have gone right up the Lledr 
in numbers and additionally I 
hear from Dave Foster that the 
Dolwyddelan club have 
problems with access to one of 
their best pools – which I hope 
is resolved very soon. However, 
as I write this, on June 2, I hear 
from Bob Wilson that a very 
good salmon has just been 
caught on the Williams’ pool 
syndicate water, which is just 
below the Dolwyddelan beat. 
Nick Webster had a fish well 
into double figures from 
Williams’ pool on a Flying C.

In fact, rather than just being 
one pool, the Williams’ pool 

syndicate water comprises 
about a mile of left-bank deep 
pools and fast runs along the 
Lledr and Bob Wilson tells me 
that day and night tickets are 
now available for this beat. Big 
sea-trout as well as salmon 
have been caught up here – for 
further information contact  
Bob on 07920 106 558. 

In other developments, there 
has been further disquiet about 
the proposed hydro-electric 
power scheme which is planned 
to take water from the upper 

Conwy above the Falls and
divert it through tunnels, via
turbines, back into the river
above Beaver Bridge. If you
would like more information
about this from the point of
view of those interested in the
welfare of migratory fish, Chris
White has been liaising with the
intended developers: 
chriswhite.cohite@btinternet.
com and Stuart Llewellyn has
done a lot of work pointing out
perceived deficiences in the
“Environmental Impact
Assessment”: stuartpengs@
aol.com .

On a sad note, I’m sure many
Conwy anglers will have heard
that Moc Morgan passed away
recently. A few years ago some
Conwy anglers joined Moc and
his wife Julia, along with many
others from rivers across
Wales, in a national campaign
to do with preserving the well-
being and integrity of Welsh
fisheries. Indeed, Moc spent his
life working to improve and
maintain rivers and fisheries
throughout Wales. 

Next month, I hope to report
catches of sewin at night as
well as more salmon in the day. I
remain at maxcoventry@aol.
com or please leave a message
on 01352 720 152. –  
MAX COVENTRY.

COQUET

TROUT FISHING picked up after
restocking and the river was in
perfect condition for a number
of days. Few wild fish were
caught, however; it was mainly
the stocked triploid fish
thatfell to anglers.

An 8 lb salmon was caught
by Rab in the Felton area. The
middle and lower beats
controlled by the Northumbrian
Anglers’ Federation produced
the odd salmon. A few sea-trout
to 4 lb 8 oz were also landed.
There were no reports of
migratory fish caught above
Pauperhaugh Bridge, an area
that usually produces sea-trout
when they are running.

The heaviest brown trout
caught to date was a  
beauty of 4 lb 8 oz. 

Reports from the Caistron
area indicate some sea-trout
were in the pools and fish had
been caught but no names or
details are available.

The recently formed
Northumbrian Game Fishers’
Association has set up a
website, which will be run in
conjunction with the Wear
Anglers’ Association. Visit
www.ngfa.co.uk. 

In recent years salmon runs
on the Coquet have been

nothing like those of the past. A 
run of 5,000 fish is said to be 
the cut-off point for failing 
rivers, and the Coquet has been 
well below this number for 
many years. With so many nets 
working in the area it is no 
wonder the runs have fallen  
to critical levels. –  
DAVID CARRICK.

CORNWALL

TO QUOTE the Bodmin Angling 
Association Secretary, “We’ve 
had the worst opening month of 
the season this century without 
a fish being caught on the 
Camel. There’s been rain but 
it’s been slight and well spread 
and the Camel remained 
stubbornly low all month and 
I’m afraid June is not noted for 
its rainfall!” 

However, as I write this 
report (June 3) and following  
31 mm of rain two days ago, the 
river has been in spate. Today it 
is at a perfect fishing height and 
colour, with a beautiful peat-
brown stain. A big fish 
(presumably a salmon) was lost 
at Shell Woods, and another 
spotted at dusk in Tresarrett’s 
Orchard pool. One peal was 
reported and another lost. 
Fishing for peal after dark in 
Orchard pool, I consoled myself 
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Highwater
brings in
Derwent
salmon

with landing a brownie of just
under 2 lb. It fell to my black-
painted 5 cm floating Rapala.

With a paucity of rain, the
Fowey was low and clear for
most of May. This made
daytime fishing difficult, and it
was those who ventured out at
night with the fly who were
rewarded with the occasional
fresh sea-trout from the lower
and middle reaches. Fishing the
Bodmin Angling Association’s
water at Bodmin Parkway on
the morning of May 15 with a
small Mepps, a member
released a 12 lb prime hen
salmon.  A 2 lb 8 oz peal fell to
John Rossitter on May 30, but
to date no reports of any other
catches have been forthcoming.
Anglers are looking forward to
June in anticipation of rain to
bring in the main runs of peal.

Following recent rain the
Lynher is at a good height, with
the water carrying some colour.
Although the main run has yet
to start, sea-trout to 5 lb have
been caught. One or two early
salmon have also been landed.

Rain in the first few days of
June has considerably improved
water conditions on the Inny.
Fly-life was a bit slow during
May, but has now picked up.
There is no sign of any peal to
date, but a fresh-run salmon
was caught towards the
end of May.

Generally, fishing at
Siblyback was best during the
middle of May with anglers’
weekly rod averages between
4.2 and 5 fish per rod. As May
progressed, more fish started to
look to the surface to feed, with
Hoppers, Hawthorns, Black
Gnats, Bibios and Sedges all
catching fish. Most were caught
subsurface on small nymph
patterns (Diawl Bachs, Buzzers,
Hare’s Ears, and Damsel
nymphs) fished on intermediate
and sink-tip lines – generally not
too deep – and the prime
locations including Stocky Bay,
Two Meadows and the
Marshes. Deeper-feeding fish
were caught by the dam on
black Tadpoles, black-and-green
Fritz patterns, and Cat’s
Whiskers. With plenty of limit
bags being caught, the best fish
of the month was a 3 lb 1 oz
rainbow, caught by Mr Coop.

Fishing at Stithians picked
up dramatically during May,
with plenty of full bags and fish
over 2 lb caught, and anglers
averaging 3.2 fish per rod.
Hawthorns are now abundant,
particularly along the banks by
the willows, and anglers are

catching fish on Hoppers, Bibio,
Beetle and Hawthorn patterns.
Fish are well spread out, but Pub
Bay, Chapel Bay, Pipe Bay and
Goonlaze are all proving to be
consistently productive.
Successful subsurface patterns
include Diawl Bachs, Hare’s
Ears, Pheasant Tails, Buzzers
and Montanas, with deeper-
fished lures (Green Nomad,
Black Lures, and Orange Blobs)
catching fish near the dam. The
best fish of the month was a
3 lb 12 oz rainbow, caught
by Mr N. Endean from Truro.

Fishing improved at Drift as
May continued and 
temperatures rose, with weekly
rod averages peaking at 5.8 fish
per angler (the average for the
month was 4.8). Bank anglers
enjoyed the best sport from
Badger Bank, the North Bank,
and Woods, while float-tubers
generally caught the most fish
when fishing into the more
inaccessible bank areas (one
group of three anglers caught 17
rainbows and 23 browns in one
session). Hawthorn patterns
caught some fish from the
surface, but most fish were
caught either on small nymphs
(such as Hare’s Ears, Damsels,
and small black nymphs) or on
lures (Vivas, Montanas, and
black Woolly Buggers), all fished
on a floating line. Eleven float-
tubers from all over the country
fished the Snowbee Cornish
Open Float Tube competition,
catching a total of 81 fish
(including some hard-fighting
blues); the competition was
narrowly won by Steve Curnow,
from Long Rock.

The resident browns at
Colliford are still feeding
eagerly and the healthy
population of sticklebacks
continues to provide them with
a plentiful food supply over the
winter. The fish are in superb
condition. Fry imitations and a
selection of traditional wet
patterns are doing well and by
the end of the month hawthorns
started to appear and the fish
were starting to look to the
surface to feed. Local angler
Dave Matthews caught a brown
of 4 lb 7 oz.  – 
RICHARD BRISTOW.

CUMBERLAND
DERWENT

ALL WAS quiet until mid May,
with continued chilly winds and
even the occasional frost
slowing things down. Despite
this, trout anglers have been
doing well, with several fish

over 3 lb caught. Sea-trout so 
far have been conspicuously 
absent apart from a few on the 
lower river. Once things warm 
up properly there should be a 
few about. Wisely, most anglers 
are continuing to return the 
bulk of these fish.

As mentioned in my last 
report, we had a good lift of 
water a few weeks ago that 
ensured the river was high for 
several days and a few anglers 
were out in search of salmon. 
While the Derwent is not a 
noted early river, there appears 
to have been a reasonable run 
of fish and despite limited 
angling effort at least ten were 
landed from beats between 
Workington and Isel, with 
several more lost. Most fish 

have been around 8 lb-10 lb but 
some anglers have had bigger 
ones, with a sprinkling of fish 
around the mid teens. So far as I 
can gather, all have been bright, 
fresh fish and if they are 
anything like the tide-bright 
14-pounder we met on a middle-
river beat, there will be some 
very happy anglers around. 
Hopefully this is an optimistic 
sign of things to come.  

By the time this report is read 
I have no doubt there will be an 
upturn in the sea-trout fishing 
and we should be seeing the 
start of the late summer fish. I 
have no further news on the 
barrage project but I’ll keep an 
ear to the ground and let you 
know of any further 
developments. – 
ERIC HOPE.

DEE 
AND CLWYD

THERE HAVE been odd reports 
of diseased salmon seen in the 
middle sections, which is 
disappointing as there does 
seem to have been some 
semblance of a spring run 
this season.

There are very few catches 
to report, although rod effort 
has been especially low. The 
only day on which several fish 
were seen on Midland Fly 
Fishers’ water was the day 

that the club had two APGAI
instructors on their beats giving
casting instruction to seven of
the club’s members. They were
only allowed to fish with wool
on their leaders to avoid the risk
of hooking one another, and
salmon were travelling
upstream and periodically
showing as they progressed
through the pool. 

On Wirral Game Fishing Club
waters, just one fish was
reported for May – a fresh nine-
pounder on a red Ally’s Shrimp
on May 15 by Gareth Barnett
from the Causeway pool on the
Bryn-y-Pys No 2 beat.

Over on the Clwyd there has
been a similar start to the new
season as last year, high water
making trout fishing difficult but
certainly not impossible. Neil
Dalrymple had a best trout of
about 1 lb 8 oz. As May
progressed, the water dropped
away and the fish became
slightly easier to contact, with
bags of five or six fish in the 8
in-10 in range reported. Ian
Roberts had three or four
decent trout on a dry-fly.

We had reports at the
beginning of the month that
sea-trout were entering the
system just in front of the high
tide. Ian MacDonald of Rhyl and
St Asaph Angling Association
lost a decent fish on the lower
river, and Brian Moore had an
“arm-wrenching pull” in the first
week of the month, but that
refused to hang on. 

The launch of the Big Dee
Day – The Invasion event, takes
place on June 26 at the Rhug
Estate, near Corwen. This year,
there is a jam-packed schedule
of volunteer task days and also
corporate days to encourage
local businesses to get involved.
If you would like to become
involved, contact Meryl Norris:
MerylNorris@
wildlifetrustwales.org.

Chester University and

CWAC have changed 
developers, commissioning 
APEM to look at the 
environmental impacts of 
the Chester weir 
hydro-power scheme. 

Planning permission has now 
been granted for the hydro-
power scheme on the lower 
Elwy, but work has not yet 
started, nor is a start date 
known. The opposition group, 
however, continues to fight the 
proposal. – 
DR BRIAN P. HODGSON. 

DEVON

MANY DEVON rivers were low 
through much of May but heavy 
rain at the beginning of June 
produced widespread spates, 
bringing some good trout fishing 
to an end for a while but 
offering hope for fresh runs of 
salmon and sea-trout. Sadly, 
rivers right across south Devon 
have suffered outbreaks of 
fungal disease, which have had 
an adverse impact on sea-trout 
fishing particularly.

  The Taw has had a good 
start to the salmon season with 
about 20 fish in May, bringing 
the total for the season to about 
60. Most beats up to above the 
junction with the Mole have 
produced salmon, and fish have 
generally been between 10 lb 
and 12 lb. However, the first real 
run of sea-trout was still 
awaited at the end of the 
month. John Webber, chairman 
of Barnstaple & District Angling 
Association, who was invited to 
fish a beat on the middle Taw on 
May 17, landed his first salmon 
of the season, a hen fish of 
8 lb 8 oz on a size 10 double 
black-and-orange Cascade.   

Despite the good start to the 
salmon season on the Taw, 
guests at Huish Moor on the 
lower river often had a 
frustrating time with a number 
of fish lost, including one 
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Fungal
disease
affects Dart
sea-trout

lost at the net when the rod
broke. However, the jinx was
finally broken during the last
week of May when Andy
Shepherd had a fresh salmon of 
10 lb 8 oz on a size 12 Munro 
Killer. A few days later Rory 
Akam and Michael Righton 
added to the score when Rory 
had a 10 lb salmon at dusk and 
Michael a fresh-run sea-trout of 
3 lb 8 oz after dark. 
Unfortunately, siltation in the 
river, a frequent occurrence 
nowadays after heavy showers, 
curtailed fishing success for the 
remaining days of May.  

After producing a 13 lb 
salmon on the Mole and two 
salmon on the Taw in April, 
salmon fishing on the 
Highbullen Hotel waters slowed 
up in May but some good sea-
trout were caught. Hotel guide 
Julian Zealey had a good 
evening on the Taw on May 27 
when he caught first a 3 lb sea-
trout on a size 6 Alexandra and 

then one of 6 lb on a size 8 
Connemara Black. On May 23 
Nick Smith had a 2 lb sea-trout 
at Hermitage on the Mole and 
Chris Taylor a brown trout of 
2 lb. On the evening of May 31 
Julian Zealey fished another 
Mole beat and had two 
salmon of around 8 lb on a 
Connemara Black.

  On the Torridge, May 
produced around a dozen 
salmon, mostly in the 8 lb-10 lb 
range. Anglers at the Half Moon 
Hotel caught eight salmon, with 
fish coming from below Beam 

John raham caught the
biggest fish, estimated at 17 lb,
on May 24 at Madiera. Sea-
trout were well spread through
the river and several around 4 lb 
were caught. Martin Weekes’s 
party of three fished on the 
night of May 31 below Beam 
weir and had six sea-trout to 
2 lb. The brown trout fishing 
was the best for several years, 
with good hatches and plenty of 
browns to 1 lb. Graham Nicol 
fished at Little Warham in May 
and caught three salmon.

The best of the three salmon 
caught on the Tamar at 
Endsleigh was a fish of 12 lb 
caught by Nick Gibson on a 
Green Butt. The other two 
salmon, both 9 lb, were caught 
by Sir Frederick Hervey Bathurst 
on a Stoat’s Tail and by Clinton 
Marshall on a Cascade. 
Fourteen sea-trout were caught, 
topped by a fish of 5 lb, one of 
three for John Dennis on a 
black-and-silver tube-fly. Alan 
White caught five sea-trout, 
including one of 4 lb 8 oz on a 
Mercer’s Fancy. Another good 
sea-trout of 3 lb 8 oz was 
taken on a Green Butt by 
Gareth Craze.

The Arundell Arms water 
produced a lovely fresh 8 lb 
salmon, the first of the season, 
for Henry Bellingham, in Lyd 
Foot pool on a Cascade 
conehead. Despite low water a 
few early sea-trout ran right 
through the hotel beats. Steve 
Shaw had the first sea-trout of 
3 lb 12 oz from the Lyd above 
Hartley weir, taken at night on a 
surface lure. Steve also had a 
great day on the Ottery with 45 
wild brownies to 12 inches. 
Trout fishing was excellent 
during May with a total of 592, 
the best a fish at 13 inches for 
Ken Brown from the Thrushel 
on a Klinkhamer. Thirteen 
grayling to 11 inches were also 
caught. Fly hatches during May 
were good, with some huge 

ack gnats and a lot
of ayfly around in the second
half of the month.
The first hatches of blue-
winged olives, along with falls 
of spinners in the evenings, 
appeared at the end of May. 

Members of the Tavy, 
Walkham & Plym Fishing Club 
enjoyed good sea-trout fishing 
on the Tavy during May, despite 
many cold nights. Those who 
persevered had plenty of fish 
between 2 lb and 5 lb and 
Robert Mountjoy caught a 7 lb 
sea-trout on a black-and-silver 
tube-fly at 11 pm while fishing 
at Double Water below 
Tavistock on May 21. On the 
club’s water on the Plym at 
Bickleigh some really big sea-
trout were been jumping at dusk 
but they often proved difficult to 
catch. However, Glyn Lloyd-
Jones had a fish of 5 lb 8 oz and 
another angler had a sea-trout 
of over 7 lb.

There have still been no 
reports of salmon caught on the 
Dart and, although there has 
been a good run of sea-trout, 
especially in early May, catches 
have been badly affected by 
fungal disease. Catches at 
Totnes Weir pool were way 
below normal and it is unlikely 
that the pool produced a dozen 
sea-trout in May. Upriver hardly 
a fish was caught.

The first salmon of the 
season on the upper Teign was 
caught by Bill Crumby on May 6 
while fishing above Clifford 
Bridge. It was a fish of about 
9 lb caught on a Flying C and he 
caught two sea-trout on the 
same visit. Another salmon of 
about 9 lb was caught on May 
18 by Brian Parry, also on a 
Flying C, above Clifford Bridge. 
The best sea-trout reported was 
a fish of 4 lb for Matt Cooper, 
one of two taken on a surface 
lure at Fingle Weir pool on May 
13. Several more sea-trout were 
reported, including a couple for 
Paul Osborne and a fish of over 

3 lb for Allen Anscombe. Brown
trout fishing was mixed, but
Brian Parry had a good day on
May 20 when he caught plenty
of fish of 9 in-10 in and one of
12 in, all on a dry Adams.

Some fairly large sea-trout to
5 lb were caught on the lower
Teign in May. Mick Megee
caught three, all around
2 lb 8 oz, Nick Wilden had a fish
of 3 lb 4 oz, Peter Barker h one
of 3 lb and Neil Yeandle one of
4 lb. The only salmon reported
was a smallish fish caught
by Robert Dadd.

Salmon fishing on the Exe
remained slow in May with only
the odd fish caught and little
evidence of fish running into the
river. On May 28 Colin Pape
fished in Chain Bridge pool at 
Stuckeridge and caught a 
salmon of about 7 lb on a 1.5-
inch red-and-black Waddington 
fished on a fast-sinking tip.

The Dulverton Angling 
Association water on the Little 
Exe at Hollam produced a wild 
brownie of 2 lb at the end of 
May, when several other good 
fish were caught. The Crediton 
Fly Fishing Club waters on the 
Creedy and Yeo continued to 
fish well in May as the trout 
increasingly turned their 
attention to the surface, 
especially when black gnats 
were swarming. Catches of 
between ten and 20 trout in a 
session were common, and the 
best fish were around 12 inches.

The unsettled weather and 
cold winds in May resulted in 
generally inconsistent fishing on 
the Westcountry Angling 
Passport beats, but those lucky 
enough to have fished on one of 
the warmer afternoons had 
decent sport as the late 
afternoon Mayfly hatches on 
the Tamar and Torridge were 
very good. The best catch 
reported was from an angler on 
the Lane Barton beat on the 
Torridge who took 47 trout over 

two sessions with the best 
around 12 oz. Decent catches 
have also been reported on the 
Ottery and the Rake Water beat 
on the Avon in the south of the 
county. Probably the best fish of 
the month was a 12-inch 
brownie from Park Mill on the 
Little Dart, a good-sized fish for 
this stream, taken on a
grey Klinkhamer.

All of the South West Lakes 
Trust trout fisheries fished 
consistently well in May, the 
warmer water resulting in 
increased insect activity 
including hatching buzzers, 
olives and even a few Mayfly. 
Water levels were still high on 
all the reservoirs.

At Kennick, anglers
averaged over three fish per rod 
throughout the month, with 
some big rainbows caught. 
Most angers favoured the banks 
and some of the best catches 
came from Clampitts Bay and 
the banks along the Narrows. 
Boat anglers also did well in the 
Narrows and Outer Clampitts, 
both drifting and anchoring 
producing fish. A few fish were 
rising on warmer days but 
serious surface-feeding was 
limited and small nymphs fished 
on floating, sink-tip or 
intermediate lines produced the 
best results, while deeply fished 
lures worked well on the cold, 
windy days. Generally the best 
fishing was in late mornings 
through to mid afternoon. The 
best fish of the month was a 
superb brown trout of 7 lb 8 oz 
caught by Michael Herring on a 
Damsel nymph fished from a 
boat in Forest Bay. Eddie Carter 
caught a rainbow of 6 lb 8 oz 
as part of a limit bag from 
the bank on a Hare’s Ear. In 
addition, there were plenty 
of fish over 5 lb caught 
during the month.

Bank-fishing continued to be 
the most popular with anglers 
at Wimbleball during May, 

Green Butt Cascade
Hook Size 9 -13 Salar Double  Thread Black  Butt Fluorescent green floss  Tail Orange and yellow 

bucktail  Body Silver tinsel (rear), black floss (front)  Rib Silver wire  Wing Dyed black squirrel tail
Hackles Yelow cock hackle with orange cock over
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LANCASHIRE’S LARGEST GUN AND TACKLE STORE

Est 1975J
smiths, Fishing Tackle & Country Clothing

Tel: 01524 32033 Fax: 01524 843470
reat John St, Lancaster LA1 1NQ (5 mins from M6 motorway J34)
9am-5pm. Closed Wednesdays & Sundays. �ůů ŐŽŽĚƐ ŽīĞƌĞĚ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƵŶƐŽůĚ�

DISCOUNT
PRICE HOTLINE

01524 32033�

emap

ANGLING

AWARDS

Highly Commended

�ůů ŐŽŽĚƐ ŽīĞƌĞĚ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƵŶƐŽůĚ�

FOR PRICES TOO HOT
TO PRINT RING NOW EXPRESS P&P CHARGES

U.K. MAINLAND INCL. MOST OF SCOTLAND
Small Items: £3.00 Medium Items: £6.00

Large Items Incl Rods & Waders: 24hr £7.99
NORTHERN IRELAND & OUTER ISLANDS

Large Items Incl Rods: 48hr £9.99 – 24hr £13.
&Žƌ ŽƚŚĞƌ ĚĞƐƟŶĂƟŽŶƐ ǁŽƌůĚǁŝĚĞ ƉůĞĂƐĞ ƌŝŶŐ

tĞ ĚŽ ŶŽƚ ŵĂŬĞ Ă ƉƌŽĮƚ ŽŶ WΘW ;ǁŚĂƚ ŝƚ ĐŽƐƚƐ ƵƐ ǁŝůů ĐŽƐ
tĞ ĞŶĚĞĂǀŽƵƌ ƚŽ ĚŝƐƉĂƚĐŚ Ăůů ŽƵƌ ŽƌĚĞƌƐ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ĚĂ

EXCLUSIVE EMAILED OFFERS AVAILABL
SUBSCRIBE NOW! TO ŝŶĨŽΛĨĂǁĐĞƩƐŽŶůŝŶĞ�ĐŽŵ

IKON GUIDING WADERS CHEST,
WAIST OR HIP WADERS
ϰ�ϱ ůĂǇĞƌ ǁĂĚĞƌ ĨĂďƌŝĐ ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ
ďƌĞĂƚŚĂďŝůŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ ĚƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇ ŚǇƉĂůŽŶ
reinforced with no seam leg cut.
Chest stocking foot RRP £199.99
OUR PRICE RING NOW.
Chest stocking foot with zip RRP £259.99
OUR PRICE RING NOW.
Waist stocking foot RRP £199.99
OUR PRICE RING NOW
Hip stocking foot RRP £99.99
OUR PRICE RING NOW
^ŝǌĞƐ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ĂƌĞ ^ ʹ yy> ŝŶ ďŽƚŚ ƐŚŽƌƚ
and long legs + king size
RING FOR LOWEST VISION UK WADER PRICE

E�tDK��> Z��>^ ' Zh>>�*d�E<*,��*y>�* 'd*E/d� Θ <KD�

2015
REELS

RULLA
FROM
£127

TANK
FROM
£152

KOMA
FROM

INCL FREE
SPOOL £68

DEEP
FROM

£42

VISION WADER PACKAGES
IKON

£199.9
INCL FREE
HOPPER
FELT SOLE
BOOTS &
FREE UK
MAINLAND
P&P

IKON 
WITH ZIP 
£279
INCL FREE 
HOPPER 
FELT SOLE 
BOOTS & 
FREE UK 
MAINLAND 
P&P

IKON BOOT
FOOTED
WITH 
VIBRAM 
STUDDED 
SOLE
RRP £299.99

£239.99
INCL FREE UK 
MAINLAND 
P&P

KURA
DELUXE

£269
INCL FREE 
HOPPER FELT 
SOLE BOOTS 
& FREE UK 
MAINLAND 
P&P

SAVE

£99.99
SAVE

£99.99 SAVE

£99.99SAVE

£60.00

ALL
SIZES
RRP

£149.99
NOW

£119.99

SUB ZERO
NEOPRENE

WADERS

MAKO GUMMI
STUDDED BOOTS

FROM £118.99

NEW LOIKKA GUMMI
STUDDED BOOTS

FROM £127.49

LOWEST
PRICED

IKONS IN 
THE UK

PRICES RING NOW!

FRITCHY PROFESSIONAL
CATCH & REL E FISHING PLIERS

� �>d t�d�Z Z�^/^d�Ed &/E/^,

� ^^/^d�� ^WZ/E' >K���� :�

� hE'^d�E ��Z�/�� :�t^

� �^/>z �hd^ d,ZKh',
RAID OR MONOLINES

SPECIAL PRICE 
£29.99 EACH 

INCL 
PRESENTATION 

BOX

See T&S Tackle  

Review January 

2015

YOU DEMAND THE LOWEST PRICE AND WE
WILL TRY TO SUPPLY IT!!GUARANTEED!!

2 STREAMFLEX & CARNIVO
US NEW GR10, 30, 50 ROD
ODELS AT LOWEST UK
ICE GUARANTEED

2015 RODS & REELS

EYS STRATA CT  
EATHABLE CHE   
ADER & BOOTS  
LT OR 
BBER SOLE)
P £309.98 
ES M-XXLK

UR PRICE
99.99

L. UK EXPRESS P&P

REYS  STRATA C
EATHABLE CHES

ADER  & BOOTS 
LT OR RUBBER SOLE)
P £249.99 
ES M-XXLK

UR PRICE
69.99
L. UK EXPRESS P&P

F2T-SERIES.
almon 15'10# 4pc ..RRP £399.99 SALE £219.99
ALE BEWICK CENTRE PIN

�ĚŝĂ�ƚƌŽƫ��ŶŐ�ƌĞĞů� ..........................RRP £199.00 NOW £99

L. "FREE" CTX
                       
                            DS

INCL. "FREE" CT BOOTS
&  SCREW STUDS

ICES IN THE UK - GUARANTEED - WE WILL BEAT MOST PRICES

DETAILS

 VERY BEST 
QUALITY 
SHRIMPS

RED PURPLE & NATURAL
£7.99 Small/Medium Size Mix 

£9.99 Large Size
EĞǁ�ǀĞƌǇ�ďĞƐƚ�ŽǁŶĞƌ�ƐŚƌŝŵƉŝŶŐ�

ƚƌĞďůĞ�ŚŽŽŬƐ
In red or silver 4-6-8-10 

£5.99 per pack 
Shrimp Pins 1½" £1.99 per pkt

EXPRESS 
DELIVERY

PARMARIS AUTOMATIC 
LIFE JACKETS 150N

HI FIT AUTO 
(Deep Wading) 

RRP £64.95
NOW £55.99
STANDARD 

AUTO 
RRP £69.95

NOW £59.99

CKLE CODE CONDITION. �ƉƉĞĂƌƐ ǁŝƚŚ ^ƚŽĐŬ EŽ� ŝŶ ĨƌŽŶƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĂƌƟĐůĞ
с �Ɛ EĞǁ WƌŽďĂďůǇ hŶƵƐĞĚ� � с ^ƵƉĞƌď ;^ůŝŐŚƚůǇ ^ŽŝůĞĚb�
с sĞƌǇ 'ŽŽĚ �ŽŶĚŝƟŽŶ� � сDĂƌŬĞĚ ďƵƚ ^ŽƵŶĚ� � с hƐĂďůĞ�

ODERN HARDY FLY REELS
192 St John Salmon & S/Trout Reel.................................. ..£250
Ϯϰϲ 'Ğŵ ဓ�ϭϬ >�� �ŝƐĐ �ƌĂŐ ŝŶĐů ĐĂƐĞ�ďŽǆ ƵŶƵƐĞĚ.......... ..£275
Ϯϰဒ 'Ğŵ ဓ�ϭϬ >�� �ŝƐĐ �ƌĂŐ ŝŶĐů ĐĂƐĞ�ďŽǆ ƵŶƵƐĞĚ............ ....£275
ϮϱϬD>� ϯϳϱ ϳ�ဓη ZĞĞů >ƚĚ �ĚŝƟŽŶEŽ ϰဒ �ŽǆĞĚ ƵŶƵƐĞĚ ...............£395
281 Golden Prince 7/8# Reel incl S/Spool .......................................£195
616 Marquis No1 Salmon Reel incl. case ................................ £130

ODERN FLY REELS
ϱϳဓ ^ŽŶŝŬ ^<ϰtŝĚĞ �ŝƐĐ �ƌĂŐ ^ĂůŵŽŶ ZĞĞů ŝŶĐů ဓ�ϭϬη Ɛ�ƟƉ..............£40
ϱဒϬ WŇŝĞŐĞƌ dƌŝŽŶ ϰΗ �ŝƐĐ �ƌĂŐ ^ĂůŵŽŶ ZĞĞů ŝŶĐů ϰϰϰ &>d ...................£55
578 Daiwa Lochmor Disc Drag 4¼" Salmon Reel incl 444 line ...........£70
614 Loop Model 1.5 "Made in Sweden"................................. £135
206 Scierra 7/8# Reel + S/Spool ............................................... £40

ARDY PERFECT FLY REELS
ϰϬϳ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯзΗ �ĂƌůǇ ����D................................................. £450
ϲϯϱ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯзΗDŬ // ĐŚĞĐŬ н >�' ......................................... £295
ϭϯϮ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯзΗ �ƵƉ ŵĞĐŚ ĂŶĚ ďƌĂƐƐ ĨŽŽƚ ŝŶĐů ůŝŶĞ................. £295
ϲဓဓ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯЯΗ �ƵƉDŬ // ǁŝƚŚ ĂŐĂƚĞ ůŝŶĞ ŐƵŝĚĞ* ƌŝďďĞĚ ĨŽŽƚ. £425
ဒϬϳ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯЯΗ ǁŝƚŚ ĞĂƌůǇ ĐŚĞĐŬ� ƌĂƌĞ...................... . £425
ဒϲဓ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯдΗ ǁŝƚŚ ŶŝĐŬĞů ƐŝůǀĞƌ >�' н ��& ĐϭဓϯϬ.. £375
ဓဓϬ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯЯΗ ����D* ĂŐĂƚĞ &�'* ��ĨŽŽƚ............... £499
ϬϱϬ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯдΗ ĞĂƌůǇ ĐŚĞĐŬ* ŝǀŽƌŝŶĞ ŚĂŶĚůĞ* ϰ ĐƵƐƉƐ .. ... £500
ϰϱϯ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯзΗ ůĞŌ ŚĂŶĚ ǁŝŶĚ ƌĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ ůŝŶĞ ŐƵĂƌĚ ŝŶĐ ƐƉŽŽů £395
ϱϭဓ WĞƌĨĞĐƚ ϯЯ� Z�,�t ǁŝƚŚ ĂŐĂƚĞ ŐƵŝĚĞ* ŝŶĐů ĐĂƐĞ................ £395

ARDY ST. GEORGE, UNIQUA,
SCOUNT AND SUNBEAM FLY REELS
ϯϭϰ hŶŝƋƵĂ ϯдΗ dƌŽƵƚ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ƌĂƐƐ &ŽŽƚ ............ . £125
ဒϯϮ hŶŝƋƵĂ ϯдΗ dƌŽƵƚ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ ZŝďďĞĚ �ƌĂƐƐ &ŽŽƚ.... .... £125
ϲဓϲ hŶŝƋƵĂ ϯдΗ ZĞĞůD<// ǁŝƚŚ ^ŝŶŐůĞ �ŚĞĐŬDĞĐŚ ............... £195
ϳϬϭ hŶŝƋƵĂ ϯдΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ƵƉD<//DĞĐŚ ဓϬй &ŝŶŝƐŚ............. £250
ϮϲϬ hŶŝƋƵĂ ϯЯΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ƵƉDĞĐŚ ĂŶĚ ,ŽƌƐĞ ^ŚŽĞ >ĂƚĐŚ .. £165
ϱϲϬhŶŝƋƵĂ ϯдΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ĂƌůǇ �ĂůŝƉĞƌ �ŚĞĐŬ н /ǀŽƌŝŶĞ,ĂŶĚůĞ.... £395
ϳဓϭ ^ƚ 'ĞŽƌŐĞ ϯдΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ >ŝŶĞ 'ƵĂƌĚ ĂŶĚ �ƌĂƐƐ &ŽŽƚ нKƌŐ �Žǆ .£225
ϯϳϮ ^ƵŶďĞĂŵ �ĂƌůǇ ϯЬΗ &ůǇ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ŝĐŬĞƌĚǇŬĞ >ŝŶĞ 'ƵĂƌĚ . £150
ϯဒϳ ^ƚ 'ĞŽƌŐĞ ϯдΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ �ŐĂƚĞ >ŝŶĞ 'ƵĂƌĚ Θ �ƌĂƐƐ &ŽŽƚ.. £275
397 Viscount 140 3½" diameter trout reel ............................... £60
ϱဒϰ ^ƚ 'ĞŽƌŐĞ ϯдΗ ZĞĞů ǁŝƚŚ >ŝŶĞ 'ƵĂƌĚ ŝŶĐů ĐĂƐĞ.................. £295

ULTIPLIER, FIXED SPOOL AND CENTRE PIN REELS
728 Alcocks Aeriel Popular 4"6 spoke .................................... £450
ϭဒဓDŽƌƚĞǆ ŽĨ ^ŚĞĸĞůĚ ϰЬΗ ƚƌŽƫŶŐ Đ�ƉŝŶ ƌĞĞů ..... ... £100
300 Hardy Altex No 3 reel incl s/spool.................. . £195
ϰϯϮ �ďƵ �ĂƌĚŝŶĂů EŽϳϬ ĮǆĞĚ ƐƉŽŽů ƌĞĞů................ ... £70
ϰϯϲ �ďƵ �ĂƌŝĚŝŶĂů EŽϳϳ ĮǆĞĚ ƐƉŽŽů ƌĞĞů................. ...... £65
600 J.W. Youngs Trudex Centre Pin Reel ................................... £45
ϲϭϱ �ďƵ �ŵďĂƐƐĂĚĞƵƌ ϲϱϬϬ ,ŝŐŚ ^ƉĞĞĚDƵůƟƉůŝĞƌ.................. £90
ϮဓϮ ,ĂƌĚǇ �ůƚĞǆ EŽ Ϯ ĮǆĞĚ ƐƉŽŽů ƌĞĞů .................................... £150

LMON FLY RODS
ϯϱϭ �ƌƵĐĞ ΘtĂůŬĞƌ WŽǁĞƌůŝƚĞ �ĞůƵǆĞ ϭϲ� ϭϬ�ϭϭη ϰƉĐ н ƚƵďĞ . £495
ϰϱဒ �ĂŝǁĂtŝůĚĞƌŶĞƐƐ yd ϭϱΖϭϭη ϰ ƉŝĞĐĞ ŝŶĐů� ƚƵďĞ ................ £125
ϰϲϱ ^ŚĂƌƉĞƐ �ƋƵĂƌĞǆ ϭϲΖ ϭϭ�ϭϮη ϰƉĐ ŝŶĐů� ƚƵďĞ...... ... £165

�ဒϰϳϬ ,ĂƌĚǇ &ŝďĂůŝƚĞ ^ĂůŵŽŶ &ůƚ ϭϮΖϲΗ ဓη................. ... £95
C8514 Loop Adventure 15' 10# 3pc .......................... ... £85
�ဒϱϲϯ ^ŚĂƌƉĞƐ ŽĨ �ďĞƌĚĞĞŶ WůƵƐ ϯ ϭϰΖϯΗ ဓ�ϭϬη ϲƉĐ

^ĂůŵŽŶ ZŽĚ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ ...................................................... £225
C8577 Greys X-Flute 14' 9# 4pc Salmon Fly................................. £150
C8592 Hardy Grey Graphite 16'11# deluxe................................. £150
A9927 sŝƐŝŽŶ 'dϰ �ĞůƵǆ ဓϭϭ ĐĂƚĂƉƵůƚ ůŝŵŝƚĞĚ ĞĚŝƟŽŶ EŽϲϰ ϭϱΖϭϬ�ϭϭη

ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ ;ǀĞƌǇ ƐŽƌƚ ĂŌĞƌb ................................................ £400
B8609 Hardy Deluxe Graphite Salmon Fly 15'4" 10#................... £150
�ဒϲϭϬ ^ĂŐĞ 'ƌĂƉŚŝƚĞ /// ϭϰΖ ဓη ŝŶĐů� ƚƵďĞ .................................... £275
D8611 Hardy Deluxe Graphite Salmon Fly 15'4" 10# .................. £115
D8612 Daiwa Whisker Kevlar 16' 11/12# ..................................... £65
�ဒϲϭϯ '� >ŽŽŵŝƐ '>y ϭϱΖ ϭϬ�ϭϭη ŝŶĐů� ƚƵďĞ ................................ £375

TROUT/SEA TROUT & SALT WATER FLY RODS
�ဒϯϮϰ ,ĂƌĚǇ ZŝĐŚĂƌĚtĂůŬĞƌ �>ŝƩůĞ >ĂŬĞ� ဓΖϳη.............................. £90
�ဒϰϬϭ ,ĂƌĚǇ &ŝďĂƚƵďĞ ဓŌ ϳη ŇǇ ƌŽĚ........................... ........... £65
�ဒϰϬϮ WĂƚĞŬĞDŽƌƚŽŶ ဓŌ ϲΗ ϳ�ဓη ĐĂƌďŽŶ ŇǇ ƌŽĚ.... ....... £65
C8491 Greys GRX 9' 8/9# 3pc................................ ...... £60
�ဒϱϭϭtǇĐŚǁŽŽĚ dƌƵĞŇǇ ဒΖϲΗ ϰ�ϱη...................... ....... £65
�ဒϱϭϱ ^ŽŶŝŬ ^<ϲ ဓ�ϲ� ηϳ ϲƉĐ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ....................... ......... £75
�ဒϱϰϰ 'ƌĞǇƐ WůĂƟŶƵŵ y ဓΖ ϲη ŝŶĐů dƵďĞ........................................ £70
�ဒϱϲϬ ^ĂŐĞ ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ ဓΖ ϲη ϰƉĐ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ ................................... £225
A8568 Hardy Jet Sintrix ဓΖ ϲη ϰƉĐ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ........................................£299
C8607 Hardy Richard Walker Superlite Fly 9'3" 7/8# .............................£35
A9871 ,ĂƌĚǇ WƌŽĂǆŝƐ�y ^ŝŶƚƌŝǆ ဓΖ ဒη ϰ ƉŝĞĐĞ ƐĂůƚǁĂƚĞƌ ƌŽĚ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ ĚŝƐƉůĂǇ

...................................................................................................£279
A9872 ,ĂƌĚǇ WƌŽĂǆŝƐ�y ^ŝŶƚƌŝǆ ဓΖ ϭϬη ϰ ƉŝĞĐĞ ƐĂůƚǁĂƚĞƌ ƌŽĚ ŝŶĐů ƚƵďĞ

ex display ...................................................................................£290

CANE RODS
�ဒϱϳϰ�,ĂƌĚǇ�WĞƌĨĞĐƟ�ŽŶ�ဓΖ�ϱ�ϲη�WĂůĂŬŽŶĂ�&ůǇ�ZŽĚƐ ..................... £350
C8575 Hardy Cane 9'6" Salmon Spinning Rod............................... £95
C8576 Hardy Gold Medal 12' 3pc Salmon Fly ............................. £250

DEDUCT
ϭϬй d,/^
MONTH

DEDUCT
ϭϱй d,/^
MONTH

DEDUCT
ϭϱй d,/^
MONTH

DEDUCT
ϭϬй d,/^
MONTH

DEDUCT
ϭϱй d,/^
MONTH

DEDUCT
ϭϬй�d,/^
MONTH

977 Hardy Perfect 4¼" wide salmon reel with duplicated Mark II 
check mechanism together with nickel silver line guard and 
ďƌĂƐƐ ĨŽŽƚ* ĐŝƌĐĂ ϭဓϯϬ�Ɛ� /ŶĐů ƐŝůŬůŝŶĞ � ŵĂŐŶŝĮĐĞŶƚ ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ
................................................................................... £1995
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FULL RANGE OF RODS IN STOCK

FLY LINES AT DISCOUNT PRICES
/Ĩ�ǇŽƵ�Į�ŶĚ�ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ůŝŶĞƐ�ĐŚĞĂƉĞƌ�ĞůƐĞǁŚĞƌĞ�ƚĞůů�ƵƐ��

ĂŶĚ�ǁĞ�ǁŝůů�ĞŶĚĞĂǀŽƵƌ�ƚŽ�ŵĂƚĐ � ƌ� ƚ�ŝƚ

� �

)O\ /LQHV

 1/2 PRICE SALE
HENRIK MORTENSEN SIGNATURE ROD RANGE
HM 9'3" 6# 4pc RRP £456.00 SALE £228.00
HM 13'9" 10# 4pc  RRP £615.00  SALE £299.00
HM SWITCH 10' 7# 4pc RRP £495.00 SALE £265.00

^ŚĂƌƉĞƐ ŽĨ �ďĞƌĚĞĞŶ
GORDON II

RODS AT
MASSIVE

DISCOUNT PRICE
RING NOW

ORIGINAL GYE NETS
18" £70.99 NOW £56.99

20" £72.99 NOW £58.99

24" £74.99 NOW £59.99

27" £76.99 NOW £61.99

30" £79.99 NOW £63.99

�ůů�ŝŶĐů��ůĞĂƚŚĞƌ�ƐůŝŶŐ

TELE TROUT NETS
17" £49.50 NOW £38.99
20" £54.50 NOW £42.99
�Žǁ��ZŽƵŶĚ�Žƌ�dƌŝĂŶŐƵůĂƌ�&ƌĂŵĞƐ

WADING STAFFS
Seaforth £46.00 NOW £38.00
Spey £50.60 NOW £40.00
�ůů�ŝŶĐů��&Z���ůĂŶǇĂƌĚ

NEW S1 ROD RANGE AT VERY BEST PRICES
OPTI POWER SPEY 13' 9/10# 5PC RRP £579 SALE £434
OPTI PEAK 11' 4# 4PC RRP £379 SALE £284
LOOP XACT2 SCANDI STYLE ROD SALE
12'6" 8# 4PC RRP £299.00 NOW £199.00
14' 9# 4PC RRP £319.00 NOW £220.00
15' 10# 4PC RRP £339.00 NOW £235.00
LOOP CLASSIC REEL RANGE NOW IN STOCK
RING FOR VERY BEST UK PRICE

SALE

NEW 2015
G3 GUIDE
GORTEX
WADER

RRP FROM
£549.99

G4 BOA
WADING BOOTS
RRP FROM £249

RIVERTEK 2 BOA
FELT OR VIBRAM
RRP FROM £189

4 UI E FEL
OR VIBRAM

RRP FROM £199

RIVERSHED
SWEATER
RRP £99

NEW HEADWATERS
& DRY CREEK

PACKS & BAGS

NEW 2015
GORTEX G4Z

WADER
WITH ZIP

RRP FROM
£799.00

NEW 2015
G4 PRO 

GORTEX 
WADER

RRP FROM
 £699.00

RING FOR DETAILS & BEST UK PRICES

NEW 2015
MK11 FREESTONE 
PACKAGE WADER

incl, MK11 
Freestone boots 

with felt sole
£349. With stream

thread £369.

NEW G4 PRO, 
G3, BULKLEY, 
RIFFLE HEAD-

WATERS
WADING
JKTS
RRP
FROM
£249

ORIGINAL VIKING P.V.C. WADERS

E�ts/</E' ʹ >hy�
STUDDED CHEST WADERS
RRP £85.00
OUR PRICE £69.99

E�ts/</E' ʹ >hy�
THIGH WADERS
RRP £37.99

UR PRICE £27.99

EW HEAVY DUTY 
ILLIE’S THIGH
RSION STUDDED 

EAVY DUTY SOLE.
��^�ϳ'ϭϭ
P £69.99

UR PRICE £45.50

E�ts/</E' ʹ >hy�
WAIST WADERS
RRP £53.99
OUR PRICE £37.99
NEW HEAVY DUTY
GHILLIE’S WAIST VERSION.
RRP £74.50
OUR PRICE £55.50
DELUXE 5mm GHILLIE
DELUXE NEOPRENE
CHEST WADERS
STOCKING FOOT
MODEL £129.99
OUR PRICE £89.99
HEAVY DUTY BOOT
FOOT MODEL £149.99
OUR PRICE £99.99

ŝ ŝ ŝ ŝ

THE VERY BEST PVC WADERS AVAILABLE

NRX NANO & NEW PRO 4X 
ZŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ďĞƐƚ�h<�ĚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚ�ƉƌŝĐĞ

TECH 
RODS

GALLEGOS
WADERS
Without zip
RRP £399
With zip
RRP £499

SKEENAS
RIVER

WADERS
RRP £330

EW ULTRA
GHT STICKY

LE
ADING

OOTS X
P £135.00
TAGONIA
UD KIT £10

WADING J
TrailGreen
RRP£380.00

PECIAL
OFFER
WAZUL
WADERS
ogether with
LTRA LIGHT
TICKY SOLE
ADING

OOTS
RP £360.00
OW £290.00

BARGAIN NEW
2015

RING FOR
LOWEST
UK CASH

PRICE

"NEW" RIVER SALT 3in1 2015
JACKET & WAISTCOAT

C l : F P 99

Removable
WƌŝŵĂůŽŌ
extreme
weather
liner with

hood

uter Jacket
00%

aterproof

eathable

"NEW" RIVER JACKET ONLY
Colour: Ash tan-RRP £299.99

RING FOR SPECIAL CASH PRICE

RING FOR SPECIAL
CASH PRICE

RING FOR VERY BEST UK PRICE

ACROSS, EXPLOSIVE, SL & XI MODELS
NEW STYLE SCANDINAVIAN STYLE RODS

ING
OW

FROM
NORWAY

ARTISAN, ZENITH, JET,
SHADOW & PROAXIS RODS

BIG DISCOUNT PRICES

HARDY
NANO SINTRIX

LAST AVAILABLE PERFECT REELS LHW & RHW 'D��� /E �E'>�E�

2 5/8" WITH AGATE LINE GUARD .....RRP £629 SALE £375.00

NEW HARDY DUCHESS FLY REELS 2¾", 3", 3¼" & 4"
NOW IN STOCK "MADE IN ENGLAND" from RRP £249.00

RING FOR OUR BEST UK DISCOUNT PRICE!

WE WILL ENDEAVOUR TO GIVE YOU THE VERY 
BEST HARDY SERVICE AND PRICE GUARANTEED 

- RING FOR THE BEST UK HARDY PRICE MOST
PRICES WE WILL BEAT, OTHERS WE WILL MEET

LAMSON REELS
RRP FROM

ARX REELS..............£420
SPEEDSTER.............£249
SPEEDSTER HD ......£349
ULA FORCE SL ........£420
LITESPEED ..............£299

RRP FROM
GURU HD................£219
REMIX .....................£149
REMIX HD ..............£179
LIQUID......................£99
VELOCITY................£229

NOW RING FOR THE BEST UK LAMSON PRICE

1/2 PRICE ZENITH RODS

1/2 PRICE HARDY REELS

 RRP SALE
8' 3# OR 4# £499.00 £249.50
8'6" 4# OR 5# £529.00 £264.50
9' 4#, 5# OR 6# £549.00 £274.50
9' 7# OR 8# £599.00 £299.50
9'6" 6#, 7# OR 8# £599.00 £299.50
10' 5#, 6#, 7# OR 8# £649.00 £324.50

PROAXIS-X SALTWATER 9' 8# £559.00 £279.50
MARKSMAN II TRADITIONAL 15' 10# £599.00 £299.50

 RRP SALE
3000DD REEL SILVER ONLY £229.00 £114.50
4000DD REEL SILVER OR BLACK £229.00 £114.50
5000DD REEL SILVER OR BLACK £229.00 £114.50
6000DD REEL SILVER OR BLACK £249.00 £124.50
7000DD REEL SILVER OR BLACK £249.00 £124.50
8000DD REEL SILVER ONLY £249.00 £124.50
9000DD REEL SILVER ONLY £299.00 £149.50
10000DD REEL SILVER ONLY £299.00 £149.50

25/8" LHW WITH LINE GUARD £629.00 £314.50
25/8" RHW WITH LINE GUARD £629.00 £314.50

41/4" LHW SALMON REEL £739.00 £369.50

ULTRALITE
"DD"
DISC

DRAG
REELS 

PERFECT
REEL 

Made in England

ST. GEORGE
HOPSPUR

Made in England

ZENITH
SINTRIX

ROD
SALE
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A BEAT TO TRY THIS MONTH

Glencalvie Estate, River Carron, Sutherland
The River Carron is a renowned Highland salmon river and provides exceptional fishing amid some of
the most glorious countryside. Glencalvie is a two-rod beat and has some of the best fishing on the
river, including the famous Falls pool. Gruinards, a four-rod beat, extends to some four miles of right-
bank fishing with 27 main pools. 
 
Tickets: Day-tickets for salmon cost from £135 plus vat.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/scotland/kyleofsutherland/glencalvie

Two 12 lb
sea-trout best
from Dovey
so far

particularly at Ruggs and 
Bessoms, though a few anglers 
enjoyed success in Cow Moor. 
Boat anglers were often 
successful drifting on wind 
slicks with the opportunity to 
target rising trout. The rod 
average for May increased to 
4.7 fish per angler. On calmer 
days dry-fly tactics worked 
well, particularly with 
Hawthorns in Cow Moor, while 
intermediate lines with teams 
of Buzzers proved to be 
effective. The best fish of the 

month was a 4 lb 4 oz rainbow 
caught by Andy Strawbridge.

At Burrator, the fishing 
improved as the month 
progressed, weekly rod 
averages rising from 2.2 fish per 
angler to 3.3 fish by the end of 
May. The Longstone Peninsula 
again proved to be the most 
popular area, with some fish 
starting to look up for food and 
taking a variety of small black 
patterns including Black Gnats 
and Hawthorns. The best fish of 
the month was a 5 lb 5 oz 

rainbow caught by Pat Power as
part of a full bag taken on a
Green Nomad. Terry Slaney
caught a 4 lb 5 oz rainbow
from the bank. 

Roadford’s larger browns
were starting to become more
active and three naturalised fish
of over 4 lb were caught in May,
the best of which was a 4 lb 9 oz
brown caught by Mr C. Miell in
Shop Inlet. Some good bags
were taken and Duncan Kier
released 22 fish to 3 lb in one
session. The most productive

areas for bank anglers included
Davey’s Bank and Shop Inlet,
with boat anglers catching fish
in Dam Inlet and Shop Inlet.
Although dry-flies such as
Hawthorns, Black Hoppers
and Black Gnats produced
some sport, most fish  
were still being taken on
subsurface patterns such
as Black Pennell, Montana
nymph and small black
goldhead nymphs.

Brownies to 1 lb 8 oz were
regularly being caught at
Fernworthy and successful
flies included Soldier Palmers
and Bibios fished in the surface
film as the trout began to
look upwards. 

At Wistlandpound
the fishing started to  
improve with the warmer
weather, and anglers were
taking rainbows between
1 lb and 2 lb. A selection of black
nymphs and lures fished from
the south-east bank around to
the bird hide and the bay beyond
was often successful.

The Blakewell fishery
near Barnstaple produced
plenty of big brown trout
in May with the average weight
just over 4 lb 8 oz and a
best fish of 6 lb 13 oz  
for Colin Matthews. –  
MIKE WEAVER.

DOVEY

MAY WAS one of the wettest
and coldest on record, but
surprisingly there were some
rewarding catches, and the
Dovey, well known for its early
double-figure sea-trout,
did not disappoint.

Early in the month during a
brief settled few days D. Parkes,
night-fishing, had a 10 lb sea-
trout from the Penrhyn area.
When the rain arrived, and
stayed for most of the month, a
number of sea-trout fell to
spinner. On May 6 G. Dewez had
sea-trout of 12 lb, 8 lb and 3 lb,
following this on the 20th with
another 12 lb fish – all from the
Dolglynen area. There were
brief spells when the river fined
down to give some a chance
with fly and between the 11th
and 19th successful anglers
were J. Glantz, 5 lb and 6 lb;
J. Clifford, four sea-trout to 8 lb;
and Mick Cronin, 3 lb, 5 lb and
6 lb and an estimated  
10 lb fish returned. 

Sea-trout were seen
travelling throughout May. Very
few anglers have fished the
upper reaches so far this season
and, given the water we

have had, this part of the river 
could be productive.

More rain on May 19 gave a 
memorable day for Arthur 
Howard at St John pool, where 
he had sea-trout of 12 lb, 10 lb 
and 4 lb. Paul Morgan of Coch y 
Bonddu books also did well, 
with sea-trout of 9 lb and 8 lb 
off the lower river on fly and 
spinner. As the holiday week 
arrived, the river neared night-
fishing conditions and, had the 
weather warmed up as well, 
catches would have improved. 
S. Blackwell, Gareth Owen and 
Richard Hughes had sea-trout of 
7 lb. As we enter June,  
heavy rain and gales are 
forecast with warmer, 
settled weather to follow  
so I hope my next  
report will have details of 
improved catches.

For all information on  
fishing Dovey Association 
water only, contact our 
secretary, Richard Evans, on 
01654 70 3436 or write t 

o him at NDFA, The Plas, 
Machynlleth, Powys SY20 8ER. 
Permits are also available  
from our distributors,  
Mr News, newsagents, 
Machynlleth. Tel: 01654 70 2495 
and the Post Office,  
Cemmaes Road. Tel: 01650 511 
422. My e-mail address is gwil.
dovey@yahoo.co.uk for any 
assistance. –  
G. H. THOMAS.

EDEN

THE VERY good spring fishing 
continued during May and some 
lovely fish were caught. I heard 
of an excellent 18-pounder 
caught by Roderick Mavers, a  
19 lb salmon by Adrian Sharpe 
and another of 12 lb, all on 
Yorkshire Fly Fishers’ water.

Keeper Philip Taylor told me 
that the Low House fishing 
proved very productive, too. 
Over ten days 23 salmon were 
landed and a further dozen lost. 
Julian Shaw caught a 10 lb 
salmon in Linky on a Flying C, 
and the tail of the same pool 
produced a ten-pounder for 
Alan Sefton. Fishing the Bathing 

Avington Estate Denford Water
River Kennet, Denford Water, near 
Hungerford in Berkshire, offers 
traditional chalkstream sport on 
part of the main river and a maze of
[UITTMZ�KIZZQMZ[��=X[\ZMIU�LZảÆa
and (after July 1) small nymphs –
_QTT�JM�ZM_IZLML�_Q\P�ÅVM�JZW_V
and rainbow trout. Bring a 3wt-5 wt
rod and a box that includes Adams,
Beeacon Beige, PTNs and Killer Bugs.
Guiding & tackle at an extra cost.

<QKSM\["������XMZ�LIa�5IaÆa [MI[WV \QKSM\[" ���� 
Season runs April 1 - Sept 30.

Contact Peter Whiting on 07973 659 494 
www.avingtonestatedenfordwater.com



• Delicate presentation and subtle feel

• Unsanded graphite blank

• Full-flex action

• Modern construction resulting
in added strength and smooth casting

• Superior-grade cork handle

• 25-Year Orvis Rod Guarantee

£375
ALL MODELS
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Grafhamfish
nowbeing
caught from
thedamwall

pool on May 14, David Garfoot
had a 14 lb fish on a Rapala and
a 12-pounder on a Cascade in
Linky. Peter Jones had one of
10 lb on fly, also in Linky, and
Jim McKay a nine-pounder in
the Bathing pool on a Flying C.

Still on the Low House beat,
Alan Lawrence caught a 10 lb
salmon on a Flying C in
Leastrum. Jim McKay had a
10 lb salmon on a Rapala in
Toby’s Hole, and Dick Bradshaw
a 12-pounder in Nichol Hole
on a Cascade.

Keeper Philip Taylor had a
12-pounder on a Red Devil at
Beck End while from the same
area John McLay had a
14-pounder on spinner.

Geoff Stainton fished the
Carr Nook beat, landing a 10 lb
salmon in Lucky Hole, and Alan
Sefton fished Addison’s Bank
and the Willows, catching fish
of 10 lb and 7 lb 8 oz both on
spinner. All of these fish were
caught on May 14 – what a day!
The Fence End on the Carr Nook
beat produced a fish of 10 lb for
Paul Hirst on a Yellow-belly
Devon. It was his first visit.

On May 18 at Low House
John McLay landed a 14 lb
salmon at the Beck End on a
black Flying C and Jim McKay a
9 lb salmon in the Bathing pool,
also to a Black Flying C. On May
20 Philip Taylor landed another
salmon of 12 lb on a yellow-and-
red tube-fly in the Tail of
Bransty. Jim McKay caught a
7 lb salmon on a Willie Gunn in
Toby’s Hole. Derek Spray had a
15-pounder salmon on fly in
Linky on May 21, Geoff Stainton
one of 8 lb on fly from Nichol
Hole, and Pat Hannah a
fly-caught 8 lb fish, 
also in Nichol Hole.

On May 25 Jim McKay
landed a 9 lb 8 oz salmon in
Linky on a black Flying C and on
June 1 J. McKay had a
15-pounder, also to a Flying C
in Nichol Hole.

Warwick Hall has been
having a much better time this
year and among their catches
was a day of three for regular
rod Tim Bacon with salmon of
7 lb, 10 lb and 15 lb at the Otter
Stone. His fishing partner, Kevin
Winters, landed a 10 lb fish on
the same day. Several other
rods landed a brace each.
Towards the end of the month
sport continued to be good and
again some superb fish in peak
condition were caught at
Warwick Hall. Beat owner Nick
Marriner had a 7 lb salmon in
Coops Stream followed by fish
of 8 lb and 14 lb in the 

House Pool; all to fly.
Kevin Winters had an 18 lb

salmon at the Otter Stone on a
Flying C, while the Garden Wall
produced a 12 lb salmon for
Raymond Chessworth on a
Flying C.  Lee Cade landed a 9 lb
salmon at the Otter Stone, and
Andrew Robertson a 12 lb fish
at the Gravel Bed.

On the Lazonby Estates
water salmon were caught and
many more were seen showing.
Keeper Edwin Tailford told me
that it was good to see fish in
the pools after last season. Mr
Chippendale landed four salmon
on the lower beat at Lazonby
with fish of 14 lb, 12 lb, 9 lb and
10 lb and all to fly. Alan Sefton
had fish of 14 lb , 12 lb , 9 lb and
5 lb  – all fresh run and caught
on fly and spinner. 
Gordon Jefferies caught salmon
of 13 lb and 14 lb on fly.
Several fish were lost.

Late report: At Warwick
Hall sport was good at the
beginning of June. Andrew
Robertson landed a 12 lb
salmon on fly from the Gravel
Bed, and Tim Bacon had an 8 lb
salmon on a Mepps at Jackies.

Brian Gent had a great day,
with five fish – 12 lb, two at 8 lb,
9 lb and 10 lb on a Flying C. Gary
Wilkinson caught one of 9 lb at
the Garden Wall and later in the
week Nick Marriner had a ten-
pounder in Coops Stream.

John Harrison and Darren
Hankin had fish of 10 lb and 8 lb
on fly. Geoff Baines had an
eight-pounder, and Steve
Beckett had fish of 8 lb and 7 lb
in the House pool on spinner
and fly. Nick Marriner caught a
13 lb salmon on fly in the Gravel
Bed, and John Yates a 12 lb
salmon on fly from the House
pool. – CUMBRIAN ROD.

EYEBROOK

TO DATE (May 30) 2,797 rods
have taken 5,507 fish and
released 5,368 from 
2,299 catch returns.

Season-ticket holder Dave
Scholefield fished from the bank
at the Chestnut Tree and caught
15 rainbows using the washing-
line method with Crunchers.
Mark Hunt enjoyed an evening
boat session and had nine
rainbows on Suspender Buzzers
and a small Diawl Bach. Tony
Speakman boat-fished Mucky
Bay and caught seven 
good rainbows on Crunchers.

Season-ticket holder George
Burnham fished the bank from
the Hawthorns and caught five
rainbows for 14 lb on black

Buzzers fished on a floating line. 
Roy Swinfield also fished at the 
Hawthorns, taking five decent 
rainbows and releasing four 
more using the washing-line 
method with suspended red 
holo Diawl Bachs.

David Coxon of Chester-le-
Street spent several days at the 
fishery and bank-fished the 
Hawthorns area, catching his 

fish on his own CDC emerger 
pattern fished on a floating line. 
Despite a blustery wind Clive 
Moore, boat-fishing with Ian 
Jobe, caught eight good 
rainbows on a combination of 
crimson Cruncher and black 
Buzzer, while Ian had four on an 
orange-bodied Daddy-longlegs. 

PROSPECTS
Evening sedge hatches are 
prolific at Eyebrook and this 
year Mucky Bay and Norris 
Dyke are prime areas; the 
great red sedge has 
appeared in large numbers, 
and a dry sedge pattern 
such as the Stimulator or 
G&H Sedge will suffice 
here. Other dry-flies such as 
Bob’s Bits, Hoppers and 
CDC emergers such as the 
Yellow Owl will also 
account for many 
better fish.

To book boats, or for 
general information, call 
01536 772 930; alternatively 
boats can be booked online 
at www.eyebrook.com – 
ANDY MILLER.

GRAFHAM

COLD AND very windy weather 
throughout May made the 
fishing very challenging at 
times. The fish have moved 
away from the margins, so the 
bank-fishing has been difficult. 
Best areas for the bank angler 
have been the harbour arms 
and, on the north shore, Marlow 
Stones. These artificial 
promontories enable the angler 
to fish into deeper water and 
the rocks seem to hold fish at all 
times of year. Floating lines and 
Buzzers on long leaders have 
produced good results.

For boat anglers it has been a
different story, with most of the
length of the north shore
producing fish. Fish have come
from Sanctuary Bay through to
the bowl of the dam, which has
been particularly successful.
The middle of the lake has
produced some classic Grafham
fish. Very fit fish to 5 lb with full
tails have been caught from
drifting boats using Di 7 lines
and tube-flies.

There is little sign of our
invasive shrimp but it is still in
the water and will probably
make an impression over the
next few weeks as the water
warms. A boat-fishing club has
been formed with the idea of
teaching newcomers to the
sport. This takes place every
Tuesday evening. Experienced
anglers are also most welcome.
Details from the fishing lodge.

The rod average so far for
the season is 4.39 fish per
return. The weekly average has
dropped and was 3.32 in the
last week of May. Stocking
takes place every week. The
fishery is very popular at
present, with several 
international and club events.
Call the lodge on 
01480 810 5312. 

PROSPECTS
The weather must surely
now improve and hopefully
we will experience lighter
winds. In the past few days
numerous fish have been
caught by bank anglers
fishing the dam wall. This is
encouraging. Shrimp are
making an appearance and
the fish are eating them.
Diawl Bachs and shrimp
imitations on floating lines
are all you need. Let the
flies go down, retrieve
slowly and stand back from
the edge! The fish swim
close to the dam wall. –
PETER HARTLEY.

LUNE

UNSEASONABLY COLD days 
accompanied by strong winds 
kept many anglers off the river 
for most of May but those that 
did get out towards month end 
were well rewarded. At least 
ten spring salmon were 
reported caught on the lower 
and middle river, the first being 
a fish estimated about 19 lb 
caught on fly by John Brison on 
the Luneside beat. David Rudd 
and John Coleman were also 
successful around the same 
time while spinning in the weir 
pool below Forge Weir. Both 
had salmon of about 10 lb-12 lb.  
Four salmon were caught on the 
LDAA Caton beat, again all in 
the 10 lb-12 lb class, Alan Ward 
having two of these on spinner.  
Martin Summers caught a 
similar-sized fish on the 
Claughton beat on a jointed 
Rapala and further similar-sized 
fish were also reported caught 
by anglers out on the LDAA 
Aughton beat.   

Although sea-trout were 
caught by anglers fishing for 
salmon, very few were reported 
by those out night-fishing.  
However, it was more that 
conditions didn’t favour night-
fishing rather than an absence 
of fish that resulted in it being a 
disappointing month. Continual 
high water and cold winds didn’t 
help and other than a couple 
caught at Strangerthwaite by 
regular night-time anglers, there 
was nothing much to report. A 
few did make it through to 
Tebay, where John Riley and Mr 
Brunskill both had specimens of 
around 2 lb 8 oz.  Brown trout 
also began to take freely in May, 
especially in the Tebay area, 
where John Riley had several  
to 2 lb on dry-fly from the 
stretch below Yorkshire Bridge.  

The hatchery group reported 
that the Scotty boxes planted 
out in Borrowdale and Langdale 
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Exceptional
salmon
catches on
Ribble in May

Becks were all recovered in 
early May, with those planted 
in Bowderdale Beck recovered 
with help from Keswick Anglers 
at the end of May. The survival 
rates in all streams was above 
99.5 per cent and with 
emergent fry visible in most 
areas where boxes had been 
planted. The hatchery group 
has taken a few eggs through to 
the fry stage and these will be 
planted out in mid June.    

The Lune Rivers Trust 
remains extremely busy 
and is currently working on 
restoration projects on 
the Rivers, Keer, Conder 
and Cocker. Plans are 
also in place to remove the 
obstruction in Keaden beck, 
bringing to a close most of the 
work on the Wenning 
improvement project funded 
through the catchment 
restoration fund.

PROSPECTS
Sea-trout will be well 
spread throughout the 
system by mid July and 
should provide good sport 
from then until mid 
September. All beats from 
Skerton through to Tebay 
should fish well. 
I have done particularly 
well at night fishing 1 in 
Black-and-yellow  plastic 
tubes in tandem with 
“Lumi” flies but most 
standard sea-trout patterns 
do also attract fish 
on most beats.

Summer salmon should 
enter the river on almost 
any rise of water from July 
onwards. The lower beats 
of Skerton and Halton 
together with the LDAA 
Caton beat will fish best. 
Tickets are available from 
Bank House fly fishery. 
Tel: 01524 770 412. 
For Tebay Anglers’ 
water tickets may be had 
from the Cross Keys at 
Tebay, the post office at 
Orton or from Graham 
Caves, secretary of Tebay 
Anglers, No. 1 
Highfield, Tebay. 
Tel: 01539 624 321. – 
ANDY HURST.

RIBBLE 
AND HODDER

MAY ROARED in with cold, 
blustery winds and heavy rain. 
My gauge registered 76 mm 
over the first nine days, 
resulting in a big flood that 
peaked at 3 metres at Waddow 

on May 9. Prior to this bi   
and only two days after 
submitting my last repo   
received news of at leas
fresh springers being lan
Les Ward had one of 10
small black Flying C, and
upstream in the Calder F
area another angler was
land one of about 16 lb.

That excellent fly bea
Low Moor, owned and f
the members of Ribbles
Anglers, also produced i
fish of the season. I rece
text and photo of a lovel
fresh fish. This was land
James Gilbraith, the new
secretary of RAA, on a s
purple and yellow tube-f
the water began to fall to a
good height and colour, Karl
Holmes had a very fresh fish of
12 lb from this productive beat,
followed by another of about
9 lb carrying sea-lice. A further
four fish were lost on the same
day as a small shoal of springers
moved through before running 
the weir at Waddow.

Clint Waddington, also a 
member of RAA, landed a 
pristine fish of about 13 lb, again 
from Low Moor. The fish took 
his own tying of an Ally’s Shrimp 
with a Verminator body. 
Steve Roberts, fishing an 
orange tube above Brungerley, 
returned a 12-pounder. 
Downstream, Steve Thompson 
had a 12 lb fish on a Toby. 

With another lift in the river 
the following week, catches 
certainly did pick up and James 

Gilbraith went on to land two 
more fish – one at 8 lb on fly, 
and a nine-pounder on a small 
red Flying C. Clint Waddington 
had two more – an eight-
pounder from Low Moor on his 
Ally’s variant and one of 10 lb 
from above Brungerley on a 
bullet bar spoon. A few days 
later, fishing a 10 ft single-
handed rod and stripping back a 
Red Frances variant, he 
returned a cock fish measuring 
37 inches (about 20 lb) from his 
club’s waters at Calder foot. 
This is undoubtedly one of the 
best fish to come off the 
Ribble this season. 

Not to be outdone, Steve
Thompson, fishing downstream
of Ribchester, landed three fish 
on the same day fishing a 
Cascade double and also lost a 
big fish at the net when the 
hook snagged the mesh. 

On one of my favourite beats 
upstream above Clitheroe Paul 
Dewhurst landed two – his first 
about 9 lb on a small dark fly 
and the second a very deep fish 
32 inches long. Paul Marshall 
also had one of about 15 lb on a 
shrimp-type fly. Peter 
Entwistle, out looking for an 
early sea-trout, returned a 
springer of about 10 lb on this 
same beat. 

Norman Jackson moved 
down to Big Ribble, where he 
landed a lovely fish of about 9 
lb on fly from the Balderstone 
area; prior to this, spinning on a 
biggish, water he returned a 
15 lb pike near Ribchester. 
Other fish were reported from 
more beats on Big Ribble. Some 
fish had pushed on further 
upstream and the first fish of 
the season to come off Settle 
Anglers’ water was landed by 
Anthony Pitts on May 25 – a 
fresh 10 lb fish on his own 
tying of a Cascade.

May was an exceptional 
month and the best start to a 
spring season for a good 
number of years. I won’t receive 
the Waddow fish-count for 
May until early June but we 
look forward to knowing with a 
degree of certainty how many 
fish over 4 lb actually passed 
through the Waddow counter. 

All these valuable fish had 
escaped the estuary nets, 
which begin again in early June 

– so far without any restrictions
placed on them by the EA. At a
recent meeting I attended with
other Ribble fisheries officers
we stressed how angry anglers
were at the lack of support to
restrict the number of fish the
netsmen will still be allowed to
kill after all the conservation
measures anglers have been
prepared to adopt. Our request
for support was emphasised by
the fact that last season the
many hundreds of anglers who
fish the Ribble system killed
only 70 salmon between them
whereas the two estuary
netsmen killed 48. They
listened, they nodded and then,
to try to appease us, said they
would again pass our comments
to DEFRA. I’m not optimistic that
anything will be done until 2017
as the passion is lacking from
both the 
EA and DEFRA.    

Although the spring salmon
trapping and tagging has ended,
we had another project this
spring on the upper Ribble.
CEFAS (Centre for Environment,
Fisheries and Aquaculture
Science) hoped to carry out a
salmon smolt survey by netting
about 100 smolts as they
dropped back on their migration
to the sea. The intention was to
fit tiny transponders into the
nose of the smolts and then
track them as they moved down
to the estuary. Unfortunately
they managed to net only ten
smolts so the project was
abandoned until next spring.
There could be two reasons for
this failure: either the bulk of the
smolts had already moved
downstream or, more likely, and

 back to my records, it 
 ught to be a very poor 

g year on the upper 
 hen the eggs were laid 
  FRED HIGHAM.

LAND

 HERYT has been very 
 ently with numerous 

. Some very notable 
 e been caught, including 

    z rainbow to boat 
 areth Tilley. This fish 

  ack Buzzer on a floating 
  also hooked a much 

 h, estimated at 
 10 lb and 12 lb. Fishing 
one Bay, boat angler 

 ng caught an 8 lb 2 oz 
blue trout on a slow-sinking line 
and a black lure. 

Season-ticket holders Ron 
Gent and Mick Mclintic had a 
very successful session down 
the bottom of the south arm at 
the Cattle Trough. Between 
them they caught 16 fish for a 
total weight of just under 40 lb; 
their best fish weighed 3 lb 8 oz. 
The fishing has been quiet in 
this area for most of the year. 
Maybe the fish are moving here 
now. At this time of the season, 
it would be expected. 

Boat-fishing has again 
proved more successful than 
the bank, although there are 
now signs that an improvement 
is coming, anglers reporting fish 
moving in the margins and some 
fish have been caught on small 
dry-flies. Buzzers continue to 
catch fish but increasingly 
nymphs, Diawl Bachs and 
Crunchers are producing results. 
Fishing from the dam wall, 
not the easiest of places, 
is also successful.

The rod average so far for 
the season is 3.93 fish per 
return. Stocking continues, with 
3,000 fish introduced in the last 
week of May. On several 
occasions all 65 boats have 
been on the water. Call the 
fishing lodge on 01480 686441 
to check availability.

PROSPECTS
Surely the weather will 
settle, and an improvement 
in bank sport will be most 
welcome. The Normanton 
bank has produced fish 
from both bank and boat, but 
the far Whitwell shore has 
been  quiet. The lake is very 
full: a draw-down in level 
would be help the bank 
anglers and I expect sport 
in the main basin to improve 
for boat anglers. – 
PETER HARTLEY.

Golden-olive Cruncher
Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175  Thread Olive  Tail Greenwell 
hackle fibres dyed golden-olive  Body Pheasant tail fibres  

Rib Chartreuse wire  Thorax Peacock herl  Hackle Greenwell 
hackle dyed golden-olive  Head Olive thread
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 MOC MORGAN, 1929-2015

MOC MORGAN, who died in May, was 
born in Pontrhydfendigaid but moved 
to live in Rhydfen House, Doldre, 
Tregaron, when he was six months old. 
And it was Doldre, an untidy cluster of 
about 20 houses nestled next to the 
River Brenig, that provided Moc 
with what he called his 
“country sports academy”.  

Morgan John Morgan was the 
eldest of five children and the growing 
family soon moved to Rock House, still 
in Doldre. Moc’s father John, was a 
railway worker and his mother,
Ellen, a housewife.  

Ferreting, riding, shooting, fishing 
and poaching – there was a professor 
of each discipline living in Doldre – and 
during his formative years Moc drank 
deep at this fountain of knowledge. 
Doldre has produced no fewer than 
seven Welsh fly-fishing internationals, 

a feat of international representation 
that few neighbourhoods can better. 

Last year I was fortunate enough to 
accompany Moc on a tour of Doldre, 
filming for a series for the Welsh 
television channel S4C, and his
enthusiastic bouncing and arm-waving 
as he recounted tales of the residents’ 
adventures during his early life had us 
all in stitches. Characters such as Ianto 
Lloft Fach, Defi’r Crydd and Dan and 
Llew the blacksmiths came to life 
through Moc’s stories. But the one man 
who had the biggest influence on Moc 
during these formative years was Dai 
Lewis, a true master angler and fly-
tyer, whose guidance and flies were in 
demand by visitors from far and wide. 
Dai bought Moc his first fishing
licence. Moc’s affection for Dai and 
recognition of his influence is 
recounted in his book Yng Nghysgod 
Dai (In Dai’s shadow).

Moc studied at Trinity College, 
Carmarthen, before doing National 
Service in 1948 in Aldershot, Hereford 
and Germany. He returned to Wales to 
teach, and started his career in
Aberystwyth, then Tregaron, before 
becoming headmaster of Ysgol 
Pontrydfendigaid and later headmaster 
of Ysgol Ffynnon Bedr, Lampeter. 

There are many tales of Moc fishing 
before coming to school, fishing at 
lunchtime, fishing on his way home and 
then, after dinner, fishing into the night 

before returning to school the next day 
to do it all over again. 

Moc retired in 1980 and started 
what he called his “second life”. 
Already established as a writer and 
broadcaster as well as an excellent 
administrator, Moc excelled at every 
new chapter in his life. He became a 
county councillor, sat on several 
advisory boards including Welsh 
Water, the National Rivers Authority, 
Environment Agency Wales and Mid 
Wales Development Agency. His 
writing for magazines and books about 
fishing and country life both 
expanded during this period, too.  

Moc joined Tregaron Angling 
Association in his schooldays and 
eventually became secretary and 
president. His involvement with the 
Welsh Salmon and Trout Angling 
Association (WSTAA) started in the 
‘60s and continued for the rest of his 
life. His contribution to angling in 
Wales through WSTAA is 
immeasurable. The day before his 
passing, Moc was in his element at  
Clywedog Reservoir, giving inspiration 
to the Welsh youth fly-fishing team. 

He was awarded a medal by the 
Sports Council of Wales in 1987 for his 
contribution to angling and was
awarded an OBE in 1991. In 1986 
American President Jimmy Carter first 
came to Wales to fish with Moc. 

Moc’s broadcasting started as a 

guest on programmes on TWW in the 
‘60s before starting a radio show on 
Radio Cymru on Saturday afternoons 
Byw yn y Wlad (Country Life). He then 
presented Maes a Mor (Field and 
Country) before becoming a weekly 
contributor to Heno (Tonight) on S4C. 
Later he presented Gwlad Moc (Moc’s 
Country) and most recently Byd Moc 
(Moc’s World). In English he presented 
Castaway with Gareth Edwards, and 
Tales from the Riverbank. 

Scores of children, including mine, 
have been introduced to fly-tying under 
his careful eye, and with his son, 
Hywel, hundreds have been 
given casting tuition. 

One of Moc’s finest qualities was 
his ability to treat everyone equally. 
There was no difference, whether 
president or pauper, which I think 
developed from his belief that fishing 
is a great leveller: the fish don’t know 
how much money you have in your 
pocket or how much your rod cost. 

Moc passed away at his home in 
Aberystwyth with his wife Julia by his 
side. Although he had been under 
medication for some time, his death 
was a shock to all who knew him. We 
hope that Julia and Hywel, Debbie, 
Yasmin and Tanya can find strength 
from their memories. 

Diolch, Moc. Cwsg yn dawel.

Rhys Llywelyn

SEOINT, 
GWYRFAI 
AND LLYFNI

AS I write (June 3) all three
rivers are over their banks after
nearly two days of continuous
rain, so there’s not much
fishing going on. 

Prior to the problems caused
by the Padarn  algal bloom in
2009 the Seiont had a good run
of early sewin. These would
come in given good water
during May. However, these
early sewin were known to
head as fast as they could to the
Stablau area. This year we had
the right conditions, with a good
flood in mid May, and 
Victor Jones had some to
2 lb on spinner. 

There are already reports of
salmon showing in the Menai
Straits, though this is no
guarantee that they are Seiont
bound as the channel between
Caernarfon and Anglesey is a

thoroughfare for migratory fish 
destined for a number of 
North Wales rivers.

Nantlle is fishing really well, 
and after this high water we 
could get some early salmon 
and certainly sewin here. 

Our “Try Fishing and Clay 
Pigeon” day was a tremendous 
success. Both angling and 
shooting coaches were fully 
stretched  all day. Who says 
that today’s youngsters aren’t 
interested? Our challenge now 
is to build on this response, and 
a larger event is being planned 
for next year. – H. P. HUGHES. 

SEVERN

MAY STARTED with good water 
and reports of numbers of fish 
running, so hopes were high for 
what is generally our best 
month of the season. The 
fishing didn’t disappoint, with a 
good run of fish lasting almost 
throughout the month, 
numbers only tailing off in 

the past few days as the 
water dropped away.

Regular rises ensured levels 
stayed at a good height and 
consequently fish were landed 
from the very upper reaches 
right down to the lowest 
tidal water.

While most of the fishing 
continued to take place around 
the obvious spring hotspots, 
conditions really started to open 
up a lot more of the river to 
salmon fishing. For those 
prepared to put in a bit of effort 
there are some fantastic 
opportunities out there. Given a 
bit of water in May the 2SW 
8 lb-12 lb fish will run a long way 
and it’s not unusual to be 
checking fish for sea-lice 
100-plus miles from the tide.

The ever-consistent Harry 
Dawson proved the point with 
lovely fish of 12 lb and 18 lb well 
upriver and numbers of fish 
were also seen. 

In between rises, levels fell 
enough for Jason Newton to 

land the first fly-caught fish for 
the third year in a row – a nice 
14-pounder from the middle 
river. I understand one or two 
further fly-caught fish have 
been landed since.

The river should now hold a 
good stock of fish and so long as 
temperatures do not rise too 
dramatically, June should 
continue to produce some good 

sport. With the start of bait-
fishing on June 16 even more 
of the river will become viable 
for the salmon angler. 

Readers may note the 
deliberate omission of beat 
names in my reports. Severn 
catches are generally hard 
earned and I do not wish to 
jeopardise individuals’ hard 
work. Unfortunately there is 
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Tywi sewin
season gets
under way
at last

growing  number of anglers, 
new and old, looking for an 
“easy ride” on the Severn. My 
suggestion to anyone looking 
for some sport is to get out on 
the river and put in the effort. 
Catches earned this way are far 
more rewarding than jumping 
on the back of someone 
else’s efforts. 

If anyone would like to report 
catches or has news on the 
river, please contact me at 
rossfullerton82@googlemail.
com – ROSS FULLERTON.

TILL

ON MAY 7 Steve Walker caught 
a 7 lb sea-trout on spinner from 
the Summerhouse Bend. Peter 
Stone had sea-trout of 3 lb and 2 
lb 8 oz to spinner on Redscar. 
Alan Young caught sea-trout of 
2 lb 8 oz and 3 lb on 
Upper Tindal, and Ian 
Hamilton had a 4 lb sea-trout 
on worm at Redscar.

Out on Lower Tindal 
House, Steve Johnson and 
Lawrence O’Neill shared a catch 
of five sea-trout to 5 lb on 
spinner. Ian Penderleith caught 
his first two sea-trout, weighing 
2 lb apiece, on spinner. 

Kevin Christie had sea-trout 
of 4 lb and 3 lb on spinner 
at Redscar.

Steve Johnson was back 
again on Lower Tindal House, 
catching three sea-trout to 4 lb. 
Kevin Stone had sea-trout of 
2 lb and 2 lb 8 oz on spinner.

Dave Camsell caught 
two sea-trout of 3 lb from 
the Drum Stream and Barclays 
Bank on worm.

From mid May fly-fishers 
began to get their share of the 
sport. At Upper Tindal House 
Brian Pearson had an 8 lb 
salmon in the Lower Barley Mill 
on a JR Special, and Nick 
Wilkinson caught a 7 lb salmon, 

also on a JR Special, from the
same area. Nick Wilkinson
fished Redscar the next day,
landing a 5 lb sea-trout on
fly at Penny’s Policies.

Nick Craigs fished the Upper
Barley Mill Stream on Upper
Tindal and caught two 2 lb sea-
trout on a small double. On
Redscar Steven Wilson landed a
4 lb 8 oz sea-trout in the Hotspot
on a small Silver Stoat’s Tail.

Fishing Lower Tindal House
Jean Matterson landed a
2 lb 8 oz sea-trout from Hell’s
Hole, and John Scarth a three-
pounder from the Lower Barley
Mill on a JR Special.

Phil Dyson had a cracking 6 lb
sea-trout on fly, and Michael
Young landed three to 4 lb 4 oz
on a Peter Ross and JR Special
from the Summerhouse and
Hotspot on Redscar. 
Merton Appleby caught a 3 lb
sea-trout on fly from the
Barley Mill Stream and Mr
Gillingham had sea-trout of 4 lb
and 2 lb 8 oz on Upper Tindal.
Also on Upper Tindal Keith Kirk
had five sea-trout on a Silver
Stoat’s Tail tube and a Mepps
from the Falls pool.

The Tiptoe beat produced
fish in May. On May 7, 
Ed Seymour fished Pool 6,
the Irrigation pool, and
caught a 1 lb 8 oz sea-trout,
followed by a 2 lb 12 oz fish in
the Long Flat. Both fish fell to a
No 3 silver Mepps. 
On May 9 Mr Shankie had
a 5 lb sea-trout in the Top
Stream, and Iain McLeod a
2 lb 12 oz fish. On May 29 Phil
Patterson landed a 4 lb 8 oz
sea-trout fly at 9.40 pm
in the Top Stream.

As I write, the river is falling
after heavy rain. 
Anglers fishing in June will
welcome some warmth –
and less wind! – 
DAVID CARRICK.

TYNE

WATER WAS plentiful in May
and fish were moving upstream.
The fish-counter at Riding Mill
showed around 600 to the end
of May. This is a couple of
hundred down on the average.

As of June 1, Bywell has
totalled 46 salmon and three
sea-trout for the season so far,
while Styford has caught
37 salmon. 

Salmon were caught as far
upstream as Wark on the North
Tyne and Haydon Bridge on the
South Tyne. Chesters caught
eight salmon and one sea-trout
in May, while Chollerton

managed seven salmon.
Some reasonable numbers
of sea-trout have been
seen at first light in 
the Hexham area, so they
are running.

The latest reported catches
from Bywell include P. Smith,
10 lb salmon on a Cascade;
P. Grewcock, 10 lb on a Calvin
Shrimp; D. Slater, 10 lb;
M. Taylor, 7 lb on a Snaelda.
Mrs C. White, 8 lb on a Calvin
Shrimp; and James Goodman,
10 lb on a Tyne Toucan.

North Eastern Railways
Angling Club members
had salmon and sea-trout
on the upper main River Tyne.
Among those successful were
Chris Reay, 13 lb; Andy Hudson,
9 lb; Stephen Hutchinson, 12 lb
and a 5 lb sea-trout off the main

Tyne on a No 3 Mepps; 
Ross Middleton, 14 lb on a Toby; 
and Ben Purcell, 10 lb salmon 
on spinner from their 
North Tyne fishing. 

In late May sport had 
slowed, although fish were 
caught higher upriver on the 
Tyne and tributaries. 

Catches on the North Tyne 
included William Browne 
Swinburne with a 10 lb 
salmon, the first off the 
Chollerton beat, and 
this was followed by 
two more to fly.

Weather permitting, the 
new fish-pass at Hexham 
Bridge will be completed 
by the end of the season. 
Anglers who would like to 
report their Tyne catches 
to me can contact me by 
e-mail at davecarrickryton@
hotmail.com or on 
0191 4133 789. – 
DAVID CARRICK.

TYWI

IT’S PLEASING to report 
numerous fish caught in May. In 
the lower reaches small sewin 
are being seen and caught in the 
tidal reaches and have begun to 
run the Gwili. On the 
Carmarthen District water 
Robert Clarke and Jeff 
Goldsmith have caught 
numerous sewin on an Irish 
minnow, which was once a very 
popular bait on the Tywi. From 
the Abergwili AA water Roger 
Phillips had a 4 lb sewin, Pete 
Williams one of 5 lb, and Alex 
Young got a couple of early 
schoolies. Some salmon have 
been hooked but none landed. 
David Saywell has also had a 
few sewin, one into double 
figures (returned) fishing fly 
during the day on the 
Carmarthen AAA water. 
Clwb Godre Mynydd Du has 

reported some early shoal-sized
sewin, Brian James taking
several at Llangunnwr. Cross
Hands AA members got in on
the act, too, Luke Emmanuel
taking a sea-liced spring salmon
estimated at 16 lb, Roger Parry
a 6 lb sewin, and Malcolm
Davies a similar-sized sewin
from the club’s Cothi 
stretch at Rhiwlas.

The season at Golden
Grove is well under way, May
seeing a good run of sewin from
4 lb-7 lb. Neil Thomas has had a
great start to his season, with
sewin of 12 lb, 10 lb and 8 lb, all
caught from Purgatory at
Cilsane. Dan Edwards had two
of 16 lb and 7 lb from the
Whistle pool. Rene Alleyne had
two of 11 lb and 8 lb from
Rofawr, and Ross James two
six-pounders, also from Rofawr.
In total, May produced more
than 60 fish at Golden Grove. 

Abercothi has produced 
more than 50 sewin, Harry 
Mathias landing a fine 
13-pounder on the Junction 
pool. Andy Young managed 
an 11 lb sewin from 
Brynmenda pool. 

Fish have been caught at 
Llandeilo, Dennis Philips 
landing a 7 lb sewin, and Greg 
Jones sewin of about 10 lb and 
7 lb. Miguel Mathews returned 
a 10 lb sewin in the Baskets 
pool. Also, two salmon have 
been caught, Daniel James 
taking one of around 10 lb, and 
Stephen Chapman one of 
around 5 lb on a Willie Gunn 
tube-fly. Robert Hall had a 
remarkable catch, taking a 
brown trout of around 5 lb on 
a small Mepps.  

Sewin of 16 lb, 12 lb and 10 lb 
have been caught on the 
Llangadog Club waters but 
the full names of the anglers 
catching these fish are not 
known. Fishing a worm 
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Somerley
salmoncatch
“best forover
25years”

at dawn has produced a few
sewin to 5 lb on the Gwaun
Cae Gurwen Club stretch
at Bethlehem. 

The club water at 
Llandovery produced an 
8 lb-10 lb sewin for Tywyn 
Morgan, and two others around 
3 lb-4 lb were also caught.

The Loughour has produced 
a few fish. Lyn Williams had a 
five-pounder on the 
Pontarddulais club water, and 
Craig Williams a nine-pounder 
on the Ammanford water. On 
June 2 four sewin between 
6 lb and 12 lb were caught on 
the same stretch of the 
Ammanford water. 

It looks as though the season 
is now well under way at last, 
so if you have any catches to 
report, or any information you 
would like to us include here, 
please feel free to e-mail us at 
Llandeiloangling@gmail.com – 
ALEX YOUNG, JAMIE 
HARRIES and ALED DAVIES. 

USK

AFTER A disappointing dry 
April, salmon fishing picked up 
well during May, with reports of 
some 40 salmon up to 20 lb 
caught. With variable weather 
during the month, trout fishing 
has been patchy, although fish 
to 2 lb were recorded.

 At Chainbridge Stuart 
Macoustra landed an 18 lb 
salmon on a Rev Mole. At 
Clytha Tom Hannon had one at 
15 lb. At Trostrey Peter Dent 
had a 10 lb fish and Hugh 
Wallace a 14-pounder. At 
Mardy Jack and Colin Saunders 
recorded fish of 13 lb and 9 lb 

respectively on a Stoat’s Tail.
At Llanellen Mark Ingleson
had an eight-pounder on
an Usk Grub. 

Fishing near Abergavenny
Paul Bowe had a 12 lb fish on a
Curry’s Red Shrimp. At 
Brynderwen Dr John Davies
had a ten-pounder on a
Rev Mole. There was success at
for Chris Smith at 9 lb, 
John Campbell, 10 lb and
Mike Brown, 18 lb.

At Pantygoitre Ken Evans
returned a 10 lb fish and had
three at Upper Llangibby to
20 lb on a Silver Shrimp. On this
beat there were also fish for
Bob Wellard at 12 lb on a Willie
Gunn, Chris Mulholland at 14 lb
and 8 lb, Alex Novell 10 lb, Dave
Mee 9 lb and Dennis Robinson
with two to 14 lb. Brian
Press had an 11 lb fish at this
location and several to 12 lb on
Isca Water. Also on Isca Water
fish were put back by Nigel Clist
at 13 lb, Peter Austin, 11 lb,
Gordon Richards, 10 lb and
Richard Perrett, 12 lb. 

On Lower Llangibby Brian
Williams caught the first fish at
12 lb on a self-tied Rev Mole.
Simon Powell had an early grilse
at 4 lb and a guest had a nine-
pounder on a Sunray Shadow.
At Newbridge John Harris had
several to 15 lb and 
Stephen Davies lost two, one
a very large fish.

With imminent threats of
tidal lagoons in the Severn
Estuary, the long-term future of
Usk salmon must be in doubt.
The Angling Trust and Fish Legal
have launched an appeal to
raise funds to fight such
proposals. Donations should be
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coolest for some years, with
some very rough days. This did
not, however, spoil the fishing!

There have been some
prodigious catches. Messrs
Owen and Sleigh had 49 brown
trout and one rainbow on May 1;
Messrs Hughes and Ogborne
returned 44 browns and three
rainbows on the 9th; George
Barron and Mr Marsh lost count
after catching 35 on the 10th.

Fishing was consistent
through the month, Ken Thomas
taking 38 fish with gillie
John Davies on the 26th, and
Brian Owen 25 on June 29.

Fish have been caught all
over the lake, most coming from
the Whitegates end, but this
may be a reflection of the
number of parties choosing to
fish at that end. Splendid
catches have also been taken by
boats from the hotel end,
especially by those intrepid
enough to venture as far
as Cedig Bay.

Seventy rods fished in 42
boats, with the average bag per
boat at 12 fish and the average
per rod six. Most fish were
taken subsurface, many
rods using slime and slow-
sinking lines with the days
punctuated by short but
frenetic periods when 
the trout fed voraciously.

Traditional wet-flies
have been the order of the day
for most, the Bibio probably 
being the fly of the month, 
closely followed by “anything 
black” – often with a touch 
of green. Goldheads 
have also been 
used to great effect.

Several first fish have been 
caught, and Will Tanner, a 
veteran catcher of trout 
aged nine, took his first 
Vyrnwy brownie. 
He is certainly the 3rd if 

not the 4th generation of Tanner
to do so…long 
may it continue.

Bookings from the Lake
Vyrnwy Hotel reception on
01691 870 692. www.
lakevyrnwy.com – 
ANTHONY ROSSER.

WEAR

THE RIVER had good water from
May 6, a spate bringing at least
a metre rise. This fell gradually,
giving good running conditions
that brought in some fish. One
hundred and seventy-four went
through the new fish-pass at
the hydro up to May 26. In
addition to this, 74 ran through
the old fish-pass.

Fish were caught on the free
stretch at Durham, and the
middle reaches produced some
good fish. I heard of several
double-figure sea-trout

and a number of 
salmon caught and lost.

In late May the river was
very low but rain on June 2
brought it up to 1 ft above
summer level. 

I appeal again to River Wear
anglers to contact me with
some of their catches, 
especially of brown trout and
sea-trout, to give a more
accurate report on how the river
is fishing. Locations are not
necessary and names can be
omitted if requested. E-mail
davecarrickryton@hotmail.com
or phone 0191 413 3789. –
DAVID CARRICK.

WESSEX 
WATERS

TREATING SALMON with kid 
gloves has just acquired a 
whole new meaning. It could be, 
says Somerley manager John 
Levell, a requirement that we 
should all wear thin cotton 
gloves when handling salmon to 
avoid them suffering further 
injury. In his Avon Diary blog he 
explained some fisheries have 
already made it compulsory 
because the gloves reduce 
slime removal. He wrote, “They 
cost less than a pound a pair so 
the expense element isn’t an 
issue so please keep an eye on 
this space for developments.” 

John started investigating 
after three fish of around 20 lb 
were found dead and all 
suffered from a fungus called 
saprolegnia, which is a 
secondary infection growing on 
damaged tissue. The EA said it 
had affected both salmon and 
sea-trout. One fish was sent off 
for tests and efforts were made 
to capture an affected fish on 
the Test. Luckily, the Itchen 
reported no such problems and 
by June Stanford Meadows 
had two at 15 lb and 12 lb and 
Lower Bishopstoke six to 
15 lb which, said owner Lyndsey 
Farmiloe, “Compares favourably 
with recent years for early in 
the season so we are hoping for 
another great year.” 

Just upstream there were 
concerns over the lack of a 
stoplog designed to help the 
fish enter the river. David 
Browse, of the Itchen Salmon 
Group, explained that without 
the stoplog in place, fish would 
be delayed in the tidal reaches if 
they ran on anything other than 
a spring tide. What didn’t help 
was a discharge from a local 
sewage works that coloured 
the river for two days, written 
off as “a small spill.” 
So much for letting 

Damsel Nymph
Hook Size 8 wet-fly 

Thread Olive  Tail Olive marabou 
Rib Olive wire  Body Olive marabou with pearl tinsel over  

Thorax Olive marabou  Legs Olive marabou
Thorax cover Olive pheasant tail

Eyes Pearl plastic beads
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CastleWater,RiverSpey
Situated less than an hour from both Inverness and Aberdeen, the Castle Water is part of the Gordon
Castle fishings and runs downstream from the old Fochabers road bridge. The six-rod double-bank
beat has two boats and six named pools and is only two and a half miles to the mouth of the Spey.
The ten-year average is 234 fish.

The beat has a very comfortable hut with a veranda and WC. There is a selection of spacious
holiday cottages available in the grounds of the estate.

Tickets: Day-tickets for salmon cost from £255.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/Scotland/Spey/GordonCastle

Wye enjoys
best May
salmon run
for 20 years

Southern Water regulate itself.
On the Avon, the salmon must
have found it crowded.
Somerley had 52 by the end of
May which, said estate
manager, John Levell, wasn’t a
record but “certainly the best
for over 25 years. I imagine the
number caught on the fly will be
a record as we have over 35 and
still catching them on the
floating line, which is extremely
encouraging.” Paul Greenacre
had a personal tally of 12, and
by June 1 the Royalty total
was 40 with Rae Borras, like
Paul, once managing to get
three in one day. Nigel, at Davis
Tackle, reported with irony that
one day a rod reported up to 20
fish in one pool but they’d all
gone by the next day – the day
he was due to fish it.

As I reported last month, it’s
the best result for decades but
who could explain it – and how
come it was just the Avon and
not the Test, Itchen or Frome? It
all raises the question of what
will happen if there’s a
go-ahead for what could be the
world’s biggest offshore wind
farm along the migration route.
It could take up to four years to
build, in which time even the
developers concede the noise
could deter the salmon. It has
already been established that
the noise would deafen all the
local seals. Enter Neil Freeman,
who leases the Broadlands
stretch on the Test. He’s been
talking to the developers about
them funding a scheme under
which salmon would be caught,
stripped of their milt and then
subjected to cryogenics – the
ultimate deep-freeze treatment.
The milt could be kept for up to
30 years so when the wind farm
was completed salmon could be
reintroduced and, hopefully,
re-start the cycle. It’s thought of
as a back-up, an insurance
policy, which might prevent the
extinction of all South Coast
salmon. Neil, who heads the
salmon group of the Test and
Itchen Association, surely
deserves full praise for the idea
and for the progress he’s made
with the developers.            

The developers told me in a
statement: “We have been
involved in funding discussions
for a local cryogenics project
which will be concluded once
we’ve determined the final
foundation design concept.” In
other words “maybe.” Russell
Ferguson, the Cryogenetics
company’s UK manager, told
me, “It’s entirely feasible and
could be the solution.” Back in

its Norway base the firm has a 
bank of salmon milt dating back 
30 years and has genetic 
information on 300 separate 
river locations and their species. 
The firm thinks that from a 
conservation perspective the 
UK should follow suit. 

On the Lambourn the EA’s 
consent to allow treated 
sewage into the river – an SAC 
at that – produced better news 
on two fronts. First, Natural 
England had another look and 
decided to oppose it. And the 
local council has insisted that 
the developer provides an 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment.  Campaigners said 
it was fantastic progress but 
still wondered why the 
Environment Agency didn’t 
insist on it in the first place. You 
do have to wonder why. After 
all, it is an SAC. 

On the Lower Itchen the 
Mayfly was around for the 
whole of May which, said 
Lyndsey Farmiloe, provided 
“some superb hatches providing 
fantastic sport with anglers 
catching up to 29 trout in a day.” 
– GRAHAM MOLE. 

WYE

CONDITIONS WERE pretty good 
on the Wye throughout May, 
with no real spates to influence 
things. Small flushes of water 
gave good conditions and at 
times the whole of the river was 
fishable from top to 
bottom. There was a good run 
of 2SW fish during the month – 
the best for 20 years – together 
with the odd 3SW fish  

in the high teens and mid 20s  
of pounds.

As a result, few days were 
lost, though the lower river was 
on the high side at times,  
which meant a big proportion of 
the fish were caught down 
there on Flying Cs, whereas 
more anglers chose to  
fish fly on the upper beats.  

A fish was caught from 
Craig Lyn below Rhayader, 
several at Lysdinam, 
Newbridge and others down 
through The Rocks, Builth 

Wells, Glanwye etc and down 
through the Erwood beats as far 
as Glasbury. Though the spread 
of fish was good, to put things in 
perspective, of the beats as far 
downstream as Ingeston only 
Spreadeagle is in double 
figures so far. Golden Mile 
picked up more fish, as did the 
Carrots and HDAA water, with 
the odd fish here and there from 
these middle beats. 

On the lower river top beats 
were Wyesham with 68, 
Bigsweir 47 and Ingeston 31. 
Cadora Backs and Seven 
Sisters have had 14 and  
ten fish respectively.

Many of the fish were sea-
liced and of the quality one 
would normally expect of Wye 
springers. The odd grilse has 
been reported seen but it’s a 
little early for these to show in 
any numbers yet. The season’s 
total so far at the time of writing 
(June 1) is about 370 fish – much 
better than last season but 
short of that in 2013.

There are too many 
successes to name, but those 
with multiple catches included 
Rufus Ullyet, who had four fish 
from 14 lb-20 lb in a day from 
Wyesham, and another two 
later on, including a 27-pounder. 
Joe Robbins also had three in 
the 12 lb-15 lb range in a day 

from the same beat. Another 
fish of 27 lb was reported from 
the Spreadeagle to Richard 
Norman, and a 26 lb fish from 
Garnons to Ricky Reno. Dave 
Lloyd had an absolutely 
sparkling 26 lb fish from 
Winforton on a Rapala.  
Mike Stirk had three in a day to 
20 lb from Spreadeagle, and Tim 
Risedale increased his score 
with three from 9 lb-18 lb  
from Wyesham.  

Mark Eyre had a 22 lb fish 
from Whitney, John Watkinson 
a 20 lb fish from Lower 
Ballingham, and on the upper 
river Steve Boswell had three in 
a day from Llyn Em. Steve 
Locke also had three in a day 
from Bigsweir towards the 
month’s end. On the last day of 
May Maurice Hudson, who had 
already had several fish from his 
Cadora Backs beat, had four 
from 11 lb-14 lb spinning. 
Several other rods had two  
fish in a day from a wide  
variety of beats.

New fish were still coming 
into the river, as the seven from 
Bigsweir at the end of  
May indicates, and with a little 
rain again in the high 
headwaters the river looks 
like staying in good shape for 
some time so there is  
no reason why  

June should not be just as 
productive as May, barring of 
course a big spate or a surge in 
river temperatures.  
Shad also arrived in 
considerable numbers but there 
is no sign yet of any of the big 
sea lampreys, though they 
should arrive soon.

It looks as though the tidal 
lagoons mooted for the estuary 
will go ahead – certainly the 
Swansea one, which could  
have serious implications for 
stocks in some rivers.  
No real risk assessment  
seems to have taken  
place, though how it could  
be done with any certainty 
with a project of this  
size I don’t know.

It would be interesting  
if big numbers of smolts were 
killed and the operators  
were required to provide some 
sort of hatchery mitigation – 
only to be told by NRW  
“Oh sorry, we have no 
hatcheries any more – and by 
the way it’s a dangerous 
process so our scientists say so 
we won’t consider it. “

So with the prospect of 
reasonable conditions, at least 
at the beginning of June,  
let’s hope fish continue  
to arrive. –  
GEOFF FRANKS.
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Deegrilse
arrive in
lastweek
ofMay

YORKSHIRE 
ESK

THE RIVER came away in spate 
over May 3 and 4, and was 
about 18 in above normal level, 
which set some fish running.

On May 6, the Esk Fisheries 
Association had their first fish 
of the season at Egton Dam 
weighing 2 lb 8 oz. Another was 
lost. On May 9 the river was up 
again at 2 ft above normal level 
and coloured. John Scarth 
landed a 3 lb 8 oz sea-trout on a 
No 2 Comet in Egton Dam and 
lost another of around 2 lb. The 
first salmon, estimated at 7 lb, 
was caught on May 13 at
Egton Dam. 

Mike Howard and Alan 
Harris both caught a sea-trout, 
and regular Nick Wilkinson 
reports losing several fresh fish 
on the last day in May.

A 12 lb salmon was caught in 
the Glaisdale area and fresh fish 
were seen on June 2 ascending 
Grosmont Ford.

The nets off Whitby have 
been doing well and those 
with fisheries interests 
welcome their monitoring and 
regulation by the 
Environment Agency.

Egton Estate fishing is now 
available to book on Fishpal. – 
GREEN TEAL.

Scotland
ABERDEENSHIRE
 DEE

AS I settle down to write this 
column (June 2), Deeside is 
enjoying – or should that read 
“enduring” – weather more like 
that of October than the second 
day of meteorological summer. 
Last evening we were lashed by 
strong winds and heavy rain, 
which meant the river rose 
dramatically through the night 
and was pretty much unfishable 
first thing this morning. It had 
begun to drop back at Mar 
Lodge and Ballater by mid 
morning but was still rising 
downstream of Aboyne. 
Thankfully, the Dee drops very 
quickly and much of it was 
fishable by mid afternoon – 
though it was still carrying 
stain, especially downstream of 
the Feugh. Persistence is, 
however, often rewarded. I 
visited Upper Blackhall 
owner, Simon Mitchell, this 
lunchtime. Simon had been on 
the water since 6 am despite it 
running at 3 ft 6 in on his gauge 
– though it had dropped back to 

2 ft 8 in by the time I arrived. 
After a very pleasant interlude, I 
left Simon to fish the still-falling 
beat in peace. I am delighted to 
report that his confidence was 
duly rewarded later in the 
afternoon with a grilse and a 
sea-trout from the Big Gurnel 
pool. Unfortunately, current 
forecasts suggest there is more 
rain to come on Thursday and 
Friday, followed by a more 
settled period over the 
weekend, and then it’s back to 
what the weatherman is 
describing as “unsettled” 
conditions. 

I have no doubt the weather 
contributed to May being less 
productive than we might 
normally expect. Neither the 
river’s height nor its 
temperature were settled – a 
combination bound to unsettle 
fish and discourage them from 
running into the system. The 
last week of April saw 51 
salmon and 21 sea-trout 
reported to the FishDee website 
– from beats as far apart as 
Altries & Lower Drum and 
Crathie. The week ending 
May 9 saw the same number of 
salmon, and the sea-trout total 
rise to 33 from the same range 
of beats. Lower beats were still 
struggling to produce anything 
like their normal numbers of fish 
while those on the middle river 
accounted for 26 and top beats 
had 19. The week’s biggest was 
a 19-pounder caught on 
Commonty – one of my 
favourite beats on the river.

Little changed for the week 
following, 54 salmon and 27 
sea-trout being recorded on the 
website with the spread an 
almost exact copy of the 
previous week. This was the 
week when friends and I were 
fishing an idyllic beat upstream 
of Ballater – with no success! In 
27 years of fishing there this 
was our first blank, but none of 
us fished beyond “office hours” 
– probably a mistake in the light 
of the experience of Guy 
Hemus. Guy’s father and a 
friend had diligently fished the 
Abergeldie beat (below where 
we were) all week – fishing 
pretty much the same hours as 
we. Guy arrived on the Thursday 
evening, fished for 40 minutes 
and, hey presto, caught a lovely 
7 lb fish in the Duchalls pool. I 
am making a mental note to 
encourage all of those who fish 
with us next year to turn out 
in the evenings!

There was a slight air of 
optimism when the week 
ending May 23 produced 74 

salmon and 41 sea-trout from 
beats as far apart as Middle 
Drum and Crathie. The biggest, 
a 20-pounder, was taken on a 
microtube by Dess gillie Eoin 
Smith at 10.30 pm – another 
example of the value of evening 
fishing. The spread of catches 
pretty much mirrored those of 
earlier in the month, the middle 
beats doing more than three 
times better than those 
downstream. The 
aforementioned Dess, for 
example, had two consecutive 
weeks of five fish, including 
Eoin’s lovely fish, when some 
lower beats were drawing 
blanks. Worthy of mention 

among Dess fishers is Edward 
Belcher, who landed his first 
salmon, a splendid ten-pounder, 
by himself when fishing the 
beat’s Pitslugs pool – having 
lost another fish a few minutes 
earlier. Owner Jeremy Clayton 
tells me everyone was fishing 
size 10 or smaller flies and that 
all the fish were very fresh – 
some were even sea-liced. 
Sea-trout were in “fabulous 
condition – fat and fit”. While 
visitors to the beat weren’t 
seeing many fish, most pools 
produced a pull or two.  

Sadly, our optimism was 
shortlived. The last week of 
May saw the salmon catch drop 
back to 44 – though the sea-
trout total rose to 54, offering 
some consolation and sport. 
Interestingly, the upper river 
reported more than lower and 
middle beats combined. 
Waterside & Ferrar and 
Dinnet both accounted for six 
salmon. Sea-trout were much 
more evenly distributed, 18 
coming off lower beats, 21 from 
the middle river and 15 from 
those above. 

We can take some 
encouragement from the fact 
that grilse arrived in the river 
during the final week of May. 
Let’s hope they continue to 
stream in – in ever-increasing 
numbers during June.

As always, I am grateful to 
regular contacts. Banchory’s 
Walter Raitt, for example, took 
much delight in telling me of the 

success of Eamonn Bradley’s 
sons. It was a first salmon 
fishing trip for elder son, 
Matthew, who was rewarded 
with two grilse and one sea- 
trout while brother, James, had 
one salmon and several sea 
trout. Dad, Eamonn, a regular 
visitor to the beat, had to take a 
back seat on this occasion, 
catching nothing. He will, 
however, be back on the beat in 
August when, I’m sure, I’ll be 
reporting his success.

Karl Revel provided his usual 
comprehensive accounts of 
events on the Invery/
Tilquhillie beats. During the 
month, water heights varied 
from 3 ft 7 in to 8 in, while 
morning air temperatures 
ranged from 1 deg C to 14 deg C 
and water temperatures were 
5.5 deg C to 11 deg C. Karl 
describes the month – when 
only nine salmon and 13 sea-
trout were reported – as 
“challenging”. Early in the 
month, Cheshire’s Terry Turner 
used a gold-bodied Willie Gunn 
to catch two fish of 10 lb in 
Pantoch and the S pool. Mike 
Albon, visiting from Berkshire, 
caught fish of 5 lb and 6 lb on a 
size 12 Icelandic fly, reminiscent 
of a Bourrach. Caught during the 
last week of the month, these 
fish were taken when the river 
was crystal clear – and, once 
again, in the evening. Colin 
Harvey made another 
successful trip from his home in 
Worcester, catching fish of 8 lb 
and 4 lb. Colin, who has been 
coming to the beat for more 
than 20 years, brought two 
newcomers with him on this 
trip. James Robbins, European 
brand manager for 
Shakespeare, was rewarded 
with three sea trout, while John 
Dawson, co-author of Success 
with Trout and Trout Fly Fishing: 
An Expert Approach had to 
settle for one of these wily 
creatures. Other successful flies 

on the beat were Silver Stoats 
(of course!) and Sunrays.

Spare a thought for Lower 
Blackall/Kinneskie owner, 
Lawrence Ross, who hooked a 
fish one late May evening only 
for two canoeists to enter the 
pool (Bohore) at the same time. 
To add to the distraction, one of 
the canoeists promptly fell out. 
The ensuing scramble to get 
man and canoe to the bank only 
added to Lawrence’s anxiety as 
he played the fish. Fortunately, 
the hook was well lodged in the 
fish’s scissors and the 
11-pounder was duly landed. 
Well done, Lawrence! 

The spring season concluded 
at the end of May and one can 
only describe it as 
disappointing: 662 fish have 
been reported for the period – 
97 salmon and four sea-trout for 
February; 166 salmon and seven 
sea-trout for March; 169 salmon 
and 38 sea-trout for April; and, 
lastly, 239 salmon and 161 sea-
trout for May. Despite, our 
disappointment, however, can I 
make a plea on behalf of all our 
wonderful gillies? I hear from 
many of them a note of 
frustration at the bad publicity 
being levelled at the Dee – and 
all the “stick” they are having to 
bear as individuals. Ian Murray 
– a regular provider of words of 
wisdom I quote in this column – 
has been alarmed that people 
who don’t, never have, and 
never will, fish, are adding to 
dire predictions for the river. 
Most devoted fishers know 
salmon fishing is a fickle 
business, which offers rewards 
when they are least expected. 

We are told that smolts in 
good numbers are being 
produced on the river. The 
challenge is to do as much as 
humanly possible to enable as 
many as possible to return to all 
our rivers. There are as many 
theories about what is “wrong” 
as there are fishers – predation 
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in the river, coastal netting, 
seals, dolphins, marine trawling 
and so on. But what we do all 
agree upon is that something 
needs to be done – and done 
soon! There is no magic wand 
but, I think, fishery boards need 
to unite because only “joined 
up” thinking can come even 
close to addressing the issues. 
One constructive move might 
be to take a long, hard look at 
themselves – do fishery boards, 
for example, really need quite 
so many staff, sitting behind 
computers or driving around in 
“fancy motors” when bailiff 
numbers and the hours they 
work are curtailed? I expect this 
is a question that will bring a 
backlash, but it is one I am 
constantly being asked and 
which I am content to pass on. 
Of course, this is just one of 
many questions I – and 
sometimes embattled gillies – 
are asked. May I suggest that 
those people asking them 
contact fishery board offices 
instead, and ask those who 
should know at least some 
of the answers.

PROSPECTS
Evening fishing will be more 
appealing, as the days are 
warmer and brighter. Long 
leaders and small, probably 
black, flies will be the 
approach of choice. As I am 
often heard to say – “better 
days are coming”! – 
POLMONIER.

ABERDEENSHIRE
 DON

THE WEATHER was 
unseasonably cold, wet and 
very windy throughout May. 
Daytime temperatures for most 
of the month struggled to reach 
double figures and the 
anticipated evening sport with 
sea-trout was limited due to the 
low temperatures. Despite 
some heavy downpours and 
hailstones, the river remained 
on the low side due to 
surrounding farmland and 
forestry soaking the majority in. 
Bankside vegetation benefited, 
although river weed remains 
patchy due to the cold water.

Again for another month 
salmon anglers on the lower 
beats struggled to get any 
sport. There were small pockets 
of fish running through their 
pools but tempting them proved 
difficult. It was only when the 
fish reached the middle/upper 
river and settled that catches 
improved. Ardhuncart Fishings 

reported five fresh fish plus a
few lost, proving they were
moving very quickly upriver.
Kildrummy above them also
lost a few salmon hooked by
trout anglers on small flies. Are
we in for another dry summer
with low water? 

Trout anglers were made to
work harder for their fish as the

abundance of food on offer
made the fish more selective.
Large hatches of grannom were
commonplace, along with
olives, hawthorns and the odd
flurry of yellow Mays. Trout
anglers reported hooking and
seeing large numbers of salmon
smolts popping on the surface
on various parts of the river.
Many moved on to other pools
so as not to inflict unnecessary
damage on them on their
journey downstream. The main
migration appears later this
year but it is encouraging to
hear of such sightings. 

Catches on the 
Aberdeenshire Council
beats were sparse, with just the
odd salmon and sea-trout
reported. Local Inverurie angler
Stuart Barnetson put in the
hours, finally being rewarded
with a 10 lb sea-liced salmon
and a 3 lb sea-trout on 
an Ally’s Shrimp. 

Manar beat managed to
intercept a few fish as they
passed through: Charlie
Robertson landed a 12 lb tide-
fresh salmon on a Sunray
Shadow, while Dr Saulius Satas,
on his first trip to the Don,
returned a fresh eight-pounder
on fly. The heaviest fish so far
this season fell to local angler
Dave Stewart – a deep hen fish
of 24 lb; Dave also had another
two at 9 lb and 
10 lb, all caught on spinner.

Breda had only trout anglers
fishing, although Malachy
Tallack, armed with his 9 ft rod,
4 lb tippet and a small goldhead
Damsel nymph played a salmon
for 15 minutes before requiring
some assistance from his pal
Will to help net the fresh-run
ten-pounder. Although not the
big brown trout he had initially
hoped for, it was a nice surprise.

Stephen Jaap, on his first visit
to Breda, did land a cracking 5 lb
trout on a dry-fly. Down on
Kemnay AC water Jamie
Urquhart took full advantage
during a feeding spell, landing
trout of 1 lb 8 oz, 2 lb 8 oz and
4 lb. The ADAA waters
reported good trout to 
5 lb plus sea-trout to 6 lb.

Please send any catch
reports or photos to donfish2@
btinternet.com – 
MARTIN WEBSTER.

 ALNESS

GOOD WATER (around a foot
above summer level) 
characterised May. Alness AC
did well, with at least a dozen
salmon caught by the end of the
first week of June.

Novar was hardly fished in
May. It recorded its first of the
season on May 29 – 10 lb to
Nigel Robinson in Raven’s Rock
on Beat 4. – ANDREW
GRAHAM-STEWART.

ANNAN

SALMON HAVE been 
caughtthroughout May – mainly
in the lower reaches, but, even
as far up at Shillahill, Pete
Makin from Merseyside caught
a 10 lb salmon during what was
an exceptional trip because he
also caught a 7 lb sea-trout
and a 4 lb brown. 
What a grand slam!

Several salmon have been
caught at Newbie, John Shaw
starting the month with an
eight-pounder from the Black
pool on a yellow Flying C.
Iain Graham had a couple,
and Eldon Johnson had one of
10 lb from Pat’s Bridge. Derek
Kelly, Dean Bradley (two), Cliff
Barnes and Scott Stevenson all
had salmon. Gary MacDonald,
Adam Harvey-Kelly, Margaret
Hall and Jim Brown had sea-
trout. At Kirkwood the
sexyloops.com website held a
gathering hosted by Paul Arden
and Lee Cumming. It was a very
social gathering, and about 40
trout were caught.

Dave Park and Ross
Fairgrieve caught 62 brown
trout to 6 lb between them
at Hallheaths.

At St Mungo’s Toby Coe and
Howard Comer also had around
60 trout on dry-flies and
nymphs. The best weighed
4 lb 12 oz.

The new smolt trap year has
been located in the River Milk.
It’s amazing to see the smolts as
they are trapped migrating to

sea and in one day in May the
trap caught 470. In total the trap
has caught more than 1,000
smolts and by releasing some
marked fish upstream we can
estimate that it might have
been catching about ten per
cent of the total, so there might
be about 10,000 smolts leaving
the Milk each spring. It’s a
healthy river and an indication
that our mortality occurs at sea.

Do report catches direct to
me on 01576 510 200 or TandS@
realfarms.co.uk – 
ANTHONY STEEL

BEAULY

THIS MAY has been a marked
improvement on that of 2014
with Lower Beauly rods landing
56, compared to 14 last year
(and a five-year average of 45).
Fish seemed to run off every
tide and most have been
sea-liced. Good water and
cool weather have also helped.

My summary of the week of
May 4 (11 in the book) in the
previous issue omitted to
mention that Robin Bramall
landed five over two days,
including three in the dam.

The week of May 11
(between 9 in and 1 ft 6 in)
produced 17. The Fitchew, Villar
and Holme party picked up nine,
including three in a day off the
top beat to Nick Nunn and a
brace (better 16 lb in the Dam on
a Snaelda) to Tony Villar. The
Zissler, Lee, Milsom and White
party had eight, including
four to P. Birch.

The week of May 18
(between 1 ft and 1 ft 9 in)
yielded seven. The Miles,
Braithwaite and Carver party
accounted for six, 
Ashley Cox landing three
in a day in Ferry North.

The week of May 25
(between 6 in and 1 ft 9 in) had
22 entries in the book with 12
(including five, best 16 lb in
Ferry South, to Dave Downie,
three to Michael Glass and a
brace to Mark Hurst) to the
Quarrymill party; six (including a
brace to M. Burrell) to the
second Quarrymill party; and
four (a brace each to J. Sanders
and I. Reynard) to the 
Pennington, Walduck and
Lovat party.

The first week of June
(generally over 1 ft 6 in) was
quieter, with 12 in the book,
including three (all on Monkeys)
to Danish rods Soren Mueller
and Alan Beck. – 
ANDREW GRAHAM-
STEWART.

BORGIE

THE BORGIE has continued to 
fish well. There were no major 
late- spring spates (in contrast 
to systems to the east and 
south) but there was 
still consistently good water.

The sequence of weekly 
catches from May 11 was 18, 
23, 12 and 24 respectively. The 
heaviest was a fish of 21 lb 
on May 25.

The total for the spring to the 
end of May was 91 
(including 90 released).

By the start of June the odd 
grilse was appearing. Some 
were skinny – in stark contrast 
to the excellent quality of this 
year’s salmon. – ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

BRORA

AS MAY developed, the fishing 
became more consistent. 
Conditions were propitious – 
plenty of water (occasionally 
too much) and the coolest 
late spring temperatures 
for many a year.

The week of May 4, when 
rods were flooded off for at 
least two days, finished with 13. 
The following week saw the 
start of higher numbers with 23 
recorded – the best at 22 lb in 
the Lower Stoney.

The week of May 18 featured 
highish water, prompting fish to 
navigate swiftly up to the loch 
and beyond. This favoured the 
top river, where rods landed 24 
(almost all sea-liced). 
In contrast the lower river’s 
North Bank had just one.  

The week of May 25 
produced another 28, including 
two grilse. Two days were 
effectively lost to very strong 
winds and rain in the week of 
June 1. The top river had 12 and 
the lower picked up six, with the 
great majority sea- liced. By now 
the season’s total was over 160. 
–  ANDREW GRAHAM-
STEWART.

CARRON

CATCHES IN the late spring 
were moderately acceptable – 
overall a great improvement on 
2014 but not as exciting as some 
northern rivers. Water was 
generally plentiful, encouraging 
fish to move upstream with 
limited pause.

Gledfield added eight 
between May 11 and May 28 – 
four to Allan Donaldson and one 
apiece to Derek Smith, Tony 
Considine (15 lb in the Gledfield), 
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Hiding, to David Blake, one at
10 lb in Constanduros to Glen
Wooller and one to Gordon
Andrews) in the week of May
18; two (19 lb in Lower Gorge to
Kim Sawyer and 7 lb in the Dune
to Alexander Hunter) in the
week of May 25; and four (a
brace to Kim Sawyer, 16 lb in
Campbell to Alan Mackenzie
and 9 lb to Bruce Shelley) in
the week of June 1.

At Gruinards Jim Gilmour
and Hugh Lancaster landed one
each in the Washerwoman in
the week of May 11. The
following week produced 11
(including seven on the Monday)
with six (best 12 lb in the Bend)
to James Leonard, three to
Peter Yaxley and one apiece to
Mr R. Maycock (15 lb in the
Rock) and Mike Tipping. The last
week of May yielded three –
12 lb in Washerwoman to
James Blair, 14 lb in Moral on a
Full Monty to Neil Soni and
Frannie Salnason’s first ever
(8 lb in Washerwoman on a
Willie Gunn). Five were logged
in the first week of June,
including 12 lb in the Rock to
Yvonne Heath and 14 lb in
the Washerwoman to 
Rupert Abbott.

At Braelangwell the week
of May 11 (between 6 in and
2 in) had seven entries in the
book for Nick Jupp’s party; the
host had four (best 10 lb in
Moral). The following week
(between 3 in and minus 3 in)
Nicky Griffiths’s party landed
six, with a brace to Paddy Miller
and a brace (better 12 lb in
Lower Craigs) to Nicky Noorani.
In the week of May 25 (between

1 ft and minus 3 in) Richard
Buckley’s party caught 16,
including one at 14 lb in
Miller’s to the host and six
to Jon Dearing. 
Braelangwell’s total to the
end of May was 61.

Day lets at Braelangwell in
the first week of June had 20 –
six to Fen Howieson, four to Ian
Kemp, three to James Freeman
and two each to Stan Pelc and
Paul Moran. – ANDREW
GRAHAM-STEWART.

CASSLEY

THE LOWER Cassley had a more
than satisfactory May, with
rods averaging over two
springers per week. Water

levels were generally excellent.
The week of May 11 (2 ft 8 in

dropping to 1 ft) produced eight,
including four (best 15 lb in the
Gravel) to Donald Gove and one
apiece to John Wightman,
Richard Esp and Ian Esp.

The next week (between 4 ft
3 in and 1 ft 9 in) had 16 entries
in the book, with four (best 16 lb
in Neil’s) to Dr Charles Ebril, six
(best 14 lb in the Cragg) to
Charles Jesper, three 
(best 10 lb) to Alasdair Reynolds,
a brace (better 15 lb in Head of

the Run) to Professor Ellis and
one to Mr P. Woods.

In the last week of May 
(between 4 ft 2 in and 1 ft 10 in) 
12 were logged, with three 
(best 9 lb) to Bob Walters, a 
brace each to Mr Wallis and 
Mr Peppitt and one each to 
Mr J. Dumbrell, Richard Peake 
and Mr J. Peake. Fifteen-year-
old William Peake celebrated 
his first-ever salmon – 16 lb in 
Upper Platform on a Cascade, 
followed by his second 
(9 lb in the Cragg).

The total for the spring 
(to the end of May) was 72 – 
with 100 per cent released.

The first week of June 
(between 2 ft and 1 ft) was very 
prolific with 28 in the book 
,including 14 (best 15 lb in the 
Cragg) to Richard Franklin, five 
(best 15 lb in the Cragg) to 
Colonel Platt, a brace (better 15 
lb in the Round) to General 
Besgrove, a brace 
(better 12 lb) to John Wightman 
and one each to Gerald Franklin 
and Jamie Urquhart. The first 
grilse (in good condition) was 
caught on June 1.

The Lower Cassley has 
availability in the weeks of July 
20 (three rods) and August 17 
(three rods). For details contact 
Donald Morrison on 01549 441 
371. – ANDREW GRAHAM-
STEWART. 

CLYDE

MY REPORT last month of a 
single salmon caught on United 
Clyde Angling Protective 
Association water in April 
raised a few eyebrows. It then 
turned out that at least three 
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between natural and artificial
flies. Very few anglers were
having any success until
well into May. 

One warm day prompted
massive hatches of grannom.
These were swarming in various
places and in enormous
numbers. Trout take more of the
swimming pupae, before they
reach the surface, than the
adults. They can often feast on
the pupae without disturbing
the surface.

Some anglers did try various
floating patterns but with very
little success. Interest in the dry
grannom will build when the
adult females return to the river
to lay their eggs. 

One of the UCAPA river
wardens witnessed a 
spectacular catch taken on
Black Spiders in the upper
reaches. By the time he
resumed his patrol, he had
photographed trout between
1 lb and 5 lb. At least 15 trout
had been netted. Fortunately,
the angler concerned was
happy to release all of his fish.
His attitude was that these fish
were too good to be caught only

once. Later in May, another 
angler landed five trout in much 
the same area. They were all 
around 1 lb. Again, they were 
taking flies and again they were 
all released in good condition.

Visiting anglers often find 
the Clyde something of an 
enigma. This could change now 
that the United Clyde Angling 
Protective Association has a 
website again. The prices of 
various permits have been 
updated, as has the list of 
outlets selling them. One new 
feature is an interactive map, 
which shows the extent of the 
waters covered by the various 
organisations upstream of 
Motherwell. It also shows the 
locations of public parking 
spots. The website can be found 
at ucapaltd.com. Alternatively, 
frequent updates can be found 
posted on Facebook.

PROSPECTS
It will still be worth fishing 
for trout in August during the 
hours of darkness. Night 
flies are traditionally larger 
than those used during the 
day. Mainly black patterns, 
such as Magpie Tail, are 
popular. Palmer-style 
patterns, particularly ginger 
hackled, take trout feeding 
on sedges. Duck Tips have 
proved effective on the 
darker nights.

Salmon should be present 
in all parts of the Clyde. – 
TOM McGREGOR.

CONON

AS WAS the case in April, the 
lower beats were thwarted in 
May by almost constant heavy 
flows – during which fish made 
swift progress upstream to just 
below the dam. Consequently 
the lower beats had thin 
pickings (with some limited 
improvement in late May and 
the first week of June), while 

Red-arsedPeter
Hook Size 10-12 wet-fly Thread Black Butt Red holographic

tinsel Rib UTC hot yellow wire Body Apple-green seal’s fur
Body hackle Rusty dun hen Wing Hen pheasant secondary, 

dyed golden-olive Head hackle Rusty dun, longish
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A BEAT TO TRY THIS MONTH

Kemnay Angling Club, River Don, Aberdeenshire
There is a tremendous variety of water in this beat, which comprises more than 11 miles. The beat
holds a good number of salmon throughout the season in its deep pools, and fast runs. It also fishes
very well for sea-trout from June onwards.

 Wild brown trout are abundant in this part of the river, with 5 lb-plus specimens not uncommon.
The water is easily fished by wading, or from the bank in high water. Bankside vegetation
is kept well under control, which makes for easy casting and access.
 
Tickets Day-tickets for salmon cost £30; trout £15.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/Scotland/Don/KemnayAnglingClub

HaveDeveron
salmon
arrived
at long last?

those above benefited with
some excellent fishing.

At Brahan they had two
(one on upper and one on
middle) in the week of May 4,
zero in the week of May 11,
14 (eight on upper and six on
middle) in the week of May 18,
ten (two on upper and eight on
middle) in the week of May 25
and 17 (four on upper, 12 on
middle and one on lower) in the
week of June 1. The heaviest
(20 lb in the Lake) was caught by
John Evans on May 30. The day
before, Laurie Oates landed a
16 lb salmon in the Lake. On
May 13 Simon Hockley achieved
his first-ever salmon – 12 lb in
the Ferry on an Ally.

Lower Fairburn reported
one (9 lb in Boat to Mike Dodds)
in the week of May 11. Five
were logged in the week of May
18 – a brace (better 15 lb in the
Kettle to Bob Sutherland and
one each to Ally MacKinnon
(12 lb in Junction), Walter Scott
and Donnie Whiteford. Another
five were caught in the week of
May 25 – a brace to Scott
Buchan and one apiece to Willie
Mackenzie, Scott Ramsay and
Derek Mair (14 lb in Bridge). Two
were added on June 2 – by Jim
Ruggles-Brise and Douglas
Campbell (13 lb in Bridge).

By the end of May Upper

Fairburn and Coul had 44 and
20 in their books respectively –
jumping to 52 and 30 by June 8.
Excellent water enabled these
upper beats to do very well. –
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.
 
CREE AND 
BLADNOCH

SINCE MY last report, the
fishing has improved 
considerably. The weather in
May brought fish into the rivers
at regular intervals, and catches
have been good on many beats.

Between May 6 and the time
of writing on (June 6), Clugston
beat on the Bladnoch had two
fish to 10 lb. On Mochrum Park,
11-year-old Ewan Keachie
caught his first springer of 11 lb,
and on June 4 Ian Watson took
a 14 lb fish on fly at Tito’s.

Killiemore also had a fish
during the last week.

On the Cree, Jonathan Haley
caught a fish on Machermore.

Newton Stewart Angling
Association had a 3 lb sea-trout
and four salmon, the best a
12-pounder caught by  
Roddy Crosbie on a tube-fly
from the Brewery pool.

Linloskin had two fish, and
Galloway Estate, although
lightly fished, had eight. Most of

these fish were in double 
figures, including fish  
of 13 lb and 15 lb.

On the Minnoch, Glentrool 
Estate had 27 fish, the best to 
Richard Bellamy – a 13 lb 
salmon from Craggans on May 
28. On June 2 Ronnie Creevy 
caught three salmon to 10 lb, 
and Jamie Ribbens took four to 
10 lb, and one other fish made  
it the best day so far with  
a total of eight.

Many of our spring fish were 
quite small, weighing around  
6 lb. One was only 4 lb 8 oz, but 
a good number between 10 lb 
and 15 lb were reported. All 
seemed in good condition and 
all were returned until the end 
of May. Since then three have 
been killed, although one of 
these was a grilse, which had a 
large gaping wound in its belly. 
– D. A. B.

DEVERON

AT LONG last it looks as though 
the fish have arrived –  
just as I write on June 3.

Three feet of water on May 6 
moved a few fish within the 
river and beats above Turriff 
landed a few by the Saturday 
and we were looking for a  
run of fish from the sea.

The week of May 11 was a 

complete disaster and the
expected run of fish failed to
arrive – not what we wanted
after the river had had a
good clean-out and perfect
conditions prevailed.

On Monday, May 18 a couple
of salmon around the 8 lb mark
came off lower to middle beats
and heavy showers raised
levels by one inch on the
Tuesday. Two fish to 17 lb came
off a lower beat, and a 10 lb fish
off Netherdale lifted spirits a
bit on the Thursday. Two fish to
8 lb were caught on Friday and a
handful of sea-trout in the
4 lb-5 lb range came  
off by Saturday.

The river returned to around
3 in below summer level to open
the week of May 25 but sea-
trout were caught on several
beats on the Monday, and on
Tuesday both salmon and sea-
trout were reported from the
lower river. Further salmon
came off the river by the
weekend, including a first, at
6 lb, for ten-year-old Kate
McKenna at Montcoffer.

Again showers on Friday
raised levels by one foot and we
reached around plus eight
inches on the Saturday.
Surprisingly, rain all morning on
Saturday and again all day on

Sunday did nothing for levels
and the week of June 1
opened with levels around
plus two inches.

Montcoffer on the lower
river recorded another grilse
on Monday and Scatterty
a sea-trout.

On Tuesday June 2 grilse,
salmon and sea-trout were
reported and by evening it
became clear that beats from
the top to the bottom of the
river had fish. Indeed on every
beat that was fished anglers
landed or lost something.

The great pity is that 80 per
cent of the river this week is
devoid of anglers so catches
will be low, which will do
nothing to encourage more
anglers out – despite the fact
that the whole river has fish.

Forecast for the next week is
for dry and settled weather and

the river will drop away. Given 
warmer temperatures, anglers 
should at least be out after sea-
trout – conditions look as 
though they will be ideal.

If the few anglers out can 
keep catching fish it may attract 
a few more, and indeed 
encourage our usual visitors to 
take a week. There are many 
prime weeks available right 
through September and October 
this year. Indeed some beats are 
doing deals for July and August 
in order to try to get their water 
fished. Details can be had from 
Turriff Tackle on 01888 562 428.

We await the announcement 
of exactly what rules are to be 
introduced with regard to catch-
and-release and the licence to 
kill next year. I note with 
interest a letter in July’s T&S 
claiming anglers might stay 
away if they are not allowed the 
option of keeping a fish, and 
that owners should bear this in 
mind. This seems a reasonable 
stance, but at the moment we 
have no details of the 
application process or of who 
decides how many (if any) tags/
licences will be issued. This 
leads to the question of how the 
proprietor fairly distributes 
what few tags he may have 
without causing ill feeling 
among his anglers.  

PROSPECTS
August to October is prime 
time and has produced the 
best fishing in the past few 
years. Please bear in mind 
that you are asked to  
return all sea-trout from  
Aug 1. – F. R. H.  

DOON

MAY WAS one of the most 
miserable months ever in 
Ayrshire, with temperatures 
reaching double figures only on 
the odd day, and high winds up 
to 60-70 mph not uncommon.
Very few anglers have  
ventured out. 

I’ve finally received  
the returns for last season.

The total for all reporting 
beats was 556 salmon and 68 
sea-trout, with a disappointing 
64 per cent catch-and-release 
rate, the fifth worse of the 46 
reporting rivers in Scotland.This 
is really disappointing 
considering the introduction of 
an advisory “code of conduct” 
by the fishery board early  
last year. 

I would like to thank 
Drumgrange & Keirs AC 
committee and their members 
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over theFalls
onRiver
Forss

for their support on the catch-
and-release issue (76 per cent) 
and hope they continue the high 
standard achieved last year.

I find it rather amusing that 
the trust in its report to the 
fishery board calls the results 
“encouraging” and then blames 
one or two beats, such as 
Skeldon and Cassillis Estates, 
for not being fished since the 
recent changes in ownership.

In addition, the trust blames 
unsuitable weather conditions 
as a major contributing factor 
to the poor but 
encouraging results!

There is no mention of a 
decline in fish stocks,but they 
report that the Doon is now the 
most productive west-coast 
salmon river, overtaking the 
Solway rivers! So who cares!

Local anglers are only 
interested in the Doon, so let’s 
stop hiding behind statistics – 
or have the trust forgotten that 
the Doon at its peak reported 
2,880 rod-ca ught salmon less 
than 20 years ago, and way 
before the trust was formed.

As I write this report (June 5) 
a few good fish in the low teens 
have been landed during the 
past couple of weeks, the 
middle and lower beats being 
successful, so hopefully stocks 
of summer fish will build up and 
final returns will be a major 
improvement on last year. – 
C. v H.

FINDHORN

LONG PERIODS of high water in 
May encouraged incoming 
salmon to run straight through 
the lower Findhorn. 
Consequently very few fish 
(no more than a handful) were 
landed on the Forres AA 
stretch. To the frustration of 
club members, many fresh fish 
were seen as they moved 
swiftly upstream.

Most unusually, a 
considerable number of large 
sea-trout have been showing, 
and in a few instances caught, 
during daylight hours. The 
Forres AA night-fishers have 
had little success in making 
contact with these fish – 
perhaps unsurprising as 
nocturnal temperatures 
have generally been 
unseasonably low.

Water levels need to drop in 
order to give club members and 
visitors a decent crack at the 
summer grilse runs that the 
river is renowned for.

Hogweed continues to be a 
major problem on the lower 

Findhorn. The Findhorn, Nairn
and Lossie Fisheries Trust has a
programme of hogweed control
measures. Anyone who can help
with this voluntarily should
contact the trust’s director, Bob
Laughton, on 01309 611 220.

Upstream at the top of the
gorge, Lethen has fished very
well – benefiting from plenty of
water, cool weather and good
runs. The week of May 11
produced 18. On Dunearn
James Keyser’s party landed
six, including a fine 22 lb salmon
to Peter Keyser in Gaffers. On
Daltra Martin Dingermans had
six (best 16 lb) and Ken Sutton
picked up a brace. Day lets on
Altnahara accounted for
another four, including 
two to Paul Kelly.

The week of May 18 was
prolific with 35 in the book. On
Dunearn Martin Findlay and
party caught six, including three
to Nick Thomson. The Daltra
and Altnahara beats were
generous with 22: ten to Neil
Cruickshank, seven (best 18 lb in
Dalnashaugh) to Geoff 
Cruickshank, four to Brian Raw
and one to Giles Trussell
(his first Atlantic salmon – 20 lb
in the Boat pool). 
The day lets yielded another
seven with the heaviest at 20 lb
in Deadman’s to Toni Hulme.

The week of May 25 was
similarly successful with 29
recorded. On Dunearn 
Jeremy Seaman’s party had
eight, including three to the host
and Amelia Nicholson’s first-
ever Atlantic salmon 
(8 lb in Gaffers). Brian Raw
and his team shared the two
rods on Daltra/Altnahara,
finishing with, 18 including
six to Jim Salvona, 
five to Eddie Kuczynski, four to
the host and three to 
Mark Brown. The day lets
added three.

Lethen’s total for May was
89, double the five-year average
and over 25 fish better than
any May since 2006.

The first week of June
yielded 14. On Dunearn
Pierre Morissens’ party had six,
with four (including the first
grilse at 3 lb) to the host and a
brace to Serena Haszard.
On the day lets Iain Mclaren
banked four (best 19 lb in the
Upper Sawpit) and 
Tordur Torsteinsson from
Iceland sampled Scottish
fishing for the first time
with a brace (better 
16 lb in the Loop). – 
ANDREW GRAHAM-
STEWART.

 FORSS

DESPITE A slow start to the 
season, catches are now 
beginning to pick up, with 22 
salmon recorded in the book 
since my last report on May 6. 
Plenty of rain has encouraged 
fish into the system (water 
levels have been between 

24 in and 6.5 in on the gauge). 
Although it has been cold and 
occasional days have been lost 
to gales and dirty water, fish 
have been caught on 12 out of a 
possible 18 fishing days. 
Fish have been ascending the 
Falls, though all the fish to date 
have been caught on Beats 1 
and 2, but it is only a matter 
of time before fish are caught 
on Beats 3 and 4.

Notable catches were:  
R. Longfield, two to 10 lb; 
M. Adlington two to 12 lb; 
D. Martin three to 12 lb;  
A. Lambert, three to 12 lb; 
J. Mills’s party four to 12 lb; 
K. McKenzie’s party two to 
10 lb; R. Robinson, 8 lb; S. Nixon, 
9 lb; and four others to 15 lb 
taken by rod owners’ guests. 

As I write (May 31) more rain 
is falling,  so prospects are good. 
– MICHAEL WYCHERLEY.

                                     
FORTH

MAY AT Cambusmore on the 
Teith was a good month 
compared to the previous three, 
with 13 springers landed and 
catches spread evenly across 
the beats. Two of these fish 
were in the upper teens and 
carrying long-tailed lice. Some 
quite heavy sea-trout have also 
been taken during the day by 
salmon anglers. We have 
reached the point in the season 
where low water will get the 
nocturnal sea-trout fishing 
under way in earnest but if it 
rains, June can produce a run of 
MSW salmon. So there is much 
to look forward to. 

The River Carron has been 
fishing very well. With regular 
rain, the water level has 
encouraged salmon and sea-
trout to enter the system in 
good numbers. To date (early 

June) seven salmon from
5 lb-10 lb have been landed, plus
a good number of sea-trout to
5 lb 8 oz. Brown trout are
providing excellent sport.

On the Midlothian Esks,
April and May have largely been
dry but the occasional shower
has given enough water for sea-
trout and salmon to enter the
river system. Recent reports
suggest some good sea-trout to
over 4 lb have been released,
the most recent a fish close to
5 lb. Most have been landed in
the early hours before the harsh
sunlight of day. A 3 lb 8 oz grilse
was registered at the end of
May. With the warm weather
there were hatches of duns,
olives and midges, which
resulted in free-rising fish in the
late afternoons. Both brown
trout and grayling were to be
had on dry-fly. With the move to
catch-and-release, it is
anticipated that with each
passing season there will be
bigger and more mature
fish in the river.  

Spring has been unduly
windy and cold this year so trout
fishing on the River Devon has
been very slow. Only recently
have hatches of hawthorns and
stoneflies been encountered
and the fishing is beginning to
pick up with numbers of trout,
mainly in the 8 oz-12 oz range,
caught on dry-fly, wet-fly and
nymph. So far there are no
reports of sea-trout. 

At Glenquey Reservoir, the
weather has at times been
atrocious, but those who have
been lucky with a favourable
day have been rewarded with
some excellent brown trout. A
few anglers have managed to
record double figures of trout
ranging from a few ounces to
over 1 lb. This is a hill loch that
can give outstanding sport
when it is not blowing half a
gale. Most flies get a swim here
during a season but small and

black is the favourite – down to 
size 16 or 18. The Association’s 
website – www.
devonanglingassociation.org.uk 
is well worth a look as it 
contains up to date information, 
including permit outlets etc.

The River Avon fluctuated 
during May, being low at the 
start of the month and then 
having a series of spates. 
Reports from anglers are mainly 
about the trout fishing, which so 
far has been poor.The growth of 
algae has made wading 
difficult. However, the smolt run 
appears to have been 
reasonable, with some still 
being seen at the end of May. 
FORTH FISHERIES TEAM. 

GIRVAN

THE WEST coast of Scotland 
had unseasonably stormy and 
cold weather throughout May, 
with showers rather than heavy 
rain, though we had a few 2 ft-3 
ft rises during the month.

The good news is that fish 
were seen in the estuary in the 
early part of the month and a 
few lucky rods who were willing 
to brave the weather had some 
success. Fish of about 10 lb 
were caught at Girvan, 
Bargany, Kirkmichael and 
Blairquhan. At Kilkerran a 
fish of about 15 lb was caught 
by a guest, Graham Scobie had 
a fish of about 10 lb on fly on 
May 28 and the following day 
another fish of 8 lb was caught 
on fly. Bargany also had 
a sea-trout.

It’s encouraging to see quite 
a few spring fish this year after 
last season’s very poor results. 
We can only hope it’s a signal 
for improved summer and 
autumn runs. With heavy rain 
forecast for the beginning 
of June, perhaps there 
will be more opportunities 
later in the week. – 
DALMAKERRAN.
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Goodsport
onNairn
continues
inMay

 HALLADALE

THE HALLADALE fished
consistently and steadily
through May, which was
characterised by cool weather.

The week of May 4 (which
included a 7 ft flood on the
Wednesday) finished with 17 in
the book, including five (best
14 lb in McBeth’s) to Toby Ward
and one at 15 lb in Harper’s
to Clifton Brown.

The week of May 11
(between 8 in and 4 in) produced
18, including ten to the
Robertson party and three to
Gerald Davidson. The week of
May 18 (between 10 in and 3 in)
yielded 26, with four to Ian King,
14 (best 16 lb in Sandy Brae to
Harry Gladstone) for the Curtis
party and eight for John
Salkeld’s party.

Twenty-six fish were caught
in the week of May 25 (between
3 in and 15 in),  including eight
(best 18 lb in McBeth’s to the
host) for Peter McGregor’s
party, seven for Nigel Hurst-
Brown’s party and eight for the
Adams party. Within the latter,
Ronald McTaggart celebrated
his first-ever salmon – 7 lb in
Jetties on an Ally.

The first week of June
(between 3 ft and 6 in) was
similarly successful, with 28
recorded, including three grilse.
James Forsyth had five. Toby
Ward’s party (three beats)
landed 18 in four days; Nico
Rogerson had four. – ANDREW
GRAHAM-STEWART.

 
HELMSDALE

AFTER A slow start to the
spring, the Helmsdale came
good at last during May.
Conditions were pretty ideal.
There was plentiful water and
the weather remained cold
(at times bitterly cold) with
occasional frost and snow
over the higher hills. 

The beats averaged some 70
per week in the four weeks from
May 11 (so including the first
week of June). There were
several fish in the 20 lb class –
including one to  well-known
actor Geoffrey Palmer, who is a
frequent fisher in the north
Highlands. The first grilse (at
least the size suggested as
much – these days one needs a
scale-reading to be sure) was
caught at the start of June. Go
back a dozen years or so and
one would reliably expect the
first grilse at the start of May. –
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.
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John MacDougall was 
successful at Rosefield with
one at 10 lb. Peter Walls added
yet another 4 lb sea-trout
to his score. 

On the 21st two salmon were
caught: 10 lb to John 
Macdougal at Kildrummie
and 7 lb to Gordon Rennie
at Rosefield.

June 2 brought success to
Alistair Stuart (6 lb from the
Kilravock side at Rosefield), and
the following day Davie
Campbell had his first fish of the
season (10 lb from Kildrummie).

Springers have been
somewhat smaller than usual,
mostly in the 8 lb-12 lb range,
but they have been in superb
condition with no reported
evidence of red vent. Sea-trout
seem to be recovering with fair
numbers around 4 lb . –
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

NAVER

THE REMARKABLE resurgence
of the Naver continued through
May; catches averaged some 75
per week. By the end of May the
season’s total was approaching
600; this compares with 282 for
the same period in 2014. Good
water and unseasonably cool

weather have been a factor but
clearly there has also been a
strong and sustained run.

Eighty-five  spring fish have 
been tagged, of which six have 
been recaught.  – ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

NESS

THE SENSE of optimism that 
pervaded the Ness system 
during April and early 
May has continued – and 
indeed intensified.

Dochfour had 25 for May, 
the best result since 1996. It 
was strange that it fished well 
in consistently high water. It 
was also very odd that the 
bottom beat was outfishing the 
top beat – unheard of in the 
spring. Indeed no one can 
remember the Culbuie pool 
producing a spring fish before. It 
may be that sections of the 
riverbed (in both the top and 
bottom beats) altered during the 
major flood in March.

In the week of May 11 
(hovering around 15 in on the 
gauge) Dochfour had six – three 
to Gordon Fleetwood (all in 
Culbuie), one to Grant 
Sutherland (in Culbuie) and Mrs 
T. Metcalf’s first-ever salmon 
(10 lb in Andrews on a Toby, 
followed by her second at 12 lb). 

The week of May 18 (22 in 
dropping to 12 in) produced nine 
(50 per cent liced) with four 
(best 14 lb and including three in 
an hour in Culbuie) to Andrew 
Duncan, a brace (better 14 lb in 
Andrews) to Martin Blackhurst 
and one each to Andrew 
Buckoke, Dan Guzik and Charlie 
Halliday (13 lb in Culbuie).

The last week of May (19 in
dropping to 12 in) yielded seven
– a brace (better 14 lb in
Culbuie) to Ronnie Fraser, a 
brace (12 lb and 12 lb from the 
Weir and Burnmouth) to Graham 
Ritchie and one each to 
Innes Rankin, Alan 
Thompson and Nick Barker. 

Five were recorded in the 
week of June 1 (12 in all week) – 
to Mr J. Freeman (a grilse, the 
first, in Culbuie), Les Buchan, 
Davy Stewart (13 lb in Tail of the 
Island), James Robertson 
and Michael Gough.

Catches were steady on the 
Moriston. The week of May 11 
produced 12, including five (best 
11 lb on a Conehead) to Bob 
Fraser, three (best 16 lb on a 
Rapala) to Tom Skirving and a 
brace on a Toby to Archie 
Ritchie. The week of May 18 
yielded six, including three on a 
Monkey to Morten Blichman 
and one at 17 lb on a Phatagorva 
to Lasse Fohns. The week of 
May 25 had 12 in the book – a 
brace each to Brian Moore, Ken 
Taylor, Dougal Murray (better 
12 lb on a Toby) and John 
McIsaac and one each to 
Andrew Monaghan (14 lb on a 
Black Shrimp), Gordon Kerr 
(12 lb on a Cascade) and Ally 
Henderson (14 lb on a Devon). 
Seven were added in the first 
week of June – a brace each to 
Allan Crawford, Ian Jennings 
(two at 12 lb on Devons) and 
John McIsaac (better 14 lb 
on a Vision 10) and one 
to Gordon Kerr.

A fair number of fish have 
been caught on Loch Ness 
with most of the activity in and 
around the estuaries of the 

 

 
 

 
 

 

from the start of May.
Returns for the River Garry 

and Loch Oich for May from
the 7th were as follows: six (all 
from the Estuary bank, including 
a brace at 14 lb each on fly) to 
Alan Barr, five (best 15 lb from 
Estuary bank on a Salmo) to 
Stephen Sage, four (best 15 lb 
from Estuary bank on fly) to 
Peter Bowling, three (16 lb, 15 lb 
and 15 lb from Estuary bank on 
fly) to Hamish Young, a brace 
(better 21 lb from Estuary bank 
on fly) to Kevin Reed and one 
apiece to Tony Wales, Euan 
Innes, Gary Beck and Roger Still. 
At least ten were lost. In the 
first week of June Peter Thomas 
landed three (best 12 lb) 
in the Estuary on fly.

The Ness and Beauly District 
Salmon Fishery Boards have 
announced an extension to the 
closure of the two largest 
netting operations in the inner 
Moray Firth. This means they 
will not net for a third 
consecutive year – to May 2016. 

I am very sorry to report the 
death of Willie Armstrong on 
May 14, following a ten-year 
battle with cancer. For 25 years 
he owned and ran Graham’s 
Tackle in Inverness (which, to 
his great credit, never lost its 
character as a traditional tackle-
shop) until he stepped down in 
2008. He was proprietor of the 
South Bank of the River Oich, 
introducing full catch-and-
 release (of which he was an 
early pioneer where stocks 
were truly depleted). A true 
countryman, he was immensely 
generous and unassuming. He 
will be sadly missed. – 
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

Hare’s Ear Smut
Hook Size 16 Kamasan B405  Silk White, 8/0  

Body Hare’s body guard hairs  Rib Fine gold tinsel or twisted 
fine pearl  Wing Grey partridge fibres, tied flat 

over body in a “V” shape



• Winner of six industry awards

• 20% lighter in hand than Helios

• Fine-tuned tapers for unrivalled
tracking, accuracy and
lifting power

• 100% increase in tip impact
resistance versus Helios

• 25-Year Orvis Rod Guarantee

£675 – £695
Helios 2

£795
Helios 2 Switch

2
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More fish in
theOrchy
than for
someyears

 NITH

MIXED WEATHER and fortunes 
greeted anglers in the first two 
weeks of May. Although the 
river was unsettled, fish were 
spotted but none caught. It was 
not until the third week, when 
things settled down after a 
large rise on the 11th, that 
fish were caught.

Bill McDavid, fishing the 
Burgh, took a 9 lb fish, while 
another of similar size was 
landed on the same beat and 
the next day a fish of 15 lb was 
grassed. David Walker grassed 
a fresh 9 lb fish in the last week 
of the month, and it was 
reported that another angler 
had two 3 lb grayling.

Scott Kerr and Mike Keggans 
both had fish of about 9 lb from 
the Boatford beat at Thornhill, 
and Scott lost another 
estimated about 15 lb.

Dalswinton had a 10 lb fish, 
plus a 3 lb sea-trout, on May 20. 
Blackwood and Barjarg also 
reported sea-trout caught.  

At Friars Carse Allan Gray 
did extremely well with six 
sea-trout in the last week of 
May  but his luck ran out 
when he lost two salmon, 
one after a 30-minute fight.

A 3 lb sea-trout was grassed 
on the Dumfries Association 
water and, at the bottom of the 
river, on the Burgh fishing, a 
magnificent 6 lb sea-trout was 
caught, along with one of 
1 lb 8 oz. This beat also 
produced a 9 lb salmon in the 
last week of May. 

The heavens have opened as 
I write (June 1) and the wind is 
nearly gale force but we have 
been promised quieter weather. 
With a settled river, after the 
flood we are about to get, 
prospects look good.

The DGAA are now offering 
a regional season fishing ticket 
to those living outside their ten-
mile limit but within a 20-mile 
radius of the Midsteeple, 
Dumfries. For more information 
e-mail secretary@dgaa.org.uk. 
The price is £110 plus a £40 
registration fee for the first 
year, then £110 per year 
thereafter. The registration fee 
is a one-off payment. – 
ED BAXTER. 

 
 NORTH ESK

THE RIVER has fluctuated 
continuously but the water 
temperature has remained very 
low. Fish were being held up at 
the Gannochy Loups (a waterfall 
at Burn House) and fair 

congregations were reported
on most beats downstream
of the falls. 

Conditions meant that sport
slowed down considerably on
many beats and fish were
congregating in quite large
numbers in pools, particularly in
the Edzell area.

I am sad to report that in
these conditions disease has
broken out again and many of
these lovely three-sea-winter
springers are heavily marked,
if not already dead. 

Neil Stephenson at the Burn
Estate fishery was the first to
report this to me and it soon
became obvious that we were
having a similar situation to that
of so many springs in the past
two decades. We did not have
the problem last season,
so just why this should happen
is not known. Samples from live
and dead fish have been
obtained and we await a
laboratory report. 

Large numbers of sea-trout
have entered the system and
good sport is being had
in the late evenings. 

Beats on the tide have been
consistent if not exciting, and
upriver at Gallery sport has
fluctuated in what manager
Neil Anderson says is 
very cold water. 
His season is, however,
considerably better than last
year, and most tenants have
enjoyed good sport. 
Immediately above, at Pert, the
season continues very well with
a well-stocked river and good
water levels. A party from
France did very well in late
April, N. Roussant landing fish
of 16 lb, 9 lb and 7 lb, while his
companion, F. Joencie, had one
of 7 lb and quite a few sea-trout
to 3 lb. Also lucky was Ron Grey
from Montrose, with a 10 lb fish
on a Cascade from Upper weir.
Towards the end of the month
Clint Doig from Boness took a
giant of almost 26 lb from the
Boat pool on a Flying C and
another of 8 lb on fly. 

Neil Stephenson reports
some nice fish to the mid teens
on Burn Estate before the
outbreak of disease took hold.

It was a surprise for local
angler Jock Craig to hook a
spring salmon while fishing for
trout on Loch Lee. 
It is rare for salmon to be
so high up in the system so
early in the year.

I will bring further news on
the disease situation in
the next issue. – 
WESTIE.

ORCHY

THE SEASON has started well 
on the Orchy. The fish-counter 
shows there are many more fish 
in the river than over the past 
few years. However, experience 
tells us that the number of 
spring fish is not an indicator of 
the main summer run, which is 
due to start at the end of June. 

These fish are a separate 
component of the population of 
the river and can be 
distinguished genetically. 
Nevertheless a good spring run 
is important and, in my view, the 
improvement over the past few 

years is a result of the 
conservation rules we have 
applied to these fish.

The early fish are always 
held up at the Urchaidh falls in 
the middle of the river. These 
falls are in the middle of the 
Craig beat and anglers who 
venture out in late April and 
early May can have some 
excellent fishing. I fished Craig 
at the end of April and found 
myself in a blizzard! 

Others were more successful 
and seven fish came off Craig 
beat in the third week of May. 
Fish have been caught at other 
times and, on the lower river, 
Dalmally. It’s a good start.

By July the summer run of 
fish will be under way and  fish 
will be over the falls. Day lets 
are available on most beats. – 
URCHAIDH.

 ORKNEY

I THINK it’s safe to say that 
Orkney’s May weather was the 
worst on record and trout 
fishing was affected 
accordingly. Strong winds, rain 
and unseasonably low 
temperatures featured 
throughout the month. Midge 
hatches were few and far 
between, and cowdungs were 
absent as the cattle remained in 
their byres awaiting weather 
improvement and for the grass 
to grow. The only positive slant 
was that the fish seemed to be 
in pretty good condition and had 
over-wintered well. 

Harray saw a lot of
attention from both bank and
boat. Double-figure baskets
were unusually uncommon,
with a fish per hour about
average. Some of the better
baskets recorded included ten
for 7 lb 12 oz for Stuart Leslie;
nine for 7 lb for Andrew
Morgan; 15 for 10 lb 4 oz for Ken
Kennedy; eight for 7 lb 6 oz for
Neil Chalmers and ten for
7 lb 3 oz for James Bews. Fish
were generally found fairly
close to the skerries and on the
drop-offs, and lines varied from
slow intermediates and sink tips
to medium sinkers. 
Fly patterns included 
Hedgehogs, Hulks, Hutch’s
Pennells, Peach Muddler,
Peach Midge and Midge Hogs.

Swannay has a reputation
as an “early” loch and can fish
well in May. Weather apart, the
loch did fish quite well and it
was good to see the average
fish-size back on the increase.
Sinking lines and dark mini lures
usually score well on Swannay,
with Ace of Spades variants,
Hulks, Vivas, Clan Chief, Naked
Spur, Goat’s Toe and Christmas
Tree often mentioned in
despatches. Some of the better
May baskets recorded included
eight for 9 lb 15 oz for Brian
Watt; 11 for 9 lb 4 oz for Kenny
McLeod; nine for 8 lb 6 oz for
Ken Kennedy and seven for
7 lb 8 oz for Alan Craigie.

Hundland produced some
fine fish about 1 lb. Some of the
better baskets included eight
for 6 lb 10 oz for Sandy
McConnachie; five for 4 lb 4 oz
for Norman Irvine; four for
4 lb 3 oz for Jimmy Grant and
three for 3 lb 15 oz for Jimmy
Grant. Hogs normally do well on
this shallow loch but in addition,
Viva, Erlend’s Cat, Swannay Ace
and Clan Chief Muddler are
all worth a swim. 

Stenness is always popular
with local anglers. Not for large

baskets of fish, though, but 
there is always the chance of a 
fish of a lifetime from this 
brackish loch, and there are 
usually a few sea-trout around. 
Keith Young’s three for 3 lb 3 oz 
was the best catch I heard 
about. Fly patterns include 
Silver Cardinal, Colin’s Killer, 
Terrapin, Dunkeld and Stinger. 

May is the best time to fish 
Orkney’s smaller lochs. Weed 
growth later can severely limit 
the free passage of flies on such 
waters. Wasbister Loch, on 
Rousay, can be a gem of a loch 
to fish, and the trout are works 
of art. Ian Hutcheon and Murray 
Hourston took eight to 2 lb there 
and returned as many 
undersized. Wasdale Loch, just 
west of Finstown, continued to 
produce some fine fish of about 
1 lb and Billy Thomson’s 16 to 
1 lb 8 oz was noteworthy. 
Skaill was coloured for most of 
the month but still produced the 
odd fish in the 2 lb-5 lb range to 
those who persevered.  

As I write (June 2) the 
weather shows no sign of 
improvement. The forecasters 
tell us it should get better by the 
end of this week. Let’s hope 
they are correct and that my 
next report will be more 
positive. – M. A. R.

 OUTER 
HEBRIDES

SEVERAL ANGLERS seeking an 
elusive Hebridean spring 
salmon were in the right place 
at the right time during May. 
Grimersta recorded five fish 
up to May 29, the best a 
magnificent 15-pounder for 
R. Wilson in the First Stream on 
a black-and-silver Shrimp 
on May 18. 

Garynahine had several 
anglers on the river in May, but 
only one fish was landed (and 
two lost). The fresh-run eight-
pounder was released by Irene 
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A BEAT TO TRY THIS MONTH

Gilnockie Tower and Hollows, Border Esk
Gilnockie Tower comprises some 1,200 yards of double-bank fishing, including Tower pool and Caul 
pool, and the Hollows is 800 yards of double-bank fishing, including Shortsholm, Brig and Chapel 
pools. Both beats provide good sea-trout fishing, and summer and autumn salmon.

Tickets: Day-tickets for salmon for both beats cost from £41 plus vat.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/Scotland/BorderEsk/
GilnockieTowerAndHollows

LowerShin
showsgreat
improvement
on2014

Macleod in the Boat pool on a
Silver Stoat variant.

Anglers fishing the brown
trout machair lochs of South
Uist encountered difficult
conditions, with high winds and
low air and water temperatures
throughout April and early May.
However, some decent catches
were made on the rare
occasions when the weather
improved. B. Hopkins had a
2 lb 8 oz trout from Loch West
Ollay on April 30. Catches
improved during May and
successful anglers included A.
Macdonald, 3 lb trout from Loch
Grogarry; Ian Kennedy, 3 lb 12 oz
on Loch West Ollay; and B.
Mackay, 22 trout for 27 lb 12 oz
in four days’ fishing on 
Bornish and Stilligarry.

The Graeme Gauld party,
regular visitors to South Uist,
encountered the cold, windy
and wet weather already
mentioned, but managed to land
77 trout during their May 2-9
visit. The highlight of their trip
was when Graeme Gauld
returned a beautifully 
conditioned 5 lb trout on Loch
West Ollay. This was a personal
best for Graeme.

The Stornoway Angling
Association’s annual Obbe
Trophy competition was held on
April 25 and was a huge
success. Twenty-two anglers
took part, landing 139 brown
trout for 108 lb 14 oz. Four trout
over 4 lb were landed and
included a magnificent 8 lb 4 oz
specimen by Calum Stewart,
which helped him win the Obbe
Trophy. – DONNIE MACIVER.

 
OYKEL

THE LOWER Oykel fished
consistently well in the late
spring period. Water levels
were pretty well ideal
 (no hint of a dry spell) with
relentless cloud cover and
no shortage of fish.

The week of May 4 (which
included a 4 ft spate) finished up
with 39; Brian Reid had a
16 lb salmon in the Rock.

The week of May 11
(2 ft 2 in to 2 ft 8 in, back down
to 1 ft 6 in) was the month’s
least productive with 20
recorded; highlights included
16 lb in the Whirl to Michael
Ayshford Sanford, 14 lb in Upper
Dyke and 14 lb in Inveroykel to
Richard Bond, 12 lb in the
George to Keith Williams and
three (best 12 lb in the Long) to
Mrs Lilla Rowcliffe.

The week of May 18
(3 ft to 4 ft, back down to 2 ft

and big tides) was prolific, with 
58 caught, including 24 to Nigel 
Passmore’s party (see article, 
page 28 this issue – ed), six in 
two days to Jim Gargaro, 12 lb 
in the Long to David Midwood, 
14 lb in Junction and 12 lb in 
Langwell to Mrs J. Midwood, 
12 lb in Langwell to Gerald 
Franklin, 12 lb in the Whirl and 
12 lb in Island Stream to Hamish 
Watson and 12 lb in Junction 
and 14 lb in Washerwoman 
to Angus Crowe.

Another 43 were logged in 
the week of May 25 (between 
2 ft 3 in and 3 ft 4 in) with 11 to 
David Thompson’s party, 11 to 
Ron Irvine’s party, six to Capt 
David Bailey’s party and six to 
Barry Trentham’s party. 
On the Saturday evening 
Peter O’Neill banked a 
remarkable seven (including six 
in the Junction) between 6 lb 
and 12 lb on an Ally.

The total for May was 164; 
75 were on Beat One (an 
indication of the amount of 
water) of which 34 were landed 
in the Junction. The season’s 
total to the end of May was 
230 – all bar two bleeders 
were released.

The first week of June 
(between 2 ft 6 in and 1 ft 6 in) 
continued in generous vein with 
53 netted. There was a good run 
of fish in the 12 lb-15 lb class. 
Cameron Grant’s party had 23 
(best 20 lb in the Stone to 
Donnie Black); the host caught 
the first grilse of the season 
(3 lb in Island). The Rolland party 
recorded 17 (best 24 lb in the 
Blue to Mike Rolland). Sandy 
Robertson and his son Billy, on 
their first visit to the Oykel, 
shared five. Michael Squire’s 
party included first-ever salmon 
for Charlie Squire (12 lb in 
Inveroykel on an Oykel GP, 
followed by his second – 10 lb in 
Island Flats), Mr J. Roberts 
(14 lb in the Blue on a Cascade) 
and Mr T.  Downes (11 lb in 
Island Flats on an Oykel GP). – 
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

SHIN

CATCHES WERE encouraging 
rather than exciting on the 
Lower Shin for most of May; 
however, they were a great 
improvement on 2014. Generally 
the water level was two or 
three inches above 
compensation. Reflecting the 
unseasonably cool weather, fish 
were slow to go over the Falls. 

The week of May 11 
produced seven for Tom 

Monaghan’s party, including a
brace (better 18 lb in Angus) to
Graham Black, a brace (better
14 lb in Cromarty) to Ben
Somerville, 12 lb in Paradise to
the host and 12 lb in 
Rocky Cast to Dave Dobie.

The following week
Mr H. Flammin’s party had six,
including four (best 18 lb in

the Farm) to Alain Arrouge.
The week of May 25 was

more prolific, with 20 in the
book. Douglas Graham’s party
(three days) landed nine,
including a brace (better 14 lb in
Farm) to Peter Graham. Charlie
Johnston’s party caught 11, with
five (best 13 lb in Black Stone)
to Gair Brisbane, four to
the host and a brace to
Robert Scott-Dempster.

The week of June 1 (at times
5 in above compensation)
yielded 14,  with five (best 20 lb
in the Farm) to the host, three to

Lord James Percy, a brace
(better 15 lb in Angus) to the
Duke of Northumberland, a
brace (better 18 lb in the Turn) to
Mat Benson and a brace (better
18 lb in the Farm) to Nicholas
Bromley-Davenport. – 
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

SOUTH ESK

ANGLING FOR salmon on the
South Esk may very well
become a thing of the past and I
despair of any action 
forthcoming from any authority.
When you see the returns from
famous beats such as Kinnaird
and Finavon Castle (where a
few fish are being caught) you
have to start asking questions.
However, the more you ask,
the more you fail to come
up with any answers.

Sea-trout are coming into the
river and Finavon Castle has
reported a couple of days with
reasonable catches, but I fear
that this was just a shoal which
dodged the Usan nets. I have
said for many years that the
coastal netting off the entry to
the South Esk is slowly and
relentlessly killing the fish
required for a sustainable stock
in the river. All of my many
angling friends who watch this

river daily say they are seeing 
nothing. I am not saying there 
are no salmon in the river – 
there are – but there 
are oh so few.

Will I fish the river again? Of 
course I will. In the first week of 
August I will be on the Kinnaird 
Middle beat, as I have been for 
more than 40 years, and I hope 
to put in a few other days before 
then. I will never give up on my 
river – the river on whose 
banks I grew up. 

Work on the Brechin flood 
barrier continues, with no 
issues as regards pollution. As I 
have said before, we appear to 
have a contractor who is taking 
all the right steps to make sure 
this satisfactory state of affairs 
continues. – WESTIE.

SPEY

THE RIVER has produced a real 
step-change from recent times, 
with some decent numbers of 
springers on many beats. Water 
temperatures and levels for the 
month have varied a fair bit and 
suited the upper beats from 
Tulchan up to Aviemore, 
especially. 

Kinchurdy and Abernethy 
beats have had some 
cracking fish to 24 lb. 
Grantown Association water 
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MiddleTay
beats enjoy
“tremendous”
Maysport

produced 87 fish and 51 sea-
trout in May. Jamie Mculloch 
had a lovely fish of 22 lb on fly.

Congratulations to Isaac 
Mann, who had his first salmon 
on fly – an eight-pounder at 
Craigellachie. Wester 
Elchies and Kinermony had 
some good fish but report large 
numbers running hard.

The lower beats have also 
had some sport, Arndilly 
picking up good numbers. 
Gordon Castle beats had 
tough month with water levels 
and temperature 
not suiting them and fish 
running through. Warwick Ivill 
had a brace of sea-liced fish 
to 14 lb on beat 3. 

Rothes has had some big 
fish. Kevin Smyth’s party got off 
to a flying start with a 
28-pounder from Gean Tree for 
Malcolm Findlay, and John 
Seager had a 25-pounder  in 
Creaky. – TOM CARTER.

 STINCHAR

THE ONLY salmon of the season 
so far was caught from the 
Scaur on Knockdolian in the 
late evening of May 29. I’m 
pleased to announce that I was 
the captor! It was a hen fish of 
about 11 lb, straight from the 
sea, and took a Stinchar 
Flamethrower tied on 
a half-inch copper tube.  

I have been out for a cast on 
around four occasions during 
the latter part of May and have 
seen a few fish jump – it 
certainly looks promising.  Also 
during these outings, I have 
been encouraged by the number 
of sea-trout I have seen, and 
indeed I landed one of just 
under 4 lb on May 16.

Upstream on Dalreoch, a 
few rods have been out, with 
two salmon reported lost.

June and July can produce 
great sport if we get sufficient 
water, and if the trend of the 
few previous seasons 
continues, we could see some 
decent double-figure fish 
landed. – STINCHARLAD.

 
TAY

MAY WAS a good month – in 
fact tremendous for some – 
though, as always, less good for 
some others. Fishing conditions 
were generally quite good, with 
a couple of short-lived but 
decent rises in the first half of 
the month. Following a smaller 
rise on the 19th, levels fell away 
right to the end of the month, 
although at the end they were 

still a little higher than they had 
been in late April. 
      More rain fell in the west of 
the catchment than in the east, 
meaning there was less water 
in the likes of the Isla and Ericht 
than in the Tay. The weather 
was also generally cooler 
throughout the month than 
might be expected at this 
time of year and that will have 
helped some beats.

Turning to catches from 
individual beats, there was, as 
might be expected at this time 
of year, relatively little sport in 
the lowest part of the river. For 
example, Almondmouth 
reported only two salmon for 
the month and Waulkmill one. 
However, some of those lower 
beats did have a reasonable 
showing of sea-trout. For 
example, Waulkmill reported 
nine, Luncarty and Upper 
Redgorton both reported 
seven, while Lower 
Redgorton reported 20. One 
angler, Alex Brown, had seven 
sea-trout to 4 lb from the 
Stormont AC water. Upper 
Redgorton also reported six 
salmon, while Fishponds 
reported two and Benchil 
three. On Upper Redgorton, 
John Lessels had a 9 lb fish 
while Jock Tait had one of 8 lb. 
On Benchil, Danny Fulton had a 
ten-pounder on fly and 
Mel Lackie a nine-pounder 
on a Flying C.

The first beats with 
significant salmon catches were 
Stobhall, with an above-
average 22, and Taymount 
with 14. Ballathie also 
reported 14 and Cargill 22. On 
Ballathie, Nette Booth caught 
her first-ever salmon, an eight-
pounder, only to catch one of 
9 lb 8 oz later. Her son Samuel, 
also caught a ten-pounder, his 
first-ever salmon, too. The 
Cargill fish included a fly-caught 
salmon for Justin Symborski, a 
fly-caught six-pounder for Gavin 
Masson, a cracking 19 lb 8 oz 
fish for Stewart Scott, and a 
13 lb 8 oz sea-liced fish for Alan 
Imlay. Keith Schofield had a 
10 lb fish on fly, Steve Curnow 
one of 14 lb, Alan Woodhead 
one of 10 lb on fly and Trevor 
Bowmer one of 15 lb. A Mr 
McGunnagil caught his first-
ever salmon and Kate Brown’s 
7 lb sea-liced fish on a Toby was 
her first Tay salmon.

As to be expected in May, 
Islamouth had one of the 
highest totals of the month with 
68, although that is in fact a 
little below its average. Among 
those, Lee Philpott had a 12 lb 

fish on a Snaelda tube, James 
Cuthbert an 11-pounder, John 
Horlock a 10 lb fish on fly and 
Jonathan Fenwick had his first 
Tay salmon, on a Willie Gunn. 
On the other hand, the 
Meikleour House and Upper 
Islamouth beat’s 37 for the 
month was its best since 1993, 
a pattern to be repeated on 
some other middle Tay beats. 
Successful anglers there 
included Anne Woodcock with a 
sea-liced seven-pounder, 
Malcolm Anderson with one of 
10 lb and Stephen Bolton with 
two seven-pounders. 
Neil Hudders, Raymond 
Edmondson, a Mr Tansley and 
Emmie Hubberstey all caught 
their first-ever salmon. 
Finally, 88-year-old Mr Guest 
had a nice 12 lb fish on fly.

Like Islamouth, reported 
catches from the Isla were also 
a bit below average. The 
Coupar Grange beat, which 
can be prolific at this time of 

year, reported 35, for example. 
I’m not quite sure whether this 
was because the Isla-Ericht 
catchment just hasn’t quite had 
the same run of fish as, say, the 
Tummel or Dochart, or 
whether fish just took 
advantage of the few rises 
there have been to shoot 
through well into the Ericht. 
Certainly, by early June there 
are now fish well into the Ericht 
above Craighall Gorge and the 
recently formed lower Ericht 
beat (formerly part of the 
Blairgowrie AC water) reported 
18 for May. However, in late 
May when the water dropped 
there was a significant outbreak 
of fungus, particularly in the 
lower Craighall area, with many 
fish reported dying. So, maybe 
there were more fish in that 
system than reported 
catches indicate. 

So far as the Tay above the 
Isla confluence is concerned, 
Kercock reported 16 for May, 
which is in fact double its recent 
average. Some of the 
successful anglers there were 
George Hunter with a 
14-pounder on a Willie Gunn, 
Dougie McIntosh with one of 

12 lb, Calum Richardson with 
one of 8 lb on his first time 
salmon fishing, and Andy Kerr 
with one of 15 lb. Dougie 
MacLean, Brian Taylor and Jim 
Lamb also all had 12-pounders, 
while Jeff Duke had one of 8 lb 
and Kenny Milne senior one of 
10 lb. On Burnbane, Duncan 
and Jane Glass had a couple of 
grilse and salmon of 8 lb 
and 9 lb on three-inch copper 
and Grasshopper Tomics.

The Murthly 1 beat reported 
47 for May – again way better 
than recent Mays. Glendelvine 
reported 19 for only three days a 
week, while the Murthly 2 beat 
doubled its recent average with 
a truly impressive 70. Newtyle 
also nearly doubled its average 
with its total of 43. Among 
those, Steve Higgins had three 
fish to 12 lb, Phil Bissmire a 
14-pounder on fly, Tim Hughes  
a sea-liced 17-pounder, and 
John Clark and David Gardiner 
both had sea-liced 15-pounders. 
Mike Bell caught a 12-pounder 
on fly, Lester Wolstenholme
had one of 18 lb and Craig 
Carter had two to 12 lb. 
Ben Shippey, Mike Kitson and 
Brian Campbell all caught 
their first-ever salmon.

Most impressive of all, 
Dunkeld House had a total of 
76 for May, including one day of 
11, as opposed to a recent 
monthly average of 22. This tally 
included ten salmon in five days 
for Peter Sproston, two fish to 11 
lb for Adrian Howell, a 
14-pounder for Jim Fleming and a 
15-pounder on fly for Brian 
Peacock. Graham Willington 
caught his first-ever salmon, an 
11-pounder, Jim McDonald had 
two to 15 lb, and David Leggat 
one of 12 lb. Sandra Robbins had 
fish of 14 lb and 21 lb, the latter 
on a Posh Tosh. Paul Richardson 
had his first-ever two salmon to 
11 lb, James Podmore also had 
his first ever, a seven-pounder, 
Peter Jones had one of 14 lb and 

Neil Turner three to 10 lb.
Dalmarnock also had a 

good month, reporting 23. 
There, David Smart had a sea-
liced fish of 9 lb and Ben 
Marshall one of 12 lb. Dalguise 
reported nine fish. These 
included a 10 lb sea-liced fish 
for James Graham on a Willie 
Gunn, a first-ever salmon of 
17 lb for Richard Witt on a 
40 gm Koster, a 10 lb sea-liced 
fish on fly for Adam Walters, 
and two fish to 7 lb for Ian 
Walker. Lower Kinnaird 
reported 13 and Upper 
Kinnaird six.

As is usual at this time of 
year, there were some good 
catches on the lower Tummel, 
too. For example, Pitlochry 
Angling Club’s dam beat 
reported 40, although that is a 
little less than the recent 
average. Of those, Craig Scott 
caught his first-ever salmon, a 
12-pounder. Neil Tong had a 
couple of fish to 12 lb, Stuart 
Humphreys a 14-pounder on fly, 
and Andy Huthwaite a ten-
pounder, also on fly. On his 
birthday, Nick Webster had two 
fish to 10 lb on a spinner, and 
Colin Pugh caught his first-ever 
salmon, also a ten-pounder. The 
club’s Sawmill beat also had 
something like a dozen for the 
month, including a fly-caught 
ten-pounder for Graeme 
Stewart, and two fish to 15 lb 
on spinner for Iain MacLaren. 

Sport was also had on other 
Tummel beats. For example, on 
East Haugh, Alan Lumsden had 
a sea-liced fish of 15 lb, Mr and 
Mrs Jamieson had a fish each, 
Mr Brown had one of 11 lb 8 oz, 
Alex Mitchell at least five to 
17 lb, and Don Reid one of 7 lb.

While there had been a 
sudden burst of fish ascending 
Pitlochry Dam during some warm 
weather in April, fish were rather 
slow to ascend in May. There 
had been 232 counts on the 
public display of the Pitlochry 
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EvenJune
startswitha
bang for
Tayrods

Dam fish-counter on April 30, 
but the total has only increased 
to 761 by June 8 – about 1,000 
fewer than the same time last 
year, perhaps on account of the 
cooler weather that has 
prevailed this year. 
Nevertheless, some sport was 
had upstream. On Loch 
Faskally, for example, 34 fish 
have been reported for May, 
mainly fish under 10 lb, but 
Campbell Dixon had fish of 16 lb 
and 17 lb. Some fish didn’t just 
stop there, as some catches 
were also made on the Garry. 
On the club’s Ruan Ruarie 
beat, Dave Wilson had a 7 lb 
fish on spinner, and Brian 
Lindsay something like four fish 
to 12 lb, again on spinner.

A number of upper Tay beats 
also had better sport than usual 
this May. For example, 
Findynate reported 12 fish 
while Upper Farleyer had a 
very decent 19. However, sport 
didn’t just finish there. The 
Chesthill beat on the River 
Lyon had a good May with 
good water, even resulting in 
sea-liced fish being caught. 
There, the Humphries party had 
four salmon, a Mr Graham’s 
party three, Keith Holland had 
one fish and the Noxon party 
had three, including one for 
Brian Hall, his first Lyon fish 
after 15 years of trying. 
Day-ticket anglers also 
accounted for a couple of fish.

While sport on Loch Tay 
might not have been as good as 
earlier on in the season, fish 
continued to be caught in May. 
For example, Grant Tigwell’s 
Loch Tay Fish n Trips reported 
seven for the month. They 
included an 11-pounder for 
Grant himself and a 12-pounder 
for David Duffy. Fred 

Richardson of Farlows in Pall
Mall had a 10 lb salmon and a
12 lb escapee rainbow trout,
while, also of Farlows, Ben
Tregoning had salmon of 10 lb,
12 lb and 20 lb plus a rainbow of
a mere 8 lb! With a number
of spates occurring in 
the west, fish could at last push
out of Loch Tay and by the end
of the month had already
reached Loch Lubhair
near Crianlarich.

That was May, then. My

guess is that, overall, maybe
over 800 fish will have been
caught, making it one of the
best Mays in recent times in
terms of reported angling
catches. Unlike last year,
when May started off OK
but died later on, the good
catches this year continued
right to the end of the month.
Indeed, I can also tell you that
June has started with 
a bit of a bang, too, but more on
that next time. It is clear,
therefore, that this year’s
salmon run is much better in
comparison to last 
year’s grilse run. Clearly, the
lack of grilse last year didn’t
mean that everything 
just died at sea. 
Are we really seeing a switch
from grilse to salmon, with fish
staying out at sea longer?
Time will tell.

PROSPECTS
July used to be the month 
when the summer grilse 
really got going and was a 
month we really could look 
forward to. However, in 
recent years, it has become 
much less predictable. The 
main grilse runs have tended 
to come later in the past ten 
years and indeed in some 
recent years, particularly last 
year, the grilse run has been 
rather disappointing even 
when it has appeared. 
However, if we are genuinely 
seeing something of an 
increase in salmon runs at 
the expense of grilse, all this 
may change. Certainly, given 
the way the fishing has been 
so far this season, it may be 
that salmon will continue to 
run for weeks to come and 
we will have to completely 
reappraise how we view 
July. My advice at this time of 
uncertainty is to keep a close 
eye on conditions and 
catches with the www.
fishtay.co.uk website and get 
out there if prospects 
continue to be good. 
However, what I can say is 
that, in July, fish tend to move 
fast. If we get low water, 
expect the best sport on 
beats like Islamouth or even 
the middle river, but if it’s 
wet, keep an eye on the 
tributaries as they can come 
up trumps –  BEN LUI. 

THURSO

THE EARLY part of our season 
has been difficult, pretty 
atrocious weather making 
casting quite dangerous at 
times, and high water allowing 
salmon access to Loch More. 

However, it has now settled
down somewhat and we have
enjoyed a very good four
weeks’ fishing in May. 

The Ian Rae party, who are a
joy to have on the river, had
some success throughout the
week, Irish visitors Sam Glenn
and Bobby Bryan had a brace
each during their three-day visit,
both Bob Sedgwick and John
Bell enjoyed one of their best-
ever spring visits, while all
members of the Parramore
party had fish, son Mark taking
his first springer. Local
businessman, Jock Campbell
(JGC Engineering) took our best
fish since 1990, returning a
30-pounder from Loch Beg.

Toward the end of the month
we had a visit from the owners,
Oliver Burge and Simon Laird
and family. Mr Burge took fish
from upper, middle and lower
beats and also took our
200th springer. 

Mr Laird also had success on
several beats but his young
sons, William and Duncan, had
a fabulous week which, I am
sure, will stay with them for the
rest of their lives. These
young men applied themselves
diligently throughout the week
and I found myself pondering
over what has happened to
the youth of today. I am very
fortunate in that my young
grandson, Ryan, also displays
these same attributes.

Some 20 years ago I would
have had children at my
doorstep looking for/speaking
about fishing for hours on
end. Despite various attempts
by many people, including
Thurso Angling Association, we
seem unable to prise the
youngsters away from their
various computer-associated
activities.

A quite concerning feature of
recent weeks is the percentage
of salmon that have been
“clyped”. I have been advised
that this is also the case on
several other Scottish rivers.
One would assume that it is
probably seals that are
responsible. Perhaps, because
of this appearing to be quite
a widespread problem, the
Government might set up
another consultation and review
process led by an internationally
renowned expert. I believe
Sepp Blatter may be available!

As we look ahead, we cannot
help but feel very hopeful with
good water levels, and the
evidence of decent numbers of
fish already showing in the
estuary. – EDDIE McCARTHY.

TWEED

RAIN OVER bank holiday 
weekend saw the water big and
dirty on Monday, May 4, and
unfishable for many beats. This
water made around 5 ft at 
Norham Bridge and was quite
coloured. As it dropped back
through the day, more wet and
windy weather had gauges
rising the following morning.
Once again this made 5 ft or so
at the bottom end, with 
a lot of colour below Teviot 
mouth at Kelso. 

This was effectively to finish
the week for those beats below
Coldstream. Gauges were up
and down all through the week
with Friday the most settled
day, which showed in the 
catches. Out of the total of 90 
fish reported, around 30 came 
on the Friday, with only three on 
both Monday and Wednesday. 
The Junction were top scorers 
by a mile, taking 25 fish – a 
great week – with only one 
other beat, Middle Mertoun 
with ten, making double figures. 
The Junction also had the best 
fish, a 20-pounder, taken on the 
Tuesday. More than two dozen 
sea-trout were also taken, 12 of 
them from the Till beats, the 
best of which, an 11-pounder, 
was caught on Flodden. 

Most of the fish taken on the 
Saturday were caught before a 
rise of water came through, 
most of which came from the 
Teviot. Any fish coming in were 
running quickly through the 
bottom and lower beats up to 
the Kelso area, which had 
fished well right through the 
spring. We were seeing very 
few of these fish showing 
as they moved through 
the lower beats. 

The second week of May, 
beginning Monday 11th, saw 
gauges unsettled again after 
rain late on Sunday. Once again 
most of this water was from the 
Teviot and made around 4 ft at 
Norham. The first half of the 
week was windy, making things 
difficult on some stretches. 
Once again we had a seal on the 
beats below Coldstream 
early in the week which, 
thankfully, headed 
seawards after a day or so. 

The extra water dropped and 
cleared during the week, and 
this showed in the catches from 
Wednesday onwards. Of the 
week’s total of about 150, 
42 were taken on Wednesday 
and 85 over the next three days. 
Only six came from the beats 
below Coldstream, 
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Mayspate
brings fair
runof fish
intoWick

four of them on Saturday.
The Floors beats at Kelso

did best, Upper taking 19 and 
Lower 17, seven of the latter’s 
on Wednesday. Lower 
Makerstoun had 11 (six on the 
Wednesday), the Junction nine, 
with five on the Saturday, and 
Birgham Dub also had nine. 
The best fish, an 18-pounder, 
was taken on Wednesday on 
Lower Makerstoun. A good 
number of the fish taken were 
new with a few into the teens 
of pounds. Forty sea-trout were 
also reported, the best a nine-
pounder from Hendersyde. 
Twenty-two of them came from 
the Till, Redscar taking 11 and 
Lower Tindal eight. I heard 
reports of a good number of 
sea-trout running through the 
lower Till at times during mid 
May, which should give good 
sport in the forthcoming weeks. 

Although we weren’t seeing 
much action on the salmon front 
in my neck of the woods – West 
Learmouth – one fish we did 
get was caught by Stephen 
Burley on the Saturday. 
Weighing 10 lb, it was sea-liced. 

We had a windy end to the 
week with rain in the west late 
on Sunday. This only gave us an 
inch or two on some gauges 
early the following day, at the 
start of the new week. Monday 
18th saw heavy showers at 
times with a bit of a breeze. We 
had thunder and lightning 
through Tuesday with heavy 
rain and hail showers. The hail 
was so heavy, late in the 
afternoon, that I was driving 
home through hail an inch or so 
deep on the road near Tillmouth, 
with the surrounding fields also 

white. It was more like mid
January than mid May.

The rain into midweek gave
us all a rise of 6 in or so on the
beats below Kelso on Thursday.
There seemed to be a few more
fish around during the week,
with a number reported
showing as they moved through
the beats. As with other times
during the spring the Tweedline
river heights service was
reporting late some days.

Some 140 fish were reported
for the week. Monday was the
best day with 38. Twenty or so
were taken from the beats
below Coldstream, Ladykirk
taking seven of them. Up at
Kelso Upper Floors had 20, the
Junction about the same, with
six on both Monday and
Wednesday. Upper Floors had
seven of their total on 
Wednesday, with five the
previous day. The best fish, a
20-pounder, was taken on
Hendersyde on Monday. The
Lees had seven for the week,
Martin Tewes, over from
Germany, taking six of them. His
best was a 16-pounder.

Fish were spread along the
river from Ladykirk at the
bottom, up to Boleside at the
top of the middle stretch. Quite
a number of the total were into
the teens of pounds. With the
water warming up, a lot were
coming to quite small flies
on light sink-tips.

The water was getting low
and clear as we began the last
week of May on Monday 25th.
The first couple of days saw
settled weather but from
midweek we once again had
hail and rain, heavy at times,
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 d Ladykirk five, with
Pedwell getting their first of
the season on Monday. On the
middle stretch above Kelso,
Rutherford and Middle
Pavilion both had six and
Bemersyde four. Top scorers
were the Junction, Sprouston
and Birgham Dub, who each had
11, with Upper Floors taking
eight and Lower Floors six. The
best fish I could find weighed
15 lb and was taken on
Sprouston. During this period,
Peter Kay, up from Derbyshire,
took three fish from three
different beats – Upper North
Wark, Tillmouth and West
Learmouth – over a six-day
spell together with a couple of
sea-trout. Fish were taken
during the week from 
Tweedhill and Horncliffe,
down at the tide, up to Boleside
at Ettrickmouth. A few more
fish were showing as they
moved through the pools, which
gave those fishing a bit of hope.

We had wet and windy
weather at the beginning of
June, which gave us a big and
dirty water on June 2. Sixteen
fish were taken on the Monday.
– BOB HARRISON.

WESTER ROSS

ANGLING EFFORT on the River
Ewe was light during May. Ken
Murphy fished between May 4
and 11 but to no avail. 
Thereafter Poolewe Angling
Club had access but there
was limited take-up.

In the first week of June 
(1.6 m to 1.5 m) Sandy 
Mackenzie’s party enjoyed 
some excellent fishing, landing 
18 and losing another 12. The 
host had four. Alan Stark, on his 
first visit to the Ewe, caught 
four (20 lb in McCordies, 16 lb, 
14 lb and 8 lb). Murdo MacLean 
had  three. Gordon Fleming, 
another Ewe first-timer, banked 
a brace at 15 lb and 18 lb. Peter 

Hall opened his salmon fishing 
account in some style with a 
superb 20 lb fish in the Flats. – 
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

WICK

MAY KICKED off in fine style 
(contrary to my last report), 
Thurso angler Duncan MacKay 
landing a fine 17 lb fish on the 
1st. The following day 
George Doull had one at 
12 lb in the Little Pot.

The week of May 4 included 
a 6 ft spate, drawing in a fair 
run. On the 5th Donald 
Newlands landed a 7 lb fish in 
the Pot and Raymond Ross took 
a 10 lb salmon in Tarroul. On the 
11th George More caught a 
brace in the Pot at 11 lb and 
13 lb and Ian Swanson netted 
one at 12 lb, also in the Pot. 
Further downstream Joe 

Hendry banked a 12 lb salmon in 
the Little Pot. Also on the 
scoresheet for the month with 
sea- liced fish were Will Ross, 
Jimmy MacAdie, Donald Miller 
and Alan Youngson. – 
ANDREW 
GRAHAM-STEWART.

Ireland
ARROW

MARCUS MULLER reports that 
at the start of May the weather 
remained wet and windy but 
there were good hatches of 
olives in sheltered bays and a 

few Mayfly. Jim Mulcahy 
caught three trout to 2 lb 8 oz, 
and Francis White a fine 
3 lb 14 oz fish. Keith Lindsay and 
friend had ten trout in  a day.  

By the second week of May 
fishing improved somewhat. 
Luke O’Connell and John Murray 
caught eight trout to 2 lb 8 oz in 
one day. Sarah Frazer 
had a fine 4 lb fish, while 
Catherine McGoldrick caught 
her first trout of the season, 
at 1 lb 12 oz. Both were 
caught on the dap. 

Despite cold north-westerly 
winds, the lough fished well in 
the third week of May, with 
many excellent catches 
reported. Mayfly were 
hatching in good numbers, 
particularly towards 
the weekend. 
Besides the usual wet-fly 
methods, dapping and dry-flies 
worked remarkably well. Sean 
Corry and Pat Eyres enjoyed 
good fishing all week, with 
many trout in the 1 lb 8 oz-3 lb 
range. Gerry Martin had ten fish 
from 2 lb 8 oz-3 lb for the week, 
while Simon Steel boated two 
trout at 2 lb 8 oz each. Declan 
Cooke and Padraig Traynor 
reported a total of six good trout 
to 2 lb in one day. Most 
successful flies included Grey 
and Green Wulff. 

The Mayfly was well up, 
with good numbers of anglers 
out and a lot of small to 
medium-sized fish being 
returned by the end of May. 
Some better fish between 3 lb 
and 5 lb were caught, too, 
mainly on dry-flies. 
Gregory Doherty had five 
fish to 2 lb 8 oz, Martin McDaid 
boated eight to 3 lb, and John 
Murray caught five to 2 lb. 
Roderick and Caroline Murphy 
and sons, James and Humphrey, 
had about 20 fish to 2 lb 8 oz for 
the week. Tomasz Paluszkiewicz 
and Marciej Osmanski boated 
15 trout on wet- and dry-flies 

Black Mirage tube
Tube 1-2½in aluminium tube  Body Black floss with opal 

mirage large tinsel over. Coat with superglue
Throat hackle Royal blue schlappen  Wing Black bucktail, 

Eumer Arctic fox tail 2XL black, three strands of 
peacock-black Krinkle mirror flash, three strands of 

peacock-black Krystal mirror flash, 4-6 strands 
peacock herl over  Cheeks Jungle cock (optional)  

Head Fire orange uni-thread 6/0            
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Ireland

A BEAT TO TRY THIS MONTH

Dalswinton, River Nith, Dumfriesshire
Dalswinton Estate, seven miles north of Dumfries, has 2½ miles of single-bank fishing, with eight
pools and four huts. It is a particularly attractive stretch of the river and in recent years has benefited
from good sea-trout returns into late summer. It has a five-year salmon/grilse average of 159.

The beat offers the angler a great variation of water, with opportunities to cover fish in low and
high water. 
Tickets: Day-tickets for salmon cost from £40.
Contact: Tom Carter, FishPal. Tel: 01573 470 612.
Purchase tickets online at FishPal: http://www.fishpal.com/Scotland/Nith/Dalswinton

Coldeasterly
winds fail to
spoil sport
onMask

over four days. Their heaviest 
fish was estimated at 5 lb and 
measured 60 cm. All their fish 
were returned. The Mayfly 
season continues into June. – 
PAUL BOURKE.

CORRIB

KEVIN CROWLEY reports that 
Mayfly hatches were sparse to 
fair in early May due to 
unsettled weather. In the 
Oughterard area Tom Kelly 
reports some excellent fishing. 
Brian and John Sullivan had  
17 trout to 4 lb 4 oz in two days 
on wet-fly, dry-fly and the dap. 
German angler Dieter Lampe 
had 14 trout for 2 lb  
in three days. 

By the second week of May, 
good hatches of Mayfly starting 
to appear in all parts of the 
lough, along with good hatches 
of buzzers and olives. Headford 
and Corrib Anglers hosted the 
Michael Walsh Memorial Cup 
out of Greenfields and 30 rods 
took part in what was a 
heaviest-fish competition, 
Martin Murphy taking top prize 
with a cracking trout of  
6 lb 13 oz caught dapping. A 
total of 20 trout were caught. 
Angling guide Larry McCarthy 
from Corrib Angling Services 

had a party of four anglers from 
the UK – John Cash, Vaughan 
Ruckley, Richard Hoskin and Bill 
Brown – staying at Corrib View 
Lodge and they landed 35 trout 
on Mayfly in four days. Gareth 
Jones from Airflo had an 
amazing three days, catching  
27 trout while guided by  
Larry. Saturday was his best day 
with seven trout for about 27 lb. 
A party of Welsh anglers who 
are regular visitors to 
Cornamona had close to 100 
trout for the week, all sportingly 
released in the Cornamona 
area. A huge number of trout 
were caught all over Corrib in 
May on Mayfly, Buzzer and 
Olives, although the weather 
was downright cold at times.  

In the third week of May the 
whitethorn was in full bloom, 
which usually coincides  
with the peak of the  
Mayfly hatches.  
In the Oughterard area Harry 
Couch and family had great 
fishing over eight days, landing 
120 trout for six rods on wet-fly 
and dapping, with a best  
fish of 3 lb 8 oz.  
Johnny McMullin and  
Richard Morris from Wales 
caught 38 trout for their  
week’s fishing.  
Again there were huge  

numbers of trout reported from
many parts of the lough,
despite the cold  
weather at times.  
You can read fuller reports on
the Mayfly fishing on Corrib and
all our great Irish Mayfly loughs
at http://fishinginireland.info/
news/trout-reports/ 

The last week of the
month saw even poorer
conditions, cold north-westerly
winds making fishing  
miserable at times,  
but nonetheless fishing
was very good on  
some days.  
Jim Longmore, a regular
visitor to Corrib, boated more
than 40 trout for his week
this year, including a fabulous
70 cm trout that was his
personal best, taken on
Buzzer. Ted Wherry was in
touch to report that he and
his wife enjoyed a tremendous
week fishing with boatman
Denis O’Keeffe, with 23 fish
over 2 lb boated, all on 
dry Mayflies.  
      The Mayfly fishing continues
into June for another week
or two and if the weather
gets warmer there should be
some good spent-gnat 
fishing. –  
PAUL BOURKE.

DROWES  
AND MELVIN

THE BETTER conditions
reported at the end of April
continued into May and early
June and at the time of writing
(June 3) we have more fish in
the Rossinver book than for
many years at this time.

The Rossinver Fishery
Festival on May 10 was a great
success, despite persistent rain
and strong winds. It was great
to see 35 regular Melvin anglers
turn up for the day. Lots of fish,
both trout and salmon, were
caught, and the competition
element of the day required no
fish to be killed for an angler to
win one of the trophies. Many
thanks to all who attended,
provided sponsorship for the
day or helped out in any way. On
his way home after the BBQ,
Mickey Duffy put out his trolling
rod and was rewarded with a 9
lb salmon. The only downside to
the day was the fact that the
next afternoon Jim Hoy and I
discovered that a boat and
trailer had been stolen from the
fishery overnight. We never
expected to see either item
again but thanks to excellent
work by An Garda both
were located. 

The rest of May provided
excellent salmon fishing on
Melvin, the highlight of which
was Jim Connolly’s capture of
two fish on May 14 – the first of
the season on fly. A large
number of other salmon were
taken, and successful anglers
included Melvin Schofield,
Rodney Benson, Kenny Sweney,
William Campbell, Michael
Stinson, Aiden Miller, Raymond
Dundas, Stephen Kennedy,
Seamus O’Dare and Noel
Johnston. Robert Irvine, one of
our new members this season,
came out with me on  
May 18 and caught his first
Rossinver fish, a fresh grilse
of around 4 lb. 

Not only has the salmon
fishing been good this year but
we also had some excellent
trout fishing towards the end of
May. Paul Reddish won the Wild
Trout Trust auction for a day on
Rossinver. Paul’s target was to
catch a gillaroo and a sonaghan
on his visit and he and I had two
very enjoyable days on the
lough, where he caught a
number of both. In fact in the
first 20 minutes’ fishing for
gillaroo we had one each and in
his first hour after sonaghan
we had four. 

Like Lough Melvin, the

Drowes had an excellent May, 
with well over 100 salmon 
caught. On many days more 
than ten fish were caught. A 
large number of fly-fishers were 
successful and the Rapala 
seemed to be one of the  
better spinning baits.

The next few weeks should 
see the good trout fishing 
continuing and lots of 
opportunities to take a grilse or 
salmon on fly in Rossinver Bay. 
– DAVY STINSON. 

MASK

RONAN CUSACK reports that 
cold easterly winds have done 
nothing to slow down the good 
fishing on Mask in early May. 
Good hatches of olives mixed 
with the first sprinkling of 
Mayfly were keeping the trout 
interested and buzzer hatches 
were good, too. Cian, Dara, 
Fergal and Brendan Murtagh 
from Co Cavan were joined by 
good friend Vincent Kelly for 
their annual three-day trip to 
Mask. The lads had 25 keepable 
trout for their trip, on a 
combination of wet-flies and 
buzzer patterns. The best fish, 
just over 4 lb, went to Cian.  

By May 14 Mayfly hatches 
were reasonable, with trout 

responding well. Michael 
Shovlin and son Michael Jnr 
fished at the weekend and had 
14 cracking trout fishing wet-
flies in very wild conditions with 
a best fish of 3 lb 4 oz. Mick 
Dunne and Michael Prendergast 
had eight to 1 lb 8 oz on the 
same day. Simon Mitchell and 
Victor Long in a four-day trip 
caught 68 keepable trout to  
4 lb 12 oz on wet-fly. Dave, 
Martin and Garry Connor had a 
total of 75 trout on a 
combination of Buzzer and wet-
fly. Pat Gorman and Adrian 
Gorman fished in the rain on 
Sunday and had tremendous 
sport, landing 20 trout, including 
12 on the first drift. They also 
fished on Saturday evening  
and had seven.  

In the third week of May, 
Mayfly hatches could only be 
described as medium to fair, yet 
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ionMills
produces
most fish
onMourne

the trout fishing continued to be
spectacular. Olive and buzzer
hatches were a bit more
predictable, with lots of good
trout taken on nymph and buzzer
patterns throughout the week.
Howard Smith and angling
partner Mike fished with Ronan
Cusack for two days that week
and had about 30 trout over the
limit on a combination of wet-fly
and Buzzer with a best fish of
5 lb. John Webb and Mike
Donaghy from Scotland also
fished with Ronan for four days
and caught between 50 and 70
trout to 3 lb. David Hall of Hall’s
Angling Centre had nothing but
good news again that week.
English visitors Bob Forshaw,
Paul Davis, Paul Hallmark and
Keith Portis had a few days at
Hall’s and reported 119 fish for
six days with a best fish
of 3 lb 14 oz. 

In the last week of May,
Denis Hill, Steve Ellis, Billy
Graham and Larry Gibb from
Northern Ireland had a week to
remember, boating 120 trout
during their six-day stay with a
best fish of 4 lb. Twenty trout
to the boat for the day were
common for anglers in the
Dringeen Bay area. Huge
numbers of small fish 
continued to be reported.
While hatches of Mayfly were
inconsistent, trout were caught
on Mayfly patterns, both wet
and dapping. –
 PAUL BOURKE. 

 
SHEELIN

BRENDA MONTGOMERY
reports that the first week of
May was very wet and wild.
Only a small number of anglers
fished in these conditions but
49 trout were reported,
including a seven-pounder on a
Buzzer by Alex Drury. The
following week was another
difficult one but some anglers
had success with Buzzers. The
best fish of the week was a fine
trout of 6 lb 8 oz taken on an
Epoxy Buzzer by Trent Summers.
In all, 78 trout were recorded.

By the third week of May the
first real hatches of Mayfly
started to bring up the trout.
The buzzer fishing was very
good in the late afternoon and
evening. The Bog Bay area of
the lake fished particularly well.
Many fish fell to a dry Mayfly
and it was also worth fishing
patterns suggestive of a Mayfly
nymph on a midge-tip line. The
total number of trout recorded
for the week was 174, with the
heaviest fish a seven-pounder.

The weather remained cold 
right up to May 25. This week 
was unseasonably cold with 
hail and north-westerly winds 
cutting across the lake.  
Heaviest fish of the week was a 
nine-pounder caught by Welsh 
angler Marco Orsi on a dry 
Mayfly. The total number of 
trout recorded was 371. Michael 
Pollin had two beauties of 6 lb 
on Buzzer and 6 lb 8 oz on a dry 
Mayfly. He also caught 
11 trout on May 22 with two at 
5 lb, one at 4 lb and eight 
from 2 lb 8 oz-3 lb 8 oz. 

In the last days of May the 
best trout reported was a fine 
nine-pounder caught by Belfast 
angler Malcolm Dwyer. Wulff 
patterns featured heavily and 
took fish to 7 lb. The Green, 
Grey, Yellow and Royal Wulff all 
had their moments of glory.  – 
PAUL BOURKE.                                             

.
NORTHERN 
IRELAND

MAY WAS not the month we all 
expected. It was certainly not 
warm and wonderful and full of 
the coming summer. Most rivers 
suffered from too much water 
and were out of order for large 
parts of May. Despite the cold 
winds and the ever-changing 
weather, fish were reported 
from most waters, though 
not in large numbers.

Beginning with the Mourne, 
the lower river fished best, 
though fish were seen, and 
some taken, in the tributaries 
the Derg and the Strule. At 
Sion Mills Mark Gough – www.
nmtackle.com – reports that the 
river was, “Up and down like a 
yoyo throughout the whole of 
May with flood after flood 
pushing the river out of order for 
most of the month.” When 
conditions allowed, however, 
angling was good, and most 
beats produced good spring fish 
in the 8 lb-15 lb range. Sion Mills 
(a great brown trout of 6 lb was 
landed at the Crooked Hole) as 
expected produced the bulk of 
salmon caught and among rods 
with fish from their waters were 
Keiran Cairns, 8 lb and 11 lb; 
Alister Scott, 5 lb; Pete Doherty, 
8 lb; F. Finlay, 6 lb and 10 lb; 
Mark Kane, 9 lb; Maurice 
Harkin, 9 lb; Noel Duddy, 7 lb; 
John Brennan, 9 lb and Thomas 
Moore,10 lb. Others with fish 
were Drew Hyndman, Frank 
Brown Snr, Dessie Patton, 
Tommy Quinn, and Ricky and 
Kieran McGurk. Fish were also 
taken from the Snaa on the 
Baronscourt beats (Tel: +44 

(0) 28 8166 1683), the Feddens 
and on the Derg, where local 
anglers, B. Noble and J. 
Hyndman each had a fish from
Ardstraw. Presently the outlook
is good,with milder weather
forecast and grilse showing.

The other Foyle rivers, the
Faughan and Roe, opened in
May. On the Faughan a few fish
have been taken since opening
on May 20. Richard Barton
banked a 4 lb grilse at Lynch’s
Dam and was joined by Chris
McDaid with a fine salmon of
13 lb. Willis Lesley and Gareth
Fullerton had fish at 8 lb and
6 lb. All were taken on fly.

The Bush produced a dozen
fish for the month. 

The neighbouring Lower
Bann beats began in May and
suffered from high water, losing
three quarters of possible
fishing. However, plenty of good
fish are showing but most are
running through. The first from
Carnroe fell to the prawn of
Adrian McIlmoyle at 
7 lb, and Tom Heasley had a
good fish at 11 lb on fly. If the
numbers running through are
correct, these fish should arrive
soon in the lower reaches of the
Lough Neagh tributaries – last
season the first salmon came
off the Shanes Castle water on
the Maine in the first week of
June. For fishing and 
information contact Sam 
Andrews on 07889 423 965.

Presently anglers will be
concentrating on the Mayfly.
The Erne will have seen more
effort, whatever the conditions.
Those to whom I have spoken
report pretty good hatches of fly
but, as last year, few trout
rising. The odd trout for a hard
day’s fishing is not Mayfly
fishing as we knew it. We are
still waiting for the Erne 
management plan proposals. If
these are still being prepared
there is time to include the
obvious proposal to designate
the lower lough a game 
fishery and manage 
it as such. Then perhaps we
might return to the glories
of earlier times. – 
MICHAEL SHORTT.

GALLERY

A B OV E Morag 
Pugh with her first 
salmon – an 
18-pounder from 
the Awe on a Green 
Highlander.

L E F T Geoffrey 
Palmer celebrated 
his 88th birthday 
with this 
26-pounder from 
the Helmsdale. 
Holding the fish 
is fellow rod 
Chris Davies.

R IGH T Ten-
year-old Kate 

McKenna with a 
5 lb salmon from 

Montcoffer on 
the Deveron.

L E F T Five-year-
old George 
Birkbeck with his 
third salmon of 
the season. This 
one came from 
Rothes and 
Aikenway on the 
Spey. With him 
are father Patrick 
and grandfather 
Mark.

BE L OW Thirteen-
year-old Duncan 
Laird returns his 
16-pounder on 
the Thurso.
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*If you return your fish, please give its measurement from

tip of nose to fork of tail.
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FishOf TheMonth entry form

Terms and Conditions The winners will receive the prizes as stated above. If for any reason beyond the promoter’s control it is not possible to provide the stated prize, the promoter

reserves the right to award an alternative prize of no lesser value. The promoter’s choice of prize is final. There is no cash alternative available. No entries can be returned and the

promoter will enter into no correspondence. Judging for the June competition takes place on July 6 (July competition on August 5) and the winners will be notified within 14 days.

We reserve the right to use the winners in any publicity. No employees of Sharpe’s or other companies involved in this promotion are eligible to enter. The Editor’s decision is final.

The promoter excludes responsibility for applications that are lost/delayed/incomplete. A list of winners is available from Trout and Salmon, Media House, Lynchwood,

Peterborough PE2 6EA, upon receipt of an SAE. For full competition terms and conditions please go to: www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-terms.html

For our Privacy Policy visit www.bauerdatapromise.co.uk. Bauer Media Group consists of Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Bauer Radio Ltd and H. Bauer Publishing Ltd.

Win a Sharpe’s 
Gordon 2 rod
If you’ve caught a memorable trout or salmon, 
why not enter our monthly competition?

IT IS not always the biggest fish that wins our Sharpe’s of 
Aberdeen Fish of the Month competition. Other factors that may 
make the catch special are taken into account: the water in 
which the fish is caught, the method and the circumstances. 
Each entry is carefully judged and the editor’s decision is final.

The winners in each of four categories – salmon, sea-trout, 
brown trout and rainbow trout – will receive their choice of 
a superb Sharpe’s single- or double-handed rod from the 
award-winning Gordon 2 or Plus 3 ranges. 

The trout-sized Gordon 2 has a middle-to-tip action; 
salmon rods have a deeper-flexing progressive action. 
Plus 3 rods have a fast-recovery blank and are made 
in six-pieces, which is ideal for far-flung travel.  
Sharpe’s welcomes the opportunity to discuss 
the rod choice with each winner.

Q Fish entered in the June competition must be caught between June 1-30. To enter the July

competition, fish must be caught in the period July 1-31. QOne witness is essential. Q The editor 

reserves the right to refuse an entry. Q Complete the form in full and send to: Sharpe’s Fish of the 

Month, Trout and Salmon, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA to arrive no later than 

first post on July 6 (June competition) or August 5 (July competition). Q Pictures are welcome. Please 

send prints to the aforementioned address. E-mail images to: troutandsalmon@bauermedia.co.uk 

Q PLEASE NOTE: YOU MUST SEND THE FORM TO ENTER. NO PHOTOCOPIES.

May winner: Brendan Williams with a 7 lb 8 oz Loch Leven brownie.
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A right clot
Giles Catchpole listens to his surgeon and resolves to fish more often

B
EFORE WE all
became swept up
in the excitement
of T&S’s 60th
birthday (July)
I was relating how

I had been abruptly admitted to
hospital with a huge blood clot
inside my toe and a nasty dose of
gangrene on the outside.

So here I am with a tube
in each arm variously pumping
intravenous antibiotics up one side
and anti-coagulants into the
other and generally thinking,
“Hmmmm!!” while a lot of teenage
medics lurk at the end of the bed
debating whether it would be best
to cut off my toe right away to stop
the gangrene spreading – but risk
shifting the embolism out from
the toe and into the wider vascular
system where it could float into my
heart or head with potentially fatal
consequences – or concentrate on
diluting the clot in situ and chance
losing the whole foot later if the infection really gets a
grip. “Hmmmm?”, indeed, I think you’ll agree.

In between times I was wheeled about the premises
to have a variety of pictures taken of my insides. With 
the result that at some point another bloke turned up 
at the end of my bed waving a sheaf of photos and 
crying, “Gott’im, by cracky!  
Sure as eggs, I tell you. Caught in the act!” 

Eventually I got him calmed down enough to 
explain whom he had got doing what, where, and 
quite why it was so exciting.

It turned out a constriction
had been identified lurking in
my right femoral artery slightly
short of my knee. This, I was
advised, constituted a clot 
factory by slowing the blood flow to a point where the
stuff coagulates into lumps, bits of which then break
up and set off to do their worst elsewhere in the
system: to wit, my little toe, where tubes are narrow.

“So,” he declares, “we’ll whip you into theatre 
tomorrow and give your artery a bit of a rodding and 
see if we can’t get things flowing again. Byeee!” 

Thus it was that the next afternoon found me 
parked in what appeared to be a basement where a lot 
of people in surgical scrubs seemed to be sitting about 
drinking tea and eating biscuits. “We’re your theatre 
crew,” one said round a custard cream. “His Nibs isn’t 
down yet. Fancy a brew while you wait?”

So I had a mug and a Bourbon and was just about to 
ask if anyone had a pack of cards when the doors 

banged open and my over-excited 
friend swept in. Well, it was 
bundle and go then, sure enough. 
The mugs all went into the sink 
and the top back on the biscuit 
tin. There was much scrubbing 
and snapping of rubber gloves 
and the next thing I know I’m 
lying very still under an arc lamp 
and the vascular surgeon, for it is 
he, is explaining through his 
mask what he is about to do.

“I will anaesthetise this area 
here,” he says and pokes me in the 
appendix, “make a small incision 
and insert this…” at which point 
he waved a length of plastic wire 
under my nose “…down to here…” 
here being my inner thigh just 
short of the knee “…give it a damn 
good scrubbing with this 
attachment…” a loo-brush is what 
sprang to mind, I swear “…then 
we’ll put a balloon on the end and 
blow it up a bit to re-set the artery. 
Stay very still, please, while I’m 

working, and if you feel a lot of stuff running into 
your groin, that’ll just be blood. Okay? Good. 
Everyone ready? Splendid! Lights, then please, and 
Action! Now did anyone see the match last night?”

And that was my procedure. From time to time, he 
would ask me how I was doing and I assured him I 
was doing absolutely fine and he said it was all going 
“splendidly!!” at his end and was I going to adjust my 
lifestyle after this narrow squeak?; and I said I’d 
think about it and then there was a sharp pain and so 

I said, “Yes. Yes. I’m definitely 
going to adjust my lifestyle now 
I come to think about it”, and he 
said “splendid!!” and a 
frightfully sensible idea and the 
pain went away and then he 

took my finger and stuck it over the hole in my side 
and said, “Hold that there for ten minutes and don’t 
move or you’ll leak.” Whereupon I was wheeled into 
post-op and they all went through the other door and 
the last thing I heard was someone suggesting putting 
the kettle on and were there any digestives left? 

And that was my life-saving procedure. 
“So,” I dare say you are thinking, “what was all that 

about and where are all the fish?”
Well, the upshot is that your correspondent has had 

a narrow squeak. I didn’t know it at the time, but the 
old man with the scythe – or perhaps landing net and 
priest – was sitting on the bank next to me for six 
weeks. And that makes you think. So I’m going to adjust 
my lifestyle. I am going to fish more. A lot more.  

“A loo-brush is what sprang  
to mind, I swear…”
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IT TAKES MORE THAN
STEPS TO MAKE A PAIR
OF LENZ SUNGLASSES

In a world where 95%

of all sunglasses are injection 

moulded, Lenz has chosen 

to produce their glasses 

100% by hand – quality 

rather than quantity. 
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www.lenzoptics.com   |   www.facebook.com/lenzoptics
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Glasgow Angling Centre
Unit 1 The Point Retail Park,
29 Saracen Street, Glasgow, G22 5HT 
Tel: 0141 212 8880
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Uttings 
Norwich, 
NR3 2ZR 
Tel: 01603 619811
www.uttings.co.uk

Dealers

Angling Active
Agricultural Centre
Stirling, Scotland, FK9 4RN
Tel: 01786 430 400
www.anglingactive.co.uk

Fishtec 
Unit 6, Ffrwdfrech Industrial Estate,
Brecon, Powys, LD3 8LA
Tel: 0871 911 7001 
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THE HARDY JET.

THERE’LL NEVER BE A  

CARBON COPY.

If you’ve only used a carbon rod before, your expectations of a fly rod are about to 

change forever. The Hardy Jet is forged from SINTRIX
®
 330 – Hardy’s unique silica nano

matrix. You’re about to experience a new level of power, performance and refinement.

Rods start from £349 www.hardyfishing.com


